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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a contribution to a deeper understanding of selected Bengali grammatical structures as far 
as their syntactic and semantic properties are concerned. It questions traditional interpretations and 
takes a practical approach in the detailed investigation of actual language use. My methodology is 
based on the belief that clarity and inquisitiveness should take precedence over alliance to particular 
grammar theories and that there is still much to discover about the way the Bengali language works.
Chapter 1
This chapter on non-finite verb forms discusses the occurrences and functions of Bengali non-finite 
verb forms and concentrates particularly on the overlap o f infinitives and verbal nouns, the 
distinguishing features between infinitives and present participles, the semantic properties of verbal 
adjectives and the syntactic restrictions of perfective participles.
C hapter 2
In the attempt to define Bengali compound verbs I question the appropriateness o f purely semantic 
criteria, which have prevailed in previous analyses. If  syntactic criteria are taken into account we arrive 
at a more diverse and more accurate picture of the relationship between the two combined verb forms. 
C hapter 3
The majority of Bengali so-called postpositions are locative noun forms (spatial postpositions) or non- 
finite verb forms, which can function as postpositions. I have tried to develop some syntactic and 
semantic criteria in order to define the 'wordclass' of postpositions.
Chapter 4
Bengali tenses are remarkably flexible in their uses. In order to gain a clearer picture of their 
parameters I have examined the co-occurrence of tenses and of tense restrictions in sentences with 
particular time adverbials.
Chapter 5
Verbs of being and having zero verb, S^TTt and ’alW  ) are analysed according to their syntactic 
uses, restrictions, semantic features and overlap with one another, taking into account negative and 
non-present tense sentences. The chapter also establishes the importance of the zero verb as the main 
copula in Bengali.
Chapter 6
This chapter looks at word order and selected sentence structures. The discussion focusses on the 
features and parameters of Bengali passive and impersonal structures. Findings from previous chapters 
have been taken into account.
All chapters suggest areas of further research.
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introduction
INTRODUCTION
The theory - a framework for linguistic research
In the introduction to his paper On Bangla Nouns Probal Dasgupta writes: 'It is my view that a large 
number of linguistic research traditions today are valuable and worth pursuing, and that their concerns 
are complementary in such a way that no one research tradition in its present amplitude can hope for 
paradigmatic acceptance if only because no single tradition is ambitious enough to try to tackle the 
kinds of problems that interest workers in most or all of the other traditions put together. In a situation 
like this, it is necessary that each individual piece of research (article or book) relate itself to some 
particular tradition so as to achieve some measure of coherence and readability, although it remains 
possible for an individual researcher to attempt to work in several traditions, one at a time, one 
tradition per paper.'
I acknowledge the validity of this view but make no apologies for not aligning myself with a particular 
linguistic research tradition in this thesis. This decision is based on a variety o f factors which can be 
summed up under the following three headings:
* the present state of research on Bengali language structures
Bengali linguistics has, in recent years, taken a gigantic leap from prescriptive schoolbook type 
grammars to complex analyses of individual grammatical structures following the methods of one 
or another transformational grammar model. In the course of my research I have read numerous 
articles, PhD theses and books on Bengali grammatical structures written by authors who follow a 
variety of research traditions. Dasgupta himself has done research (on number and case) within the 
framework mainly of GB (Government and Binding) Theory. Humayun Azad has done a 
transformational generative analysis o f pronominalization in Bengali, Abul Manzur Morshed on 
relativization. More recently there have been the works of Rashida Begum on postpositions (GB 
theory) and Tanmoy Bhattacharya on the structure of 'Determiner Phrases in Bangla' along the 
lines of Chomsky’s minimalism theory and Kayne’s Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA). 
Though all of these contribute some valuable knowledge about Bengali language structures, their 
main concern is to prove or disprove particular theoretical axioms. The language used in these 
works tends to be very specialized, stringent and difficult to understand. I see it as part of the 
purpose of my work to extract from these somewhat theory-ridden theses the information on 
Bengali that will be relevant to a new Bengali grammar and make it accessible to other linguists 
who may not have the same theoretical background.
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Alongside these academic writings there are a number o f course books, grammars and 
introductions aimed at learners of Bengali. These present - this is oversimplified - a different kind 
of problem. Rather than offering a systematic, if limited, overview of Bengali language structures, 
they are often incomplete, arbitrary and faulty. I was first struck by this in McLeod's Colloquial 
Grammar, which I benefited from greatly when I started to learn Bengali. In his index, McLeod 
goes from 'causative verbs' to 'passive voice' to 'purpose, cause and consequence'. This constitutes 
a jump from syntactic to semantic criteria and must be confusing to the reader who will be looking 
at the index to find, most likely, particular grammatical categories. Similarly, M. L. Das's short 
and much-used Present Day Colloquial Bengali fo r  Foreign Students is a happy jumble of 
syntactic and semantic points of interest, as also is Brother James' Bengali fo r  Foreigners, which 
was one of my essentials but which is distinctly lacking in any kind of systematic approach. These 
kinds of books (and I count my own Essential Everyday Bengali, though perhaps a bit more 
systematic, among them) are quick-fix solutions, that is, they are very much geared towards 
helping people to learn Bengali and so cannot afford to delve too deeply into grammatical 
structures for fear of creating more chaos than order.
the overall aim of this thesis
As stated in the title of this thesis, my main aim is to pave the way for a new, comprehensive and 
comprehensible Bengali grammar. W. L. Smith has taken an important step in this direction with 
his Bengali Reference Grammar, which unfortunately is not as widely known as it should be. 
Bengali linguists, at least we of the foreign contingent, tend to work in isolation from one another 
when we could all benefit so. much more by working together.
It seems desirable in this situation and with a view towards a new Bengali grammar to take a step 
back from recent high-flying linguistic enterprises and aim first and foremost for a descriptive 
analysis of grammatical structures. This is a step from theoretical to practical linguistics: learning 
to walk before we try to run! If, in taking this step, we abandon the aim to prove that linguistics is 
an exact science then, on the other hand, we gain an increase in clarity and the opportunity to 
include linguists o f all persuasions. This is not an attempt to give up on theoretical grammar but is 
an acknowledgement that no one grammar model is capable of explaining the whole of one 
language.
Linguistic rigour and clarity are not confined to transformational computations, and in this thesis I 
have tried to develop a methodology which is consistent but at the same time transparent, so that 
the research is accessible to all Bengali linguists and a discussion of our interpretations of Bengali 
grammatical structures can be triggered.
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Probal Dasgupta writes: 'Rigorous phonology and morphology are still in their infancy as far as 
Bangla is concerned.' The same is true for Bengali syntax and semantics, which are the areas that I 
have been concerned with in this thesis. Dasgupta continues: 'Therefore it becomes necessary to 
make tentative proposals in those areas, and to develop a conception of word structure related to 
these proposals. Feedback from each wing of the enterprise makes it possible to find and correct 
errors in the other, enabling knowledge to grow in a non-vicious spiral' (The Word in Bangla)
There is still a lot o f confusion and disagreement on Bengali linguistic structures, with regards to 
terminology, which is perhaps less important, but also with regards to actual usage, eg which case 
endings does the postposition follow? Equally there is a need for defining categories such as 
compound makers or even the 'word class' of postpositions. This may be seen as linguistics on 
quite a basic level, but, in my view, this is actually the level where questions need to be asked and 
answers sought in order for 'knowledge to grow in a non-vicious spiral' (see above).
personal views
My decision to stay clear o f particular grammatical theories and to restrict my research to 
descriptive analysis within a more traditional framework was almost inevitable given the divergent 
range of existing research and also the desire to break through the theory-practice split which 
tends to prevail in this kind of academic writing. But there are also some theoretical principles and 
beliefs at play here.
I believe very strongly that good academic work does not automatically have to be difficult and 
obscure, yet the number of PhD theses I have actually enjoyed reading, even if I did not 
understand everything, are very few. Even something like Abul Manzur Morshed's thesis on 
relativization in Bengali, which I did enjoy reading, left me with the feeling 'What have I learnt 
about Bengali relative clauses that I didn't know before?' The answer was 'very little', though I did 
learn quite a lot about transformation rules. As linguists, particularly, I feel that we should at least 
attempt to use our language skills in order to make our meanings clear and intelligible to others 
who don't have the same background.
Part of the purpose of a PhD degree is to show that a candidate is capable of original, methodical 
thinking, but that is not the same as successfully applying the rules of a particular system. In fact, 
there is nothing very original in that - it is comparable to taking a car engine apart and then putting 
it back together again according to a given plan with the aim of testing whether the plan is any 
good. Perhaps you can rearrange the parts and find a better system, but you are still working with 
a given fixed object with no room for expansion. Languages are not like car engines with a fixed 
set o f parts, which can be arranged ( or categorised) in different ways. Languages are living and 
growing organisms and our attempts at grammatical classification, interpretation or even rule-
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finding should serve to increase our understanding, not to fit the language into prefabricated 
compartments.
Generative grammars and their numerous and diverse offspring were developed with the explicit 
purpose of understanding the principles that govern the phenomenon of language and of being 
able to produce well-formed language from these principles. Although this concept is extremely 
seductive in theory, it is ultimately based on the belief that if you dig deep enough, everything is 
explicable. Perhaps all scientific endeavour is to some extent based on this belief, but it carries 
with it a presumption of achieveability which seems to me to be counterproductive to genuine 
questioning and research. Bengali grammar research is not yet at the stage where we know 
everything there is to know about grammatical structures and I think it is appropriate to do the 
groundwork first, which means to observe and describe language behaviour, without aiming to 
define the phenomenon of language.
David Graddoll, in his book Describing Language, makes the same point:
'It is difficult to make use of a specific theory without taking on board the aims of that theory; this 
means that, despite the allure of a potential explanatory theory, a simple descriptive approach may 
often be more suitable, for this will allow a stretch of language to be accurately described, or a 
problem to be set out in a principled way.' (p 101)
The practice - approaching language structures
Diisan Zbavitel says in the introduction to his study on Bengali non-finite verb forms: 'I have no 
doubt that the whole problem of Bengali verbal compounds will have to be solved by Bengali linguists, 
possessing not only theoretical erudition needed for the task, but also the language feeling, which 
cannot be acquired in full by any foreigner' (p 20). Bengali linguistics is still in its infancy and many of 
the younger Bengali linguists choose to become experts in theoretical analysis o f very specific 
grammatical research areas. This results in a gap on the ground floor, so to speak, where a basis needs 
to be established before we can move on to testing hypotheses. I believe that foreign linguists, even if 
they do not have the language feeling mentioned by Zbavitel, have a responsibility in trying to close 
this gap, as they have also contributed to its creation.
In order to establish language use examples have to be found. There has been a tendency, particularly 
among non-Bengali linguists (eg Milne, Zbavitel, Smith), to concentrate very much on literary 
Bengali. Although there is nothing inherently wrong with this, it can result in a limitation to older and 
more formal language structures as the body of our research when there is so much live language to be 
analysed. Bengali and non-Bengali linguists need to start working together, not only, as Zbavitel says, 
to employ a balanced mixture of research methods and language intuition, but, first and foremost, to
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expand the object of our research. This means taking into account modern, colloquial Bengali, spoken 
as well as written.
The repetition of identical example sentences over the generations of researchers in order to establish 
the use of particular structures creates another recurring problem. This goes from Milne (Wenger) to 
Sutton-Page to Brother James to Smith, for instance:
I You will have heard.
Hindu widows are not allowed to marry.
'Iit lifter i it  won't do not to go.
These types of sentences - there are many more examples - have been handed down verbatim 
throughout the history of Bengali language research. And though it is understandable that a researcher 
may want to use well-established examples, it results in a fossilisation of our research body 'Bengali' 
and in a removal of this research body from the living language. I have become aware of this problem 
only in the course of writing this thesis and have therefore not consistently used new source materials, 
such as modem Bengali novels, journals and spoken language, though that seems to me to be a crucial 
component in gaining a new and wider perspective.
An expansion of our research material must be accompanied by the willingness to ask new questions 
or to ask old questions from a new angle. The grammatical structures discussed in this thesis are, by 
necessity, only a selected few, and the aims of this study consciously limited to observation and 
description of language structures, but it is perhaps because of these limitations that a more detailed 
and accurate analysis can be done and some new insights gained.
Ackno wledgem ents
After a long absence from academic life and very little outside help while I was writing 'the dictionary' 
Essential Eveiyday Bengali, the four years of doing this study at SOAS have been a wonderful and 
immensely enriching experience. The library at SOAS alone is a source of continuing rapture and 
discovery for me, but also workshops, lectures, teaching Bengali and ongoing discussions with PhD 
colleagues working on other languages have given me incentive and many new ideas. I am grateful to 
the AHRB for a scholarship in the third year of my study, which also resulted in the acquisiton o f a 
new computer with internet and email access - and an enormous widening of resources and contacts. I 
have had informative and fascinating email exchanges with, to name just a few, Paulo Souza in Brazil, 
Munshi Azad in Japan, Arild Engelsen in Norway, Probal Dasgupta and Udaya Naranaya Singh in 
Mysore, Tanmoy Bhattacharya always on the move, Debu Bandyopadhyay and Niladri Das in Kolkata, 
Alibha Dakshi at Santiniketan, Clinton Seely in Chicago, Marian Maddern in Australia, Tony Stewart 
in Carolina and William Smith in Stockholm - he will, despite some of my criticisms, find few people
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who know and appreciate his Bengali Reference Grammar as thoroughly as I do! Udaya Singh's 
Bibliography o f  Bengali Linguistics proved an exciting springboard for this thesis.
I made new friends at the Linguistics Department at Kolkata University, the Asiatic Society and the 
Bangiya Sahitya Parisat Library in Kolkata, renewed old friendships at the Bangla Academy and 
University in Dhaka and kept in regular contact with my Bengali 'family' who were my original 
teachers and some of whom predicted even in the veiy early stages of my love-affair with Bengali that 
I would end up with a 'Bangla Masters'. Special thanks go to Ghulam Murshid, Arif Billah and my 
friend Chandanashis Laha for prompt and reliable help on particular grammar questions, and also to 
my faithful kakato bhai Ottul Rozario, whose arrival in Newcastle gave me many opportunities for 
long late-night phone-calls and discussions in and about Bengali.
My supervisor, Dr William Radice, has been an inspiring and sustaining wellspring of encouragement, 
faith and new perspectives, as well as delight in trilingual email exchanges and some extra-curricular 
poetry adventures. He was never cross when I was taking up too much of his time even during his 
sabbatical leave. I cannot adequately express my gratitude to him but can only repeat Shamsur 
Rahman's words to Tagore: Pmofa [...] W or echo William's own
dedication to Martin Kampchen in Particles, Jottings, Sparks. 'Da du du selbst bist, bin ich in deiner 
Schuld'.
At this stage of completing my PhD thesis I have, not surprisingly, more questions about Bengali 
grammar than I did at the beginning but I also feel better equipped to tackle them. I hope that the 
research which I have done so far will prove to be not so much an ending but a stepping stone on the 
way to further linguistic expeditions.
Hanne-Ruth Thompson 
September 2003
non-finite verb forms
CHAPTER 1 
N o n  -F in it e  V e r b  F o r m s
At the beginning of his book on non-finite verb forms in Bengali. Dusan Zbavitel says: 'The 
possibilities of simple finite verbal forms of Bengali are rather limited. [....] Finite forms taken out of 
their context, are incapable of expressing exactly delimited and mutually distinguished categories of 
tense, aspect and mood. [....] The simple present form may refer to present time as well as future and 
past. [...] In other words, syntactic constructions are needed, instead of pure morphological means, 
wherever a more definite denotation o f tense, aspect and mood is required, or where passive voice is to 
be expressed.1 (p 11) This, then, is one of the functions of non-finite verb forms in Bengali.
What Zbavitel is saying, in short, is that Bengali finite verb forms are inadequate, by themselves, to 
convey sufficient tense, modal or aspectual meaning and that non-finite verb forms are needed to 
express these. But why would he refer to finite forms 'taken out o f context'? The fact that a present 
tense verb form can refer to present, past or future events does not mean that, in any actual sentence or 
text, its reference point is unclear. Bengali finite verb forms (given the existence of continuous 
(progressive) and of perfective tenses) are quite capable of expressing aspectual denotation, eg
We are (in the process of) playing cards. vs 
« 1  We play cards (occasionally, regularly etc).
Zbavitel's labelling o f finite forms as 'morphological means' as opposed to 'syntactic constructions' 
(non-finite forms) displays a surprisingly perfunctory understanding of language structure as a whole. 
Finite verb forms are as much syntactic features o f a language as non-finites are. Moreover, the 
function of a non-finite verb form in a sentence is, by definition, linked to and dependent on a finite 
verb form. The argument then of 'who can do it better?' becomes rather futile, ie there is no need to 
debilitate finite verb forms in order to prove the significance of non-finite forms. Finite and non-finite 
forms are interdependent parts o f the verbal system o f Bengali and work together to convey meaning. 
Zbavitel notes a considerable increase in the use of non-finite verb forms over the last 500 years, and 
this undoubtedly results in more refined distinctions between different structures but does not have to 
imply a weakening of the finite verb system. Rather, the availability of non-finite forms can enable 
their finite partners to become more flexible in their expression of tense and aspect.
Every verb in Bengali has a hypothetical stem from which all verb forms are derived. Due to vowel 
mutation in all monosyllabic verbs with a vowel other than a, we assume a high and a low stem for 
each verb. Mutation occurs between i -► e, e -*• as, u -► o, o -*• o, Bengali has, morphologically four,
syntactically six non-finite verb forms. Verbal nouns (and homonymous verbal adjectives) are derived 
from the low stem, all other non-finite forms from the high stem of the verb. In monosyllabic verbs 
with a in the stem there is an a ^  e mutation. The perfective participle is formed with e, all other non- 
finite verb forms from the a-stem, eg from stay, remain: but £*4^.
Bengali non-finite verb forms are:
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1. C o n d it io n a l  P a r t ic ip l e
This is formed by adding - £ f^ -le to the high stem of a verb and is used as an alternative to 
constructions with if. Thus, instead of saying
I Come i f  you can, you can say
which is shorter, simpler and means exactly the same. The conditional participle is the least 
complicated of the non-finite verb forms and most authors agree in their analysis of it.
2 . I n f in it iv e
The infinitive is formed by adding - -te  to the high stem of the verb. It can combine with verbs, 
nouns and adjectives and has many different semantic implications.
3. P r e s e n t  p a r t ic ip l e
This is homonymous with the infinitive and some authors (Zbavitel, Smith) link the two together under 
the name 'imperfective participle'. There is, however, a syntactic difference between them. The present 
participle can have an adverbial function and is often doubled.
4. V e r b a l  n o u n  (v n )
Verbal nouns are formed by adding - T^t -a to the low stems of verbs which are monosyllabic and end 
in a consonant, eg make, do, ^Tt say, speak, TTl sit, 'SIW come, rtNt see etc. Monosyllabic 
stems which end in a vowel add -'QTft - owa, eg eat, ^TlWt go, rtfQTIt give, £*1M lie down etc. 
Verbs with two syllable stems add - - no, such as bH kii drive, rtNtHi show, Vj^ THl sleep, <p^MI
decrease etc. Verbal nouns can act like other nouns (eg as subjects of sentences) but they also have a 
number of other uses.
5. V e r b a l  a d j e c t iv e  (va)
Verbal adjectives look like verbal nouns, but are used as attributes or predicates o f the sentence 
subject. Functionally they are past passive participles. All Bengali verbs have a verbal noun form, but 
only a limited number can be used as adjectives,
6. P e r f e c t iv e  p a r t ic ip l e  (pp )
This is formed by adding - ^  -e to the high stem of the verb, but there are some irregularities. The 
perfective participle is used in sentences to refer to an action which either precedes another or is 
simultaneous with another. It can also form the first component of compound verbs.
Terminology
There seems to be some disagreement on what the different structures should be called. The terms used 
by the different authors are listed here:
non-finite verb forms
Zbavitel
Smith
Chatterji
Seely
McLeod
Radice
Milne Bykova
conditional
participle
conditional
participle
conditional
conjunctive
conditional
participle
participle
in ^ F
conditional
conjunctive
infinitive imperfect
participle
infinitive infinitive infinitive imperfective
conjunctive
present
participle
imperfective
participle
present
participle
participial
infinitive
infinitive
verbal noun verbal noun verbal noun verbal noun gerund verbal noun
verbal
adjective
verbal adjective passive
participle
verbal adjective
perfective
participle
perfective
participle
conjunctive
indeclinable
(Chatterji)
past participle participle
in^Sh
perfective
conjunctive
Probal Dasgupta, in his article on the interpretation of verbal nouns, calls them participial gerunds. 
Muhammad refers to the verbal noun as infinitive. It is tempting to argue that an infinitive cannot be a 
participle and that only one of the two terms can apply. David Crystal defines a participle as either a 
noun or an adjective derived from a verb. He says (p 290): 'The name comes from the way such a word 
participates in the characteristics of both' word classes. This makes a good case for verbal nouns and 
verbal adjectives. But infinitives can also have nominal characteristics. In the sentence I
want to go, for example, the infinitive to go functions as the object of the verb ’Fl'QFt want, ie it 
replaces a noun phrase.
It is more difficult to see how a conditional participle can be interpreted as anything other than a verb. 
This, however, is the one verb form that is consistently referred to as a participle, apart from the rather 
bland 'conjunctive' (Chatterji, Bykova). Chatterji states that the conditional participle is 'adjectival in 
character when it occurs absolutely with a noun or pronoun' and 'a verbal noun when it occurs with the 
genitive' (p 1004). His examples for the two instances are:
a) adjectival WfF ^  ■^ jtF | translated as He would live only i f  I  give him. [sic]
b) verbal noun Ft FfrT Ft | translated as
It doesn't matter through my not giving [sic].
I must admit that, disregarding the strange translations, I cannot follow his argument for the first form 
being equivalent to an adjective. What adjective could possibly substitute for this clause? Surely the 
presence of two subjects in the sentence points to two separate clauses. In sentence b) the combination 
o f the genitive and conditional participle seems unusual to me. I would have expected, for instance, 
’SltFtiT Ft rtfGFtF WCFT or, simply, ’^ IlF Ft
non-finite verb forms
Animesh Pal refers to all the non-finite verb forms by their endings only, ie non-finite verb form 
ending in 1. -ile and -le 2. + 3, -ite and -te , 6. -iya and <3 -e, which is one way of 
circumventing this argument. However, for any kind of analysis of these verb forms, rather than just a 
listing o f their occurrences, a more committed approach is needed. Without resolving the dispute about 
infinitives and participles, I will refer to the non-finite verb forms as conditional participle, infinitive, 
present participle, verbal noun, verbal adjective (functionally the past passive participle) and 
perfective participle.
I would like to make a case for distinguishing between the infinitive and the present participle because, 
even though they are homonymous, their syntactical structures are quite distinct. In a sentence like
I He listens to music while he drives the car 
the present participle with its object ^ttF, can structurally be replaced by an adverb, for
instance:
£F *[ii® tsHIV I He drives the car slowly,
which shows that the present participle is adverbial in character. The infinitive, on the other hand, as in 
the sentence
I  have come to tell you this, 
cannot easily be replaced by anything else. It forms a complement to the main verb ^frtl and the 
underlying structure consists of two independent sentences, ie
^TtfF 4)7^1 I  have come and
^IlF ^  I I  will tell you this.
There are, however, instances where the dividing line between infinitive and present participle is not so 
clear-cut. I will come back to these.
Note: There are a number of example sentences in this chapter which were given to me in an informal 
'survey' by four young Bengalis. The background to this is explained in section 7.2. Sentences are 
marked OS (own survey). Unattributed sentences are mine.
The authors
Dusan Zbavitel
The aim of Zbavitel's book is to show the increase in the occurrence of non-finite verb forms over the 
last five hundred years. He does this by counting the incidents of non-finite verb forms in ten different 
texts ranging in time from the 15th century to the 1950s. Though this gives him a limited choice of 
examples, his book is by far the most detailed study on non-finite verb forms in Bengali. Zbavitel's 
work will be referred to on many occasions and I have tried in this chapter as well as in the chapter on 
compound verbs to take his views and classifications into account. The examples he gives from his 
source texts, however, do not lend themselves to being used for demonstrating the structures we are 
dealing with here - they are often too long or fragmented - so most of my examples are from other 
sources.
non-finite verb forms
As a point o f interest, he is the only author who draws attention to verbal noun pairs like PfFtFwf 
studying, Ftv9TrffftvG¥t eating, 'F^lPttFt studying. Other pairs that could be added are £F®Tl£F*tf mixing, 
•i'Jslo'pl moving, crying, PtFttHlHl. looking after, sport. These verbal noun pairs may
not be syntactically significant in that they are used like any other verbal noun, but they are 
nonetheless a characteristic feature of Bengali.
Qazi Din Muhammad
In his chapter on non-finite verb forms Muhammad (like other Bengali scholars) distinguishes the verb 
forms by their endings only. He restricts his analysis to listing the verb forms that can occur together. 
He goes through a list of what he calls operators and auxiliaries - both of these categories represent the 
sentence-final finite verbs - and shows which non-finite verb forms can or cannot precede them. There 
are a number of cases where different non-finite verb forms can be used with the same verb. With 
(as the finite verb) he has verbal nouns be struck off, P F t be caught, ^twt be
deserted, and perfective participles, eg t<KB slip away, P iP t begin. Muhammad gives both 
(verbal noun) and ’fst (pp) as meaning wheel round. Equally with he gives the 
verbal noun <TFt he unemployed and the perfective participle FPT wait. I have never heard 
FFt $^11^  used at all and 1 would think that in all these cases the perfective participle structures are far 
more common than the verbal noun ones. In determining the characteristics and occurrences of non- 
finite verb forms, Muhammad's study is of limited use.
Animesh Pal
Though Pal's article is mainly concerned with different types of verbal compounds, he starts with a 
section on non-finite verb forms. The verbal noun form is not included in his analysis. He seems to be 
very concerned in establishing a hierarchical order in sentences which contain non-finite verb forms. 
His conclusions are as follows.
In sentences which contain a perfective participle,
PI PftF <qpj£ |^ He came after having eaten,
'the main action to be communicated in this sentence is come and Ft eat is a secondary action'.
With a conditional participle
PI PlPf WFJFt 'FiFCF t The others will come when he eats, 
he says 'Here ^TtFTF is the principal action and PtPf is not only the subordinate action, its subject is 
different from the subject o f I do not quite see the logical connection between these two
statements. He goes on to say 'The subject o f the non-finite verb formation with cannot 
simultaneously be the subject o f the finite verb. After one writes P i £FPT the subject of the verb 
'^tFt must be someone else, it cannot be P i 1 (p 220).
I almost agree with his first statement about perfective participle structures, though he should have 
added that this is only true when the two verbs are sequential, ie one action following another. It is not 
true in compound verbs, where the meaning of the second (finite) verb can disappear altogether. His
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claim that conditional participles describe ’subordinate actions' is debatable. In his example the 
conditional participle is used in a purely temporal sense, but if used in a conditional sense, eg 
<r.l<nc<r> PtF I I f  yon come tomorrow I  will pay you,
it can easily be argued that the conditional action is the principal one. If the condition is not fulfilled, 
then the second action will not even take place.
I disagree with his claim that conditional constructions have to have two separate subjects. A simple 
example:
WfF FtWfCF (pp) I When I  go to the market, I  will buy some eggs.
This presupposes that the speaker is going to the market. If  the speaker is not sure whether or not he is 
going, then the natural thing to say would be
FlWl£F p Ip t (conditional participle) i f  I  go to the market f5F 1 
There is nothing at all unusual about this sentence.
With infinitive constructions, again, the non-finite verb form loses out in importance to the finite verb, 
in Pal's interpretation. About
Pf I He has come to eat,
he says: 'Here we do not know whether the subject actually ate or not, but only that he had come to eat. 
It is clear that in this sentence the action of eating is secondary in consequence to that o f coming.' Is it? 
If, as the sentence suggests, the only reason for coming is the food then surely the eating is paramount. 
This can be shown in the sentence
He came in order to eat but fe d  the cows instead.
A sentence like this would be illogical if Pal's assumptions were true.
Probal Dasgupta
In his article on participle and gerund in wa/no (verbal noun) Dasgupta sets out to show that verbal 
nouns are nominal in character, rather than verbal. He moves away from the generative Clause 
Hypothesis which claims that in a sentence like
S^TfrtFTF ZFfFt £*tF frp? Have you finished writing your letter?
the subject o f the sentence is ffiRi your letter with a complementizer and 3c.ijc.2i. the main
verb. Dasgupta's (presumably his own) Phrase Hypothesis, on the other hand, interprets to cut a 
long and complex analysis short, as the subject of the sentence, preceded by a 'possessive adjunct' 
'’srMFtF your letter. He points out that gerunds can take case endings (object, locative and genitive 
case) and the definite suffix and that they can be governed by postpositions, eg Ft'SFtF F£F 
after having eaten rice. ’I conclude that the wa/no word is a noun rather than a verb and the 
construction containing it a noun phrase rather than a clause’ (p 190). His claim that in the example 
given above £®TFt rather than is the subject of the sentence, can easily be proved by asking
What has finished? to which the answer must surely be £«TFt my letter
writing, not just ffifS.
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This in itself does not, however, sufficiently explain the syntactic relationship between and 
'Adjunct' is a rather vague linguistic term referring to 'a modifier of a lexical head [...] which could in 
principle be removed without affecting well-formedness' (Trask, p 8). This is accurate for the sentence 
in question, ie can be left out, but the relationship between £®lFt and IBIS is quite simply that of 
verb and direct object (cf I  wrote a letter), and this relationship is not affected by a
change from a finite to a non-finite verb form. Dasgupta makes a valid point, but he is intent on 
showing the nominal character o f verbal nouns in their ability to take determiners and case endings 
and, in the wake of this, ignores the fact that the ability to take an object is, usually, characteristic of 
verbs. I f  we allow that is a direct object o f £«T4t, the status of verbal nouns as partly verbal and 
partly nominal has to be conceded.
The structures
0. p r e l i m i n a r y : c o m p a r is o n  w it h  E n g l is h
The significance of non-finite verb forms in Bengali can be appreciated better when we compare them 
to equivalent fomis in English. English verbs have three non-finite forms:
•  the infinitive with or without a preceding to, eg She can dance or He wants to eat.
•  the -ing form, eg singing, which can function
• in connection with forms of be to form continuous (progressive) tenses, eg
we are learning new ways, he was showing o ff his French, she will be asking questions
• as a verbal noun (gerund), eg his vision o fhealins. the poundinz o f the waves etc
• as a present participle, eg Walking along the canal, we saw...
• as an adjective, eg growing f aith, a worrying thought, lastine impressions etc
• the past participle, eg sung, which is adjectival. It occurs predicatively in forming passives, eg the
liturgy was sung and can also be used attributively, eg the sung part o f  the service, the spoken
word etc. Not all past participles, neither in English nor in Bengali, can function attributively. The 
criteria for these uses are not clear. Longman's English Grammar has a vague 'many past 
participles of verbs can be used as adjectives' but there is no attempt to define why it is possible to 
say a hidden agenda, broken bones, crossed lines but not *withstood pressure, *a gone chance, 
*kept integrity.There are undoubtedly many past participles on the borderline of acceptability in 
attributive use. The precise semantic standing of these participles in relationship to their nouns 
may make for an interesting topic within a semantics model.
Note: Strictly speaking, English has another verbal noun form, which is identical to the basic verb 
form, eg a talk, a show, a turn, a beat, a hold These uses have become lexicalised and are no longer 
felt to be derived, except in newer creations like on the go, the big eat (name of a recent nutritional 
campaign by a British supermarket), a different take.
A rough overview of English and Bengali non-finite forms looks like this:
non-finite verb forms
0. 1 conditional participle
The Bengali conditional participle has no English non-finite equivalent.
0 .2  infinitive
There are many instances where Bengali and English infinitives are exactly equivalent to one 
another, eg when
• governed by another verb
I  want to go.
£F f&gt I He began to wonder.
implying purpose
FtFt £F£® ! He got up to go home.
^ F ^ F t 1 I  came to say this.
implying permission
'® lc<p £F£® F t S  I Let him go.
f%<2J£F £F£® £F^I It is forbidden to go inside.
•  governed by a noun
FFt® tsfF £F^I
He has no right to say this.
I  don't have the courage to ride a bicycle.
• governed by an adjective
<t>s^ o FtFK 1 It is bad to quarrel.
£F ^ s t  <P<io© t®fF l He is ready to work.
Sometimes a Bengali infinitive corresponds to an English verbal noun (gerund):
IttFF c<ph FFF '$TiFw® "5CF?
When will they (implied) start counting the money.
'SltFlF ’STfF Fl%F 1%?
What shame is there in my going out o f doors?
Sometimes an English infinitive corresponds to a Bengali verbal noun:
FftFtF FiffF'Q iSI'F5! rtfQFtF c,rR l 
I  have no means to give more money.
"SiMtFF''SPfIfF Ft^ TF FFStF fFFF I 
It is our custom to celebrate birthdays.
All these example sentenes are given and attributed later on in the chapter.
0. 3 present participle
Bengali present participles, assuming we consider them a grammatical category, are much 
more restricted in their use than English present participles.
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* In both languages the present participle can describe simultaneous, parallel actions, eg
£5T trtu | He goes to the office singing.
* English present participles can be used instead of relative clauses, eg
• following a subject: the wind driving me on...
* following an object: he has a study overlooking fields...
In both cases Bengali uses relative clauses.
* English present participles can be used attributively before a noun. In fact, a number of them
are so common in this position that they are classified as adjectives in dictionaries, eg an 
exciting prospect, a boring conference, an interesting idea etc. The closest equivalent 
non-finite verb forms Bengali has to this are verbal adjectives, eg ^ S f  a
hard-working man, t'STi f^S the singing fisherman.
0. 4 verbal noun (gerund)
The English -ing form, apart from its use in the formation of continuous tenses, has two main
functions. It can be a present participle (see above) or a gerund. As a gerund it has nominal
characteristics comparable to the Bengali verbal noun, but is more limited in its use. Subject,
object and complement uses (as in Bengali) are common, eg
as subject Always being cheerful can be hard work
as object He likes making the rules.
as complement Happiness consists in demanding more o f oneself.
Many Bengali verbal noun uses are equivalent to English infinitives. These are discussed in 
section 4. but as an example, one very common verbal noun use in Bengali is in constructions 
with ought, need, and supposed to. In all these cases English uses an
0. 5 verbal adjective (Bengali) - present and past participles (English)
English has two kinds of verbally derived adjectives, namely the present and past participle. 
The crucial difference between them is their active/ passive status, ie present participles are 
active, eg a baffling game, past participles have a passive meaning, eg an unexpected 
strength. Bengali verbal adjectives normally share the passive component with English past 
participles, but they can also assume an active status and can then be used to translate English 
present participles, eg the departing ferry  ^3»{t IWSTt More commonly, English
attributive present participles would be translated with a relative clause in Bengali, eg 1T4 '3'GTTt
infinitive, eg
You ought to say something.
I  need to see you.
He was supposed to come today.
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0. 6 perfective participle (Bengali) - past participle (English)
The main non-adjectival uses of the English past participle is in the formation of compound
tenses, eg present, past and future perfect (7 have foregone, you had forgotten, she will have
lost), in the formation of passives with the verb be (it was decided, it is forbidden, it will be 
remembered), in the formation o f causatives (to have one's book published, one's proofcopies 
checked, one's mail forwarded) or in non-causative constructions with the same syntactic 
pattern (have + object + past participle) eg to have one’s hopes dashed, one's heart broken.
Of all these, only the passive formation has a comparable non-fmite verb form in Bengali, eg
I It was decided.
but take in this context is most likely a verbal noun which, syntactically, forms the
sentence subject but is still capable of having the decision as an object. This type of
example is discussed by Probal Dasgupta (see p 21).
English past participles can be used attributively and predicatively (see above) and this is the 
only instance where they overlap with Bengali past passive participles (or verbal adjectives). 
The Bengali perfective participle is the active counterpart to the verbal adjective, but it cannot 
be used attributively and English has no non-periphrastic equivalent.
The following table starts from the English non-finite verb-forms (column 3) and shows their 
uses (columns 1 and 2) and Bengali equivalents (column 4), with other functions of the same 
morphological Bengali form (column 5). Column 5 relates directly only to column 4, ie there 
is no direct link between, eg column 1 and 5 (hence the arrows). The table shows
• the morphological overlap of non-finite forms within either language, ie English present 
participle and gerund or Bengali present participle and infinitive
• the Bengali equivalents to the English forms
More details on the use and overlap of the Bengali forms are discussed in sections 1 - 6.
“*■ p 26
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English Bengali
column 1 column 2 column 3 column 4 column 5
p ro p ertie s  and 
examples
possible
syntactive
function
morphological 
form (English)
Bengali equiva- 
►► lent, fu n c tion , 
properties, 
examples
other functions of 
the same m or­
phological form 
(Bengali)
can express pur­
pose
I'm going there to 
tell him.
complements 
of other verbs
infinitive ►► infinitive - same 
as English 
WfC<P
►► present participle
nominal 
Ilike playing.
gerund -ing form ►► verbal noun
►► verbal adjective
simultaneous
action
Walking along the 
river, I  saw...
present
participle
►► present participle
*itt?r 
wtflr ...
►► infinitive
attributive or pre­
dicative (active) 
a singing fisher­
man
adjectival ►► verbal adjective 
(active meaning) 
sttsi W i MrW ►► verbal noun
The w ork has 
been done.
formation o f 
passives
past participle ►► verbal noun
►► verbal adjective
attributive or pre­
dicative (passive) 
a prepared speech
adjectival ►► verbal adjective, 
passive meaning
►► verbal noun
other non-finites 
(Bengali)
no non-finite English equivalent if/when I  go clausal conditional 
H participle
no n o n -p e rip h ra s tic  E ng lish  
equivalent
having gone active, perfective
.......____________ rvii$nr5T TmTi
perfective 
«  participle
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It is noteable that the form of the present participle corresponds in English to that of the verbal noun, in 
Bengali to that o f the infinitive. This may have some significance in the interpretation of the semantic 
differences between
English: I  like swimming. vs I  like to swim.
Bengali: vs ^5t«f I
There is a tentative suggestion in Longman's English Grammar: '-mg may refer to an action in 
progress, whereas the to-infinitive may imply 'in general1.' (p 317) I suspect that Bengali works the 
other way round, with the verbal noun use being the more general, but I will come back to this in 
section 7.
The differentiating factor between finite and non-finite verb forms is that non-finite verb forms cannot 
be the only verb in a sentence and they do not carry inflectional information. Bengali non-finite verb 
forms are defined by their relation with the finite verb in each sentence, eg the perfective participle 
describes a preceding action, the present participle a simultaneous action, the conditional participle a 
condition for the action described by the finite verb. Both the infinitive and the verbal noun have a 
variety of syntactic functions. The following section offers a closer analysis o f the structures we are 
dealing with, their characteristics and how they are used. In addition to the authors mentioned above 
my main sources have been Chatterji, Smith, Milne and to a lesser extent McLeod and Brother James. 
Mimi Klaiman's analysis of perfective participle structures with more than one subject in a sentence 
has contributed some new aspects.
Having said, at the beginning of this chapter, that all Bengali verbs have four, actually six, non-finite 
verb forms, this has to be rectified by pointing out that the incomplete verb has all its non-finite 
verb forms supplied by forms of stay, remain (but see also chapter 5). A verbal noun form for the 
zero verb is postulated as ^  in the Samsad dictionary, but this is not used in sentences. A conditional 
participle is used as an alternative to *Tt i f  not, otherwise. When negated, all non-finite verb
forms are preceded, not followed, by tire negative particle *ft.
1. THE CONDITIONAL PARTICIPLE
These irregular forms should be noted:
from 'Tf'G’St go, R o t from t¥Q1Tt give, from take, sometimes from **11*11 come,
is also possible, T5%5T and from 'Pi'QTrt want and sing respectively, (or ,
ffccT (or from eat and 9ft'3TTf receive.
The conditional participle is the most straightforward of all the non-finite verb forms and there is a 
general consensus as to its properties, but we must take note of Milne's introduction to his section on 
conditional participles with this grand statement: 'The uses of this participle reveal some of the most 
important idioms in Bengali and it will be impossible for the student ever to understand the colloquial
non-finite verb forms
language properly unless he carefully studies the various senses in which it is found,' (p 183) So, let us 
pay attention and study!
1.1 conditional use
The conditional participle provides us with the simplest way of making a conditional sentence, eg
1.1.1 I Let me know i f  you are running late.
The use of this participle is particularly appropriate in short clauses where it stays close to the subject 
of the sentence, whereas in longer clauses the use of ^  //"tends to prevail, eg
1 .1.2
I f  he wants to live in a foo l’s paradise... (Smith, p 167)
The conditional participle as a non-finite and thus 'tenseless' verbform can replace "*lfw i f  in simple as 
well as in hypothetical clauses. The phrase ^Ttl^ can mean either i f  I  go, i f  I  went or i f  I  had gone, 
depending on the tense in the main clause, eg 
simple: 1.1.3
It will not do to be late. (Smith, p 142) or 
hypothetical: 1.1.4 « I
I f  there weren't a problem, I  would stay. (Das, p 75)
1.2 tem p o ra l u se
Zbavitel points to 'a loss, or at least a weakening, of the conditional meaning of this participle' (p 50). 
'Not seldom, it is used instead o f a perfective participle in a syntactic construction of two verbal 
actions, where no condition, but a simple temporal sequence is involved' (p 14).
1.2.1 lit:
Wisdom increases when the thief has fled. (Milne, p 183)
Milne interprets this as: To shut the stable door after the horse is stolen (didn't the horse just go?), but 
I think it means something more like to become wise after the event.
This use of conditional participles in a temporal sense is perhaps not surprising. The normal structure 
in Bengali to describe a sequence of events is with a perfective participle which is usually restricted to 
two or more actions or events with the same subject. The conditional participle offers a convenient 
alternative in sentences where different subjects are required. For instance, the English sentence 
When guests arrive we give them tea, 
can be rendered in Bengali with the use of a conditional
1.2.2 'od*ic<?i 'siNfi! 'St but not o f a perfective participle
Zbavitel also has this example which does not involve two different subjects
1.2.3
When you grow up one day you will understand, (p 14)
There is an interesting time issue at play here. Syntactically, the sentence could also be formed with a 
perfective participle describing one action preceding another. The perfective participle has no direct
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reference to an actual point in time, that is, the action which it precedes can take place in past, present 
or future and is determined by the finite verb in the sentence. But in this case, with a reference point 
lying years ahead in the future, the use of a perfective particle would be overstretching its temporal 
capacities and the use o f a conditional participle is, semantically, more appropriate.
1.3 fo llow ed  b y ’ t?!,
Smith puts forward that, apart from being used both in a temporal and in a conditional sense, the 
conditional participle is sometimes followed by *1? / after eg
1.3.1 *fa.... After he became ill... (p 141)
Milne has similar examples and explains them by saying that in these sentences 'the participle retains 
its adverbial sense - it denotes a succession of events' (p 183): 
with one subject 1.3.2
After rising early he bathed and took his meal.
He came after my arrival there.
I am not very familiar with this structure - perhaps it is no longer commonly used. It seems to me that 
in same-subject sentences a perfective participle 4>f<iC<?H), in sentences with
different subjects a verbal noun structure like would be more
usual, but this use should at least be recorded.
1.4 w ith  p reced in g  in fin itiv e
Milne mentions this structure 'used veiy idiomatically' (p 184). He gives these examples:
1.4.1 Wfrs?r, ^  Sift 1 In fact, he is the richest o f all.
1.4.2 ^  W<t> T>fa>t 'frft.l It requires a large sum to do this work.
1.4.3 '4iEl^ iNS WfcT 'Q '5%$ TTfa l
I f  I  go to save you I  too shall die. ( all Milne, p 184-5)
1.4.4 ^ l t  ^511
I f  (I) were going to speak, (I) had a great deal to say. (Smith, p 147)
7 would have had a great deal to say' or 'would have had to say a great deal' is a more acceptable 
translation.
Syntactically, these are ordinary conditional sentences but the infinitives add a note o f intent or 
deliberateness which is similar to their semantic value in sentences like 2.1.8 (see below)
'sTtfS5J
I'm going [in order] to give a report. (Smith, p 147)
For this reason, it may be more appropriate to class these sentences under uses of the infinitive.
1.5  fo llo w ed  by  ^  or  'Q
Conditional participles can be followed by either of the two particles ^  (for emphasis) or 'Q (to add 
concessive force). Examples for these are:
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1.5.1
Just a high price does not make a thing good. (Smith, p 141)
1.5.2 uq W l
This book is veiy easy - it only requires to be read to be understood.
(Milne, p 185)
Brother James adds to this that when used in a temporal sense the particle added to the conditional 
participle can also imply as soon as, eg
1.5.3
As soon as he had eaten that rice he became sick (p 94)
This sentence - there are similar examples with perfective participles - indicates a subtle semantic shift 
towards a possible causal meaning, but by using a temporal structure the speaker deliberately refrains 
from making a more direct, possibly accusatory, statement.
Examples for uses with the particle 'Q are:
1.5.4
Even though it's small, the fla t is sufficient fo r  him. (Smith, p 141)
1.5.5 W "srt I Though he eats, he is not satisfied.
1.5.6 ^?F \o||c*t*l <t>3t°T9 *ltl
Even i f  my Guru ordered me - 1 will not do this. ( both Milne, p 188)
1.6 with W t  and WTl
Smith points to the two impersonal constructions with T>»it and implying it will do, it is sufficient. 
Both of these structures are quite colloquial. The use of tenses and negatives is interesting here. Both 
Wit and can be used in the past habitual tense in its subjunctive meaning
1.6.1 4R> I Even a cup (o f tea) would do. (Smith, p 142)
1.6.2 W l
Afterwards I  thought it would have been better had I  gone.. (Smith, p 142)
All other examples with WTf are in the future tense as in sentence 1.1.3 (rtrf? WIW »tt) and in
1.6.3 ^  I
It won't do (for me) not to go to the office today. (OS)
1.6.4 < 3 ^
One shouldn't waste even a little time. Smith, p 142) 
on the other hand, is not used in the future tense but only in simple present and simple past tense. 
Milne (p 186ff) somewhat arbitrarily separates these uses, without, however, defining their differences,
eg
with simple past in the sense of be sufficient
. . _ f»V ■ f*- . - . >*■. r.hSirr.1.6.5
I f  you simply give your permission, it is enough. (Milne, p 186)
1.6.6
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But one need not let one’s hair turn grey. 
and, as an example for Milne's creative brand of translation:
1.6.7 i
Beat me? You think that's an easy task for you? Never! (p 186) 
with simple present
1 .6.8
One may as well call him a Pundit.
1.6.9 c^tM ^ I t ,  <f£5T I imaginatively translated as
It is a simple thing and may be said without beating about the bush. 
with simple present negative (either ^  *ft or P^Sf)
1.6.10
Won't it be wise to call a doctor?
1.6.11
But today he can't go without eating. 
with concessive'S in simple present denoting as well 
1 .6.12
One may as well call him a fool.
I  may as well go to Calcutta with you. (all examples Milne, p 186ff)
I do not see enough difference between these types of sentences to treat them separately. The simple 
past verb form (1.6.5 - 1.6.6) has a tenseless connotation, similar to its use in, for instance
The thing is, he hasn't arrived y e t  
or in its uses as a pro-copula (see chapter 5).
There is no semantic difference between sentences 1.6.8 and 1.6.12 - the concessive 'S seems to have 
lost its impact here and could just as well be left out. In sentence 1.6.13 the added 'Q sounds decidedly 
strange.
The difference between the use o f *35 (1.6.10) and (1.6.11) is more intriguing. Intuitively, I
would say that 'TIT is more decisive and uncompromising, whereas ^  *Tt retains some of the dynamic 
character that is intrinsic to Q^TTt, but this may be partly caued by its interrogative context.
Future tense forms o f are conspicuously absent among these examples, most likely due to 
previous semantic 'engagements', in the sense of, eg
i which can mean this will happen, or this is enough, and 
<£n»t ^  I this will not happen, or this is not enough.
The semantic implications in the above structures of appropriateness, acceptability, sufficient effort 
are not expressed through the future tense o f ^ ¥ t .
Another marginal use o f the conditional participle, which is not mentioned by any of our authors is the 
combination of two forms o f the same verb in imperatives, eg 1Wf or rsfteT '5TN3. This has an
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exhortative effect, probably best translated as Go on, hand it over/ and Go on, get going! Again, these 
structures are quite colloquial.
2 . T h e  i n f i n i t i v e
Irregular forms: from go, from give, from iWUt take, or from
eat, bfevi and from 'Pl'Qltf want and sing, respectively.
The Bengali infinitive can correspond very nicely to the infinitive in English, but in the cases where it 
does not, things can become complicated. In order to describe the infinitive most authors simply give a 
long list of its uses with no discernible structure to it, variously based on semantic or syntactic criteria. 
In order to bring a bit o f system into this chaos, I suggest putting the syntactic criteria above the 
semantic ones and then have a sort of ’dustbin1 category for all the structures that do not fit anywhere 
else and for idiomatic uses of individual verbs, as, for instance, and TfNT®.
Present partciples are discussed in section 3.
2.1 with other verbs
This is by far the largest category of infinitive uses. Many of these uses are similar to English 
structures. Zbavitel lists the following ten verbs which can govern an infinitive: ^tt^t be able to, 
get, receive, start, begin, want, ’*Tlv3KT go, "TTt sit. stay, The following verbs take on a
different meaning when following an infinitive: £W?Tt let, allow, be permitted, must, have
to. Apart from ^TTf und all these verbs in conjunction with a preceding infinitive form sentences 
where the infinitive can be interpreted as a complement of the verb. Some of these structures imply 
purpose. Let us look at some simple examples ( sentences 1- 10 from Smith, p 145ff):
9iT3t (ability) 2,1.1 £?T *ftt3 I He cannot speak Bengali
(propriety) 2.1.2 *ft I I  won 7 be able to accept it.
(possibility) 2.1.3 TSP! 'too-'toQ: His age may be 60 or 65.
This structure seems straightforward to us because it is exactly parallel to the English, but it has to be 
remembered that in Bengali is a full verb, not an auxiliary as the English can, but more
appropriately translated as be capable of. Chatterji interprets ^  dcumi He can walk, as he - in the 
act o f  walking - is able (p 1014).
In connection with verbs of sensual perception takes on an unexpected emotive connotation:
2.1.4 s^rtfa *Tt I
I  can’t stand listening to him.
Instead, the verb get, receive with verbs of sensual perception expresses ability:
2.1.5 Canyon hear?
(He) began to open his eyes. 
He wants to go back home. 
I'm going to give a report.
■srWt (inchoative) 2.1.6 z m  ^ 5  1
(implies wish) 2.1.7 m  <\%
(implies intention) 2.1.8 Res
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Milne's sentences with infinitives followed by the conditional participle (1.4.1 - 3) belong here, 
(implies purpose) 2.1.9 I
They sat down to talk. (Brother James, p 69)
2 . 1.10
The sun was about to set. (Smith, p 147)
*41^ 1 (implies continuity
Pasteur went on giving him injections day after day.
(Smith, p 148)
These are the verbs listed by Zbavitel, but I suggest that the following should also be included: 
come can be used in the same way as go:
2.1.12 <^1^5 I I  will come to play cards.
'Q&f get up can be used in the same way as ’TJTf sit:
2.1.13 ^ T t rqc® | I  got up to go home,
Both sentences imply purpose.
tTFQTTt (implies permission)2.1.14 Tit91 Let him go!
This structure is somewhat different from the previous ones in that it contains an embedded sentence, 
ie the sentence can be separated into TlQ you give and ^  he will go. The verb TW?Tt give 
acquires the semantic component of permission only in combination with a preceding infinitive.
In addition to these I would also include the verb say, tell as in
2.1.15 404^.1 I  told you to come,
because it is structurally similar to infinitive combinations with WBHt. let, allow. does not change 
its semantic properties in this context. There are, o f course, a number of other verbs which can be 
combined with an infinitive, but, as Zbavitel points out, many of them can use either the infinitive or 
the verbal noun.
Before we go on to this group of verbs, however, the remaining two verbs on Zbavitel's list need to be 
dealt with. The incomplete verb can, in sentences with a preceding infinitive, imply permission. 
Smith gives the example
2.1.16 1% W 5  Is it permitted to go there ?
The equivalent negative structure is formed with eg
2.1.17 | It is forbidden to wear shoes here.
The structure with is quite different from any o f the other structures. The combination of an 
infinitive with a form of ^ STlt expresses obligation or moral duty. The logical subject o f the sentence, 
when it is not omitted, appears in the accusative or genitive case. Sentences look like this:
non-finite verb forms
subject (accusative or genitive) + infinitive of the verb + 3rd person form of
(in any tense)
Both this structure and the infinitive + ®lt^r combination have a semantic force which lies in their 
syntactic make-up rather than in the meaning of individual words. This is discussed further in section
3.5 in chapter 5.
This structure is very frequently used
in the future tense 2.1.18 ^  1 I  will have to go tomorrow.
A future tense reference is not necessarily involved, eg
2.1.19 vftK® 1 Everyone must die. (Milne, p 192)
I have recently marked about 100 O-Level Bengali exam papers, where the sentence In perfomance 
you have to fee l the same thing, was invariably translated with a future tense form of $,o=i
This makes me inclined to think that in colloquial usage of this structure 
the future tense is the common tense for general, 'tenseless1 statements.
Uses in other tenses are:
simple present 2.1.20 >i<p|c.ei I
Breakfast has to be prepared in the morning. (OS) 
present continuous 2.1.21 'Q 1%® I probably best translated as
Again I  (implied) am having to give money. (OS) 
simple past 2.1.22 >lfsi I I  (implied) had to tell mother the truth.
(OS)
The past habitual is not impossible, eg
2.1,23 w ® -?®!
I f  Prodip wasn't doing the work, I  would have to do it. (OS) 
but this use is not very common.
Zbavitel lists the following verbs - this is where we get into deep water - as being able to govern an 
infinitive but says at the same time that verbal noun forms can also be used in some of these cases. The 
verbs are:
WW know 2.1.24 'Sftfqi I  know how to gamble.
m i  learn 2.1.25 'spf WtC® W l t f t l
You haven't learnt to drink foreign spirits, (both Smith, p 132)
This example from Chatterji presents a different problem:
see 2.1.26 ^R® W*l°Ttsf I I  saw him walking.
He says 'The -ite infinitive is liable to be confused with the -ite present participle, and it is at times 
difficult to decide which form it is' (p 1015). The same, presumably, goes for the next example.
^I!5lt hear 2.1.27 ®U<j5 <1=1 os I I  haven't heard him talk.
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These examples show that there is a potential overlap of infinites with verbal nouns on the one hand 
(sentences 2.1.24 and 25) and possible confusion with present participles on the other (2.1.26) and 27). 
I will discuss examples of these further in section 7.1 and 7.2, but some preliminary considerations 
may be appropriate here.
Both Smith and Zbavitel state that the infinitive is preferred to the verbal noun where emotions or 
attitudes are concerned (Zbavitel, p 60). Zbavitel adds to this, couched in no uncertain terms: 'If the 
action is qualified in some way, the verb must stand in the form of a present verbal noun. The 
imperfective participle (infinitive) is never used in such cases, eg it is easy, difficult, troublesome, 
possible, dangerous' etc (p 61) These are contentious claims. We have to remember that Zbavitel's 
research is based on a limited number of texts and that his conclusions are drawn from these texts only 
- but because of these limitations he should be wary of making such sweeping statements, particularly 
as counter-examples are easily found, eg sentences 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 below. With verbs expressing 
emotion or attitude love, '5Tt^ like, dislike, like, enjoy ^^1 /
wish there are these examples 
with infinitive 2.1.28 1%st*T 'S f t  I
Cats like to eat fish and milk (Brother James, p 71)
2.1.29
I  like what you are saying. (Das, p 61) or
/  like listening to you.
2.1.30 f t  T$US f t  I He likes drinking milk (OS)
2.1.31 'ST’t fawi I
He had wanted to take it. (Smith, p 116) 
with verbal noun 2.1.32 RWR <mI oTt^ f i
I  like gardening. (TYB, p 138)
2.1.33 ^ ^  <t#l
I  like reading Bengali. (Seely, p 245)
2.1.34 r^tcrc ’srteTrt f t  I
I  love to take walks by the sea. (Smith, p 117)
2.1.35
I  don't like to w ony others. (Milne, p 176)
2.1.36 if r f  rsR tR  #33lt TO I
I  don't wish to go there without an invitation. (Milne, p 176)
Both RRt and <Rt are included here only for their semantic properties. They, along with all 
the other verbs Zbavitel gives, are actually noun-verb conjuncts, like ttfSl 4^1, TO <p<tl etc and I would 
put them under
2.2 with nouns
Smith has a categoiy of infinitives governed by nouns implying delay or similar concepts, eg
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2.2.1 <.'■£> >3^ ,®M<P rtff^ I He is now very late.
2.2.2
It didn't take veiy long to know and understand, (both p 132)
Smith's very semantically orientated classification does not allow for any other infinitive structures 
'governed by nouns'. He does, however, have a section with 'verbs describing feelings, attitudes and 
intent'. All the verbs given in his example sentences are actually conjunct verbs, formed by a noun 
with colourless verbs like ^?!t, for instance =T^ Tt <^1 be embarrassed, *tiWf be
encouraged, WiiS'S begin. One of his sentences in this section is indeed verbless, though
could be added 2.2.3 c^aNsi ifHvlit ’5flsf I
You have such a desire to see Calcutta, (p 131)
These conjunct verb uses are quietly slipped into the category 'governed by verbs' by Smith and Milne, 
as well as by Zbavitel, but I think that a closer look reveals that in these sentences the infinitive stands 
in relationship to the noun itself, rather than to the verbal conjunct. If  we consider the following simple 
sentences, which can all be translated as I  have the wish to go there ie I  want to go there:
2 .2.4
2.2.5 I
2 .2.6
we find that this particular class of abstract nouns can often form conjuncts with more than one verb, 
(in this case with an omitted or ^G^ Tt) which shows that there is some flexibility within the
conjunct but the relationship with the non-finite form (in this case the infinitive) is constant.
This is not meant to imply that the infinitive is the only possible non-finite verb form in these 
sentences 2.2.7 ' m m  ^  ^ 1^1
with a verbal noun form is also possible, but the semantic implications are somewhat different.
There are also a number o f other nouns which can take an infinitive. In some o f these instances, the 
verbal noun (usually in the genitive) can be used instead. Because of this overlap, I will deal with these 
infinitives in comparison to verbal noun structures under 7.2 (see below)
Abstract nouns in conjunct verbs with infinitives for which I have found no verbal noun equivalents 
(though there is no guarantee) are: prohibition, request, beginning,
beginning, sadness, regret, t'tRl delay, «l'astl embarrassment, taste, power,
influence. Example sentences for and discussion of these are given under 7.2
2.3 with adjectives
There are not a lot o f examples for this use and Smith does not mention it, but I think it should be 
included in a grammar as some of these examples are very common. The verbal noun can also be used 
in some o f these sentences. Syntactically, most of these uses are subject - complement copulative 
sentences with a zero copula. The adjectives are:
good 2.3.1 WfcTI It is good to eat vegetables,
bad 2.3.2 <J>gre*ft?rMl It is bad to quarrel,
ready 2.3.3 PT ^ S f  I He is ready to work.
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ready 2.3.4 ^  <il'5.c*q | /-/<? jS getting ready to go out.
willing, agreeable 2.3.5 c,'©|»dt<p ftcy ‘?Tt% I I  am willing to take you.
<f)$W difficult 2.3.6 W*lt <T*Rh l It is difficult to meet with him.
>T3^SF easy 2.3.7 > 1 % ^  I Riding a bicycle is easy, (all OS)
Apart from and which have a future-directed component, all of these adjectives could
just as easily be used with verbal nouns.
Brother James also gives the following
willing 2,3.8 *t<toa 3.c%<p I I  am willing to die.
^ 4  beautiful 2.3.9 *1% ^Wsl I The river looks beautiful.
qRst'e embarrassed 2.3.10 ^ ' < M W >  "riw® I
I  am embarrassed to admit this. 
tT3*t quite 2.3.11 c<rl I Your poem is nice to read, (p 75f)
2 .4  in  o th er  id io m a tic  stru ctu res
Smith (p 132f) has some examples of both see and F'ft-lt hear in sentences like
2.4.1 ? What does (it) look like?
2.4.2 ^*1^5 1%? What's the harm in listening?
The syntactic status of these sentences is worth a thought. A subject, as in
2.4.1 a) OKiifo t<p»H What does the girl look like?
can be added, but no finite verb form. This suggests that we have here a copulative sentence with zero 
verb, parallel to a sentence like 1 The girl is beautiful, with a possible past tense rendering
of 2.4.1b) W l?
The infinitive, modified by c.«pai«i, thus has the syntactic function of a sentence complement.
Smith also points out the use o f with the meaning called, known as, when one says, eg
2.4.3 1%
Is there no longer anything called shame?
2.4.4 ^  twl^ rer
Is there no one else here who can be called his close friend?
Milne also has 2.4.5 <j<nc.'« 1%, 'SHRjns ^  *^ 1®
To tell the truth, his presence has caused me great loss, (p 176)
1 suggest that these idiomatic uses of might be better dealt with on the lexical level.
3 . THE PRESENT PARTICIPLE
The present participle, though homonymous with the infinitive, should be treated separately because it 
is in most cases syntactically quite distinct from it. Chatterji, without any further explanation, says 
quite categorically 'This -ite [ie the infinitive] of course is entirely different from the present participle 
affix' (p 1014). I assume that he refers here to the historical development of the two forms. In another
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context he points out that, in particular contexts, it may be difficult to decide whether a given -ite form 
is a present participle or an infinitive (quoted on page 20???).
The present participle in a sentence has a comparable status to an adverb, as I mentioned earlier. This, 
however, only applies when the subject in both clauses is the same. In the case of two different 
subjects, eg
3.1 | While I  was going, he came.
(Chatterji, p 1000)
the adverbial character is no longer felt. The doubling which often occurs with the present participle 
indicates continuity of the simultaneous actions or events, but the present participle is by no means 
always doubled. Chatterji has
With such a brother living, he suffers, (p 1000)
The present participle is most commonly used to describe an action which is simultaneous to the action 
of the finite verb, eg
3.3®lfR[ stft hlfflfe.1 and best translated with while, ie
I  listen to music while driving the car.
It can also serve to provide a kind of time frame for the action expressed by the finite verb. Chatterji's 
second example (3.2) can be interpreted in this way. Smith also gives 
3 . 4 " ^ ^  <4 I
While grandfather was alive a wedding took place in this house.
Followed by the particle ^  the present participle takes on the meaning as soon as. Smith has the 
following example:
3.5 I3PT 'Ske'il 1
As soon as she opened her eyes Lila burst out laughing, (p 134)
Another common use of the present participle is the doubled participle with between the two forms 
and followed by This construction is best translated as no sooner than, eg
No sooner had a year or two passed than a great disquiet began in his
family life. (Smith, p 134)
Zbavitel has this interesting example (p 56)
3.7
But I  shall not be able to do that as long as I  live.
The position of the participial clause lit: life remaining within the main clause is unusual,
but also shows clearly the need for separating present participle from infinitive uses. Present participle 
structures, such as this, involve two separate subjects, whereas infinitive structures can only involve 
one subject. This is, in fact, quite an important argument against treating the two structures as one.
non-finite verb forms
As far as modem novels, both from West Bengal and from Bangladesh, are concerned, the present 
participle seems always to be doubled when there is only one subject in the sentence. Here are some 
examples, all taken from 'Uttorer hawa' by Bimal Kar:
3.8 ..
while turning the pages he started to look... (p 56)
3.9 ^  ^ r t  ^  *^?rf i
He thought o f  his brother while lying down, (p 13)
3.10
As he was talking Pabitra picked up the magazine fi'om the table (p 11)
3.1.1 W 3 ...
picking up the envelope Bashantisaid.... (p 5).
Zbavitel gives a number of examples with single present participle forms in order to show how they 
fall neatly into either of the following two categories
• there are two different subjects involved, eg
As soon as I  went near, he too quickly sat up, startled. (Smith, p 134)
• the non-finite verb form is eg
3.13 ’T O  fas1
Restrain yourself before it is too late. (Zbavitel, p 57)
Counter-examples are sentences 3.5 and 3.9, so no definitive rules can be made, but, based on 
Zbavitel's examples and sentences taken from modern Bengali novels, there is certainly a tendency 
towards this use of non-geminated (Zbavitel's term) present participles.
A crucial difference between English and Bengali present participles is that Bengali present participles 
cannot be used attributively. In fact, the only way to translate an English present participle phrase like 
a hard-working man with a non-finite form in Bengali is to use the verbal adjective 
'STl .^ This is discussed in section 5. Due to their descriptive properties, present participle structures are 
much more common in narrative than in spoken language.
4. T h e  v e r b a l  n o u n
The verbal noun can be used like any other noun, ie it can take case endings (eg sentences 4.2.Iff  and 
4.3.Iff) and determiners (eg sentence 4.1.1). There are two morphological forms of the verbal noun. 
Either ’®Tt -a is added to the low stem of the verb, or ? t -ba is added. The second form was originally a 
future tense verbal noun, and apart from one structure with ’5Tfg, eg on seeing, on
saying etc, it is no longer used in the nominative case, but only in the genitive (see section 4.6).
4.1 as sen ten ce  su b ject
Taking together all the different examples for verbal nouns as subjects, a simple way of classifying 
these uses is to say that verbal nouns can occur as subjects in these three types of sentences:
non-finite verb forms
4.1.1 in ordinary sentences like any other noun, eg
4.1.1.1
Now the headache disappeared in a moment. (Smith, p 124)
4.1.1.2 reMfJ
I  don’t like your drinking alcohol. (Radice, p 135)
4.1.2 in equational sentences with adjectival or nominal complements, eg
4.1.2.1 ^  ^ l^Sf I It is not very easy to swim. (Milne, p 176)
4.1.2.2 ^SJt ^ ?ft 1 Murder is a great sin. (Milne, p 176)
4.1.3 in passive sentences
4.1.3.1 «iisf(4 ’qfat I
(lit: My getting down didn't happen) I  didn't get down. (Smith, p 124)
Smith's classification of verbal nouns gives a misleading impression. His first section is verbal nouns 
as sentence subjects (§34.1.1) and his second impersonal uses with ^ ¥ l  (§34.1.2) The logically- 
minded reader will see the two categories as alternatives and conclude, wrongly, that in the second use 
the verbal nouns are not sentence subjects.
If we are looking at verbal nouns as sentence subjects then Smith's §34.1.2. (impersonal uses with the 
third person o f ^ GUt) and §34.1.3 (with Wbw) should also come under this heading.
4.1.1 active sentences
Although this use seems straightforward, examples for it are surprisingly hard to find. Even sentence
4.1.1.2 has an equational element in it. Smith (p 124) has a syntactically similar sentence in
4.1.1.3 W 3 ^ ^ 1  ^  1 W  «tWC*M l^C9U |
But it wasn't in the fate o f many to recover and return to their loved
ones.
Apart from the two sentences given (4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.3), all o f Smith's other examples in this 
paragraph are equational (as in 4.1.2) or governed by postpositions (section 4.4), where the verbal 
noun is not actually the sentence subject, eg
4.4.10
We will keep the vow until we come back here, (p 124)
From this we can conclude that equational (copulative) sentences as well as passive sentences are 
much more likely to have a verbal noun subject than active sentences.
4.1.2 equational sentences
Sentences with 'SB'® are syntactically parallel to other structures with adjectival complements, eg 
sentences 4.1.2.1 and 4.I.2.2. The use of ^ f w  should, ought is usually taught and listed, with good 
reason, together with F W tl need and ^ l t  supposed to. These semantically related structures are often 
the students' first introduction to verbal noun use. I have separated here on the grounds that in 
sentences with the verbal noun takes on the role of sentence subject, is an adjective (both
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W R?f and are nouns) and is functionally similar to adjectival complements (section 4.1.2) like
^ R ,  as in
4.1.2.3 ^Rt '5RSf, "4^1 1 It is easy to say but hard to do.
4.1.2.4 c<j l^c4l vsR I Walking is good. (Brother James, p 60)
An important difference between these structures and sentences with '3Bvo is that can be preceded 
by verbal nouns only whereas with w R  etc the sentence subject can be any noun, eg 
with ^ R  WR 1 Sleep is good.
This may be partly explained by the semantic properties of in particular by its modal component, 
which call for an action or process rather than a thing preceding it. Examples with are:
4.1.2.5 Wt T O tfa  T O  Shouldn't that be done? (Milne, p 218)
4.1.2.6 R R  WRt f^oT 1 We should have come earlier. (Smith, p 125) 
Due to its inherent modal properties, '3fW does not seem to occur in future tense sentences.
Some adjectival complements can have possessive pronouns preceding their sentence subjects, but, for 
instance, sentence 4.1.2.4 is more likely to change to
4.1.2.7 WOT ^ «R | Walking is good for you, rather than
?e®Nd OT t^OT R R  I ?Your walking is good.
A sentence-initial possessive pronoun is acceptable with the following adjectives:
4.1.2.8 RQ'St etOTW^hl I His going is necessajy.
4.1.2.9WWi! *151 I
I  can't delay any longer.{lit: my delaying any longer is not possible)
4.1.2,10 ^  I My staying here is not suitable, (all OS)
and in Dasgupta's example
Rt’ t'lBf R R  RSTR 14s?
Have you finished writing your letter?
These types of adjectives are more similar to in their syntactic behaviour than, say, 15 R , r Hh  etc. 
They have either a modal or an aspective component and combine well with verbal nouns, but not, as 
is the case with exclusively with verbal nouns.
4.1.3 passive sentences
Verbal nouns with 3rd person forms o f R'GTTt (Smith's §39.2.1) also belong here. They are 
syntactically equivalent to the structures with eg
4 . 1 . 3 . 2 ^ t w f ^ R a R R R R l  Itwon'tbepossible to go this way. 
lit; the going this way will not go
4.1.3.3 f% *m!wt R s R  RU ? Are vegetables available here ? 
lit: does getting vegetables go here?
Semantically, sentences with refer to the actual occurrence of events, sentences with R s R  to the 
possibility of their occurrence. Both structures can be used in all tenses, eg
4.1.3.4 ^ O T  RlW ^Rl |
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The new wife had been told to work (Smith p 143)
4 . 1 . 3 . 5 ^  | It wasn’t possible to see anything.
In connection with, say, conditional participles, these structures demonstrate the thriftiness in verbal 
energy which is so typical of Bengali, eg the English i f  it is possible to understand is in Bengali simply
Seely points to these variations
1. [verbal noun + + 3rd person of ] eg wo® I One coidd say that, and
2. [ verbal noun + + 3rd person o f ] eg *3010© T^tU 1
with the same meaning. There is undoubtedly redundancy, as Seely puts it, in these sentences, but it is 
an endearing kind of redundancy, and a neat demonstration of the combineabilty of non-finite forms. 
The [vn + 3rd person of ] structure is so common that, to the speaker, its semantic impact loses 
some of its force and the additional use of be able to is meant to redress the balance. This is by no 
means just an uneducated, colloquial usage. Seely gives the following examples:
4 .1.3.6
...there remains the urge to create the perfect world - what might be 
called the poet's world...
4.1.3.7 2 3 1 0 ^ 5 1  ...
Concerning the process o f composingpoetry, in brief one can say this:...
(both: Jibananda Das, <bf<bi>l
There is some disagreement as to whether we are dealing here with genuine passives or with 
impersonal structures - the difference seems to be somewhat unclear. In order to come to some 
conclusions on this, we need to take a closer look at the exact definitions of these terms. I intend to do 
this in chapter 6.
4 .2  in  th e  g en itiv e  w ith  a b stra c t n ou n s
4.2.1 with W=Ft?f need and <P*lt supposed to
Both these structures are very common in Bengali and are often taught together, but there are 
important differences between them. Typical example sentences are
4.2.1.1 0®1Wl<( W ft?l I You need to say something.
4.2.1.2 1 My father is supposed to come.
4.2.1.3
(You) don't have to light the tinder. (Smith, p 125)
4.2.1.4 I5! <Hl4 I
He needed to do that work (Brother James, p 62)
4.2.1.5 W)|V||4 ^41 I You were not supposed to know this.
A syntactical difference between the two is that n<i<nl<i can be preceded by other nouns
4.2.1.6 TBren? I I  need a pen,
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whereas the use of 4*4t in this sense is restricted to verbal nouns (as is
Seely says about 4*4t: 'it is used with verbal noun + genitive to mean that the action is supposed or 
scheduled or due to take place or has the possibility o f taking place’ (p 91) The structure is not 
mentioned or listed separately in Bengali grammars, nor are there examples for it in dictionaries 
(Samsad, Bangla Academy). This suggests that from a language-internal point o f view, this is just 
another idiomatic use of 4»4t, not to be singled out in any way, as for instance the use infinitive + SW4t 
allow would be and is in fact given in the Samsad dictionaiy. The sentence 4Jt4 4*3lt literally 
means there is word o f  his coming, which can refer to something that has been agreed or arranged or 
even promised, taking into account (Radice, p 239) that 4*5*tt ^941 means promise (give one's word). 
Thus, although this is a useful structure for foreigners to learn in order to become acquainted with 
genitive verbal noun use, for Bengalis it is likely to be no more than one of the semantically more 
challenging of the many uses o f 4*«tt.
The situation with 444*14 is a little more complicated. As mentioned, 444*14 can be preceded by nouns 
other than verbal nouns and these nouns are, more often than not, apparently in the nominative 
(example 4.2.6). Verbal nouns can also lose their genitive ending, eg
4.2.1.7 4® 'SrNI 444*141 I  really must know.
4 .2 .1.8
(You) must take a look at that now and then, (both Smith, p 125)
These uses are either unexplained (Smith) or dismissed as 'sloppy1 (as Klaiman would put it). Seely 
goes so far as to say 'though a noun, *f44»l4 also behaves as if it were an adjective, allowing for the 
verbal noun without genitive construction’, eg
4.2.1.9 4  4 *it iwprt tit mm  w m  i
Believe me, it's important that you spend Qit'.you need to spend) a little 
time in an East Bengal village, (p 358)
None of these explanations are very satisfactory. Taking a closer look at the syntax of sentences with
444*14 may take us a step further. Sentence 4.2.6 ^1414 '34fi>t "444*14 could be an equational
sentence with 444*14 a nominal complement, but this does not work because there is an omitted in 
this sentence which puts 444*14 firmly in the subject seat. If  the slot preceding 444*14 is filled by a 
personal pronoun,
4.2.1.10 C®l*llt4* 444*141 I  need you. or a question word
4.2.1.11 o©M4 1% (4»l£4>) 444*14? What (whom) do you need?
we find an unambiguous direct object There is in Bengali, usually, no case ending for inanimate 
objects, which means that in a sentence like 4.2.6 4>«i*t may look like a nominative but is, on the basis 
of 4.2.10 and 11, more likely to be a direct (accusative) object. Bengali makes no morphological 
distinction between datives and accusatives, so we tend to refer to an object case, but the semantic 
distinction of course remains. If we accept this interpretation, we arrive at two alternative structures 
with 444*14:
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• 4?R>f4 can be preceded by a genitive, syntactically a genetivus objectivus, comparable to the 
Latin m etus mortis fear o f death or, as in sentence 4.2.4 needfor doing something.
• *r4<pl4 can be preceded by a direct object
A comparable syntactical situation exists in English sentences like
She doesn't like his evading the issue. or She doesn't like him evading the issue.
I  don't understand your doing this. or I  don't understand you doing this.
There is, both in English and in Bengali, a degree of formality involved, ie the genitive structure is 
more formal, but both structures are acceptable and, what's more, syntactically explicable. This parallel 
holds only in so far as the alternative case use is concerned. Semantically closer are sentences like 
There is no need o f  your coming, or There is no needfor you to come. 
but these examples are more complex in structure.
Syntactically, this result is unusual for two reasons
• we have a direct object which is, to all intents and purposes, governed by a noun (444*14)
• there seems to be no other noun in Bengali which behaves in this way
Thus, though this explanation is satisfying in explaining the two different uses of 444*k, it poses 
syntactical problems. In the absence of a more convincing solution, however, it must be considered at 
least as a possibility.
4 .2 .2  w ith  o th er  a b stra c t n ou n s
In §34.4.1 Smith lists verbal nouns in the genitive used as complements, but all these uses of verbal 
nouns are actually governed by a particular and limited group of abstract nouns, used as components of 
conjunct verbs. There is a considerable overlap of these with infinitive structures and it seems 
appropriate to look at these structures together. In section 2.2 I have tried to show the internal 
relationship of conjunct verbs o f this type in connection with preceding infinitives. The same 
relationship holds true for their use with genitive verbal noun forms. For the following abstract nouns 
I have found examples with verbal nouns but not with infinitives: pretence, arrangement,
custom, reason, cause, purpose, possibilty, way, means, 4t<S) way,
road. Example sentences are given and discussed in section 7.2.
4.3 in  th e  loca tiv e
This use of verbal nouns expressing cause is no longer very common in modern, spoken language 
where, as Zbavitel (p 13) indicates, it is replaced by a finite verb form followed by <K>i. But it is still 
used in written language. McLeod (p 81) has these examples:
4.3.1 <Wl4
Because you said that, my brother was grieved.
4.3.2 ' 4 4 ' S i ^141? 1
As the workmen could not finish the work today they will have to come again
tomorrow.
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The syntactic logic of a sentence like 4.3.1 is not immediately obvious. If the verbal noun form is taken
strictly as a locative, eg Z3T ^ i t  <HlVI you, in saying this, the verbal noun phrase is seen to be 
similar to a postpositional phrase. This means that we would not expect a second subject, but either of 
the following two structures, which only have one subject.
In your saying this my brother wot hurt.
Sentence 4.3.2 fulfils the expected pattern with only one subject, but sentences 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 make it 
even clearer:
In both these sentences the verbal noun form is linked to a possessive pronoun rather than to a 
nominative/subject pronoun and the structure therefore seems more logical, but the existence of both 
these structures has to be registered.
This use of ^ ^1 is given in section 6.5.
4.4 with postpositions
Verbal nouns can, like other nouns, precede a postposition. Their case endings are determined by the 
postposition which follows them. Thus we can have:
4.4.1 ISnjt about lying
4.4.2 TTffl <p«Is instead o f being angry
4.4.3 Wfa after his leaving
In any given sentence the tense reference is given in the finite verb form and the verbal noun phrase 
can then be, more appropriately, translated with a finite phrase in English, eg
4.4.3 a)
We will have breakfast after he leaves. or
4.4.3 b) TO  ^ T O  «tC3T WTOT I
We had breakfast after he left.
Verbal noun combinations with WOT fo r  are used to express purpose in the same way as infinite 
structures are, eg instead of
2.1.9 TOt WlWK I
4.3.1a)
In your saying this you have hurt my brother, or
4.3.1b)
4 .3.3 f te tT O sT O sft TOftr t p t  \
Rita was very happy about her mother giving up her job. (Das, p 84)
4.3.4 SfflTO
On receipt o f  your letter I  went to Kolkata. (Milne, p 177)
4.3.5
His presence has caused me great loss. (Milne, p 176)
This sentence, again with two different subjects, would in spoken language more likely be:
4.3.5 a) 1 T O W l T O
They sat down to talk  (Brother James, p 69) we can say
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4.4.4 W T I
There is a slight difference between these two semantically identical uses, in that the verbal noun 
structure is more stressed, more pronounced. In this example the infinitive sounds more natural,
followed by a simple finite verb form, whereas in the following examples (both Smith, p 127) with
more elaborate predicates the verbal noun structures are more appropriate:
4.4.5 SFff f%vS
A crowd ofpeople has formed all around to see those pictures.
4.4.6 '£>l'Srl H<Jld '5RT
Many people drop into the coffee house fo r  refreshments.
With the postposition used in a temporal sense, verbal nouns take the genitive, eg
4.4.7
He has had this habit since he taught in college. (Smith)
Verbal nouns behave differently from other nouns in connection with the postposition until,
where the verbal noun is often, but not always, preceded by the negative *Tt.:
4.4.8 I
(They) are waiting until the car stops. (Smith, p 83)
4.4.9 »Tf 'JJtQUt 9flT^S [<!>%. W>' ^  144 *Tt t
I  won't be able to do anything until I  go there. (Milne, p 256) 
but these are also possible:
4.4.10 until the train comes... (Samsad)
4.4.11
We will keep the vow until we come back here. ( Smith, p 124)
Smith also gives this rather tricky example
4.4.12 ''srmt ^ 7 1 1
and, with a different postposition, Seely has
4.4.13 ssfa «*fBt't«M4Ul<*y
After yoxi buy this, I  shall come.
As in sentences 4.3.1 and 4.3.5 we have here a verbal noun form in connection with a nominative 
pronoun without a finite verb to form a clause, ie the verbal noun has its own subject. In all these cases 
a possessive pronoun, eg W3 x5ft5ft *t^g... would have seemed more logical. Neither Smith nor Seely 
offer any kind o f explanation for these structures. A closer syntactic analysis is needed, but as these 
examples are rather isolated I will have to leave them for the moment until a clearer pattern emerges.
4 ,5  used  a ttr ib u tiv e ly
Bengali nouns in the genitive can be used attributively with other nouns. This is very common in cases 
where English uses compound nouns, eg heart-ache '5tW?T sleep deprivation wartime
hand writing Verbal nouns can be used in the same way and in these contexts
often have an element of purpose or intent, eg
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4.5.1 **fi}(4 knife fo r  cutting meat
4.5.2 V? sitting room (Smith, p 126)
4.5.3 tuf<M writing table (Smith, p 126)
4.5.4 f ^ t  t44i4 rice set aside fo r  giving as alms (Chatterji, p 1019)
Three out o f these four examples employ the future tense verbal noun and though, in the genitive, 
future and present verbal noun forms can often be used alternatively, there is good reason for these 
uses here.
4 .6  fu tu re  v erb a l n ou n s
The future tense verbal noun is, in most grammar books, only mentioned in passing as an alternative to 
the present tense verbal noun. The only remaining use of future tense verbal nouns in the nominative is 
in combinations with ’STfSi only, corresponding to as soon as, but even in these cases it alternates with 
the present tense form, eg
with future vn 4.6.1 ^  oRml |
He went o ff as soon as he heard this. (Milne, p 178)
As soon as I  entered the room he asked... (Smith, p 125)
with present vn 4.6.3
As soon as it was evening Sharma went out.
In the genitive the future can be used instead of the present tense form without any change in meaning. 
Smith (p 126f) has these mixed examples
with present vn 4.6.4 4®tl4 Have you something to say?
4.6.5 Tt I I  am doing what has to be done.
4.6.6 PpslfcH There is nothing to see there.
with future vn 4.6.7 ’4t 'St 3C4 That which was going to happen,
has happened.
4.6.8 '34’T T^t **4414 I Do what has to be done now.
These sentences are probably representative of the quantitative distribution of these verbal noun forms, 
ie the future tense forms with their special future-directed semantic component are in decline. Their 
gerundival meaning that which is to be done, is losing some of its impact in modern Bengali. This 
could indicate a gradual phasing out of the future verbal noun form, but it is unlikely to be replaced 
entirely by present verbal nouns as they do not have the same semantic force. Zbavitel says 'the 
gerundival meaning is the only one reserved exclusively to the future verbal noun, which is 
irreplaceable by a present verbal noun, in this function', but modifies this by pointing to the 'loss, or at 
least weakening of the awareness of this difference between present and future verbal nouns' (p 41). If 
we accept Zbavitel's assumption that the future verbal noun is not going to survive in Bengali, then 
what structures are likely to replace it in its gerundival use?
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In sentence 4.6.8 the obvious alternative to the verbal noun structure is an infinitive + 
construction, ie 'Tt This sentence has an explicit compulsory element but, even
without that, infinitives are most likely to replace these future verbal noun structures from a semantic 
point o f view. They can express the same future-directed intent or purpose as future verbal noun forms:
2.1.12 |^5iC4l I I  will come to play cards.
In real use we will also find present tense verbal nouns, eg
4.6.9
Nothing more remains for me to do. (Smith, p 127)
This sentence could also, and with perhaps more impact, read d>dW> T^f I with an
infinitive.
5. THE VERBAL ADJECTIVE
The verbal adjective represents the past passive participle, ie dHICdl as an adjective means having been 
prepared. Verbal adjectives are homonymous with verbal noun forms, but are used attributively or 
predicatively with nouns. Zbavitel says 'In many cases these verbal adjectives have become so 
common that it is difficult to decide whether any verbal element is still felt in them' (p 47).
Ordinary adjectives, like nouns, can take the determiners T*f or *5pft in an appropriate context. This is, 
in effect, a nominalisation of adjectives. For instance, when asked
5.1 c<phu| /sjpit CHCdd? Which one(s) will yon take?
the answer can be the big one, id ^^p lt the soft ones,
the new ones, 'alc.<n|'5| the good one,
the unripe ones, cfi^jpft the red ones,
'^rd'Bt the beautiful one etc.
With verbally derived adjectives the definite articles ^1 and sjpTt can be used with the following:
the ripe one, the broken one,
i^SFhjJjeit the wet ones, the coloured one,
possibly with
open 5.2 ^  1
I f  you want to eat sweets, eat the ones that have been openedfirst, 
cut 5.3 ^FfSfStl
Which cake should I  give? The one that's been cut. 
count 5.4 TCd»1‘H iSid5-! I
Which money did he take? The money that was counted, 
buy 5.5 ^ s W ld W f S t l
Which shirt will you wear? The one bought yesterday.
Deriving adjectives from verbs only to make them into nouns seems a complicated procedure, when 
nouns can be derived from verbs directly and when, morphologically, the forms remain the same, but
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there is an important difference in meaning, ie as a verbal noun means the buying (active,), 
whereas the product of verb -*■ adjective -*■ noun means the one that has been bought (passive and 
perfective).
This kind of structure is possible with quite a number of, but by no means all, Bengali verbs, eg with a 
verb like give 5.6 ... the promise made to mother
is possible, but which promise?-
* V)1M> ... the one made to mother (?)
sounds unlikely. The more natural answer to the question ^ l t?  which promise? would be
*It 1 w f t  the one I  made to mother, 
with a finite verb form in a relative clause.
The initial hypothesis that verbal adjective formation is restricted to transitive verbs turns out to be 
wrong, as ripen is an intransitive verb. Equally,
5.7 dead tree 5.8 ^ F t  broken branch
5.9 bent knife 5.10 car that has been stopped
are all derived from intransitive verbs.
In contradiction to Zbavitel’s statement above I find that even with a well established verbal adjective 
like ripe the verbal connection remains strong. When asked
5.11 (adjective) Are the mangoes ripe?,
a negative answer is likely to be
•Tt, I (verb) No, they haven't ripened yet,
rather than *Tt, 9ft^t ^  I (adjective) No, they are not yet ripe.
Attributive examples for verbal adjectives (mainly from Smith):
5.12 *£51WI boiled water
5.13 ’SfiPrt "fwtil bread made with flour
5.14 drawn picture
5.15 *Tf5T famous (lit: having made name) poet
5.16 WW educated boy
5.17 W'GUt ^ 4  story taken from a book (TYB, p 153).
5.18 WOTft all the omitted words (TYB, p 153)
As can be seen from examples like 5.15 *Tfsi famous poet and 5,16 WRt cejcoi
educated boy the passive aspect o f verbal adjectives can change to an active meaning. Zbavitel has 
more of these examples - most o f them are not ordinary everyday language but their occurrence should 
be noted:
5.19 ^ 4  '5ft ’srtfTt child whose parents have died
5.20 MfaP man who has learnt English
5.21 ’tRt T^ kTl girl who can copy (most unusual!)
5.22 footpath (ail p 48)
which is just a roundabout way of saying "4l'35t a roadfor walking.
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The question remains of how productive these structures are. If one can say
5.21 ?ff¥t is it also possible to say
5.23 ^f§?1 % ¥  TsJw the boy who wants to eat ice-cream ?
This opens up unexpected possibilities, but I would not consider these ordinary language uses. 
However, the sentences show the potential of the verbal adjective to take on active meaning and also to 
lose its perfective element. It is thus semantically linked to the present participle, which cannot be used 
attributively in Bengali. Earlier on we found conditional participles 'standing in' for perfective 
participles when there is more than one subject in the sentence (examples 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). Here again, 
we have a case of one verb form 'helping out' where particular syntactic restrictions apply. For an 
English present participle, eg the singing boy the closest Bengali equivalent is a verbal adjective
Smith gives, under the predicative uses of verbal adjectives: ^  WW . . . This is more likely 
to be a verbal noun, forming the subject of the sentence, ie he has the knowing.
Predicative uses of verbal adjectives are:
5.24 n '^srl *il*ilfni r*T|cTt I The door stays open all day.
5.25 l What he says doesn't make sense.
(lit: his words are upside down)
5.26 to r t l
The clothes are all wet. (all Sableski, p 441)
The verbal form is suitably classified as a verbal adjective in example 5.19, but Sutton-Page also 
calls this a past passive participle (ie an adjective!) in the sentence
5.27 He's dead, (p 157)
The main argument against this is the fact that no other adjective, verbally derived or otherwise, 
combines directly with , without the perfective participle to make the connection, such as 
grow up, f®5Ft get wet etc.
Seely (p 134), surprisingly, links ¥t'G¥t with verbal noun + 3rd person form o f to express 
possibility, as in ‘p1t9¥t available. In ¥t'Q¥t, not only is the semantic component of possibility
lost, but the syntactic element of passivity is also absent. he has died is clearly,
syntactically at least, an active sentence and different from 15t45 7TtfsQTft ¥t¥ he can be called where 
no active agent is given and him is the object of the verb.
I think ¥t?lt needs to be considered a fixed verbal phrase. The grammatically expected ¥l'G¥t 
is also used, though more for plants and animals. But for humans ¥t'<3¥t is the more common form.
6. THE PERFECTIVE PARTICIPLE (p p )
The perfective participle is by far the most common of Bengali non-finite verb forms. Chatterji gives a 
sentence with fifteen perfective participle forms and one finite verb and says 'There is nothing unusual 
in a Bengali sentence like:
’rf&S  ' etc, etc (p 1011)
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It is not worth giving the whole sentence or translating it, and the sentence is so unusual that it is 
almost as famous as 'supercalifragilistic....', though perhaps not in the same circles, but Chatterji is 
making the point that the perfective participle is a very common and characteristic feature of Bengali. 
In active sentences its use is restricted to sequences of actions or events with the same subject.
Perfective participles are also used for making compound verbs, where the perfective participle forms 
a closer link with the finite verb form. Instead of a sequence of events we have one action or event, 
with the perfective participle carrying the main meaning and the sentence-final verb carrying tense, 
agreement, and sometimes aspectual information. In some cases the sentence-final verb can lose its 
own lexical meaning altogether. Compound verbs are dealt with in a separate chapter.
The Bengali perfective participle has the following functions:
6.1 d escr ib in g  p reced in g  a c tio n s or  even ts
In sentences with two or more verbs the perfective participle Is used to refer to the earlier verbal action 
in a temporal sequence of events. Any Bengali verb can be used in this structure. The perfective 
participle is an active verb form and English equivalents to are having done, having
said, having gone. In English you can form a sentence like
Having arrived at the station, he went to buy his ticket. 
but the structure sounds clumsy and unnatural, compared to the easy, elegant and idiomatic perfective 
participle structure in Bengali:
6 .1.1
No wonder these structures are so popular in Bengali! In order to avoid this type of 'school-boy Latin'
in English, Bengali perfective participles are best translated with connecting conjunctions like and,
after, then etc. Examples are:
6.1.2 W T I
After that they walked a bit, went onto the grass and sat down.
6.1.3 '3’f'Sr r*TC?f
When I  finish the job, I'll be standing there, (all Smith, p 135) 
and this, both syntactically and politically, rather extreme example
6.1.4 sJjsR rq, fspl'qlftel ^  t o  t a  i
Rwnour has it that the missionaries are tricking the boys, seizing
them, taking them away and making them Christians, (all Smith, p 135)
In negative sentences a negated perfective participle can describe either a preceding action, as in
6.1.5 ^  iHcir w est •it 1
Don't go until you have got permission. 
or it can express manner (see 6.3) and is then best translated as without, eg
6 . 1.6
We can't live without eating, (both Brother James, p 87)
6 .2  d escr ib in g  s im u lta n eo u s a c tio n s o r  even ts
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Instead of a temporal sequence the perfective participle can describe an action or event which is 
simultaneous with that o f the main verb. Smith says that this is always true when the perfective 
participle is a stative verb but active perfective participles are just as common. These are his 
examples:
6 .2 .1  -gtsfpr T tfjf vjvilfe>tci11
Both were snoring as they slept. (p 135)
6.2.2 TfteHfo 'PHIW <|£>l
Sitting at the side o f the courtyard, he is washing his hands.
(p 159)
6.2.3
Many people stared at her. (p 134)
6 .2.4
I  and my friend Bimal ran away. (p 134)
Sentences 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 could almost be considered examples for compound verbs as the respective 
verb forms are practically synonymous and translate into English as one semantic unit. They are not 
acceptable as compound verbs only because neither see nor flee  are among the verbs
which are defined as compound makers in Bengali. But their use in these sentences shows that the 
boundaries between what can or cannot be a compound maker are more flexible, and our definitions 
more arbitrary than we like to think.
The demarcation line between this and the adverbial use of perfective paticiples is sometimes blurred. 
In sentence 6.2.1, for instance, snoring could be seen as an adverbial phrase expressing
manner rather than as a simultaneous occurrence. The distinction between the two uses serves to draw 
attention to adverbial str uctures which do not involve an element of time (see below).
6.3 used adverbially
The perfective participle can, syntactically, assume adverbial character and express, semantically, 
manner, temporal circumstances or cause of the main verbal action. In these cases it loses its perfective 
aspect. Examples for adverbials expressing manner are:
6.3.1
He will earn his money by his own hard work (Zbavitel, p 67)
6.3.2 1*0<61
We have come by boat. (Sutton-Page, p 157)
The perfective participle having done is commonly used to turn adjectives or nouns into 
adverbs, eg well, '?5£?r carefully.
Other verbs are
6.3.3 frtlttsm ffop ^ 4  I
He eats with his face turned towards the wall. (Smith, p 135)
Milne also gives
6.3.4
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Why so much bickering about a penny? (p 181) 
but (or f'ksi) in this case is a postposition with as an object. The sentence has
nothing to do with a description of manner.
A negated perfective participle can be used to express without, instead of, eg
6.3.5 ^<1 ^  1
You have bagged such a husband without making any effort.
(Smith, p 136)
6.3.6
He ju st wants meat instead o f rice. (OS)
The perfective participle can describe temporal circumstances. Rather than giving a preceding 
or simultaneous verbal action this participle construction provides either a time frame or a 
temporal reference for the action of the finite verb. This use is perhaps best classified as a 
sub-category of adverbial uses of manner. The dividing line between the two categories is 
sometimes blurred, for instance in this sentence
6.3.7 m l  T O  I
He will tell us the story bit by bit (in instalments) (Das, p 76) 
there is a temporal element, but as in sentence 6.3.9 (see below) the perfective participle 
describes the manner of the sentence predicate. In the following sentence the temporal 
element is less ambiguous, ie the perfective participle does not give the manner, but the time 
reference of the finite verb:
6.3.8 ’smrtrTiT <Hfl f45jTq
We must rest awhile. (Smith, p 72)
A note on In the chapter on postpositions is not considered to be a postposition in Bengali 
because in many of its uses a separate preceding or simultaneous action is involved (eg sentence 6.3.1 
and 2) There are, however, a number of uses which would require some semantic acrobatics in order to 
to be considered separate actions, as in these sentences (all from Milne, p 444)
6.3.9 m i
Then, by and by, we came to know him.
6.3.10 <^3 <icifa|v||
I  used every possible entreaty to induce him to stay.
6.3.11
The idea suddenly struck Gora in quite a new light.
In these sentences, as well as in expressions like ^?T suddenly, W t kindly, Wp&m how ,
'*T45T>1 <K<! one by one, especially etc goes semantically beyond a perfective participle
and ought to be given a different status. The difficulty in considering it a postposition lies not so much 
in the fact that it doesn't translate into English with one equivalent preposition, but in that it combines 
with a variety of nouns, adjectives, interrogative and even adverbs ( ^ K  suddenly), and generates an 
adverbial rather than a postpositional phrase.
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Examples expressing cause are:
6.3.12 T j ^ N  M  ^  IT O t' ^ 1
I  have pain in my feet because I  have travelled 20 miles. (Milne, p 181)
6.3.13
I  am ill because I  was awake during the night. (Milne, p 181)
Although there is clearly a causal relationship in these sentences, the perfective aspect of the 
participle is still felt, ie there is still the element of one action preceding another. The same is 
true for some of the sentences Smith classifies as describing manner, for instance
6.3.14 ^  i t^WGl >ilviw vfjrsr r^rtwl ^  i
The eldest boy came and stood up straight in front o f  him. (p 135)
It may therefore be more appropriate to classify these uses as containing an additional 
semantic element rather than as an alternative to the uses given in 6.1.
6 .4  w ith  ^ a n d  'S
Perfective, like conditional, participles can be followed by ^  or ^  for emphasis, 'S for concessive 
force. Followed by ^ th e  perfective participle can take on the meaning as soon as, just then.
6.4.1 i s t f t 1
As soon as I  lay on the bed I  fe ll asleep. (Brother James, p 89)
6.4.2 < r#
Tell this to father as soon as you get home. (Milne, p 182) 
but it can also simply add emphasis, eg
6.4.3 I
My brother is going to take (for sure) the sari over to the old house.
(Seely, p 103)
Structures with a concessive 'S following a perfective participle are best translated with although, even 
though. They are not as common as conditional participles with 'Q, but they imply that the preceding 
action has, in fact, taken place.
6.4.4 t'SrW'3 I
Even though he knows so much, he is so silent. (Smith, p 137)
6.4.5 rtrOre =41
Although 1 went there I  could not see him. (Brother James, p 88)
In present tense sentences this use can be semantically identical to the conditional participle use:
6.4.6 *ft% 'itf | Even i f  he is punished, he doesn't ciy.
Milne (p 182) gives a number of examples in which the perfective participle followed by 'Q and the 
finite verb form are from the same verb. These combinations result in some interesting semantic 
interpretations. Sentences are of this type:
6 .4.7 f^ rf^ r i
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Though he saw his own son's fault, he overlooked it
6.4.8
Though you did the work, you did not do it properly.
6.4.9
They heard this but paid no attention to it.
6.5 uses of
Smith lists the following uses for the perfective participle of ^ ®Tt:
• as a quotation marker, eg
6.5.1 <Cc1 There is nothing called a ’ghost’.
• corresponding to 'as', eg
6.5.2 <tC*n in this case better translated with'for':
Their family have a reputation for being beautiful.
•  with double objects after copular verbs, eg
6.5.3
We (implied) consider him to be an extremely good man.
• at the end of a clause to mark speech clauses, eg
6.5.4 fts&t ^  I I  don't think that he was lying.
• at the end of a clause meaning because,eg
6.5.5 t o  i
She returned on foot because the buses had stopped.
• at the end of a clause corresponding to in order to, eg
6.5.6 ‘STj! ^  ’5Ttf^ i.l
Tm taking this home to show it to mother.
Milne (p 406) also has these examples with 1% in the meaning of how. I think in all these cases the
use of 1% would be more usual:
6.5.7
How can you play with such naughty children?
6.5.8 ^  ^  Wfc=T ^  t f r s l t e  I
On what pretext will you show your face there again?
Smith's classifications are based mainly on semantic criteria. From a syntactic viewpoint sentences 1-3 
and 7-8 are structures where retains at least some of its perfective participle features. More 
interesting are sentences 4-6 where follows a finite verb form and it is in these occurrences that 
<^ =1 establishes its status as a conjunction in Bengali. Since all of these are idiomatic uses of just one 
verb, I suggest that they be dealt with on the lexical rather than the grammatical level.
6 .6  sa m e su b jec t co n d itio n  (K la im a n )
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'A past participle in the first clause with a finite verb in the second clause can only be used if the 
subject of both the participle and the finite verb is the same' (McLeod, p 39)
This claim is widely supported, eg by Chatterji, Dimock, Milne and Zbavitel. In sentences that require 
different subjects the conditional participle can be used to express a temporal sequence of events (eg 
I We will go when the rain has finished.) - so, apparently, there is little need for 
using the perfective participle in sentences with more than one subject. However, on closer inspection, 
it becomes clear that there is a need to differentiate beween types of sentences. The 'same subject 
condition' (SSC, Klaiman) applies to active sentences, ie sentences where the perfective participle and 
the finite verb express consecutive actions.
Mimi Klaiman, in her book Volitionality and Subject in Bengali gives a detailed analysis of sentences 
where the perfective participle and the finite verb have different subjects. All example sentences in this 
section, unless otherwise attributed, are Klaiman's.
Her first sentence - and this is the only example of an all-active sentence - is a case of what she calls 
'sloppy identity', eg
6.6.1
When I  went to the restaurant with Jodu, we both ate fish.
Though there is some referential overlap between the two subjects (I -we), they are grammatically 
quite separate. A similarly 'sloppy' situation exists when both verb forms refer to the same subject but 
in different cases, eg
6.6.2 ^ |w i  ^
Though the logical subject of both verb forms is I, the second clause WNT?1 ^  is a
passive structure with ~ ^ hook as its grammatical subject. The sentence is best translated as
1 have read a lot o f  books secretly at the office.
Another similar example is
6.6.3 ^  ^
Taking the medicine has benefited him.
The following sentence is from a modem Bengali novel Uttorer hawa by Bimal Kar :
6.6.4 <rm vq i
However much she tried  (pp) it wasn't possible to keep the 
candles lit (p 151).
Again, the second clause is a passive structure.
Klaiman gives the following examples, but claims that they are no exception to the SSC because 'the 
dative subjects o f these clauses, though not overt, are nevertheless coreferential with the subjects o f the 
respective reduced clauses'. ( p 109)
6.6.5 What is accomplished by getting angry?
6 .6.6
There is no point in worrying your head.
6.6.7
What does it profit one letting letters pile up?
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6.6.8 f%?
What is the alternative to going on the bus?
Smith (p 136) has two very similar examples with ^itU:
6.6.9 •Tf -It I There was nothing to do but get up.
6 .6.10
There was naught to do save drive the car at fu ll speed.
Klaiman’s interpretation of these structures may be a logical part of her dative subject theory, but 
structurally it is untenable. There certainly is coreferentiality in a sentence like 6.6.3 ^
^ T t ,  but in sentence 6.6.5 it is not at all clear what 1% '5?? refers to. If the sentence is
extended to 6.6.11
What will happen to the children i f  you (implied) get angry, 
the subjects are clearly not coreferential.
The same is true for sentences 6.6.6 to 6.6.8. The use of the perfective participle in sentence 6.6.6, 
though acceptable, is not as common as the verbal noun in the genitive would be, ie ^ i t
Another condition for the SSC to apply is, according to Klaiman, the animacy of the subject. That is, 
the perfective participle can be used in sentences with different subjects, as long as these subjects are 
inanimate, eg
6.6.12 s£<K <f>k^ 4 ^  | translated as
The rain entered the room and the wooden floor was ruined.
In the following paragraph, however, Klaiman states that a human subject can also occur in this 
context, ie as the 'subject1 of the finite verb form, as long as it is used in a passive construction, eg
6.6.13 W E  t o  ^
Taxes have increased and many people have had difficulties.
Klaiman is conservative in her translation of these sentences, when the causal relationship between the 
two clauses is so obvious. I suggest the two sentences should be translated as
6.6.12 The wooden floor was ruined by the rain entering the room, and
6 .6.13 Many people have had difficulties through the tax increase.
In conclusion of these considerations, the rules for the use of the perfective participle should be 
reformulated as follows:
• the same subject condition applies in active sentences, but can sometimes be neglected if
• the two subjects are at least partly coreferential (sentence 6.6.1), or if
• the same subject is referred to in different cases (6.6.2 and 6.6.3)
• the same subject condition does not apply if the finite verbal clause contains
• a passive structure (6.6.2, 3, 4, 12 and 13), with either
• an inanimate subject ( 6.6.2, 3, 4 and 12) or
• a human subject in oblique case (6.6.13)
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• an impersonal structure ( 6,6,5 to 10)
Again, we come up against the somewhat unclear dividing lines between passive and impersonal 
structures, but in this case the distinction is not essential as the same subject conditions apply to both 
equally. However, a clearer definition o f these structures is a crucial factor in understanding Bengali 
sentence structures (see chapter 6).
7. SUMMARY
7.1 COMBINATIONS AND OVERLAP OF NON-FINITE VERB FORMS
The previous sections consisted o f a one-by-one analysis o f non-finite verb forms and have 
established, to some extent, their different uses, semantic implications and syntactic restrictions. The 
next step is to bring this information together in order to establish the way in which non-finite verb 
forms interact with one another and in how they overlap or can be used alternatively. The research 
questions are
• which non-finite verb forms can be used together and how do they syntactically interact with one 
another?
• which non-finite verb forms can be used alternatively and what are the semantic implications?
• what other connections exist between any two non-finite verb forms?
This may give us a clearer overall picture of the non-finite half of the Bengali verbal system. The verb 
forms are dealt with in the same order as before, ie 1 conditional participle (cond part), 2 infinitive, 3 
present participle, 4 verbal noun (vn), 5 verbal adjective (this does not form combinations with other 
non-finite forms) and 6 perfective participle (pp). The list reduces itself as it progresses (1 compared to 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6; 2 compared to 3, 4, 5, 6 etc)
1 co n d ition a l p a rtic ip le
The conditional participle can combine with these non-finite verb forms, eg
1-2 with infinitives
a) Rc=i... i f  he lets you go
in infinitive + structures (1.4)
b) 4«ioo translated as in fact
in infinite + structures (2.1), denoting obligation:
c) EWR45
I f  you have to meet with her...
In infinitive + structures implying permission, a conditional participle is less likely to 
appear. The strangeness of
d) ?'e«RR W 5
i f  it is allowed to go there...
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lies in the semantic ambiguity of in this context.
Conditional participle and infinitive combinations are possible in all cases where an infinitive is 
governed by another verb (section 2.1), noun or adjective
e) T^l*r H|to5»r„„
I f  you have such a desire to see Calcutta ...(sentence 2.2.3)
f)
I f  he is getting ready to go ou t... (sentence 2.3.4)
The conditional participle, by replacing a finite verb form, changes a main clause into a 
dependent conditional or temporal clause without affecting the interdependent relationships 
among the sentence components.
1-3 with present participles
a)
I f  he drives with the radio on (listening to the radio)... 
Syntactically, the present participle is more likely to appear in the same sentence function as the 
conditional participle and to offer an alternative structure, eg 
conditional participle b) ^Ttfsr i f  (when) I  write a letter...
present participle c) ft>$> while I  am writing a letter...
1-4 with verbal nouns
Combinations occur especially in passive structures. The verbal noun forms the sentence 
subject with conditional participle forms of and eg
a) ^1? >itst Upsit 3.tei iflseeh im
b) 4^ t>i i f  it is possible to bring the book..
The verbal noun can form an object in a conditional sentence, but in these cases the connection 
between the two non-finite forms is not strong:
c) t^tf® t>i<rik*d i f  (you) learn to drive
Equally, genitive verbal nouns in connection with conjunct verbs can be used in conditional 
clauses but the real connection is between the verbal noun and the following noun, not between 
the two verb forms d) ’5Tti3¥fa i f  you want to go
Verbal nouns and conditional participles can be used alternatively in structures with '5«Tt with a 
semantic component o f acceptability. The equivalent conditional participle uses are discussed in 
section 1.6. Examples are
with conditional participle e) ’JfSTfl fc>rtC4 *Tt I
One shouldn't waste even a little time. (Smith, p 142) 
with verbal noun f) T^i?f (.sjujtcl ^It^t WK3. *rf I
It will no longer be possible to stay in the hotel.
Eveiything may be done here. (Smith, p 144)
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These sentences are, o f course, very similar to verbal noun + ’^Tt'STIt structures expressing 
possibility, but I think that the comparison with conditional structures is also justified.
1-5 v e rb a l a d jec tiv es  are by definition linked to nouns, either predicatively or attributively, and 
do not form direct links with other non-finite verb forms. They will not be considered further, 
except in comparison with verbal nouns.
1-6 p er fec tiv e  p a r tic ip le s  combine readily and easily with other non-finite forms. Examples 
with conditionals are: a) i f  you come after finishing this
b) £^T... i f  you leave all this and go on the bus
It is important here to distinguish between sequential contexts and those where the perfective 
participle is part of a compound verb, as in
c) f^T ... i f  you explain the poem
where there is a much stronger connection between the two non-finite forms than there is in the 
previous sentences.
Perfective participles cannot generally be used in active sentences with more than one subject - 
in these cases the conditional participle can step into the breach and assume a temporal rather 
than a conditional meaning, eg
with perfective participle d) <M<t>|M>lu 1 ^ 1 I
I  will meet with him when I  go to Kolkata. 
with conditional participle e) tsftcT TPfQ |
When I  go to Kolkata he will come, too.
2 in fin itiv e
2-3 and p r e se n t  p a r t ic ip le  are identical in form. They are neither used together nor 
alternatively, but there has been a lack o f criteria for making a clear distinction between the two. 
From the findings in this chapter the following can be stated with some confidence:
• Geminated, ie doubled, uses are always present participles.
a) sl!<Kva Sll^ 'tvo I 
He thought o f his brother while lying down.
• In sentences with more than one subject the non-finite form is always a present participle.
b)
While grandfather was alive a wedding took place in this house.
• When this form functions as subject or object o f another verb, including ^Tlt, ‘'STfW- or 
conjunct verbs, it is always an infinitive.
c) | They started to talk
d) -Ttsgt 3^1 1 Breakfast has to be prepared in the morning.
e) 'Sftvs? Is it permitted to go there?
f) 1 I  want to die. (Smith, p 118)
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These findings enable us to draw a clearer line between infinitives and present participles and 
in the absence of syntactic criteria, which will cover most cases, semantic considerations can 
help to clarify the situation, for instance if we compare
g)
I  will take the bag to go to the market.
h)
As soon as she opened her eyes Lila burst out laughing. 
the semantic component of purpose, which is characteristic o f infinitives is present in 
sentence g) and absent in sentence h), clearly distinguishing the two forms. This component 
of purpose occurs with intransitive main verbs, as in sentence g).
If we take i) WFT 7*1^5 I They will come to play cards.
a potential present participle reading can only be achieved by doubling the verb form 
j)  i^ *l el CVS vsflvjcq | They will come playing cards.
2-4 Verbal nouns and infinitives are often used alternatively (see 7.2), but there are some 
instances where they can be used together. These tend to be examples o f rather formal or 
stilted language, eg on a poster
a) W W  ^  you will be told to wait
Equally, sentences like 2.1.9 can be turned into passive sentences by changing the subject into 
a genitive, the finite verb form into a verbal noun and making it the subject o f the sentence, eg
b) ^ T M  ( They sat down to talk can be changed to
c) WfCT4 "StfSTM ^Tt ^  I
This is syntactically acceptable but in all other respects rather pointless and a suitable 
translation would require some syntactical contortions in English. From a definitional point of 
view, examples like these show that verbal nouns are capable of taking complements. 
Dasgupta makes a strong case for classing verbal nouns as nominal, but their ability to take 
complements or objects (see p 22), is a verbal characteristic.
The other examples of infinitive and verbal noun combinations are Jibananda Das's sentences
d) 1
what might be called the poet's world...
e) ‘^TlTl ... in brief one can say this:...
which, as Seely indicates, contain some redundancy.
2-6 Perfective participles and infinitives combine easily, but the examples which spring to 
mind tend to be of the compound verb variety, eg
a) '■sFS Prcvo | The rice will have to be thrown away.
In sequential cases, as in, for example
b) ^  I
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Come to eat when you have had a shower. 
the connection between the two non-finite forms is rather tenuous. However, again as with 
conditional participles, infinitives can precede perfective participles, eg
c) 9it .^ having gone to cut a tree or
d) tFT*! having seen the child crying
If  perfective participles and infinitives are used alternatively in identical sentences, their 
semantic properties can be clearly seen
with pp e) 'slNei I The boy came after having a wash.
with infinitive f) 1 The boy came (in order) to have a wash.
3 present participle
3-4 Present participles are adverbial or clausal which means that they are syntactically 
independent, additional and do not directly engage with other parts o f the sentence. Present 
participles can sometimes express manner, eg in passive sentences with verbal nouns:
a) ^W1
By giving a head massage the pain can be reduced.
But in spite o f the semantic cause-and-effect link, the two non-finite verb forms are 
syntactically quite independent from one another.
3-6 Perfective participles can either precede
b)
He thought o f  his brother while lying down, (sentence 3.9)
or follow present participles
c) 'efikipFf
He ran away shouting.
but there is no syntactic connection between the verbs involved. In both examples b) and c) the 
perfective participles are components of compound verbs.
4 verbal noun
4-5 Verbal nouns and verbal adjectives are identical in form and in individual cases there can be 
confusion berween them, cf Smith classifies this example (p 129)
■3T4 Wfa 'SfFrt Tfl 'SrFft 1
Eveiything a person needs to know is known by him. 
as a predicative use of a verbal adjective. This is a possibility in the first clause if the sentence is 
seen as parallel to, eg w fS f The door is open. However, the use of a possessive
pronoun before Wftt suggests that this is a verbal noun use. In the second clause Wftt can only 
be a verbal noun. If we keep in mind that adjectives are characterised by their attributive or 
predicative adherence to nouns, the scope for confusion between the two forms is considerably 
reduced.
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4 -6  Connections between verbal nouns and p er fec tiv e  p a r tic ip le s  tend to be the of the same 
type as infinitive - perfective participle combinations, ie they occur very naturally in compound 
verb structures, eg 
with a)
It won't be possible to take him along.
The rubbish has been thrown away.
Sequential contexts are possible but they do not result in a syntactical connection between 
perfective participles and verbal nouns, eg
c) *Tf W l  '41U *Tt I
It isn't possible to comment without having seen the pictures,
The following table shows the findings of these comparisons.
sentence function semantic/aspectual
properties
com binations w ith 
other non-finites
used in alternative 
with
cond part clausal conditional, temporal can combine with all 
others
in temporal contexts 
with pp, with vn in 
structures with W t
inf subject, object, 
com plem ent o f 
other verbs
can express purpose; 
active, dynamic pro­
perties
with cond part, vn 
and pp
w ith  gen itive vn 
governed by abstract 
nouns (7.2)
pres part adverbial, clausal active, simultaneous no only finite clauses
vn subject, object, as 
gen obj with other 
nouns
nominal, stative with cond part, pp, 
infinitive
(in genitive) with 
infinitives
va only attributive 
and predicative
passive, perfective no no
PP adverbial, clausal active, perfective; can 
e x p re ss  m an n er, 
cause
syntactic engagement 
only as compound 
verb component
with cond part
7.2  ABSTRACT NOUNS PRECEDED BY INFINITIVES OR VERBAL NOUNS
In this section 1 have brought together a group of abstract nouns and their combinability with either 
infinitives and / or verbal nouns. Unattributed example sentences (marked OS earlier on) were elicited 
- the phonological proximity to 'illicit' is entirely appropriate here - in an oral 'survey' done with four 
young people from a village in Natore/ Bangladesh. I gave them the abstract nouns and asked for
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example sentences with them, ostensibly to improve my Bengali. No mention was made of 
grammatical structures, but sometimes a 'topic' was given, eg counting money TjN5! Wffqt in connection 
with beginning. No English was involved.
The type of structures we are dealing with can be looked at from three different research perspectives
5.
• What semantic components in a conjunct verb of this type make it more or less likely to combine 
with either an infinitive or a verbal noun?
• In cases where either is possible, is there a difference in meaning?
The alternative uses of infinitives and verbal nouns are not restricted to conjunct verbs. As we saw in 
section 2.1 there are a number of verbs like 5^Ft*ft know learn, and verbs of like and dislike which 
can combine with either verbal nouns or infinitives, eg 
with infinitive R'el'n I
I  don’t like to worry others. (Milne, p 176)
The same situation exists with adjectives:
T5fT5f "'ef5T I vs l It is good to eat mangoes.
Concerning these two sentences a Bengali friend said to me that ^tvS!Tt means Eating 
mangoes is good for your health and means Mangoes are good/delicious to eat.
This kind of explanation is given when a native speaker is asked to differentiate between two 
alternative structures. We've all been in situations where we were put on the spot by a linguistic 
question we had never considered before and where our only option was to make something up. It does 
not occur to us that the question may be wrong. As linguists we naturally want to understand language 
structures as precisely as possible but we also have to acknowledge that there are linguistic situations 
where two alternative structures can express the same concept.
In English we have a comparable situation with infinitive and gerund (-ing form) use. This was 
mentioned briefly before (page 27). Again this is an attempt to differentiate between structures which 
are basically interchangeable.
If we look at an English example in the light o f Longman's tentative comment that '-ing may refer to 
an action in progress, whereas the to-infinitive may imply 'in general',' (p 317) we can picture the 
following situation: Two people are sitting at home, discussing their plans for the rest of the afternoon. 
According to Longman it would be unusual for one of them to say I  like swimming, as this would 
indicate a general preference rather than a suggestion about what to do for the next few hours. His 
partner is, however, unlikely to object if  he does say it, ie there would be no serious breach of 
grammatical rules. When they are in the swimming pool, on the other hand, they are much more likely 
to say I  like swimming than I  like to swim. The second sentence would sound odd in the context. What
• Abstract nouns can combine with different verbs in order to fonn conjunct verbs, eg 3,^1 ^?Tf,
In any given case, which of these verbs are acceptable and how does their use 
alter the meaning o f the resulting conjunct verb? This is discussed briefly in section 3.3 of chapter
with verbal noun
Cats like to eat fish and milk (Brother James, p 71) 
’5TR ■qivft ur-suf Tsftjvf ^  i
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we have here is two sentences with the same basic meaning whose appropriateness is decided by the 
language-external situational context. This means that in judging the 'correctness' of a sentence, we 
move away from syntactic and semantic criteria towards aspective and functional factors. This 
indicates that there is an aspectual difference between infinitives and verbal nouns, but its import 
depends on the specific speech situation. With the addition of an adverbial phrase the difference can be 
obliterated altogether, eg I  like, swimming in the sea and I  like to swim in the sea are synonymous, both 
expressing a general preference.
Bengali infinitives and verbal nouns have different aspective properties which make them more or less 
likely to be used in a given situation. These are tendencies rather than fixed rules, but they can 
determine actual language use. If  we compare these two sentences
a) '^Tl and
b) 1*1^1 /  am learning to cook,
we see a tendency for sentence a) to be about a subject (cooking) and b) to be about a process. Verbal 
nouns in Bengali, due to their nominal character, present an entity; infinitives present an activity. This 
can be shown by expanding the two sentences to
a) I  am learning Bengali cooking.
b) W^ti% ^ tiTf <pso© I I  am learning to cook carry.
In sentence a) is a qualifying adjective, whereas in sentence b) is a direct object.
Combining ^Sti%  with the infinitive or ^<plRl with the verbal noun would result in ill-formed 
sentences. We can see from this that verbal nouns in Bengali can have a stative, infinitives a 
progressive aspect. The morphological proximity of infinitives to present participles and verbal nouns 
to passive participles may have an influence in determining these aspectual properties.
What significance do these properties have on combinations with conjunct verbs? In some cases, 
where either infinitives or verbal nouns can be used, the differences are fairly easy to recognize, eg 
with infinitive c) TO® W  ^ t?[ 1 Abdul is not afraid o f going into the forest.
with verbal noun d) ®f?S '^ Tt'STTfa He is not afraid o f going on a plane.
Sentence c) is likely to be used in a situation where Abdul is just about to go into the forest. Sentence
d) talks about a general fear of flying and does not have to refer to a particular situation.
In other cases, the situation seems to be almost reversed
with infinitive e) ’SRHt TO® ^ s>J I  want to die. (Smith, p 118)
with verbal noun f) W lW  si^l -BT I [sic]
I  don’t wish to go there without an invitation. (Milne, p 176)
Here it seems that the infinitive structure makes a more general statement and the verbal noun 
structure refers to an imminent event.
If  we look at the abstract nouns for which only infinitive combinations were found (there is no 
guarantee for these!) we can tentatively state that they refer to future directed activities, although there 
is no reason to assume that, for example, the sentence with power, influence could not be used 
with a verbal noun instead, eg 'siMs I
I  don’t have the power to cancel the strike.
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A detailed semantic analysis of the abstract nouns in these structures is needed, not only in order to 
establish likey combinations with infinitives or verbal nouns, but also to get a clearer impression of 
their uses as conjunct verbs. This needs to be done in a separate study, but making an open-ended list 
of examples found with infinitives and/or verbal nouns can give us a starting-point for further research. 
A preliminary list is given as an appendix.
7 .3  S u m m a r y
A number of questions remain unresolved and are worthy of further research. What this chapter shows 
very clearly, though, is the importance of non-finite verb forms in the Bengali verbal system. In 
narrative text perfective participles are so prevalent and contribute so much to ease and fluency of 
language that they have become a vital feature of Bengali. Zbavitel has a somewhat unfortunate 
tendency, partly based on his perception of historical developments in Bengali, to talk of non-finite 
verb forms as if they were an additional feature of the language, the icing on the cake, so to speak. The 
increase of non-finite verb forms over the last few hundred years, which Zbavitel establishes, is 
undoubtedly significant, but his conclusions are dubious. The existence of, for instance, the conditional 
or the perfective participle is seen as a syntactical device which other languages lack. There are two 
problems with this kind of perception.
1 .1 do not (yet) know enough Sanskrit to give an informed comment, but from a perusal of a Sanskrit 
grammar it is obvious that there are a variety of non-finite verb forms such as infinitives, verbal nouns, 
past and present participles, Non-finite verb forms, therefore, are not a modem invention which add a 
bit more variety to a language but are an integral part of verbal systems.
2. The fact that Bengali has some non-finite features which are different from those in other languages 
does not make these features 'additional'. This concept can arise when languages are compared to one 
another, but from a language-internal point of view the perfective participle is just as much part of the 
language as any finite verb form.
The findings in this chapter can contribute to a clearer understanding of
• the division between infinitives and present participles
• the uses of the perfective participle in sentences with more than one subject
• verbal nouns as sentence subjects
• the clausal character o f conditional and present participle
• non-finite verb forms which can be used alternatively
• co-occurrence of non-finites
• the differences between the English and the Bengali non-finite system
More research needs to be done on the overlap of infinitives and verbal nouns. The listings given in 
section 7.2 indicate factors of arbitrariness and of stylistic variation in choosing one of the two forms. 
These cases need not be pursued any further, but some inherent aspective differences between 
infinitives and genitive verbal nouns need to be taken into account. Factors such as the addition of
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adverbials, adjectives etc may also play a significant role. A semantic analysis of the abstract nouns 
involved in these constructions will shed more light on the matter, but language does, of course, have 
the capacity for expressing the same semantic concept in grammatically different ways, and a choice 
between two structures may be based on the situational context.
Appendix to this chapter:
Conjunct Verbs in Combination with Infinitives and Verbal Nouns
compound verbs
CHAPTER 2 
COMPOUND VERBS
1. THE STRUCTURES
This chapter is concerned with the very common structure consisting of the non-finite verb form 
ending in -e (-iya is the older form), ie the perfective participle (pp) of one verb followed by a 
finite verb form. In Bengali this structure provides a convenient way of describing a sequence of 
actions, usually earned out by the same subject.
For instance, the English sentence:
After his meal he changed his clothes and left. 
can be translated into Bengali by using perfective participle constructions only:
PT 'sFS <1 |
lit: having eaten rice, having changed clothes, he left 
All Bengali active verbs can be used in chronological sequences like this and there are no 
restrictions to their uses.
What makes this structure particularly interesting, however, is the fact that some verbs, when used 
as the second (finite) component, change their lexical meaning in order to form a closer connection 
with the preceding perfective participle. The example sentence above contains three perfective 
participle forms: and - however, only the first two represent separate actions
preceding the finite verb form of ^STTt. The combination tsftsil, consisting of the perfective
participle of Wit move, go and the 3d person past tense form of go, represents one single 
semantic unit (Zbavitel, p 75), called a compound verb, and can be translated as leave. To take a 
closer look at the way these second component verbs change their meanings and also under which 
restrictions they operate is the aim of this chapter,
2. THE TERMINOLOGY
The term c o m p o u n d  v e r b  is not unambiguous. As well as describing the perfective participle + 
verb structure it is used to refer to noun/ adjective combinations with verbs, eg {attempt -
noun + do-  verb: try) or <^1 (clean - adjective + do- verb: clean).
Some authors (Muhammad, Dakshi, Pal, McLeod) also include verbal combinations where the 
non-finite first verb is in verbal noun (ending in -a or -no) or infinitive (ending in -te) form. These 
constructions, however, have quite different internal structures.
Verbal noun + finite verb constructions are the same as noun + verb constructions, e.g. W t is 
syntactically equivalent to It does not take a lot o f analysis to see that a verbal
combination infinitive + verb, such as W ® *tt?t be able to go or ^ S f  <Nc\s start working 
cannot be interpreted as parallel to a perfective participle + verb construction. In the infinitive 
construction both verbs retain their full lexical meaning and the syntactical relationship between 
*ft?t / and the preceding infinitive is that of full verb (Dasgupta calls this a m o d a l v erb  ) and 
complement.
In order to avoid confusion Zbavitel has suggested that perfective participle + verb constructions 
should be termed v e r b a l c o m p o u n d s  as a subcategoiy of c o m p o u n d  v e rb s. Sarkar, on the other
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hand, argues that the proper term for noun/ adjective + verb constructions is conjunct verb and 
that the term compound verb should be reserved for the structure we are dealing with here (p 
293). Probal Dasgupta also refers to noun/ adjective + verb combinations as conjunct verbs, which 
leaves the term compound verbs free for pp + verb constructions. He implies that these two terms 
are now generally accepted in contemporary linguistic terminology.
The two components of the compound verb, in Sarkar's sense, are referred to as:
author first component second component
Bykova notional verb auxiliary
Zbavitel directing verb compound maker
Muhammad verb operator
Dasgupta pole vector
Dakshi gerund auxiliary
Sarkar main verb vector verb
Smith perfective participle aspective auxiliary
Seely PAP ( perfective 
active participle) auxiliary
Pal first component compound maker
Bender/ Riccardi gerund second member 
of verbal cluster
I would question the term gerund for the non finite verb form ending in -e. This term seems more 
appropriate for the verbal noun rather than the verb form in -e which is verbal or, at least, 
adverbial in character. The use of the term auxiliary for the second verb form is widespread, but 
questionable. For the moment I would like to adopt Animesh Pal's term compound m aker and 
discuss the appropriateness of auxiliary later (see p 87).
3. THE BACKGROUND
Compound verbs exist not only in Bengali but also in many other Indo-Aryan languages. In most 
o f these languages they are a relatively recent phenomenon, though there are instances of 
compound verbs in classical Bengali. Their occurrence has increased considerably over the last 
four hundred years. Peter Hook suggests that in some languages the 'compound verb has evolved 
into an explicit means of expressing perfective aspect1 (1993, p 97). The need for aspective 
meaning could be one reason for the emergence of compound verbs, but not all compound makers 
contribute only aspective features to the main verb (perfective participle). The compound makers 
in Indo-Aiyan languages and the aspective qualities they express show remarkable similarities.
Kachru gives the following:
go vs come ( Bengali vs ,$lt7lt)
deictic meaning (Hindi-Urdu, Bengali, Marathi, Kashmiri)
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continuation vs completion (Hindi-Urdu, Bengali, Kannada, Tamil, Telugu, Gujarati, 
Kashmiri) 
ta k e  vs g iv e  (Bengali 'W ilt  vs W J’St)
benefactive meaning (Hindi-Urdu, Marathi,Bengali, Punjabi, Kannada, Kui, Tamil, 
Telugu, Kashmiri) 
fall (Bengali *f®|)
suddenness in Indo-Aryan languages ( change of state, suddenness in Kashmiri) 
p o u r , p u t, a d d , p u sh , th r o w  (Bengali W«Tt - th row )
violence, 'to get it over with1 ( Hindi-Urdu, Marathi, Bengali, Tamil, Kannada)
(speed, recklessness, relief in Kashmiri)
k eep , p u t, p la ce  (Bengali ?lNt)
completion, action accomplished for future use (Hindi-Urdu, Marathi, Bengali, Tamil, 
Kannada) (proactiveness, future use in view, Kashmiri) ( Kachru, p 115)
Not all languages are at the same stage o f development. Kashmiri is a language with a relatively 
low percentage o f compound verbs (between 1 and 2%) of all verbs, compared to about 12 to 16% 
(Hook's estimate) in Hindi-Urdu and Bengali. This means that Kashmiri is at an earlier stage of 
development in the emergence o f compound verbs. Peter Hook lists the following properties in 
languages with a highly developed compound verb system:
(i) They are more restricted in the range of syntactic constructions that allow them to occur. In 
particular, they are less free to occur in non-finite forms.
(ii) Vector verbs are more highly grammaticalised. This means there are fewer restrictions on 
which main verbs vectors can combine with.
(iii) Compound verbs have the expression o f perfective aspect as one of their functions.
In less developed compound verb systems, as in Kashmiri, compound verbs have
• greater freedom to occur as non-finite forms, negative sentences etc.
• less grammaticalised vectors. This means that semantic and structural compatibility between 
vector and main verbs plays a greater role in determining what combinations are acceptable.
• absence of perfective aspect as one of the compound verb's functions. (Hook, 1992, p 6)
The situation in Bengali:
(i) Although there are, of course, syntactic restrictions for the use of compound verbs, it is 
not true that compound makers cannot occur in non-finite form.
Examples with W=T throwaway:
• in verbal noun form:
The stale rice from yesterday should be thrown away.
• in conditional participle:
I f  you throw the rice away, what will we eat?
•  in infinitive:
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All these things will have to be thrown away.
• in perfective participle:
fror isfesrt i 
He threw the letter at me and left.
(ii) This is true in Bengali, eg
a) (simple verb)
b) W (compound with Tt'OUt go)
c) (compound witli 'Qk rise, get up)
d) ^  -qotc^l (compound with sit)
can all be translated as He has said this.
There may be different shades of meaning or emphasis, but they are so slight that they are 
difficult to convey in translation; and it is likely that native speakers would not agree on 
them. On the other end o f the scale there are, however, compound makers which change 
the meaning of the main verb considerably, eg
e) '£fi1^  l^*i£<il I ( simple verb) I  will hit him. and
f) w=ic<d I (compound with throw) *► I  will kill him.
(iii) is true in Bengali.
4. DEFINITIONS
Compared to other areas o f Bengali grammar, such as postpositions, passive constructions or the 
pronoun system, the phenomenon o f Bengali compound verbs has been dealt with quite 
extensively. The authors who have worked on compound verbs come from different theoretical 
backgrounds and each contribution offers new aspects and insights which help to define the role of 
compound makers. O f particular significance is D usan Zbavitel’s detailed analysis o f non-finite
verb forms.
Pobitro Sarkar sets out the criteria for a verbal combination to be considered a compound verb (p 
293):
(i) the first member (Main Verb MV) retains the chief 
burden of meaning that the sequence carries
(ii) the last member more or less loses its lexical meaning
(iii) the first member is usually a non- finite verb form
(iv) the last member is a finite form, ie it carries the verbal concordance
There is a contradiction between (ii) and (iii). There are five non-finite verb forms in Bengali, ie 
infinitive, verbal noun, conditional participle, present participle and perfective participle. If  the 
non-finite verb form in a sentence is anything other than a perfective participle, however, the last 
member (finite verb) does not lose its lexical meaning but remains the main verb of the sentence. 
Examples for these are
• with infinitive:
Glides I  have told you to come.
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The relationship between the finite verb and the preceding infinitive is that
of main verb and complement/object. There is no merging of the two verb forms.
• with verbal noun:
^  T^t 1 I  won't be going today. lit: my going today will not be 
Verbal nouns are nominal by definition and behave like any other noun. In this case, 
the verbal noun is the subject of the sentence.
• with conditional participle:
I I f  we don 7 go now, we will be late.
Both verbs retain their meaning. The conditional participle with its adjuncts forms a 
separate clause.
•  with present participle:
‘4’t'Sr I He chats while he works.
The present participle describes an action parallel to that o f the sentence-final verb. 
Both verbs retain then meaning.
Sarkar himself is aware of the different syntactic relationships between first and second component 
verbs in these structures. He eliminates verbs like want and be able to, because they 
'take underlying sentences as complements' (p 294).
Describing the second member of a compound verb as finite (iv) is mainly for simplicity's sake.
The connectedness of a combination like W 3  TWSTt throw away remains the same, even if the 
compound maker is in non-finite form. In the sentence:
I  have thrown the rice from yesterday away.
WSTTt is in finite form, but it is equally possible to say:
\»T5 fw® ^  1 Yesterday's rice has to be thrown away. 
with W3TIt in the infinitive form without changing the relationship between the two verb forms.
Animesh Pal defines pure verbal compounds as: 'the compounds of two verb roots placed side by 
side and suggesting] one single meaning which is somewhat different from the original meaning 
of either of the two verb roots' (p 221).
Zbavitel echoes this by stating that verbal combinations in order to qualify as verbal compounds 
must represent a ’single indivisible semantic unit' (p 75).
W.L.Smith puts forward that 'aspective auxiliaries, when combined with perfective participles, 
lend them an aspectual coloring and at the same time lose their own 'meaning' (p 149). Almost 
identical is Clinton Seely's statement that ’auxiliary verbs, though they have a literal meaning of 
their own, are not translateable literally but add instead a nuance to the ’meaningful’ verb which 
they follow1 (p 149).
Qazi Din Muhammad adds the element of stress to distinguish compound verbs:
Compound verbs are ’a combination of a non-finite verb plus an operator. The finite verbal fonn is 
one of a restricted series of verbs. The verbal piece as a whole behaves like a simple single verb 
form. In the characteristic utterances of these types of verbal piece in sentences, one major stress is 
recognized in the beginning of the sentence' (p 23).
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The general consensus, thus, seems to be that o f the two verb forms the first (non-finite) 
determines the meaning of the compound, the second verb colours this meaning and also, usually, 
carries the inflectional information.
5. BORDERLINES
In order to understand what a compound verb is, it is equally important to define what it is not. 
Zbavitel points out the crucial difference between constructions like x$TfTft and 
^ T t  lit: having taken, come, though translateable by one verb bring, nevertheless represents a 
sequence o f actions where the lexical meaning o f both verbs is fully retained. In 9f5t lit: 
having come, fa ll, on the other hand, the meaning of '4’st fa ll is lost and it serves instead to add an 
element of suddenness, unexpectedness to the meaning of eg
W He tam ed up (unexpectedly) this morning.
Zbavitel makes this distinction, but still accepts structures like ^ ? f  Tf'QTt, ftrtl £30*1 T^PTt 
into his class of compound verbs. In all of these, the compound makers retain their meaning.
Clinton Seely goes one step further and excludes '3i'33t as in 3t'S¥l from his list o f auxiliaries. 
His justification of whether the second component of a pp + verb construction is an auxiliary 
(compound maker) or not is based on the meaning of this second component, which means that 
even though the constructions f3£3 31^31 and '‘I t?  seem to be structurally the same, Seely 
assigns a different function to the second component 3t<33t, according to its lexical meaning, or 
lack thereof, in the sentence.
Probal Dasgupta points out another important distinction when trying to identify compound verbs. 
The sentence
can be interpreted in two different ways: It can either be what he calls a pole + pole sequence, in 
which case it will be translated as: Look at the pictures and take them!
In this case, even though the verb W 31 take is perfectly capable of acting as a compound maker 
(Dasgupta: vector), both verb forms retain their full meaning and represent a sequence of actions, 
not a compound verb. The sentence can also be translated as:
Have a look at the pictures!
-with in its role of compound maker (vector) (Dasgupta p 70)
In order to identify genuine compound makers (vectors) Dasgupta gives the following, 
traditionally accepted, restrictions. A vector is:
1. syntactically restricted, ie it occurs immediately after the pole
2. semantically heteronomous, ie it does not retain its autonomous meaning and
3. grammatically subservient, ie it can not take modifiers. In die sentence 'S frjpft OrO*! I^ T S  
♦It'S I the verb cannot be interpreted as a compoimd maker (vector). Adding 
decision, as a modifier of reverts the sentence back to a pole/ pole reading, ie
Look at the pictures and make a decision.
6. THE AUTHORS
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DiTsan Zbavitel
Zbavitel gives a very detailed analysis o f non-finite verb forms and their occurence in older and in 
modern texts in order to show how non-finite verb forms have become a lot more frequent in the 
last four hundred years. This development has also affected the emergence of compound verbs. 
His research shows clearly that those verbs which can function as compound makers have 
gradually changed away from their original meaning. In his classical texts, for instance, the verb 
throw combines with verbs whose meanings are similar to that of itself, and it is only in 
his modern texts that loses its original meaning and takes on a different role, adding
suddenness, completedness or intensity to the action of the main verb.
Zbavitel confines his, undoubtedly very competent, analysis o f compound verbs to the verbs he 
found in his ten texts. He questions his own judgment for interpreting language structures and, 
drawing his examples from actual texts, avoids relying on his own language intuition. By doing 
this, however, he misses out on some very common verb combinations, which should really have 
been part of his analysis. Examples for these are:
K*t¥N3¥t go away, % ¥  take away, forget, flee,
^ 4  '5lt<3TTt sink, drown, 'JTbQ'?Tt get lost, <jRk¥ WQ¥t explain, tw a t  bring,
Rt'is Wrtl tear up, lie down, ’Jpi stay lying down.
Zbavitel's book provides us with the most detailed treatment of compound verbs and could be 
improved only by expanding his sources and including an analysis o f spoken language.
Alibha Dakshi
Her interest in looking at compound structures is to discover their aspectual qualities.
She includes infinitive as well as perfective participle constructions in her analysis. As we have 
seen earlier, infinitive structures cannot be classed as compound verbs because the two verb forms 
in the sentence remain quite separate. There is no doubt that compound makers can add aspectual 
meaning to the main verb of a sentence, eg when ^lt¥t come is followed by go the 
compound meaning becomes arrive, which adds a completive aspect to the mam verb. In her 
conclusion Dakshi says: 'These aspectual meanings are expressed by compound verbs only and 
they seem to be considered as grammatical categories which can be derived from the analysis of 
the usages of compound verb forms in Bengali' (p 73).
I would argue, however, that in some of Dakshi's examples the aspectiveness stems from the 
lexical meaning o f the second verb form, not from the combined verb forms. O f her examples, the 
verbs start, begin (aspect: inceptive), 9ft'Q¥t get, receive (aspect: acquisitive), can, be 
able to (aspect: possibility, potential), ¥l'Q¥t want (aspect: desiderative), ¥t¥>t, be, stay,
remain (aspect: durative) all carry their original meaning, in compound constructions as well as on 
their own.
Her aim of exploring the aspectual qualities of compound verbs is an interesting and valid 
proposition. More research may be necessary in order to establish exactly what should come under 
the heading of 'aspect'. My own feeling is that aspect has to do with time, eg duration, beginnings 
and endings, repetition, completed or unfinished processes, suddenness of action or continuity of
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states but I would not include desiderative t^'QTTf to want to eat), acquisitive '!itvQ'¥Ft to
be able to see) and permissive w ent to allow to come) features as aspectual qualities.
Through her aspectual approach, Dakshi comes up with interesting pairings of compound makers. 
Where, more usually, the verb iW l  throw is paired with fa ll (transitive- intransitive), Dakshi 
puts npffft together with keep, both verbs expressing a completive aspect. Similarly, 
come and take are grouped together as both verbs 'denote an action which affects the agent 
primarily1 (aspect: reflexiveness) (p 72). Viewing verbal structures in this way can provide 
valuable insights into the workings of the language.
Probal Dasgupta
Rooted firmly in transformational generative grammar, Dasgupta develops various tests in order to 
differentiate between genuine vectors (compound makers) and second position pole verbs ie the 
second verb form in a sequence of actions like WGUt look and then take. One o f them is the 
double negation test. Since a vector, in the traditional definition, is grammatically subservient, ie 
not able to take a modifier, then a double negative automatically results in a pole-pole reading, eg 
'sft W 5! | can only be translated as
Don't take the pictures without having seen them.
The lexical meaning o f is retained and so the verb combination represents a sequence of
actions rather than a compound verb. This brings up an interesting question, which Dasgupta does 
not pursue. How are compound verbs negated?
can, surely, only be translated as:
Don't take the pictures after you have seen them, 
which means that we are dealing with a sequence of actions rather than a compound (Dasgupta: 
pole + pole). The negation affects the second verb WQTTt take only and we do not have a negated 
compound verb. Another way o f negating this sentence is 
*Tt <^1 ^ 9  t
which, again results in a verbal sequence. The sentence can only mean:
Take the pictures without looking at them.
I believe that there are a number of cases where a negative is prone to revert a compound back to a 
simple verb form. When answering a question in the negative:
1% Have you seen the pictures?
the most natural answer would be:
fil I (simple verb), not 
^Itfq l  (compound verb)
Other examples are easily found:
Has he eaten up the rice? 
sffa fit I No, he hasn't eaten it all. or
■Jit, I No, he hasn 't finished it.
Both of those sentences are more idiomatic than 
* t^f, t w  f t  i
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The reason for this is probably the fact that many compound makers add an element of 
completedness to the meaning of the main verb. In a negative sentence, since the action is then not 
completed, the presence o f the completing element, ie the compound maker, is no longer 
appropriate.
These particular examples prove that compound makers cannot take modifiers of their own, ie they 
are grammatically subservient, but Dasgupta gives the following counter-example:
'Aitaiup 1rtQ 1 Do this work fo r  me.
In this example, it is the 'subservient' compound maker which determines the choice of 'SjtolM5 
rather than 'SftW W I .  Neither the simple verb ^  F^C?ft t nor the verbal compound
with , eg ^  <M®r1i| <K<1 Wddl I are acceptable. Dasgupta concludes from this that
though WQTft as a compound maker cannot have its own complements, it can influence the choice 
of complements in a sentence on a syntactical level. There is no difference in meaning between:
^ t f t 'Q |  and W 'tl'Q I
Both sentences can be translated as: Will you do this work fo r me?
Dasgupta brings in the factor of transitivity harmony and points to the following verb pairs in their 
use as compound makers:
transitive intransitive
bring come
daMI raise 'Q&t rise
?lNlt keep Tt&tt stay
“CNr'cil throw fall
'For each intransitive vector that takes only intransitive poles, there exists a synonymous transitive 
vector that takes only transitive poles, they express the same vector meaning, although the stems in 
their polar function are non-synonymous.' (p 79) Dasgupta leaves these observations without 
drawing any further conclusions, but I think that more can be said on the subject.
E.M.Bykova
Bykova identifies three fimctions of auxiliary verbs (compound makers) in verbal combinations:
1. the spatial characterisation (direction) of an action
The following verbs can take this function and be seen as pairs of symmetrical opposition:
down, away from up, towards
'*Tt'S'?ft go come
fall rise
tW?Tt give WGTTt take
throw Mtffft raise, lift
compound verbs
T^N3¥l and indicate motion away from and towards the speaker, respectively, and can
combine with movement verbs to give direction. Examples with '*rN3¥t are given on page 15???. 
All of these verbs can also be used with .
Equally, tW St give and take direct the action in the sentence either away from (WHt) or
towards (R<3W) the subject o f the sentence.
'S&t rise and fa ll  represent upward Cfifot) and downward (* t^ t) movement without reference 
to the position of the speaker. osM  raise,lift and throw are their transitive counterparts.
2. qualitative characteristics of an action
Under this heading, Bykova lists the following aspective features:
a) intensity of an action:
T^t'QTTf go denoting the development of an action from a certain point in time 
with a negative result or simply intensifying the action 
come tracing the development of an action from the past to the present
'Q&t rise indicating development, progress, stressing the starting point of an
action, intensifying the action 
fa ll intensifying regressive actions 
W>M1 raise, lift often expressing a new (improved) state
throw marking completedness or suddenness of the action
^ f t  sit expressing suddenness, unexpectedness, also persistence or
stubbornness
b) resultativity:
Bykova lists the following verbs as stressing the result of an action:
<wl sit, stand, ^  catch, hold, keep.
I would also add go, as, for instance, in the phrase 
wscsf The watch is broken.
c) continuity:
expressed through the compound maker W t . It describes actions which have begun in the 
past and, sometimes after an interruption, continue in the present. Bykova gives the 
following examples: C^ dsr continue playing (music), F5Tt wandering, <u<b 
chattering. She does not include the verbs sfW stay, remain and the incomplete verb 
be in her list o f compound makers, but both o f these can express continuity in combination 
with other verbs. The reason for not including them as compound makers may be that their 
original meaning is almost fully retained in compounds.
d) iterativeness:
expressed with the verb C^IWl move around. Bykova gives c-q^kil walk about, circle, 
drive around and 'fpSf searching around.
e) 'the degree to which an action manifests itself as a quality' (p 122)
I must admit that Bykova's definition of this aspect/ feature is not clear to me. She starts by 
saying that this meaning is expressed by 'Qirt rise, but then her examples are given with
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take and with £W?Tt give, to express 'the low degree of the manifestation of an action’ (p 126), 
eg lie down, go fo r  a walk. Both examples seem rather unusual to me.
The characteristic feature seems to be 'to make the subject fee l better', or with W3TT1 give to 
'givepleasure to others'.
f) emotional and evaluative colouring
Verbs in this group are 'G&t rise, fall, c^sM lift, raise, W®Tt throw, 45il sit.
All of these verbs can, in particular contexts, convey a sense o f unexpectedness, suddenness 
or provoke negative or positive emotions.
Bykova says: ’The semantics of combinations with these verbs, especially combinations with 
<T?it and^W t is rich in shades and becomes obvious only in definite speech situations’ (p 127)
3. indication of transitivity - intransitivity of an action
Bykova sees the transitivity factor as a by-fimction of the first two categories, direction and mode. 
Compound makers can mark transitivity or intransitivity in compounds with verbs that can be 
either. Examples of these are given on page 14.
Another function of the compound maker can be to stress the transitivity or intransitivity of the 
main verb. Verbs from the same stem can form intransitive compounds on the one hand, and 
transitive- causative compounds on the other, eg:
intransitive transitive-causative
be filled Wftll fill
get down l (Tt**.... . r . .' drop off, 
set down
combine, 
get mixed
\MrlCS mix (sth)
MCb of 1^ 1 survive ___.Min.WraWQTIt save
I will come back to the question of transitivity later.
Animesh Pal
Pal starts with a detailed analysis and clear definition concerning compound makers and their 
properties, with his analysis based very much on semantic factors. When he goes on to listing his 
verbal compound makers with translations, however, he seems to lose sight o f his original 
definition of compound verbs expressing one single idea. Even given his explanation that 
translations are approximate only, it is difficult to see how phrases like to get something done and 
come back x$TrtTf) or to tear something and then bring in can be compressed into
single ideas.
More surprising, though, is the fact that, after examining structures like and
he comes to the conclusion that having started to speak is a pure compound, whereas
having gone to do is not. His concern is with the retained lexical meaning of in 
the second verb combination, but the structure could just as easily be translated as
compound verbs
having gone to say or (somewhat clumsily) as if  doing. This example demonstrates that
purely semantic considerations, and especially semantic considerations based on translations, are 
not sufficient in defining syntactical structures.
His rather narrowly semantic definition o f verbal combinations should prevent him from including 
infinitive + verb constructions in his analysis, but it does not. 'A few constructions are in use with 
lag as a second component.' (p 226), eg <m oi etc. By his own criteria a
compound maker's meaning is ’either partially or totally lost' (p 221). The fact is that the verb cffflt 
in its meaning start, begin not only retains its lexical meaning fully but can be combined with the 
infinitive of practically eveiy active verb in Bengali.
The other construction which he includes in the pure verbal compound category is the impersonal 
structure of an infinitive with a third person form of ^TOt. expressing must, have to, eg 
««Nk<p l^'Src<jj VgUS $>(.< 11 will have to go today.
Though I do not presume to be able to syntactically explain this structure I feel sure that it does not 
belong with verbal compounds of the type trfaiTt. The meaning of ^TTt is different here from 
its lexical meaning be, become, but I would consider it the main verb in these structures, with the 
preceding infinitive as its complement. The two verb forms do not combine to represent one 
meaning, but remain separate.
Qazi Din Muhammad
Muhammad is generally concerned with any kind of verbal combination and does not interpret 
what Sarkar calls a compound verb any differently from other combinations.
His second component verb forms are called operators in active sentences and auxiliaries (these 
include only T3Tl^  and ) in passive sentences. Since his passive constructions do
not contain the non-finite verb form in -e as a first component, they do not concern us here. 
Muhammad's article is descriptive rather than analytic and his aim is to bring together verbal 
combinations, which are listed as he finds them. He has an interesting interpretation of the 
compound ^Tt forget, spoil as in the sentence:
^ I cmI *1^ TO I which he translates as:
You have forgotten all the previous lessons.
The translation is undoubtedly correct, but I believe that the idiom here is 9t®t forget studies
rather than ^ r f . Interpreted in this way, the meaning of ^ f t  sit becomes rather vague.
His list of compound makers include a few verbs which are not included elsewhere, eg compounds 
with TOT die: TOt play hard\ TOT suffer, 9ft3STOt be involved,
TOt be exhausted by constant writing 
with see: taste, go, t^KT take chance, '3pT t ’NT have a look,
take chance, attempt to play
with bring: bring out, 'STfat pick out, 1wt choose out,
arrange, beg
The translations for these compounds are taken out o f context and therefore, necessarily, 
somewhat arbitrary, but I his translations for the following compounds with 'G t^ are a bit too 
varied to be acceptable
G^t complete journey, reach, G'&t finish eating,
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start speaking, start singing,
facy complete giving, ‘jjt** Q^^rf be able to hear,
>Q^ t be able to complete.
In these compounds Muhammad identifies three meanings o f'stt: starting an action, finishing an 
action and being able to do something. The aspect o f finishing is appropriate, but the ability factor 
seems rather farfetched. Although I agree that 'sSfl can take on a variety of shades of meanings, I 
believe that these emerge only in particular contexts and Muhammad's distribution of beginnings 
and endings is not logical.
7. THE COMPOUND MAKERS
In this section I want to take a closer look at the actual verbs involved in forming compound verbs 
on the basis of their occurence alone. Some of the verb combinations under discussion may not 
qualify for Zbavitel's 'single semantic unit' (p 75), but because then* uses are frequent and idiomatic 
I am including them here. This is a list of the verbs which are generally accepted to function as 
compound makers with a hint o f their effect on the main verbs.
verbs lexical meaning adverbial nuance 
as compound maker
go completely
come gradually
rise, get tip suddenly
fa ll suddenly
sit abruptly
csl«il lift, raise altogether
w ent give for you
take form e
throw thoroughly
The following verbs are accepted by some, but not all, authors:
verbs lexical meaning adverbial nuance 
as compound maker
■5®lt move, go carrying on
keep for keeps
move around round and about
Tf|T5ftqt stand having finished
stay, remain habitually
be continuously
According to the traditional interpretation of what constitutes a compound verb, the semantic 
'merging' of the two verb forms is a crucial factor. Combinations like ’Tt'GTIt having taken, go 
and <lt?f «1W remain sitting are accepted as compound verbs almost by default. Both ^ T l t  and
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in the combinations given, retain their own lexical meaning, but combinations like these 
make their way into the compound verb system for the following reasons:
•  they are frequent and idiomatic,
•  the connection between the two verb forms is veiy strong,
•  they are intuitively different from verbal sequences like ^ l t  having written say,
•  the same compound makers are capable of losing their own meaning with other main verbs, eg 
in T'Stsf'ytS'St get broken, there is no trace of going anywhere,
•  any complements or modifiers belong to the compound verb as a whole
This last point is where things can begin to get tricky. It is perfectly possible in Bengali to say 
fqtU Wffq Ttfs *ik<il I /  will take yon home with me, lit: having taken you I  will go home. 
The modifier <flf5 belongs to 'yt'GTTf alone. This must mean that we have a pole/ pole (Dasgupta) 
reading here. It is, however not possible to place a modifier between the two verb forms in 
'yt'QTTt become, ’^ Tf3¥t come off, 'fp l  ’Tt'G'yt forget, ^Tt'S¥f dry and many more similar
examples. How then do we decide which o f these are compound verbs and which are not? Probal 
Dasgupta has made an important contribution in 'tightening up' the defining criteria. In order to 
arrive at a satisfactory definition, more questions into the behaviour o f these second component 
verbs need to be asked and tested through examples. Some of these are:
•  Does the compound maker retain its lexical meaning?
•  Can the compound verb be used in all tenses?
•  Can the compound verb be used in negative sentences?
•  Can any modifiers be placed between the two verb forms?
•  Is there a connection between aspective features and tenses?
•  Are the combinatorial possibilities of verbs with compound makers limited?
There are many more such questions and though a number o f attempts have been made to explore 
them, a lot of them still remain open.
8. THE VERBS 
T^bOTlt - go
The verb is by far the most common and widely used o f the compound makers. It can 
combine with a great number of verbs, both transitive and intransitive, and has, as Bykova puts it, 
'infinite semantic capacity' (p 123). Zbavitel divides its uses into three main categories:
1. with verbs of movement
2. to express completion o f the verbal action
3. to express continuity of the verbal action (Zbavitel p 99)
W.L.Smith adds to these the function of as marking the intransitive use of verbs which can 
be used both transitively and intransitively. The transitive use of these same verbs is formed with 
WQTJt give or w«il throw. Examples for these are:
compound verbs
intransitive with ^ T lt transitive with WQTIt or
(,<puj TThGTft be cut cut
be opened open
get tom tear
get broken break
get filled ^  WQTft fill
get mixed mix
get dry diy
1. with verbs of movement
In these verb combinations 7Tl'8¥t undoubtedly retains some of its lexical meaning and serves to 
direct the movement away from the speaker. W.L. Smith calls these combinations directional 
compounds. The most common of these are:
’’Tt'QTTf go away, 'Soss 7Ti'Q¥f f ly  away, Rpw T^f'STFf go back, return, '5HR(cV flee, 'Tt'SHt 
walk around, ^<1 'sfl'GTTt sink, drown, go visiting, go out, float(away),
7Tlv3^t descend, get down, bc^ ’qt'STTt enter.
2. to express completion of verbal action
’srt'Q’Sft is used in these compounds to indicate that an action is over, but it can also stress the result 
of an action or process. For instance
He arrived this morning, 
implies and stresses the result: He is now here. Equally,
osCst I My bicycle has got broken, 
stresses the fact that the bicycle is now broken. It would be interesting to see whether these types 
of compoimds are linked with particular tenses, eg the perfect tense. It would be unusual, to say 
the least, to say I (compound verb) rather than W I (simple verb).
Is this true in all cases or only with particular verbs? Sentences like 
I You will fall, 
and equally future tense constractions with
get broken, get torn, “^TFSTlt become
are perfectly acceptable. I suspect that there is a regularity in this phenomenon, similar to the 
restrictions in negating compound verbs (see p 75), which is likely to be based on actual usage of 
these phrases. In structures like 7TfS'?ftthe connection between perfective participle and finite 
verb is so strong that the compound has virtually taken the place of a simple verb structure and 
can therefore be used in all tenses. This is not the case with ’^TbQTtt.
The main verbs used in these combinations can express either a process which takes some time 
and has now come to and end, eg
become dty, "oM '*Ttv3Ttf forget, C<lWs 7Tt'S'?Tt increase, 
become, or they can express actions which have no extension in time, like
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r®C$f'sTt'QTIt break, be cut, come o ff (o f stains etc), ’5Tt'9¥t stop.
3. to express continuity
W.L.Smith gives the following examples to demonstrate this use of  ^ TTt as a compound maker:
W ’Jjpf <il^(.oil | he went on listening, '$‘£*1 ^|c<^ gradually disappearing,
bursting, cvat<i> crows are cawing (o f birds).
Though I do not disagree with his inteipretation that these verb combinations express continuity, 
all the forms of ^ ¥ 1  are in either present or past continuous forms. Surely this is what accounts 
for the implication of continuity in these sentences, not the verb 7TN3TIt itself. In another tense, say 
the present perfect tense, w tb  has burst, exploded the shade of meaning '5frQ¥t adds to the 
verb is again that o f completion, rather than continuity. Perhaps it would be more accurate, 
though somewhat redundant, to say that in its continuous tenses can convey a sense of
continuity.
-  come
Like combines with verbs of motion, but in the opposite direction. The movement is
towards the speaker: f*K?l come back, come down, arrive, ^7? ^ l 5!!
return,
W.L. Smith gives two further senses of as a compound maker. One is indicating gradual 
changes, especially in the weather, time of day etc.. Examples are:
lessened, grows dry, becomes deserted..
The other meaning of is to describe an action or process beginning in the distant past and 
continuing into the present (Smith p 151). Smith's example sentences contain phrases like
since time immemorial, tw7! *rc?T fo r  a long time,
^ l f w f * t  since primitive times.
The presence o f tliese phrases begs the question whether just the verbal compounds alone would 
have the connotations Smith assigns to them.
'Oirf - rise and - fa ll
Both these verbs used as compound makers imply a change of state, coloured by their original 
meanings, ie motion upwards or downwards. Consider the following examples:
with 'S&t with *1^
increase get down
be filled up flow down
flower,
blossom
•gpr nod off
recover 
(from illness)
collapse
compound verbs
with 'S&t with
flare up fall asleep
get better <K?1 sit down
TTSfTM wake up lie down
These are combinations with intransitive main verbs which themselves express an upward or 
downward movement.
In combinations with other verbs both 'S&l and imply suddenness or unexpectedness, though, 
in most cases, they are not interchangeable. More research needs to be done to find out which 
verbs combine with either or but Smith has identified two groups of verbs which
characteristically form compounds with or
'efct can be combined with verbs expressing human or animal sounds and indicates the sudden 
onset of these sounds, eg
burst out laughing, say, blurt out, most ring (telephone),
'G&1 shout, cry out. 
combines with verbs of motion to express suddenness:
turn up unexpectedly, ^ 5  get up, get out,
enter unexpectedly.
The compound verb tends to have negative connotations and describe some sort of
decline, ie the original meaning o f fall is at least partly retained. Examples are:
become poor, "5^1 become weak, "30 ‘!T5t become concerned.
Zbavitel has found two cases where 'Q'Sst and <5t®t are interchangeable. These are: 
or 9f'Et become worried, W t  or start weeping.
^ T t-s it
Smith says that "T^Tf in compound verbs describes 'exaggerated, inappropriate or impudent actions' 
(p 158). The translations of his example sentences are, however, relatively tame. Zbavitel stresses 
suddennes and unexpectedness in compounds with ^Tf, but all his example sentences contain
adverbs like suddenly, sftH almost, so that the factor of suddenness does not emerge from the 
verb alone.
What both and^Tt add to a verb like say, if  anything, is the sense that he won't be
saying anything more, which is a completive aspect. I am sure that an environment can be created 
where has the connotations Smith ascribes to it, but, to err on the safe side, I would say that 
■^ Tf adds a shade of finality to the main verb, nothing more.
W tlt  - give
Zbavitel calls this the least problematic of the compound makers. It can add finality to an action, as 
in
tW ilt say, tell, keep, put away, WQTTt send, tSjjr© give up,
W<r| "WTTl throw away,
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or it can imply that the action is earned out for the benefit of someone else. Examples for this are: 
<7rS¥l write for someone, W3¥t explain, <K*5 UfSTlt do for someone,
giveaway, bring for someone
Smith points out the frequent combination of CW?ft with causative verbs. Examples for these, in 
opposition with go as its intransitive counterpart, are given on page 78.
WSTIt -take
What WTTt give does for others, 'W ill take does for itself. To show the contrast between the two 
compound makers, here are some examples with identical main verbs:
for others for self
*)prTW?It open for sb 
write for sb 
do for sb 
wipe for sb
’gcsr w ? r t open for self 
write for self 
do for self 
wipe for self
As far as I can see, £^¥1  does not have the nuance of finality that W ?It can have. In compounds 
like wipe fo r se lf  there is a fair amount of its original meaning left in The
compound could also be translated as wipe and then take.
6*i*lt - raise, lift
This verb is simply the causal counterpart of It combines with transitive, and often causative 
verbs. Both Zbavitel and Smith give lists o f examples where compounds with 651^ 11 correspond 
directly to their intransitive counterparts with 'Q^ t.
Some of these are:
with with 'G&t
<llf^ 5til 6*HI
cause to be
nurse back to 
healdi
wake sb up
save
make grow
65pt'Q^t
'Q'&t
'Q'M
become
recover
wake up
survive
grow
Just like , 6s M  can have connotations of upward movement or sudden change.
W t  - throw
is undoubtedly one of the most interesting compound makers because it can invoke a great 
variety of meanings in a sentence, including highly emotional ones, and also because it renounces 
its own original meaning so thoroughly,
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Bykova ascribes to it: quick energetic actions, unexpectedness, suddenness, rudeness. Smith adds 
force or violence and I would also include thoroughness. Some examples with their implications:
I have (inadvertantly but irrevocably) told him everything.
W r a f a l e  He has already seen you. can imply: you don't need to hide
anymore.
He has eaten up all the meat, implies: he was supposed to leave some, 
but now there is none left.
The interpretation o f these sentences depends on the context, but it becomes clear very quickly 
what a wide range of meanings W=Tt can have.
tW t is the only transitive compound maker which can be used with intransitive perfective 
participles. Traditionally quoted are burst into tears, and burst out laughing.
Syntactically, these combinations are unexpected. A transitive verb requires an object and without 
it the sentence is incomplete. Wrtl is undoubtedly the compound maker which has developed the 
furthest from its original meaning and function, but it is hard to believe that the need for a direct 
object is no longer felt. Is it possible that the perfective participles and themselves could 
function as direct objects?
?TNt - keep, put
is accepted as a compound maker only by some authors (Zbavitel, Sarkar, Smith, Pal, 
Bykova). There is no doubt that can form very close connections with verbs, eg ’SMf 
hide, <ic<n ?fNt say (the implication is that whatever needed to be said is now out in the open),
■?fNt keep open. The reason for not accepting UNt as a compound maker is, most likely, that its 
original meaning is largely retained. The shade of meaning it adds to the compound can be that of 
prolongation (Smith) or o f completion (Dakshi), but it does not entirely lose its own meaning.
-stay, remain , be
These two verbs, virtually synonymous, add to a compound the sense of either remaining in one 
particular state, when the main verb is stative, eg
*jpl remain lying down, 401 remain sitting, alt^t remain standing,
or with active verbs they can convey a meaning of habitual or repetitive actions:
WtRI ®lt^t keep singing, ^ t t  alt^t keep talking, keep looking.
is an incomplete verb with only simple present and past tense - in all other tenses it is 
replaced with forms of Though the examples given are both common and idiomatic, it is 
clear from the translations that *41^ is another verb which, in its role of compound maker, retains 
quite a lot of its original meaning.
other verbs
We have so far accepted that, in order to qualify as a compound maker, a verb which follows a 
perfective participle of another verb has to either change or lose its original meaning, which can 
result in semantic merging of the two verbs. We have also accepted that these types of verbs can 
combine with a number of preceding perfective participles and consistently add particular
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semantic colouring to their meanings. What, then, is the relationship between the verb forms in 
these two sentences?
^  c W r i
Many people stared at her.
I and my friend Bimal ran away. (both Smith, p 134)
In both sentences we have a semantic merging of two more or less synonymous verbs which 
means that these combinations have to be considered compounds. However, neither tTTf see nor 
flee  can easily combine with other verbs and they do not add semantic colouring to the 
preceding perfective participle, so there is no question of considering either of these two verbs as 
compound makers. The examples show that a potential for semantic merging is not restricted to 
the type of compound makers discussed in this chapter.
9. SUMMARY
Zbavitel makes a very valid point when he says: 'I am not at all sure that this combination (ftcy 
translateable as bring - one concept) is felt as one semantic unit by Bengalis themselves, 
which is, of course, much more important than its interpretation by foreigners' (p 75). Animesh Pal 
also points out twice in his article that any English translation o f compound verbs can be an 
approximation only. This means whether a pp + verb construction is a compound verb or a 
sequence of actions cannot be determined by the translation into English. If  we accept the 
definition of a compound verb as a single, indivisible semantic unit then our semantic 
interpretations have to be made on the basis of Bengali, not of English. Bengali also has a single 
semantic unit for the concept bring, namely the verb and, if for a speaker of English Pk*J 
and seem synonymous, they are probably not synonymous to a Bengali speaker. If  I were 
asked to explain the difference between the two, I would say that with the main stress is
on the fact of coming, whereas with the actual coming is not as important as the bringing. 
But, then again, this is an interpretation by a foreigner.
I am not happy with defining a word class on purely semantic grounds, but, even if  we accept this 
for the moment, the either-or solution that Zbavitel, Pal and Seely seem to suggest does not do 
justice to the variety of functions second component verbs in Bengali can take.
Clinton Seely uses the term auxiliary for compound makers which, in combination with another 
verb, lose their lexical meaning and 'instead add a nuance to the meaningful verb which they 
follow' (p 149). In cases, according to Seely, where the compound maker retains its meaning, 
however, the term auxiliary is not appropriate. I agree with him on the need for a distinction 
between structures like (the meaning of ^ Tt'SUt go is lost) and RlRI 'TlWf (the meaning
of -4N3T5t is retained), but what about cases where the role of is not so clear-cut? With the 
compounds of movement, for instance, bt-rt ’TtQTTt go away, 'TfS'Tf move around, wRittl '5Tt'QTt 
go out, and even stay longer, retains some, if not quite a lot, of its lexical
meaning. Should these uses of 'TfQTf be considered nothing more than arbitrary verb sequences? It 
may be more appropriate to suggest that between the two extreme points of:
- one single, indivisible semantic unit, where the meaning o f the 
compound maker is completely lost
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on the one hand, and
fM t - two verbs syntactically linked, but semantically independent 
on the other, there exists a scale of connectedness which would look something like this. 'Lexical 
meaning1 refers to the extent to which the compound maker retains its original meaning:
one semantic unit, eg one unit with some 
lexical meaning, eg
quite a lot of lexical 
meaning, eg
separate, eg
fall 'fp t  forget go later XepsJt say and write
L-aLfy '^ Tt'STt get broken increase fHiTt take <M sit and say
get lost 'SJt'QTfT go away leave behind Tf'SHt eat and go
happen iflCT arrive blRkil '^ TbQTJt continue Wt^ Tf come
dry comeback give up back after working
w i i  TfQUt be cut return leave behind etc, any arbitrary verb
c.n'QTTf throw away explain bring sequence
put away ZW?Tt give up keep saying
say WSUt drop off lie down
break X3tX*t WQTTt obey, mind sit down
eat up *4^ 1 breakdown hide
Let me, at this point, come back to the question of the term auxiliary. Traditionally, the term 
auxiliary is used for verbs which are 'subordinate to the chief lexical verb in a verb phrase, 
helping to express such grammatical distinctions as tense, mood and aspect1 (Crystal). They also 
cannot be used on their own. A distinction between word classes and sentence functions needs to 
be made here. The verb '^ ThG'St is, of course, a full verb in Bengali. If we (or Seely) want to call it a 
full verb in some contexts and an auxiliary in another, we need to justify this on more than purely 
semantic grounds. t^OTTt in connection with a preceding perfective participle can convey 
completion, as in over, finished. The fact that these type of structures can be used to refer
not only to past but also to future events, where the completive element is considerably weaker, 
shows that can lose not only its own lexical meaning but also its aspective potential. There 
is little more than a stylistic difference between these two sentences
| and <Slbt>idl T® I
Both sentences mean The children will grow up.
’sit'STIf can be seen as having an auxiliary function in this type of sentence, but the more neutral 
term compound m aker seems preferable and more accurate. It indicates that and other
verbs, can have the function, in particular contexts, to form compound verbs. The full verb 
go can then be marked in a dictionary as being able to form a variety o f compounds with varying 
degrees of connectedness with the preceding verb.
There can be no doubt that structures like 1%?f 'Tt'STTt are common and idiomatic and should be 
treated differently from mere verbal sequences because the connectedness between the two verbs 
is veiy strong. The two structures ‘pfaS'4t'QHt and R o  appear to be structurally identical, but,
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in fact, they are not, and the difference between them is perhaps more significant than has so far 
been taken into account, frx i is the combination of a transitive verb W Tlt take with an 
intransitive compound maker go, whereas in *1X^5 both verbs are intransitive. In order 
to distinguish between verbal combinations of the type Seely discusses, the transitivity factor adds 
a structural dimension to a semantic one, and could, therefore, provide a more solid basis for 
defining word classes.
The question of transitivity harmony is raised by Probal Dasgupta and I believe that it can be taken 
further.
As an example he gives (both transitive), and '4X?f (both intransitive) but it is not
possible to form a compound verb *f%X  ^ (transitive verb + intransitive compound maker) or 
(intransitive verb + transitive compound maker). Any number o f mixed transitivity 
compounds can, o f course, be found, but it is a one-way process. Intransitive compound makers 
combine with transitive verbs, but not the other way round. The exception to this is in 
compounds with and ^ T t (see under XWt). In the examples above there is one other 
intransitive - transitive compound XJSXW X^PT break, I suspect that X'-stst in this case is an 
abbreviated form o f the causative '©ifel, a fairly common phenomenon in Bengali. Other 
examples which have come up in this chapter are: 'sX  ^w n t  for XWTt filh  1%® W ilt  for 
XWSIt tear, f^ X*! XWSt for RiPltii X^ fSUt mix. I find this structure more easily acceptable than 
X3X*? X W l. I can only assume that compounds with xsmt as a compound maker have become so 
common that X^ PTt in this context is no longer felt to be a transitive verb. This may be 
syntactically unsatisfactory, but language changes do not always happen according to grammatical 
principles.
To sum up: In the analysis o f compound verbs and in trying to define what criteria need to be 
fulfilled in order for a verb combination to be considered a compound verb, a lot o f attention has 
been given to the concept of semantic oneness. Only if  the second verb form has lost its original 
meaning (Smith, Seely), only if the verbs together form one single indivisible semantic unit (Pal, 
Zbavitel), will the combination be recognised as a compound verb. More often than not, the 
criterion for the fone semantic idea' concept seems to be based on translation. We have ^fpf ’TN3¥f 
forget and take. According to Zbavitel's criteria, f p f  would be acceptable as a
compound verb whereas i^X? W T t would be disqualified because retains its meaning.
I do not doubt that verbs like 'G&t, etc take on a different function and also a different 
meaning in their role as compound makers, but their meanings seem hard to pin down to one or 
two concepts. Muhammad interprets the input o f '•Q^ t with different verbs as 1. beginning an 
action, 2. finishing an action and 3. being able to do something (Muhammad, p 49). This may be 
an extreme case, but it seems that intransitive compound makers, particularly, are capable of a 
great variety in shades of meaning. In order to understand the concept of compound verbs better, 
we need to look beyond semantic considerations. If  transitivity harmony is given serious thought, 
then a three-way split in the interpretation of verbal compounds will be more appropriate than the 
all-or-nothing definition which has prevailed so far. On the one hand we will have verbal 
combinations which are chronological sequences without any kind of connectedness between the 
two verb forms. On the other hand there are verb combinations, where both verbs are either
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transitive or intransitive. These combinations are capable of forming single semantic units and the 
meaning of the second component verb form can be either transformed or lost completely, as in, 
for instance, throw away, XSjtfS give up, X<Klt burst out ctying, TXfi *^ 51 sit
down. In between those two groups is the large group of mixed transitivity compounds in which 
the two verbs can be closely connected but do not merge together. Both ^ p f  ’5TtvS¥f forget and 
T^bSTlt take combine a transitive verb with an intransitive compound maker and the supposed 
semantic difference between them is based on English concepts and is unlikely to be felt by native 
speakers.
Instead of a polarised all -or - nothing definition (Zbavitel):
sequence of actions compound verbs
syntactically linked single semantic unit
but semantically separate
we would have the following three way split:
sequence of actions compound verbs (mixed) compound verbs (pure)
syntactically linked mixed transitivity, transitivity harmony
but semantically separate verbs can be closely linked verbs can 'merge'
but do not 'merge' and represent a
single semantic unit
eg W*! <i°tl having seen, say bring ’ tPSW ltf fa ll down
•tcrt XWTt tell, say
I believe that this interpretation is closer to how Bengali speakers experience their own language. 
Even if the compound maker '^Tt sit does not retain its original meaning in a compound like 
sa}> (with a variety of possible connotations), a residual separateness between the two verbs 
remains. In fact, the range of a compond maker like WTTt, from losing its own meaning 
completely (<c*l ’W ?It become, happen) to retaining it fully (f^ TCTT Tf'QUt take away) can only 
make us acknowledge the flexibility of Bengali language structures.
Appendices
Appendix 1 Frequent Compound Verbs 
Appendix 2 Compound Makers
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CHAPTER 3 
POSTPOSITIONS
There has been virtually no research done on Bengali postpositions’*. W.L Smith and W.S. Milne 
have lists o f postpositions with examples and Chatterji discusses the origin of a number of 
postpositions, but no detailed analysis has been done so far.
For this reason the shape of this chapter will be somewhat different from chapters on grammatical 
structures that have been well researched. After a brief consideration o f Chatterji, Milne and 
Smith's work I propose to do a preliminary analysis of Bengali postpositions myself. It is beyond 
the scope of this chapter to deal with all the postpositions Milne lists - he has 108! - so I will 
concentrate on those postpositions which are in common use today.
**This turns out to be wrong as I found when I had finished writing the chapter. Rashida Begum 
has done an extensive analysis o f Bengali postposition within the parameters of Government and 
Binding theory, Her book was published by the Bangla Academy in 1999 and I found it quite by 
accident.
She used a series of tests to establish whether particular postpositions are governing (HN<p) or not, 
for instance by inserting an adverbial exactly between noun and postposition or adding the 
determiner ^  to the postposition. These show that it is possible to say TffsfFT directly in
front o f  the house, just before midday, or the one on top, the
one at the side but not * TS<p ®rc*u, * exactly for, about you etc. What her tests achieve is
to separate postpositions which can also be used as adverbs from those which cannot. Her list of 
postpositions is all-inclusive, far longer than Milne's, including locatives like 'SfWBf at the top of, 
■spl at the front of, because of, in the middle o f  Although 1 myself would put a limit
on these inclusions, it is interesting to see that a (presumably) native speaker can apparently 
perceive these locatives as something other than ordinary noun forms. Her list of postpositions 
with example sentences is, of course, of immense value. It is given as an appendix.
THE AUTHORS 
S.K. Chatterji
In The Origin and Development of the Bengali Language Chatterji has a chapter on postpositions 
which looks at the development of nouns and verb forms with a postpositional function. He has a 
number of postpositions which are not included in Smith's and Milne's lists. These are, using his 
terms:
doing, having done, having as the doer, in the house, ulRos used in 
comparison, used in comparison, place, for, for the sake of, used to express 
dative and locative relations, ^.without, apart from, for the sake of, with, used to
indicate the dative of inclusion.
Chatterji is not consistent in the way he treats his postpositions. Sometimes there is an English 
equivalent, eg W?r for, for the sake of; sometimes there is a functional explanation, eg 'used
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with the genitive to express the dative and locative relations' (p 770) This kind of explanation is 
difficult to understand and made more difficult by the frequent lack of examples. Other entries 
have English equivalents, functional explanations and examples.
The following postpositions seem questionable to me:
■^1, translated as having done and explained as 'added to the locative oblique in -e- to denote the 
instrumental' and 'used with an adverbial force after adjectives and nouns' (p 767). Examples given 
are t'Srfa forcibly, tightly, well Although I agree with his translations and
with his comment on 'adverbial force', I fail to see the connection with postpositions.
If you compare the following two sentences:
1) ^Ttfsf I I will go with you. and
2) 'sltcil ^£3 I I  washed (it) well.
it becomes immediately obvious that the two sentence structures are quite different. In sentence 1) 
the postposition puts the subject o f the sentence1® ^  into a position, a relationship with the 
rest o f the sentence. In sentence 2) makes a comment on the verb of the sentence only, ie
it is an adverb. The function of is purely grammatical, changing an adjective into an adverb. It 
can certainly not be considered a postposition.
translated as house, in the house. Again Chatterji's explanation is not very clear: 'used 
colloquially to indicate the oblique cases in the plural* (p 768). Unfortunately he does not give an 
example of this, but he seems to imply that ^  is used instead o f a plural ending. If this is the way 
is used it cannot be considered a postposition in om* sense of the word. 
blRf'S and £KTT are both given as being used in comparison. Chatterji's only example is in Hindi, 
but the use of ST5S& in comparison is, of course, very common. The two sentences:
1) I I am taller than you. and
2) I will go with you.
are structurally quite different. Whereas tf3Tfsrt? W f is an independent constituent within the 
sentence, cannot be considered on its own. In fact, connects the two underlying
sentences ®TNt and wjw and should therefore be considered a conjunction.
One veiy interesting fact emerged for me from Chatterji's description of (with variations 
■5T551) as a postposition. In the villages around Nator in Bangladesh - it is probably more widespread 
than this - the word is used in place o f in, what the village people call, their xsrffl
dialect. Now I understand where the word comes from.
W.S.Milne
Milne's chapter on postpositions contains a veiy extensive list o f postpositions and examples of 
then uses. Many of the postpositions he gives are taken from literary texts and used only in sadhu 
bhasa. Some of them are outdated. There is a complete list of Milne's postpositions at the end of 
this chapter but, in order to give an impression of his choice of postpositions I have given a 
selection of them with examples. The unattributed examples are Milne's.
beyond beyond human understanding
'Qfotfa without my knowledge
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There is no sin beyond the ken o f one's consciousness.
^*[3 ^^<t>ccVf 'Fft'Q i Give molasses in lieu o f honey.
Rfc>i4 3$,®!1 Judgment went in his favour.
You are the highest above the earth. (Psalm 97,9)
l^Fsc<t I I  did this out o f  regardfor you.
*j^?r >P35r ^ r t  i
On the score o f  religion it is good to speak the truth.
Liars will not stay calm before my eyes. (Psalm 101,7)
He has revealed his righteousness before the nations. (Psalm 98, 2) 
vjfi^ connected with, concerning
in lieu o f  
'ot^cci on the side o f  
aloft, high, above
out o f regard fo r
Wtlbc*! in the presence o f
because o f
T^TtTT like
on account o f
There is much discussion nowadays on Zemindari affairs.
s^l*( '^^{51 'lft.1
He couldn't come because o f  his illness. (Ghulam Murshid)
She is sitting like a figure in a picture, thinking o f  her companions.
trtot rsrtrsR ^  i
The mountains melt like wax. (Psalm 97,5)
<I41<1<1 direct, to the address o f  t\s>NI*i <mh*i ^  I
I  will send the letter to your address.
^1^1 Z * m  I I  shall reach home by night fall. 
^ r t f s t 2(R)<^ci\s| ^*tv5g i
I  was unsuccessful owing to the unkindness o f  fate 
RhI c^^ '^ t^vSo -IU<t> ^*ii i 
Without a reason on account o f doubts he punishes his wife. 
Rameshchandra Mojumder W tf^
(Advanced Bengali, p 254) 
ispsn i
Your name was written by mistake. (Begum)
I  could not do this work because o f various difficulties.
<*rp*1 <ul<k^s| ^ -R ti 
Such disti'ess o f mind comes not but from  separation from
one's beloved.
Without experience it is very difficult to be farsighted.
because o f
without, besides
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without, besides <pRos *tlf? I 
I can endure all things except dishonour. 
p t  ’31#$ otjnpt i
No one was there apart from him. (Ghularn Murshid) 
^<1^1 <t WSTIt "5J? t 
Everyone except Kolpona will get a prize. (Begum) 
connected with, concerning
r jR t"51^®
With regard to the soldiers issue orders prohibiting all
oppression.
near
near
with
The Queen is sitting near the king.
^ t % )  ^? rt  ^ ri*Nbf vfrfttow i 
He came close to the king and blessed him.
W*[ ?l%*i «  £^*1 I
By the water o f Meriba they made God angry. (Psalm 106,32)
One day the king had gone hunting with a large army.
the presence of
The two young ascetics were ready to go with Sakuntala.
■afcFfa in the presence o f the king
>iMos I Tremble in his presence! (Psalm 96,9)
^  7ftW $ I
You have set our iniquities before you. (Psalm 90,8)
Under except, without Milne has a very interesting example sentence from Tagore:
W  ^  1^ I
What other fault have I committed in your eyes - apart from the fact that I  am dead.
In this sentence follows a finite verb form. Milne says the example has to be carefully studied. 
There is nothing wrong with studying, but I suspect that this is an unusual and highly individual 
use of this postposition. Functionally ^ E t has to be considered a conjunction here.
Concerning another Tagore example:
Those who had gone with wood in the early morning heard this news.
Milne calls this use of in a temporal rather than a locative sense, anomalous. It may have 
been so at the time but there is nothing unusual about this use today.
W.L. Smith
Smith's listing of postpositions is veiy comprehensive and equipped with plenty o f examples 
which clearly demonstrate the use of each postposition. For each postposition the case o f
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thepreceding noun or pronoun is given so that students of Bengali should be able to use 
postpositions independently and correctly.
As Clinton Seely in his review of Smith's Reference Grammar shows, there are some discrepancies 
between the rules Smith states about preceding case endings and his examples. For instance, with 
the postposition through Smith claims that it follows a genitive, but in his examples 
follows nominative endings. Seely discusses these inconsistencies in detail in his review (lines 
113 to 161), so I will not repeat them here.
I would like to make the following points:
1) For ago the nominative case is given, as well as the genitive. This presumably refers to an 
adverbial use as in
1%  ^ three years ago
Smith himself gives no example for this but if  this use of is included then later with a 
preceding nominative should also be mentioned, eg
R h <ts».3 three years later. The two constructions are exactly the same.
2) Under PltU with Smith has the following two examples:
1% W?t 'SHJ Ft 1 The maid entered with tea for her nurse, and
^  FFF i
The third individual went in the direction o f the highway with his wife.
I can see no reason why fFCF in these two examples should be considered anything other than a 
perfective participle.
3) Smith lists as a postposition. He gives the following examples:
vS&efl'si | /  got up from the bed
’Ft'S'Ft I The sepoys got up from their meal and came.
Could Smith's decision to include VzpS be influenced by the English translation of these 
sentences? From a language-internal point o f view I would interpret as a perfective 
participle in both sentences
4) If instead is included as a postposition why not *li<Flwf?
5) One of Smith's interpretations o f is by itself, o f one's own volition but his example 
sentences include words meaning self, ie Wit?5, iF^Sf Surely, this is where the
meaning of these sentences comes from. sounds unusual. Would not be
more normal? In any case, means nothing more than from in these sentences.
6) Smith mentions double postpositions like 
I f f  91% down to
9fH by the side o f
fsssF rtifcF5 from inside 
Sutton-Page says about this: 'Double postpositions are not uncommon. But this is generally a 
case in which die first postposition has really reverted to its original function as a noun' (p 134). 
I agree with him.
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DEFINITION
Prepositions, of which postpositions are a variation, are traditionally defined as indeclinable and as 
forming a 'closed lexical category1 (Trask, p 215). The function of pre/ postpostions is to place a 
noun phrase in relationship to the rest of the sentence. This relationship can be either 
spatial The book is on the table,
temporal The post comes after nine o 'clock, or, for want of a better word,
circumstantial I know nothing about him.
Many languages have a fixed set o f words which is used exclusively for this purpose, ie the 
German 'nach' after can never be anything other than a preposition. It can become part o f a noun, 
eg 'Nachkomme' descendant or a verb, eg 'nachdenken' think but when it stands on its own it is 
always a preposition. Bengali works in a different way. The majority of Bengali postpositions are, 
in fact, nouns in the locative case, eg 9tK*t, etc. Many of these are also used
as ordinary nouns in nominative, genitive or locative case, eg
Ftf®F fe'idGI ^F 1 The inside o f the house is very beautifid.
FR*f ifrls 446® ‘rttCF Ft I Nobody is allowed to sit on this side. 
cfiMs c<plcil 9tf?TF3F ^ f I f I  You haven't changed at all
lit: There hasn't been any change in you.
Bengali postpositions are therefore not indeclinable.
In his book Postpositions in a Dravidian Language Radhakrishnan Mallassery sets out a list of
criteria for identifying postpositions. One of these is that postpositions 'cannot be separated from
noun phrases by moiphemes other than coordinate conjunctions' (p i36). This is true for most, but 
not all postpositions in Bengali, Both spatial and temporal postpositions can be preceded by 
adjuncts - this cofirms Begum's f&F test, mentioned on page 91. Examples for these are:
^Ic^t a little before midday
9fTF a few days after Eid
FtfSF ^  two miles behind the car
T5RFF F F IF  ^ R F  high above the clouds
Postpositions which allow this sort o f structure are only those which can be used as adverbs 
without a preceding genitive. The fact that they follow a genitive in these examples shows that 
Bengali postpositions have to be seen under a different set o f criteria from those Mallasserey 
proposes. Other postpositions like '■srou fo r , with, like, about, cannot be separated
from the noun or pronoun preceding them.
Although it is quite easy to make a list of common Bengali postpositions, they do not represent a 
closed word class. If  words like about (Smith), FRF except ( Smith), fW F  about (both
Smith and Milne), as (Smith) are listed as postpositions then why not add words like FfMRF 
about, FRfrf because ofl
In order to establish a definition which is acceptable to native Bengali speakers the question we 
need to ask is which of the nouns used as postpositions are felt by a native speaker to be nouns and 
which ones are used predominantly as postpositions and so have lost their nominal character. Or, 
to take a step back, the question should be: is there a lexical category of postpositions in Bengali?
postpositions
There are only very few postpositions which are derived from neither noun nor verb. Examples 
for these are F3J like and 'SiFI, 'SRFT for, fFFt without, towards. Another word 9iFS until, is 
almost invariably used as a postposition, but it is also a noun meaning limit, end, extremity,eg 
I have reached my limit.
All other words which function as postpositions in Bengali are either derived from a noun (often 
in the locative) or from a verb (often, but not always, in tire past participle form). The conclusion 
of this is that there is no fixed, lexical category of postpositions in Bengali - instead verbs and 
nouns are used to fiilfil the functions of postpositions.
Deverbal postpositions are fairly easy to define and to limit. The way they are used differs from 
their ordinaiy verbal use, eg
rsflfsf Flf'S 6*RF> I I have come fi'om horne.
In this sentence can only be a postposition. The verbal form having stayed would
require the previous noun to be in the locative case. The sentence
Ftfsra zFtF should be understood as Having stayed at home, I have come.
6*i£F> in this sentence is the past participle of FtFt, not a postposition.
All deverbal postpositions must differ clearly from their equivalent verb forms in their syntactic or 
semantic environment.
The criteria for denominal postpositions are much more difficult to define. Whether or not a 
particular locative noun form should be classed as a postposition can surely not depend on its 
English translation but has to be based on the perception of native speakers and on semantic and 
syntactic features. If  a particular noun is used almost exclusively as a postposition or if its use as 
a postposition affects its syntactic or semantic environment then it should be included in a 
potential definitive list o f postpositions. Instances of these are Ffftef before, which is the locative 
of the noun FfN front, forepart. FfRet is veiy frequently used as a 
postposition MtFfF Fjftsi iRFfil I I came before you.
or as an adverb Fifq Ft® I You go first.
The noun front, forepart is locative in meaning, but WR91 as a postposition or adverb is almost 
always temporal. The connection with the original noun has weakened and it has become a word 
in its own right.
The word FCF with has moved away semantically from its root company, association, eg 
WRF F tF  FF65 *rtfl Ft 1 lean't compare him with you.
Similarly, the word top, upper part, though frequently used in contexts other than as a 
postposition has taken on a variety of idiomatic uses as a postposition, eg 
FFFQ ^ f tF  FN Fmt be angry with someone 
■^FlcFF ^sFtF more than two months
WtF ^ f tF  in addition to that I heard
These uses of locative noun forms clearly justify a separate dictionary entry and inclusion in the 
lexical category of postpositions. In other cases the decision is more difficult.
Smith includes
with the intention of, in order to 
FF£F instead o f
Ftrti translated as after
fFF£F about, regarding
F*39! ^  in relation to, regarding
as, in the capacity o f
postpositions
- fr*l*4»lF 'Si.^ c.F fo r  female education
\®|F1F W F  'slFf £*HRFt
teaching English instead o f  local languages 
^'FSF FR? after two years
witWiJ'm 1FFCF about the girl
^FlFtF FtFt FtF F 39!^? about my parents 
FlFtF-FF I<FtW as a dining room
I doubt that native speakers would classify these words any differently from, for instance,
FRF as a result of, because o f  651*1 IF F>t65fF FRF because o f  your work 
FJl^tRF about 1$tF 9t1£R*ttFtF FlMRF about his studies or even
^f65 by FtFtF'3t65t'$fF made by father.
We must take note, however, o f Rashida Begum's comprehensive list, mentioned on p 91, the 
more so as it is not apparent what her criteria for choosing these postpositions were.
For learners of Bengali there is an obvious need for a lexical category equivalent to prepositions in 
other languages. However, it is important to recognize that
• the exclusion from or inclusion in this category is somewhat arbitrary-
for instead Smith has FFtF, but not 9tfFF6$; Milne has FFJF, 9tf?R6$and ^ jF R 59!
•  Bengali nouns which can be translated with an English preposition should not necessarily 
be considered a postposition. Some language-internal criteria should be fulfilled.
•  the nouns which can function as postpositions can also be used in other contexts, ie as subject
of a sentence, eg FtFF ^F ^ F F 1 The inside o f  the house is very beautiful.
•  verb forms which are used as postpositions are also used as normal verb forms.
CHARACTERISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION OF POSTPOSITIONS
Postpositions follow a noun phrase. This can be either a noun or a pronoun. The function of the 
postposition is to set this noun phrase into spatial, temporal or circumstantial relationship to the 
rest of the sentence. Most postpositions fulfil only one of these functions, eg below, beneath 
is always spatial. Some postpositions can be used for more than one function, eg 6*RF> from  
spatial: ^FtF tFtFP from here
temporal: 6*RF> from tomorrow
Many postpositions, particularly those derived from nouns, require the preceding noun to be in the 
genitive, but there are exceptions to this. In his review of Smith's Reference Grammar Clinton 
Seely points to the difficulty for the learner of knowing which postposition goes with which case 
ending. Ramendrasundar Tribedi, in his article F>tFF> etF l^FF5, says on the subject: ' 
tFstFtF F tfe F  Ft FtfqRF Ft, ^ t F  Ffm i 64TFS % lFttF 1FFF F t^ f (Azad, p 404), ie no fixed rule 
about case endings! He goes on to say that case endings tend to be dropped in colloquial language 
m t ^ F F  WlF FFf§ *pStF I' (p 405)
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However, the number of postpositions where there is confusion about the preceding noun case is
relatively small. Some postpositions distinguish between animate and inanimate nouns, ie with
animate nouns an accusative ending is required, eg
animate (accusative) 1FEF F>Ft FTFfi>, I We talked about him.
inanimate (nominative) FFFt 1FCF 1% FFtF? What will you do with so many ornaments?
The majority of postpositions is consistently used with only one case.
Derivations
In the following section I am dealing with the individual postpositions in their normal alphabetical 
order, so here is an overview of their derivations:
1. 'SHI, ‘SriFj for, ^tFt through, FTtF like, F W  until, towards, fFFt without, 5P 5 .W  like, 
FlFF® through, by
All of these are not derived from any other word classes, but are postpositions in their own 
right. The very common 'SRFI instead o f WFT looks like a locative form but there is no such 
noun. FF% is given in the dictionary as a noun limit, end but I have found no examples for 
this use. I f  F W  was derived from a noun it would be most unusual for it to be in the 
nominative form.
2. sit® I without, except, 6*RF> from, RcVI by, through, FCF during, with, "^6$ from, m  
through, via
These are all derived from verbs but their syntactic or semantic environment has changed from 
the original verb forms to such an extent that they have become independent lexical items. 
and ^6$, $$.6® are unusual in that they appear in the verbal noun (Sj®t) and infinitive (^65, 
«&w>) form, not as perfective participles like the other deverbal postpositions.
3. All the remaining postpositions are derived from nouns. They can be divided as follows:
a) spatial i§FtF on, above under, below
F% F out, outside of ISrtSRi in, inside o f
Ft*RF in front o f fSteFT behind
■FRF beside near, at, to
*RFT between FRFl between
1F£F> towards
b) temporal before FtF after
c) circumstantial with about
lF4t^ against FtTO through
for instead
instead
Apart from these there are a number of locative noun forms which are used like postpositions but 
retain their nominal character to such an extent that they cannot really be considered postpositions. 
Some of these are listed on page 98, others are given in the conclusions to this chapter.
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T h e  stru c tu res
In this section I am going to look at the most common words which function as postpositions in 
Bengali. Since these words do not form a homogenous word class I have also included their non- 
postpositional uses as adverbs, nouns etc.
In order for a word to qualify as a postposition, at least one of the following criteria should be met
• the word is an original postposition
•  there is a semantic shift from the root word to the postposition
• there is a syntactic change when a word is used as a postposition - this will usually refer to the 
case ending of the preceding norm phrase
• use as a postposition is significantly more common than use of the root word
• The analysis of these postpositions aims to establish
• the case ending of the preceding noun or pronoun
• the relationship with the root word
• the semantic range o f the postposition
• other, eg adverbial, uses
s^itWl - before, ago locative of noun front, forepart
When is used as a postposition the noun or pronoun preceding it takes the genitive ending,
eg
attest before going
^Tf^t in front o f everyone or before everyone
before Sunday
but as an adverb it can also follow a noun in the nominative case, eg 
three years ago 
half an hour ago 
once before
The last example is somewhat different from the other two because in this case is used as an 
independent adverb. It is equally possible to say:
*£l<Htd once before
Other examples of this are:
^ 1  m  I Eat first!
( Come a bit earlier!
T^l I I  didn 't know(this) before.
TSTffsj | I  came a long time ago.
^ ^ 1  is most often used in a temporal sense. As a postposition it has moved away from its 
nominal root, which is locative in meaning, and established its own use. In this temporal sense 
can also be used nominally and followed by another postposition, as in:
W  as before
ct>c»l '»lceil better than before
since before
postpositions
Colloquially, is sometimes used in a locative sense, in the same way as in front of, eg 
^JTsiRl I I will stop a little further on.
ijsCKfC*! - in order to, with the purpose of locative of noun 'Stfy*!' aim, purpose
\Sc<Tt*t usually follows a noun in the genitive,eg
-■pWa for female education (better: for the education offemales)
sfrKW? for the purpose o f showing (both Smith)
Milne also gives the following example:
On what occasion did you place a ring on her finger? With what intention?
The locative (in Milne's example nominative) o f following the genitive of a noun does not 
differ syntactically from its root, nor has it changed or expanded its meaning significantly, ie it can 
invariably be translated as for the purpose of, eg
iSWfi*! for the purpose o f going to Calcutta (Das) 
fsTft in order to get a visa (Debsen)
Though is frequently used following the genitive of another noun this is by no means its
only use. Therefore I do not think that should be classed as a postposition.
^ R ^  - above, over, on locative of noun top, upper part
are variations
^ R 3  requires the preceding noun with a genitive ending when it is used as a postposition, eg 
tT O  above the clouds
^R ?l on the table
on the river
It can be used as an independent adverb, usually with the meaning upstairs, eg 
^ R 3  I There are two more rooms upstairs.
Wfst ^R?T ^ S f  <ff<i 1 I  work upstairs.
^*R?f is spatial in meaning, but it has taken on a number of idiomatic uses where its original 
meaning is no longer felt, eg
R h '5TR3T9 more than three months
^ R ^  4W tecic&O He became enraged against me. (Milne)
'S’Rf ^  I I  will be pleased with you. (Smith)
‘jjwRf... in addition to that I heard (Milne)
RtcTf? '5 T R W 9 a mother's love for her child (Milne)
^ R S  “jRWit research on grammar
Although as a noun is frequently used, in its function as a postposition ^R ?t has acquired 
independent meaning.
close, near, by, on (a person), with locative o f noun nearness, proximity
^R 5^  follows a preceeding genitive,eg
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Rtf© I Our house is near the river.
F^tESt, 'RRt I Sit next to me!
^  Rf I I  don't go near him.
PT S^TRBl <t>R$.l She is very close to me.
■^R^can also be used as an independent adverb without a preceding genitive, eg 
r&R«l Rl I She can't see anything close by.
'©Jr I Stay close!
R>R^ . is locative in meaning, but, like ^R ?l, it has developed a number of idiomatic uses, which 
justify its place among Bengali postpositions. Examples are:
RlRtR ^'R^.ljt^t I I will ask father for the money.
<pRt^'R What do you want from me? (Smith)
R R  'QrtR R*R^ . <p(.<r I He didn't reveal anything to them. (Bandopadhyay)
'silRU <t>R^ !6R’i 1^1  I don't have any money with me.
The meaning o f RsR^in these sentences stays closer to its original meaning than ^ R ?  does but is 
still sufficiently different to warrant a separate dictionary entry.
- besides, without, apart from  verbal noun/adjective form of verb leave
^t©t is an unusual postposition in that its form is equivalent to a verbal noun/adjective rather than a 
perfective participle form like most other deverbal postpositions. There seems to be some 
confusion about the case endings of nouns and pronouns preceding ^ 5 t. Smith gives 'nominative, 
optional accusative with animates' (p 78). Bykova names all cases except the genitive as 
possibilities; Sutton-Page allows only the nominative. The logical and immediately obvious 
solution comes from Seely, in his review of Smith's Reference Grammar, "^pt can, in fact, be used 
with any case, depending on which part o f the sentence the preceding noun or pronoun 
represents,eg
nominative ^rtfq 'gfrst Everybody went apart from me.
accusative OTttlWF 'SRSf <lbM> *ltfo Rt I I can't live without you.
genitive 'SReTt t^RSR^ | Except for me, eveiybody liked it.
locative RR>ReT 'SfSt <.^ c<p|c-sl ‘rtRRt I You can come anytime except in the morning.
Apart from its unusual form equivalent to the verbal adjective - Chatterji calls it the passive 
participle - and the range of cases ^T©t can combine with, semantically it is quite straightforward. 
^  ^ © t is used almost like a conjunction meaning apart from that, in addition, eg 
Vf\ ’sRRRRs ^  s^rtRtR ><3 i w t  rtit? I
He has fed  me and apart from that he will buy me a pair of shoes.
©EC, ©RRJ — for, for the sake of, because o f  postposition
©RT is one of the few Bengali postpositions which are not derived from other word classes but are 
just postpositions. The noun or pronoun preceding ^RT is in the genitive. I have found no 
explanation for the two forms of this postposition. Both forms are used in the same way.
’SRI has a wide range o f meanings, ie
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about: I I warty about him.
for: 'SrMi ^  R u f e  I I  have bought a book for him.
because of: t^CWsT ’StW TT*Tl% RtiKfeaJ I  am late because of work.
for the sake of: c^<t I I have to stay for the sake o f the children.
The word is used as a conjunction meaning therefore, because o f  that, eg
<d% I It is raining, so I  am not going out.
This is the only example where W 5!! follows a nominative. The neuter pronouns ^  and are 
used with to express the same meaning therefore but both require a genitive ending, eg
j^?T Rtitcfei, 11$R' WW  1% I I had a fever, that's why I couldn't come.
He is asleep, so you can't see him now.
The same is true for the interrogative pronoun and the relative pronoun ^ , eg
<Rol 'stt-ii For whom did you buy the book ?
W*TT ^Ttfsf Rr*iR W c-ic<t 'Jft I The person (he whom) I bought it for won't take it.
- from, since perfective paiticiple of stay, remain 
Used as a postposition generally follows the nominative. Smith points out that verbal nouns 
preceding take the genitive, eg
tpcsic'sr
He has had this habit since he taught in college. (Smith) 
can be used spatially 
Tjfast from Dhaka, from where, ^ s!lt*T from here
or temporally;
from then on, since then, from this month onwards,
from today 
can be used in conjunction with until
from Monday to Friday 
to mark the beginning and end point o f an event or in conjunction with during
st ^  for three weeks from today 
to mark the beginning and duration of an event.
The postposition ^ 1 ^  can be clearly distinguished from the perfective participle of 5*1W by the 
case ending o f the preceding noun. If  the verbal form is used spatially it requires the preceding 
noun to be in the locative case, eg
«ltsrtC*ra ^  TTt-T I Stay with us for a bit longer.
is by far the most common of all the deverbal postpositions and it has moved furthest away 
from its verbal use. The following examples have no trace of the verbal meaning of left in 
them:
'©Tft 'lft'Q I Release me from that.
rq wtw I After that who knows what happened to him.
R>^<iRi R  | Because of that I didn't say anything more.
postpositions
(Bandyopadhyay)
The last example shows that, like 'SfFirfor, can have causal meaning in certain contexts.
With reference to human beings is used together with near, dose by, eg
<tl<il<I t3! ^  from father
'qsllj. t3! ^  from m e
In these cases reverts back to being a noun, dropping the locative ending. The rule that S3! ^  is 
used with noil-human nouns and :gT§T3!cg> with humans seems to be generally observed. I have 
found only one counter example:
T ? gl'&R t3! ^  from the big road (Bandyopadhyay)
There is one other use of In comparative sentences it can be used in place of than, eg 
tRRTg l3! ^  <1*1 t>l a little bit younger than the boy Moni (Bandyopadhyay)
The preceding noun is in the genitive, hi this use t3! ^  is a conjunction rather than a postposition.
-  towards locative of noun 1W  direction
Like most denominal postpositions, follows a noun or pronoun in the genitive. It is used 
mainly spatially, eg
Rsg> went towards home (Father Pancali)
’$rfasfc*l3Rtg> looking at the sky (Pather Pancali)
went in the direction o f upstairs (Bandyopadhyay) 
having looked at him (Bandyopadhyay)
but it can also be used temporally,eg
^ R < n g R ^  towards afternoon (Pather Pancali)
R w  towards dawn (Tagore)
Rt^> can also be used to express approximation, eg 
RW1' at about five o'clock
tH  about ten miles (Probhas Das)
With demonstrative pronouns, as also with 'Flit and Rc<P does not require a genitive,eg 
^R c<P I Come this way!
W ^  Rt?P I He went that way. 
t>l§ Rtg5 I Pay attention to that.
FHRW1 ^iR 1^  eTO Looking all around he notices... (Bandopadliy ay)
W *mRt<p <K<1 I He considers everything. (Probhas Das)
In all these cases R tg \ together with the preceding pronoun, forms an adverb. It is interesting to 
note that though the demonstrative pronouns can precede without a genitive ending, the 
neuter pronoun ^1, just as with WfT, retains the genitive ending, eg 
Rc<> f t o  I I will keep an eye on him.
Even though 1 w  is also used as a noun,eg
^  I
The relationship is not through her husband's side. (Bandyopadhyay)
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its use as a postposition is very common and semantically it has expanded its nominal meaning, 
particularly in contexts like about five o'clock, where it has a temporal meaning of
approximately. I therefore think that this is a genuine postposition.
f w  with perfective participle of WS'St give
As a postposition f w  generally follows a nominative, but an animate noun preceding it is put in 
the accusative case.
can have the following meanings: 
with (instrumental) fTOSJ
UJU, .1 
W t l  f e l
write with a pen 
look through the window 
go via Nator 
go along this road 
made from /  with flour 
enter from there
1 w  translated with the help of Babu
through 
via 
along
from (material) 
from (direction) 
by means of, 
with the help of
Semantically, none of these meanings imply an act of giving, so from that fact alone the status of 
fiftST as a postposition is justified.
The use of with a preceding animate noun is not very common. Smith gives: 
m  <SRf t o  I
He has the Mahabharata translated by a babu named Abinaschandra Ghos.
In this sentence can also be understood as a perfective participle, ie
Having given it to a babu named Abinaschandra Ghos, he had the Mahabharata translated. 
Another example without this ambiguity is
frra 'STtf^lfleTR I I  got the form through him. (Probhas Das)
The use o f in these contexts would be more common, but this use of needs to be noted, 
f w  can be used in the sense of from. Examples are:
1^'J^ TjTsT i Sweat is dripping from the man's forehead (Smith)
<£<1®iR I I  entered from there. and
*1W £3*1 W l 's1tSTtC®Tt I
From that side a fairly big rat suddenly ran out. (Bandyopadhyay)
In all these cases £3£3> would be more common.
through, by means o f  postposition 
There seems to be some confusion about which case precedes this postposition. Both Chatterji and 
Smith claim that it is a genitive, but Smith also has 
t^<!t i3f*fe ^  <sTT©^t 'sft; i
A special meaning must be revealed by means o f the verses.
Milne also has a nominative example
postpositions
Much good to the world has been done by the press.
The genitive ending is certainly required with animate nouns or pronouns, eg
3f33 £3 3’t'Sf '^33t?r 33  I That is not to be accomplished by Rabi. (Smith)
£sT3f0t Wt3t3 3t3t f^ 3> 3^5 3t I I  can't get the writing right. (Dakshi)
<53 ^ *13 $Tt3 ^Tf3l3 ft3 t  ^ £3 3t I Beyond this nothing can be done by me. (Milne)
With inanimate nouns the genitive ending seems to be optional. Two examples are given above 
with a nominative ending. An example with a genitive ending is given by Begum:
$^£3*3 ^t3t "33 f3^,£t3tct 3>3t 3t3 3t I Not everything can be proved by argument.
1fl3t is a fairly formal postposition, used more often in writing than in speaking. Milne's example 
sentence above would more likely be spoken as
o£t3 ^ N3 $Ttf3 x$ T t 3 * l t l 3  3t I Apart from that there is nothing I  can do.
3£3 during perfective participle of 331 hold, catch
3£3 follows a nominative noun,eg 
f$3 3£3 for three weeks
3£3 all day long 
'53’ 3^3 3£3 for a year
It is most often used in a temporal sense to express a duration o f time but can also be used 
spatially, eg
$13133 3£3 3ft. I Let’s go by another path. (Smith)
I33%3t3 % 3 3  ^® 3t3 3£3 ^3 * £ 3 £ ^  I
He has begun to walk along the pavement in the opposite direction. (Smith)
Similarly to f3£3 3£3 remains close to its verbal root, for instance 
3t'St 33b® 3£31 (We) will have to take this road, 
shows that the sense o f 33t is still tangible even in its postpositional use and syntactically 3£3 
cannot be distinguished from the perfective participle form. However, particularly in its temporal 
use it has moved far enough from the verb form to be considered a postposition.
i3Ct> under, underneath locative of f35 underside, part underneath
13£5 is the logical opposite of ^3£3, but it is much narrower in its use. Like ^3£3 it follows a noun 
or pronoun in the genitive and it can be used adverbially. Examples are 
postpositional 3l£^3 f3Ct> under the tree
3£33 Rtb under the house
3tf^i£*i3 f3£5 under the pillow
adverbial "$11331f3£t> 3tf3> I We live downstairs.
$rf3-3 f3£l> £3£3> "^ £31 We have to go further down. 
f3£5 can only be used spatially and it does not have the range of idiomatic uses that ^^t£3 has. 
According to our criteria for including a word into the class of Bengali postpositions f3£& has little 
to commend itself. There are no semantic or syntactic features which distinguish it from its
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nominal root. Logically, however, in order not to disturb the symmetry between opposites like 
$Tl£3 -  3£3,3 )r§£3 -  has to be included as the counterpart to ^t£3.
13£3 with, about perfective participle of £3<33t take
Like % 3 i3 £ 3  follows a noun or pronoun in the nominative case except that animate nouns or
pronouns are used in the accusative, eg
inanimate 13£3 3>3t think about a story
animate 3t3t£^'f3£3333Jt problems with father
f3£3 is a very interesting postposition as in a lot o f instances it stays very close to its verbal use.
Consider the following example from Bandyopadhyay:
31?
Can't you comb (your hair) properly with a mirror?
The sentence could equally be interpreted as
Having taken a mirror, can't you comb (your hair) properly?
So, in order to establish f3CTT as a postposition we have to look for examples without this
ambiguity, ie sentences where no act o f taking can possibly be involved.
Seely gives this example:
v»t%33 *)3 ^  I
How do I know what the two brothers had a big fight about?
Smith has the following:
$||Vjl<j £^l3t£3 f3£3 £3^ & &FS 15t£3 311 No one else thinks about you as much as I  do.
1®t3t RoSrt<p f3E3 3 M I They are se lf  absorbed, and
f3£3 $Tft31% 33t£3i? What will I  do about father then?
Is there an element o f taking in these examples? Neither Chatterji nor Milne list i3£3 as a 
postposition though they both have f3£3.. This might suggest that the use of Ptt3 as a postposition 
is a more recent development. When 13£3 is used as a perfective participle it has to be followed 
by a finite verb form and in my research on compound verbs I have found that the only verbs 
following 13£3 are verbs of motion, ie 3l'$3t, $ lN , 3=Tl. Even if  there is a trace of taking in the 
above sentences it is appropriate to distinguish the use of f3£3 in 
R«i3tC3tl I  will take you with me. and
W>’l3lC<£ 13£3 33£3t I I  will have a fight about you.
I would therefore accept as a postposition which is in the process of establishing itself.
*f£3» for, on behalf o f  locative of direction, side
requires a preceding genitive. Smith claims that and are used in the same way, but 
Seely points out the difference between them. Whereas W J  implies the concept o f other- 
directedness ie for the benefit of, for the purpose of, *t£3* means on behalf of, from the perspective 
o f  In fact, all o f Smith's examples use in precisely this sense, eg
It wouldn't be easy for me to explain.
£3£3£W ’ tW  £®1 "$lt3Q 313T3 I It's even worse for girls.
postpositions
331 "$Tl3t3 3£3* 3 Ki®3 3t 1 It is not possible for me to say.
In none o f these sentences does 3W  imply a benefit for someone else. However, it has to be added 
that in all these sentences 5^f£3T could have been used instead of Though Seely’s criticism is 
justified, it is clear that WAS and are not complementary to one another, as Seely would have 
it, but 3C33 has a range of meaning which is narrower than that of WC3J, eg it is not possible to say 
*C$l3(3 T5t ft £3 I have brought tea for you.
Other examples with are:
3fftt3 3W  <93* ^ )lR t 1%%331 A thousand Taka is nothing to me.
3£3* 3’1'Sf 353t I It is goodfor you to work. (Milne)
"$Tt3t3 £3Q3t 3 ^  311 It is not possible for me to take a holiday.
£3 !&t3rt 3n3|M3 3£3» 3£**ft I This money is enough for the family. (Das)
It is only in this last example that an element of benefit can be felt but it is not strong enough to 
defeat the argument. The reason for including as a postposition is quite simply that the noun 
33s is not often used. I have found the following example 
3>33S Tjtft >£)3S 333t 3>£31
Sometimes the husband takes the side o f one wife and punishes another wife.
Rameshchandra Mojumder, * #
3£3 after locative of adj *13 another, other
33 is sometimes used instead of 3£3. There is no difference in use or in meaning.
3£? usually requires a preceding genitive but there are some exceptions to this. It is the logical 
counterpart to before and, like can be used adverbially, eg 
as a postposition "5^£33 3£3 after midday
3f33t£33 3£3 after Sunday
^l33£3 after that
with verbal nouns 3TSr 3J3l3 3£3 after doing the work
^5t3 K 3  3l83l3 3£3 after he left 
as an adverb meaning later $Tt3 <53^ 3£3 1 Go a bit later!
£3 3£3 $Tt3£31 He will come later.
■^ 313 3£3 two months later
ftH 3%  3£3 three hours later
As can be seen from these examples 3£3 is used temporally. There are a few exceptions to this. I 
have found a number of examples where 3 t3 is used instead of ^3£3. These are:
T O M  3£3 $T3if5l3 b'eic^l Women are being oppressed.
ft£®f3<3£3 ft3 '55 33 t5l31 She was angiy with herself.
3pi3 33  *5_ £33^6131^ ^  33£^l One or two flies were on his face.
3t3£33 3£3 ’$ri3T>f3 3i£3C  ^I They have done an injustice to mankind.
(all from Bandyopadhyay)
This may be an idiosyncratic use of 3£3 as the examples are all from one author but it should be 
noted.
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^Hf3£3 is used as a conjunction and can sometimes have consequential or even causal 
implications, eg
^ t^33£3 $Ttft $Tt3 f t  I can be translated as After that I  didn't say anything more,
but it can imply Because o f  that, as a consequence, I  didn’t say anything more.
Equally, with a concessive 'S, it can mean in spite o f  eg
'3f33£3 'S £3 "331 £*tt£3 f t  I In spite o f  that, he didn't listen to me.
3f?R£$ instead o f  locative o f change, alteration
Morphologically 3ft3£^f is derived from the noun 3 ft3 ^  which is also given in the Samsad 
dictionary, but seems to be narrower in meaning than 3 f t w 3  . The conjunct verb change is 
always 3ft33ft
3ftl£® follows a noun or pronoun in the genitive,eg
£^!3f3 3ft3£3 3t£3l I I  will go instead o f  you.
Wt3t3l ^£3 3ts81 Open the window instead o f  the door.
3ft<ic®, as a postposition, differs semantically from the noun 3ft33ft. Whereas the noun describes 
change, ie development from one state to another, the postposition expresses substitution, 
exchanging one thing for another. I consider this semantic shift significant enough to accept 
3R<to© as a postposition,
3ft3£^ can be used without a preceding genitive. This has to be interpreted as an elliptic use, eg 
$Itft [<93*513] 3ft3£5 *ltf% ft£ 3 ftl I  bought two sarees instead [ o f one].
f t  £3C$ 3t£3l 31? Couldn't you go instead [o f me]?
33% until nominative of 33% limit, end
33% is an unusual postposition insofar as it is not a locative but a nominative form. The preceding 
noun is in the nominative. Often together with £3£3* from, it can be used either spatially, eg 
3131 £3£3* 3133% from  head to foo t (Samsad)
or temporally
$Tt'5r £3£3> <lft3R 33% from today until Sunday 
When 33% is used with verbal nouns the negative particle 3t is often, but not always, added either 
before or after the verbal noun. In these cases 33% corresponds to as long as, eg 
313W 33% as long as it doesn't stop raining (Samsad)
£33 3^313t 33% until it is finished  (Samsad)
£!ft '$Tl3l 33% until the train comes (Samsad)
33% can be used in contexts other than purely spatial or temporal. In these cases it is best 
translated as even, eg
$ltft 313 33% 3tft 1 I  am ready to even give my life. (Milne)
ftWBl 3 s® 33*t£33 33% £=ftl
They don't even have the right to express themselves. (Das)
Smith calls this use adverbial. This may be true for the English even, but syntactically 33% in the 
following sentences is the same as in the examples above, ie it is still a postposition. Smith has
postpositions
’"’t’f  <pc.fj»t i He doesn't even touch tobacco.
1t> 1% t>u> gjtcs! I They even have TV sets in villages.
-®r*T I I  didn't eat or drink anything - not even water.
Syntactically the postposition differs from its nominal homonym which is not frequently 
used. If  the noun followed another noun the preceding noun would have to be in the genitive,
eg
ifW it the end o f  the road
This alone is reason enough to accept as a postposition.
at the side of, next to locative of ’ tW side
is a spatial postposition and follows a noun or pronoun in the genitive,eg 
9il£*l by the side o f  the road
next to the window 
at grandfather's side
Like under retains its nominal character and should be included in the wordclass of
postpositions only because of its logical place alongside the other spatial postpositions (listed on p 
99). It is frequently used as a noun with or without a preceding genitive, eg 
^  <W''i I You can sit on this side.
-air *itc*r ?iifq water all around
o r  I There is no one at her side. (Das)
9t1*lt# t is a variation of but can also be used adverbially to mean side by side. It can be used
as a postposition t a  I
He came right by her and went out the door. (Smith) 
as an adverb ’ fKMtf*! The two o f  them are sitting side by side.
behind locative of back, behind
(sometimes follows a genitive and is the logical opposite of >IIVM in front of. It is
spatial in meaning,eg
behind the house 
behind the car 
1^1 $£•{ behind father
Occasionally, but not as frequently as can be used in a temporal sense, eg
’®Tt?T9 After me there are two brothers. (Milne)
Like the other spatial postpositions can be used adverbially and is then best translated as at 
the back:
'Slffr I I  will stand at the back.
i?ir5lt I Put the bottles at the back.
retains its nominal character, but has its logical place alongside the other spatial 
postpositions.
postpositions
<fWT instead of  locative of <1VM exchange, substitute
W  is very similar in use and meaning to It follows a noun or pronoun in the genitive.
There is a distinct difference in meaning between the two conjunct verbs <Ml change and
exchange, swap, but the two postpositions are virtually interchangeable. Examples are 
<w«i I The boy answered instead o f  Mariam. (Bandyopadhyay)
I Instead o f this Ram gave him nothing. (Smith)
Tjfarfa i>fST ffa  I I will give rice instead o f money. (Milne)
Milne translates this sentence with rice in return for money but I think this is wrong. In the 
following sentence <hc«i follows a nominative, but cannot be considered a postposition because 
one cannot exchange an unspecified saree for a blue one, just as it would be nonsensical in English 
to say *'She bought a blue dress instead o f a dress. ’ 
w « t  i
here must be understood as a past participle, a shortened 
Mariam changed her saree and came wearing a blue saree.
There is less reason to accept T O  as a postposition than there is with because the nominal
and postpositional meanings are often identical. However, in a sentence like the first example 
given above there is no element o f exchange, which shows that used as a postposition the noun 
has widened its meaning.
<tls’C3 outside o f  locative of outside, exterior
When used as a postposition follows a genitive noun or pronoun. It is spatial in meaning and, 
like the other spatial postpositions, can be used adverbially. Examples of used as a
postposition are:
I Outside the house is a tubewell. (Smith)
TA I He came out of the gate. (Smith)
Adverbial uses are
I He can't sleep outdoors.
^  m  1 He is always out.
can also be used to mean beyond in more than just a physical sense 
^ I t? f  <Pevi*d*i beyond my imagination (Bandyopadhyay)
^t^?f beyond reach (Samsad)
is the logical countetpart to and should therefore be included in the group of spatial 
postpositions.
except, after locative of 'Tf'r exception, omission 
Smith gives the meaning of this postposition as after. His examples are 
’5Tf7T after three months
after two years 
Begum also has an example with this meaning
■ f^^ T ^  I Meet me in two days' time(after two days).
postpositions
is also used in the sense of except,Qg
4*jcit W ^  I Any fruit can be eaten except fo r  oranges.
(Begum) and
'CSICHCW ^  I
Except fo r  Shunayani he doesn't know the rest o f  the girls. (Pather Panchali)
■^ tPf follows a noun or pronoun in the nominative. The semantic shift from except to after justifies 
its inclusion in the category of postpositions.
R^lt except, without preposition
Milne has three examples with 1%=Tt used as a postposition. Two of them have a preceding 
nominative, one has an accusative pronoun.
I  have no other friend but you.
R*It R ^ f .^  I Without religion life is naught, and
m>RIc<p *tM.I Without him there is no needfor me to go.
According to Seely this use of is outdated. In contemporary Bengali R«d is used as a 
preposition followed by the locative form o f the noun, eg
frmt '5R I Who wants to give up happiness without a reason? (Smith)
R R  S W W  I He loved Rita and her family without selfishness. (Das)
RrT rqR R 5 I He teaches the girl without payment. (Das)
R R  oR R  giving up the job  without permission (Advanced Bengali p 266)
R R  is used in the same contexts as and, of the two, is by far the more common.
against locative o f adj R ^  adverse, unfavourable
R tW  follows a noun or pronoun in the genitive. Examples are
'©RR R<K^t Rt»R t The decision went against him. (Milne)
o©RR R<K*3i I I  have a complaint against you.
R<K>j»i Perhaps (they) have plotted against him. (Smith)
The adjective Rtf51^ , from which this postposition is derived, is not frequently used and therefore 
R<h ^  should be accepted as a postposition.
R^cy about locative of R ^ l  subject
Examples are:
ooRR R ^R  'sRcsj. I Everybody is worried about you. (Begum)
'iR R  R'*iR R 5^  -fl^l There is nothing more to be said about him. (Milne)
WttlBR R tm R ^ W tR  R I We know nothing about the girl (Smith)
The only reason for considering R*i« i a postposition would be the fact that it can be translated 
with an English preposition, ie a language-external feature. If  R^tU is a postposition then ^ l t  
should also be eligible
fffgt ^ R I  I  am worried about father.
postpositions
From a language-internal point o f view there is no syntactic or semantic reason to consider R *0  
and as anything other than nouns.
in, within locative of R w  interior, inside
is the logical opposite of RIrw outside of. It is predominantly spatial in meaning, follows a 
genitive nominal and can also be used adverbially.
Postpositional uses are
^  I It is very cold in the house.
R>? What is in the jug?
Used as an adverb corresponds to inside
'5ft <k*1 1 Mother is working inside (the house).
I Come inside!
R'sc-s can be used temporally or figuratively. In both cases it is equivalent to the postposition ^ T ,  
which is more common in these contexts.
temporally PT R h  R'©c<1 f*K?t I He will come back within three months. 
figuratively ^rMR^ -trtR speaking among ourselves (Milne)
There is no semantic or syntactic reason to consider anything other than a locative noun 
fomi. Pm*ely nominal uses are
'^t?T I The inside o f  the house is very beautiful.
7 m  |
He sometimes had a heartwrenching feeling. (Bandyopadhyay)
It is included among postpositions based on reasons of symmetry only.
’ST® like postposition
’JfS, sometimes generally follows a preceding genitive, but there are exceptions to this. W  is 
one of the most versatile postpositions in Bengali with a variety of meanings, eg 
like, similar to PI R pt? ’5F5 like on that day
'5^ 5 PTR> a person tike you
a moon-like boy (Seely) 
befitting, becoming nl'Srl-a ^ 5  behaviour befitting a king (Samsad)
suiting, satisfying R R R  ^ PT?[ W  tq|<r> a man after my own heart (Milne)
as, for as before
as if W 5R  R 5 ?  'Sf® ^  PRl I
Within her breast the clock o f  time had stopped as ifforever. (Milne)
even
He didn't even have the courage to wake the master. (Smith) 
approximately, about R r  'Sf® approximately three miles
l(to  RrceflSjfcsr* WS 'em  about 150 kilos o f  wax (Seely)
*T® can follow the nominative of certain abstract nouns and is then best translated as according to: 
OilviR 'sr® according to your instructions
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*5fef 'Sp® 'SrtOT 'SRRfa '^ TtTI i
According to his advice she goes once a month. (Das)
*ttf® fac-ws. t e r s  w  i
Malika bought a saree o f  her own choice, (Begom)
He entered the courtyard and, according to habit, called,— (Pather Panchali)
according to your convenience (Advanced Bengali, p 270)
Very common is on time. Seely points out that can also be used with adjectives to
make them into adverbs, eg happily, Nslteibas well, properly. These are, o f course,
not postpositional uses.
between, among, in locative of W  middle, centi'e
follows a noun or pronoun in the genitive, can be used spatially, temporally or figuratively and 
is sometimes used as an adverb. Examples are: 
temporally *(¥61 'G between nine and ten o'clock
(Advanced Bengali p 272)
Because of these figurative uses, which are semantically removed from the noun, ¥1*11 has to be 
considered a postposition. Milne gives the following examples for an adverbial use of ’5Rsff:
¥£*0' tSfcf ^Tf^! There is water here and there.
¥£*fr 'Sj? I He gets fever occasionally.
Milne has the sentence ¥£*(T ^£¥^1 translated as You have come very early.
I understand ¥1*11 in this context to mean by now, in the meantime.
¥l£3t between, in the middle locative of middle, centi'e
Variations of ¥t£¥f are ¥t¥Nt£ST and ¥t£^ means the same as ¥£*ff and is also used in the
same way, ie it follows a genitive and can be used adverbially. O f the two, ¥£*11 is the more 
common postposition. All o f Smith's examples are spatial, but or ¥t^ll£*T can also be used 
temporally. Examples are
spatial ¥t£¥t in an ocean o f  dust
¥WT within an hour
’W it ¥£*# before evening (all Milne)
spatially ¥*1 ’Slfec'k ¥£*II within ten miles
W ?f ¥£*11 in the room (Milne)
£¥ ¥1C^ <| ¥£*(1 in that fie ld  (Smith)
figuratively ¥£*ff between you and me
’5j£*Tst '5ks0' in his mind
¥ J W 5 W t
the language used among people ofpolite society (Advanced Bengali p 230) 
<3 'sm  t ^ s j j
inequality between the leaders o f  East and West Pakistan
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in the river
in the middle o f  the room 
in the Ganges (all Smith)
temporal ^R3Wt I
In the middle o f Phalgnn our Krishnashrub started blossoming. (Begum)
^  about the middle o f  this month
RlrelvtfRt is used as an adverb meaning sometimes, eg 
tR RfR! **llW1 He comes here sometimes.
This use of  ^ 1^1 constitutes a shift from spatial to temporal meaning and justifies its place among 
postpositions,
■siftlCST through, by means o/Iocative of RftT5! medium
'KTftTCSf follows a genitive noun or pronoun, but it differes neither syntactically nor semantically 
from its root noun. In all cases it can be translated as through the medium o f  Examples are
i j i w s  t? iM  Rfa*! I People keep their spines straight through hard work. (Begum)
I The name was well known through books (Smith)
Having received the news through Saswati (Bandyopadyay)
As with I see no reason to consider "stNK^ a postposition.
with locative of ^  company
RtSf and '3Tlt5i are used in exactly the same way. Chatterji says that RttR is die East Bengal version 
of RC5f, so I am treating them together here. follows nouns and pronouns in the genitive and is 
one of the most common postpositions in Bengali. The noun it is derived from means company 
and in company with is one of its regular uses, eg 
I I  will go with you.
There is a relationship between society and language. (Advanced Bengali, p 235)
However, used as a postposition, ?P f has widened its meaning. Smith has
Is there a difference between society in Calcutta and Delhi?
I suggest that in this sentence it would be more common to use WSS instead o f *icsf, but this use of 
RtW needs to be noted. A similar example is
;?
Rtsf W H t compared to the soft colour o f  banana leaves
(Bandyopadhyay)
Another use of is in an attributive sense:
'sthsl '51^.... We wantto say emphatically (with force)
(Advanced Bengali, p 272)
<t<=iCs£> ... We can say proudly (with pride)
(Advanced Bengali, p 273)
There is no trace of company left in these semtences
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can refer to manner, eg
trM . t Eveiyone will receive you with love. (Das)
Rts? can be used in the sense of in addition to, eg
two pieces o f bread with the milk (Bandyopadhyay)
The girl had a job  in a primaiy school. Apart from  that she worked in the progressive 
women's movement. (Das)
The pronoun tR drops its genitive ending. Other pronouns, eg retain the genitive ending
in connection with . Similarly to ?ftsf can be used eiliptically without a preceding
genitive and can then be translated as also, as well, eg 
^Ttfsf'Q ’SftSfRttRtl I  will go as well.
'Q ^tMtl You can also help.
'S fb'&l I f  she is there (with us) there are no problems. (Das)
The doubled is commonly used as an adverb meaning immediately,eg
e>sb)k<p 'SftSf 1 You will have to come immediately.
But Rtsf can also be used as a postposition meaning as soon as:
^  ^  W etteg -9DT R tW  I
As soon as Dipak finishes speaking, Sita comes and stands at the door. (Smith)
Rip! RfWRR Rtsf Z]pf | As soon as the whistle sounded the ti'ain set off. (Begum)
Wb'ffR fc>c*i — As soon as you had left — (Bandyopadhyay)
in spite o f  locative of ^  presence, existence with concessive ^
follows a nominative noun or pronoun. It has concessive meaning, equivalent to the 
conjunction eg
with (postposition) <rf^  I
In spite o f  the rain I  will go to the river. 
with (conjunction) <rf% *T%?[ RtZRl I
It is raining but I  will still go to the river.
Examples with are:
frRst Tsfm  *W91Tf ^  ^  I
In spite o f  his large salary he cannot make both ends meet. (Milne)
g^fsf Rt'QRt Z?Nt I In spite ofyour going you did not meet him. (Milne)
RtRl RtRt RtStS? 1
In spite o f  this Rita sometimes becomes miserable. (Das)
W  R Z ^  W RlRR ^  ^  ^  I
Although he is afraid ofpunishment he steals father's book and reads it. (Begum)
Because of its syntactical feature o f following a nominative noun or pronoun, has to be 
considered a postposition. With verb forms the conditional participle with concessive 'Q would be 
more common than the structure with eg the first example sentence above would be 
wR ^  g^-ffTs Rt i
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about, concerning locative o f 'yP*’R^ relationship, connection, concern 
about, concerning locative of relation, connection 
These two postpositions are virtually interchangeable, so I am treating them together here. Smith 
claims that governs a preceding nominative or genitive, a preceding nominative.
Clinton Seely says about ’■rc.sh " With this postposition, the genitive case is optional on preceding 
nouns and required on preceding personal pronouns" (line 156). The same is true for ^P *k^ but I 
would amend Seely's statement slightly to say that with inanimate nouns the nominative is 
required, with animate nouns either nominative or genitive can be used, and with personal 
pronouns the case ending is genitive. Examples are: 
inanimate nouns with nominative
ifRs i
The government established a new policy regarding ethnicity. (Smith)
i
You know best about the country's situation.. (Advanced Bengali, p 266)
TKtwW I
Mary others are becoming aware o f the plight o f women. (Advanced Bengali, p 255) 
if) c<pN •h'i.l
There is no need o f argument about this matter. (Milne) 
animate nouns with either nominative or genitive
WRR RIrRR  RRt I
You have no right to speak about my parents. (Smith)
\i>|  ^ -It I
That's why I  never worry about others. (Smith)
There is a poem by him about Tagore. (Begum) 
personal pronouns with genitive
'fijRR T^SjZSS «3t What are they saying about me? (Das)
'StZR? Rt I I  don't know anything about them.
^P^R* is frequently used as an ordinary noun in contexts other than following a preceding genitive,
eg
c<nR»tl ^P^Rf l I  have nothing to do with him.
^P^fR Rt I I  don't know anything about their relationship.
' J ^ ,  as a noun, is not very often used, except in its meaning genitive, whereas as a postposition it 
is quite common. Syntactically, the fact that both these words are preceded by nominative forms 
make them different from their nominal uses, which would have to be preceded by a genitive. 
This justifies their inclusion among genuine postpositions.
RtWR in front o f  locative of front, forepart
postpositions
is the logical opposite of It follows a noun or pronoun in the genitive, can be used
adverbially and has predominantly spatial meaning. Examples are 
in front o f  the car 
<dRss *iNt"i in front o f  their house 
*Tl'Sft3t in front o f  the king
as an adverb can be used either spatially or temporally, eg 
spatially I I  will get o ff  a bit further on.
>£Rn>t I There is another shop further on.
temporally ^  'SftPf ^t'Si I There is a lot o f  work this next month.
t5T t t I t o  W  ^  (TO I He will give up his jo b  next year.
It is interesting to note in this context that there is an overlap in Bengali between adverbs and 
nouns, ie in the above sentences ?TtTO can be seen as either. This is true in varying degrees for all 
the spatial and temporal postpositions which can be used as adverbs. I will come back to this point 
later (see Conclusions).
^TlTO has its logical place among the other spatial postpositions and so, in spite of nominal uses, 
has to be considered a postposition. is used adverbially to express face to face , but can
also be a postposition, eg
I He is standing in front o f  us. (Begum)
from  infinitive of be, become
is the old sadhu bhasha equivalent of tTO5 and like it follows a nominative.The modern 
calit bhasha form '^ P® is rarely used as a postposition, but Smith has the following examples 
^p® in order to be freedfrom fear
^ERlfwt^T since time immemorial
from  where
In all these cases tTO* would be more common, but since the form exists it has to be seen as a 
postposition. It is both syntactically and semantically quite different from the verb form. Examples 
with are:
®?>P® He came outside from the house. (Pather Panchali)
^$1^1 ^ TtPS; I I  have been unwell since yesterday. (Milne)
x b w  ^ P t? r
7 have received gi'eat assistance at his hands. (Milne)
In modem Bengali R«p5 ^ §p® would be replaced by
?f® ^t!p® I Interest has been running fo r the last two years. (Milne)
The following is an example of ®P® used as a conjunction instead of :
?rtstf ®p® <?iRral ^ 5 1 Lolita is much bigger than Radha. (Begum)
as, for, via, through perfective participle of be, become
postpositions
Like TOl used as a postposition is quite distinct from the verb form. It usually follows a 
nominative but personal pronouns take the genitive. It has two different meanings. The first is 
purely spatial via through, eg
TJt^t TOI ylRu I  am going to Calcutta via Dhaka. (Begum)
P5*!^ <t>i<tl TO WlMlX having come from there to Bombay via Basra (Smith)
The second one is on behalf of, in the capacity of, fo r
R R  TOJ y«u«'W I He spoke fo r  me. (Begum)
TO I  have come as your friend  (Smith)
This sentence could be understood as Having become your friend, I  have come. In surface structure 
this could also be translated as I  have come as your friend, but with TO a perfective participle. In 
comparison with the following sentence it seems odd that TO is preceded by a nominative in one 
case and a genitive in the other.
c<i=M|R<i TOf t>HH l
You run the plantation fo r  your company. (Smith)
This makes it more likely that TO in W>i»llt4d ^ T O  is a verb form, not a postposition.
% T O  as locative of account, reckoning
R>ilc<], sometimes RfTO, follows a preceding nominative. Smith has
^TtWhft TO TO HtTO to d ®  To I a  separate room is used as a dining room.
Other examples are
TOWTO 9f f lW ^  fTOTO SfTO TOt TOP^i
All government divisions have been accepted as our legitimate leaders.
(Advanced Bengali, p 272)
R p'TO ’yfvyBf TO3 I
They accept their husbands' families as their own. (Das)
■sftTO 'S IroTO *lt 1 Manob, too, hadn't been bad as a husband. (Das)
Rc^iH fTOTO -nsr<t»ei ^feTlPTO 1% Pyp® P'TOP^?
Has anybody been able to come close to Nazrul Islam as a rebel poet? (Begum)
Though WTO, as a postposition, stays very close to its nominal root, there is a semantic shift. In 
the Bangla Academy dictionary ^  R>iU< and P3d*I fTOftP? (both nominal uses) are given, 
respectively as on this account, in this sense and on which account, at what rate, by what logic. 
The postpositional meaning is closer to in the role of, or simply, as. Syntactically, also, there is a 
change from a preceding genitive, when used as a noun, to a precding nominative as a 
postposition. iTOTO should therefore be accepted as a postposition.
postpositions
SUMMARY
In this chapter I have tried to define the word class of postpositions according to semantic and 
syntactic features. However, in the course of this research, the difference between word class and 
sentence function has become steadily more apparent. Since most words which function as 
postpositions in Bengali are nouns, verbs or adjectives and are also used, in other contexts, as 
nouns, verbs and adjectives, the categoiy postposition in Bengali should be seen as a sentence 
function rather than as a word class.
I have rejected RfTO, as postpositions because they do not show any features which
are anything other than nominal. They could be called nominal pseudo-postpositions. Other such 
pseudo-postpositions are:
because of because of at the time of
•stlCU on 'Srfy^ ttH instead o f underneath
comparative to in the grip of ’TO towards
WT as a result in between Rplfto® against
^  in the middle of about on
at the root of hkltyj with the help of by
Spatial postpositions like R'scR, ^T O , ^TtTO, R TO  are given a special status because 
they form a logical system., ie they should all either be accepted or rejected as postpositions. Some 
o f these spatial postpositions have developed a number of idiomatic uses like as in fTO ’SftTTO 
^T O  more than three months, others, like fTO, remain strictly spatial in meaning. However, 
because of their logical relationship to one another, all spatial postpositions have to be given the 
same status, ie they should all be accepted.
The work done in this chapter shows that Bengali word classes are organised in a different way 
from word classes in English. We say that yit<Jl I I  will go inside is an adverbial use of
R t o  but it could just as accurately be described as a nominal use. We finish up with an overlap of 
word classes, a blur between their boundaries. In the sentence "TO1! 'filRR TOtft
TOt .^1 I  will lie down because I  have a headache, RTO®! is seen as a conjunction. is, o f course,
a noun and there is nothing wrong in acknowledging that Bengali word classes work differently, ie 
in Bengali fewer word classes fulfil more sentence functions. This is true not only for the function 
of postposition through nouns and verbs, but also for conjunctions, eg the sentence TO *TO *Tt 
TO t Either you go or I  will go, uses verb forms in a conjunctional role.
At the beginning o f this chapter there was some ambiguity as to which case precedes which 
postposition. This can now be cleared up. The majority of postpositions combine with only one 
case.
Consistently used with the nominative are:
£TO» from, TO during, until, after, except, in spite of, about, TO from,
fTOlt? as.
postpositions
Consistently used with the genitive are (this does not include adverbial uses):
WTO before, ^T O  above, near, '®r£Hf for, fTO5 towards, Ret? underneath, ’TO5 for, ’TO 
after, ’IfTOC® instead, 9ITO beside, 1*1 TO behind, instead, <5l^ .C<f outside, tTOTOi against,
inside, ’5f® like, as, '5TO within, ’5TTOI within with, >lRl*( in front o f  
Some abstract nouns preceding *F® like remain in the nominative case, eg TOW® and are
usually written in connection with f^® as one word.
Used with a nominative (inanimates) or genitive (animates):
(jRI through, ’yPa9TOf about, TO! through, on behalf o f  
Used with a nominative (inanimates) or accusative (animates): 
fTO with, through, Rty with, about.
tro t without is used as a preposition followed by a locative case.
without can be combined with any case, depending on its position in the sentence.
This is a rough overview. It does not take into account adverbial uses or special structures like 
t>ldRc<p all around, WTOJ therefore. These uses are listed under the individual postpositions.
Attachments to this chapter:
Appendix 1 Rashida Begum: List of Postpositions 
Appendix 2 Smith, Milne, Chatterji: List of Postpositions 
Appendix 3 Postposition Chart
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CHAPTER 4
TENSE IN BENGALI AND SOME ASPECTS OF TIME ADVERBIALS
The use of Bengali tenses is a topic which is primarily dealt with in course books, grammars and 
introductions intended for learners of Bengali. In teaching a language we try to keep things clear and 
comprehensible, so as not to discourage the students; and there is sufficient overlap in tense use 
between English and Bengali to make it tempting to say 'This tense is used as in English' (Milne and 
Wenger about future tense, Milne about past continuous). This may be good enough for new learners 
of Bengali, but a closer look reveals that the future tense in Bengali, for instance, has a lot more modal 
uses than in English. In any case, the purpose of this study is not to relate Bengali to English tenses, 
though some comparisons will be made, but to look at the Bengali tense system as a whole, at the way 
Bengali tenses divide time between themselves and how they relate to one another.
Some research has been done on aspect in Bengali (Alibha Dakshi, Bengali Verb - an Aspectual 
Approach and R, Chatterji, Aspect and Aktionsart in Czech and Bengali), but veiy little non-teaching- 
related work has been done on Bengali tenses.
This chapter is not on verb morphology. Morphologically speaking, English has only two indicative 
tenses, the present and the past tense (Longman, p 159). All other tenses are periphrastic, ie they are 
formed with the help of modal and auxiliary verbs (I  will go, he has been saying etc). Similarly, in 
Bengali it may be said that the past continuous and the past perfect tense are formed with the past tense 
forms of the incomplete verb eg "TOT -  f^ iR . Quazi Din Muhammad points out that 'these 
independent finite verbal forms o f the stem should not be confused with the endings formed
from this stem' (Muhammad, p 28). The stress pattern in spoken language makes the difference 
between the two forms perfectly clear.
past perfect: yaiRcfvi | ami bo'sechilam I  sat down. and
perfective participle + RTO R«?i|sf i ami 'bose 'chilam I  iras sitting down.
Another morphological issue are the forms for present continuous and present perfect. The modern 
calit bhasa forms are for present continuous and Wfirfw. for present perfect. However,
particularly in Bangladesh, the shortened sadhu bhasa forms are also very commonly used, ie 1®ltR 
for present continuous and ^sJtR for present perfect. Verbs with consonant-vowel stem
use the full sadhu bhasa forms, eg instead of "TO?. and Rk6^ , Some examples in this
chapter, specifically those by older authors, are given in these forms.
In this chapter I propose to take a closer look at the following features of the Bengali tense system:
1. time in language - tense in time
2, Bengali tenses in use - authors and examples
tense and time adverbials
3. relationship between the tenses - cooccurrence of tenses in same or adjacent sentences
4. Bengali time adverbials - classification
5. time adverbials and the tenses they are used with
I. TIME IN LANGUAGE -  TENSE IN TIME
Time can be seen as a linear entity, which stretches from the distant past to the distant future, passing 
the present moment somewhere in the middle. Any utterance in any language is made at a particular 
time, the time o f speech (S). We can choose to talk about the future or the past but human languages 
are structured in such a way that we are bound to refer to time with almost every statement we make. 
Most languages have verbs - and every finite verb form is tense-bound. Tense, as a grammatical 
category of the verb, has the function of linking the verb meaning to a particular time, eg in I  went the 
verb content go is linked to, say, the present moment and, by using the past tense, defined as preceding 
it. This is a very crude interpretation o f an extremely complex linguistic and philosophical 
phenomenon, but it gives us a starting point. Linguistically, a very simple deictic relationship can be 
seen to exist between the time of speech (S) and the time of event (E), ie E can be either before (past), 
after (future) or simultaneous with (present) S. One look at, for instance, the English tense system 
immediately reveals that this binary system is insufficient and that a third 'time parameter' 
(Reichenbach, 1966) is needed to account for tenses like the past perfect. In the sentence I  had ju st 
finished my breakfast when my mother walked in, the event (E) I  had ju st finished my breakfast, is 
linked, not to S, but to a point of reference (R) in the past tense. This third time parameter is needed 
not only for past perfect, past continuous or future perfect (By tomorrow I  will have finished this) but 
also for past and present participles, very commonly used in, for instance, Bengali, eg TOTO TO 
I Having eaten he lay down, with R in the past tense or Rt’SrTO f<MC<il I When I  go to the
market, I  will buy mangoes, with R in the future tense.
Comrie (1985, p 35ff) makes a distinction between absolute and relative tenses which is roughly along 
the same lines, ie a relative tense "is quite strictly one which is interpreted relative to a reference point 
provided by the context", whereas an absolute tense "specifies the present moment as reference point." 
(p 58) Comrie's terminology has been questioned by more recent studies, eg by D.N.S.Bhat (1999) 
who says "We may use the terms 'deictic' and 'non-deictic' in order to differentiate between (i) tenses 
which have the utterance time as the reference point and (ii) the ones which have some other event as 
the reference point, respectively. Traditionally these are called 'absolute' and 'relative tenses' [cf 
Comrie 1985, p 36] but the difference between the two does not depend upon one of them being 
relative and the other one non-relative (absolute); both are relative to a reference point; the difference 
between the two is only that the former uses a deictic event (connected with the speech act) as the 
reference point whereas the latter uses some other event for that purpose." (Bhat, p 14) He goes on to 
show that in deictic use no overt reference needs to be made to TU, whereas in non-deictic (Klein: 
anaphoric) use a reference point has to be given in die text. An English example for this is 
He had breakfast two hours ago. (deictic)
tense and time adverbials
He had breakfast two hours before anyone else, (non-deictic)
The time of eveiyone else having breakfast is the reference point TT= topic time (Klein).
In English, the past perfect, by definition, precedes the past tense. 'The main use of the past perfect is 
to show which of two events happened first.’ (Longman English Grammar) This means that the past 
perfect is a non-deictic tense with a reference point in the past tense. The following diagram is taken 
from Hans Kamp and Christian Rohrer, Tense in Texts (1983), showing the distribution of time 
parameters in English tenses.
E = point of event, R= point of reference, S= point o f speech
past perfect 
I had seen John
simple past 
I saw John
present perfect 
I have seen John
E R R,E S E S,R
present 
I see John
S,R,E
simple future 
I will see John
S.R E
future perfect 
I will have seen John
E R
English has a very logical and strict tense system, ie time is sliced up very tidily and relationships 
between the tenses are clearly defined. Because of the neatness of this system, it is all too easy to 
assume that other languages are the same. However, in Bengali we could very easily have: 
past perfect simple past
R,E R,E S
present perfect
. . I ,1........
R,E S
This is not to imply that all three phrases have the same meaning or can be exchanged for one another, 
but the differences between them do not relate to points of reference. The past perfect and the present 
perfect in Bengali, as well as the simple past, can be used in the English past tense meaning, and in this 
sense the terms past perfect and present perfect are not really appropriate for these Bengali tenses. In 
Bhat's terminology, the Bengali present and past perfect cannot be inteipreted as non-deictic tenses. 
They can be used on their own with direct reference to the utterance time. What the above shows is 
that the way English tenses are connected to time and to one another is only one possible 
organizational system and for a language like Bengali other criteria will have to be found. I'm not 
dealing with non-finite verb forms in this chapter but from a deictic/ non-deictic point o f view the 
Bengali perfective and present participle are by definition always non-deictic.
A word on terminology. The above terms E (point of event), R (point of reference) and S (point of 
speech) are from Reichenbach (1966) and also used by Comrie (1985) and by Kamp and Rohrer 
(1983) in their essay Tense in Texts.. Wolfgang Klein (1994), whose book Time in Language has been 
one of the main influences on this chapter uses the following terms: TU (time o f utterance) = S, TT
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(topic time) =R and Tsit (time o f situation) = E, I will use these terms for the remainder of this 
chapter.
2. B e n g a l i  t e n s e s  in  u s e  - a u t h o r s  a n d  e x a m p l e s
The general consensus seems to be that there are eight tenses in Bengali: simple present ' r^tfsr *11^  
present continuous present perfect future simple past
past continuous I^fw3.<nl^ , past perfect ''sitft past habitual r«p$T5J. The simple
present and simple past are often referred to as present and past tense, respectively, but logically it 
has to be recognized that the present continuous is as much a present tense as the simple present. 
The difference between the two tenses is one of aspect, progressive vs non-progressive, which means 
that the simple present should not be seen as less marked than the present continuous. I would 
therefore suggest simple present for 'ill 1^1 simple past for and the terms present
tense and past tense to refer to either simple or progressive tense.
Milne uses the terms imperfect definite and indefinite perfect for the past continuous and the simple 
past respectively, but both these terms are debateable as to their criteria, and Milne does not explain in 
what way he sees the past continuous as more definite than the simple past.
In this section I am going to discuss tense uses, as defined by the following authors: W. L. Smith (S), 
W.S. Milne (M), Wenger (W), A.G. McLeod (McL), Brother James (BJ), W. Radice (WR). TYB (for 
Teach Yourself Bengali by William Radice) is used when sentences are taken out o f texts rather than 
given as examples for tense use. Smith's listings of tense uses are generally the most detailed, so I will 
give his definitions and then point out where other authors differ or add something more. Unattributed 
examples are mine.
i) simple present
• habitual action or general 'timeless' truth
Rloa *|f§.| We eat with our handsf S)
I Honesty is the best policy.(M)
• historical present, to make a past narrative vivid
■?Tfc3J C<r>lc«i <pt<| ^  | The woman slept that night
with her son in her arms, in the morning she wakes up and sees that the boy isn't there. (S) 
Smith has rolled two separate uses of the simple present into one here.
^  ^1? I He was born in that year, (BJ) is an example of historic present.
Smith's example shows how the use o f a present tense in a past narrative can have a dramatic effect. 
The term historic present is widely, but often not very accurately used when referring to tense 
changes from past to present tense in a narrative text. I would suggest that the term historic present is 
reserved for cases where past events are reported in the simple present, eg
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I Chitrarath was the child o f Muni. (M).
The use of a present tense (either simple or continuous) within a past narrative could be called scenic 
present - this is what the equivalent use in German is called in the Duden Grammar. It seems apposite 
to make a distinction between these two uses as one of them involves a change in tense with dramatic 
intent.
• action or state begun in the past and continuing into present
oa|*i|c<p s^rtfsr R P R  P tR  fBR I I  have known you a long time. (S)
• 'subjunctive' contexts §29.3.8
1 Why, there's no saying what might happen when. (S)
Milne adds to this that the simple present can have the force of an aorist. One example he gives is 
1% <pR? What am I  to do? (M)
Brother James calls this use 'deliberation or possibility', which I find more appropriate than the term 
'aorist' in this context. In fact, the term 'aorist' is burdened with what Trask calls 'great terminological 
confusion' (p 17) and is probably best avoided.
• quotation, eg Jesus said (BJ)
Particularly in spoken language, the simple present can also be used to express wish (Smith), intention 
or imperative, eg
t^?T Pk'srs ^^1  ^ T , PI xlt'§ RPTI His own wish was that he calm everyone, (S)
'SHtPT i£Rn> <if>f | p et us sit here fo r  a little. (M)
The following sentence is an example for modal use, where we would more likely expect a future 
tense form: RtPf ■qcmln ^RTJ R»MT?r HR?
Where would you fin d  the time to tell them beforehand? (Guha)
The simple present in Bengali, unlike in English, can also be used for present action when there is no 
particular emphasis on progressiveness: 1% 4^1? HT'Sf I What are you doing? I'm working.
ii) present continuous tense
• continuous action in present
RtHlH <M£Ga*l? What are you doing? (S)
• immediate or planned future actions or events
Tftf^ PT I Rtfq TRWf RPf Stay here. I'm going to close the door. (S)
R ift <p|cu<p Htf^l I  am flying to Kolkata tomorrow. (WR)
• continuous action begun in the past and continuing into the present
R tft RtHft. I I  have been thinking about a matter fo r  a few  days, (S)
• to lend vividness to a past narrative
R tft
I  had opened the book and sat down, but it didn't interest me at all. (S)
Brother James adds to this
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• where English uses the the present perfect continuous
PI R P R  ftR P lR  RSRt He has been studying Bengali for a long time. (BJ)
As can be seen from these examples, there are a number of uses the simple present and the present 
continuous share, but there is an aspective difference in these uses.
Pf R P R  P lR  HPs I (simple present) states the fact that he has been learning Bengali, 
whereas the present continuous stresses the continuing effort he is making.
Brother James gives a list o f stative verbs love, hope, like, choose, understand, feel etc, which are 'not 
usually used in the present continuous tense' (BJ). However, like in English, /  am hoping that she will 
come tomorrow, la m  feeling tired etc, Bengali can also bend the rules, eg 
R R t? R R  I  am enjoying the film  very much.
P R ila l R tft ’fR tR ft I I  don't understand the game.
In this last sentence, the continuous tense expresses ongoing puzzlement, ie the process of not being 
able to follow.
The 3rd person present continuous form of be, become can be used in copular sentences in a 
defining sense, eg ^  RMH Hlfs 1 This boy is my grandson. (S) This will be dealt with in
greater detail in chapter 5, section 2.5.
iii) present perfect
• an action begun in the past which affects the present
R tft Riwt, i^HtR ^P lftl I  have come here just today, (S)
• to describe a present condition
RWf I I t isn't evening yet. (S)
Smith says that the present perfect is used to lend vividness to a past narrative and gives the following 
example, which contains both past tense and present perfect
RfttUS?? HtRt^ jpit '3cicS ’SfRR HSftJ <£Rfrf SRRR I R R  ft*T R^RRR 'SRBt R tR  R R tft
H it a cigarette as I  turned the pages o f  the newspaper. Yesterday afternoon a bank 
robbery took place in Calcutta. (S)
This, surely, has nothing to do with vividness in a past narrative, but is simply the present perfect being 
used in a past tense sense. Brother James has the following example for the same use 
rsr TRttR R R R  H?f He swept my room this morning. (BJ)
Other uses of the present perfect
• where English uses am, is, are with an adjective or past participle (BJ)
TRSFf Hfi The door is closed. (BJ)
RtR The work is done. (BJ)
tense and time adverbials
This use is also very common with the 3d person form of go, which adds a sense of finality, eg 
I The rice is finished (used up).
X4X5U The children are grown up.
• for past actions where the exact time is not significant
iv) future tense 
Smith has the following:
• future action or state
-Tt, T4 f<Htd -Tt I No, he won't buy it.(S)
• propriety or ability
Sir, may Isa y  a word? (S)
■f% 4 t<{ VjclWt t4l*Uj| How can I  say which one is true and which false? (S)
• desire or intention
^  Tt 11 want to drink tea. (S)
• probability or presumption
^  Ht 1 You wouldn't know me. (S)
v|t4H I You may have heard. (M)
O f course, this will happen. (Pal, p 24)
• command or injunction
Follow him. Phone me and let me know where he goes. (S)
• in the honorific form to express a polite request
^ld 4R 4 dolCdd I I f  you see him, will you (please) tell him? (BJ)
The Bengali future tense, in fact, fulfils many of the functions that modal verbs have in English, eg 
i£T4Tj d^tdl? May I  sit down, Tt Would you like some tea, etc, which gives it a wonderful
directness compared to English, Whereas in English we are quite used to exchanges like Would you 
like a cup o f tea? - Yes, I  would love a cup o f tea, in Bengali we have just four words: Tt 4k<w? %t,
Munshi Azad, in his Japanese Bengali course fitP^tf^5 ■^ ts^ rt TU'Mt'f (1990), suggests two additional, 
periphrastic future tenses, the fu ture continuous, formed by the infinitive (more likely present 
participle) o f any verb followed by the future tense of 54ft4 stay, and the future perfect, formed by a 
perfective participle followed by the future tense of eg (the examples were given to me by the 
author)
future continuous 4dW> 4144 ^ I n k 4 4 d C d  4t 1
Don't disturb me when la m  (will be) working. 
fiiture perfect WR4 '4stfTt W f I translated as I  might have said this to him. or
Have you been to America? (WR)
<W I.
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'45tSF6t 4X41 T O  XWC4t I. [sic] I  will finish the work by today.
To accept these two forms as Bengali tenses would make for beautiful symmetry in the tense system, 
but that cannot be a serious consideration. The structure: present participle + also exists in other 
tenses, eg
X3T 4doe 41741 tie keeps on working.
m ' m  4 fW  I He used to sleep all the time.
I f  the future tense version of this structure were to be considered a tense in Bengali, then how would 
these other structures be interpreted? Azad gives two forms for the future perfect, one with the future 
o f *4144 for probability and one with the future of for definiteness. throw, in compounds 
with transitive verbs, adds to the meaning of these verbs not so much definiteness, but completion, 
thoroughness etc. ie it adds an aspectual feature. It does not constitute a tense in Bengali - the structure 
is not fully productive - there are any number o f verbs which cannot compound with w®il. The 
structure with 4144 (both with the present participle and the perfective participle) needs to be given 
more serious consideration since this does seem to be fully productive in Bengali. 4 t4 t can be used 
with stative or active, transitive or intransitive verbs, but, again, it adds an aspectual feature in all 
tenses and there is no reason to single out the future tense use of this structure.
v) simple past
• main narrative tense in storytelling (WR)
This is true particularly for written narrative - in spoken language the past perfect is also used. Smith 
gives the use of the simple past
• for the immediate future
eslu<4 ' 4 4 1 1  You people talk, I'm going to lie down. (S)
Smith says that this use is most common with T5cTt in the first person, but other verbs are just as 
frequent
I'm off!
SatSrtU 1 I'm taking your umbrella.
m>Nc4 4)^4^ fa 4  fa I I  am giving you this book (BJ)
Milne has the following sentence with a third person subject
'41% S^fCffT | translated as The fellow will fa ll into the water, presumably by Milne 
himself. Native Bengali speakers interpret this sentence as meaning that the fellow  has already fallen. 
However, I quote 'sometimes we say, especially when a person or a guest tries to leave our house
hurriedly despite request of taking a cup of tea or passing some more time with us; then you suppose
one person in hall room and other or others are in kitchen or anywhere else in the house then the 
person in hall room may inform the other by a loud voice that M um/Dad/Brother - 
Uncle/Apa/Dulabhai cole gelo.' This sounds wholly convincing to me - thank you, Arif!
Milne adds to this the use for
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• actions which have just taken place or took place very recently 
Sft tfJfoT | He has ju st gone. (M)
I I  have just finished my meal. (M)
l& tm  T O  t I  got your letter this morning. (WR)
Sentences of this kind almost invariably contain time adverbials like ju st, a little while
ago.
Both uses, for immediate future and immediate past, are particularly common in spoken language.
Smith and Milne mention the defining use of the 3rd person past tense form of ^ TTt, eg 
ftlRw I Literature is Literature. (S)
^ P T  ^f^*t | Today I  am thirty-six. (S)
I will come back to this in chapter 5.
vi) past continuous
The past continuous is the simplest and also the least used of Bengali tenses. Smith defines it as 
describing
• a continuous action taking place in the past, sometimes one taking place simultaneously with 
another
w  Tfriw  m  *jprf^wiw i
Standing silently awhile, Byomakes observed and listened to everything. (S)
m ^ 4  *iwr
I  saw him ju st as I  was coming this way. (M)
^  Wtfsf | At that time I  was sleeping. (B J)
Past continuous verb forms are very frequently accompanied by time adverbials like ft*ft -  waft when, 
Sft W S/A eoetc.
I  met him as I  was going home. (B J)
Rajshahi town that day looked like a cremation-gi'ound. (TYB p 236)
T O  -4 ^  ^  i
He was striking me, ju st then you came up. (W)
vii) past perfect
The general consensus seems to be that the past perfect is used for actions concluded before other 
actions in the past (S) or for actions in the remote past (M, W, McL)
No landlord answered any o f  the letters Apara had mailed. (S)
1%\g •Tt ’iflf'T bpftl \b||f>|cil,i| l
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I  went there but came away because I  did not meet Ram. (M)
Smith, however, also has the following example
waft t o  K®T I
Then I  thought that the plane wouldfly o ff without me.{ S)
There is no reason to think that this is an event in the distant past - it may have happened on the same 
day. Brother James has
<£1*1 11 went there yesterday,
and it is equally possible to say >]<Htei ! I  went this morning. All the sentence implies is
I  am now back. The past perfect in Bengali, just like the present perfect, can be used on its own to 
express simple past meaning. It does not have to precede another past action and it is not confined to 
the distant past.
Both Milne and Wenger recognize the possible confusion between simple past, present perfect and past 
perfect and set out to explain the differences between these tenses. Their explanations are almost 
verbatim (difficult to believe that Milne hadn't seen Wenger's grammar when he wrote his!), so I will 
just give Wenger's explanation here:
preterite (simple past), perfect (present perfect), pluperfect (past perfect)
'They may differ as measures of the distance of time; the preterite states what happened just now, or a 
little while ago; the perfect, that which happened some time ago; the pluperfect, that which happened 
long ago. They differ as to the objects to which they draw attention. The preterite directs attention not 
so much to the act or event itself, as to its attendant circumstances, such as time, place, manner, 
rapidity, recency or to that which followed next. The perfect directs attention to the fact itself, as being 
either historically true or still important The pluperfect directs attention to the statement as a mere 
fact; it is often used in the beginning o f a narrative, the subsequent verbs in which are put in the 
preterite. Or it may imply that the fact is o f an old date, or no longer of any great interest or 
importance.' (p 85) He gives the following demonstration for the sentence He came by boat.
iftftaftw | (simple past) 'This is either the latest news, or a fragment of a narrative;
or else attention is directed to the mode of conveyance, he came by boat, not by land.'
twft I (present perfect) 'Here attention is directed to the fact o f his having
come by boat, as one that admits of no doubt, or that it is still important to the hearer, or that he is still 
here.'
1wf  ^ Wlift?rrt^Cffft I (past perfect) 'This may be a simple statement o f fact standing by itself:
or, it may be simply that his having come is an old story, or no longer of any great importance; or else 
that the fact has been superseded by some other fact.' (Wenger, p 84)
Vague as these definitions sound, it may be difficult to improve on them.
Verbs of physical movement, such as go and come, are not ideal in trying to demarcate 
these tenses against one another because of their obvious 'afterstates'. 'Sflft (past perfect) has
to imply I  am now back, ‘3R implies he has left again. If we take the present perfect, simple
past and past perfect o f a verb like see it becomes much harder to define differences in meaning.
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Tsitfo (present perfect) / Wftftsf (simple past) or Ufr$tf^=Tft (past perfect) can all be
translated as I  jmv the exhibition. The exact connotations and aspectual features of these verb forms 
can only really be established in context.
viii) past habitual
The past habitual is used for
• regular or habitual actions or states in the past (S)
ftfaffewt I Once Ratna used to play the sitar. (S)
W3W1 The Aryans used to worship the sun. (B J)
CT# Trim1 i w e  1 A t that time he used to come to me daily. (W)
• hypothetical situations (S)
1w m  What answer would I  give them? (S)
fw s wrwM  I I  would have gone, but had not time. (W)
• wishes or suppositions (S)
'srteTsrtfWl ®ll<pt'®l I I f  only that cupboard were here! (S)
Longing for a cupboard?! Both these uses can be considered subjunctive.
• where English uses simple past (BJ)
^  w c s i  w ift ^  ftTO  sftwwft i
I  stayed in this building when I  was studying in this college. (BJ)
I  couldn't speak English as a child. (WR).
It is important to note that the Bengali past habitual has a much wider use than the English used to 
structure.
3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TENSES -
COOCCURRENCE OF TENSES IN SAME OR ADJACENT SENTENCES 
In English there is a strict dividing line between present and past tenses, the present perfect cannot 
cooccur with time adverbials o f the past (Comrie 1985, p 78), (yesterday I  heard (hot have heard), 
there is sequence of tense for indirect speech (he said he would (not will) come), adverbial clauses of 
purpose (I arrived early so that I  would (not will) get a good seat), after verbs expressing wish (I wish 
you would (not will) hurry up.), in conditional sentences ( What would you do i f  you lost (not lose) your 
job?) - the list goes on.
Bengali has no such restrictions, except in conditional sentences. Smith (p 99) gives the following 
example sentence which contains verb forms in present perfect, present continuous and past perfect:
Later I  heard the reason fo r  his not coming was that he had heard that the bride was beautiful
Notwithstanding the slightly illogical content of this sentence, as I pointed out earlier the third person 
form of^Sftt be, both in the present continuous and in the past tense has a special defining function.
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An isolated sentence like this does not perhaps show very much. The following passage is taken from 
Shefaly Nandy's Bengali fo r  Foreigners (p 74-5) - unfortunately, Mrs Nandy does not say who wrote 
it. I have left out the sentences which contain no verb forms, which may make the passage seem a bit 
disjointed. The text is about Rabindranath:
1. WWW? WnW I (past perfect)
3. WH ISfPlffff W W  1 (simple present)
4. 3^ 4 1 I (past habitual)
5. I (simple past)
6. # ^ 3  w r a  w i  ^ 5  ^#?rt
I (present perfect) [sic] Tagore actually died aged 80!
7. W  l^Sl f t  W «  ^  W $  WW l*flw W fft WtWl I
(simple present)
I (past habitual, future)
A rough translation, disregarding the Bengali tenses, is as follows:
1. He was born in this our Bangladesh.
2. His father's home was in an area o f Calcutta called Jorasanko,
3. Rabindranath started writing poetry at an early age.
4. The people in his family encouraged him in this.
5. Rabindranath brought Bengali poetiy to the world.
6. From the age o f thirteen until the age o f  83, until the day before his death, 
he kept on writing.
7. At the end o f  his life he called to his counhymen to warn them to prepare fo r  the horrors o f
war and fo r  the struggle to survive it.
8. He knew that this ordinary person devoted to peace would save humankind.
A sudden change from past tense to present tense in a text is usually attributed to making a past 
narrative more vivid, eg
m t #  m  ^ x t 5! i erft w t  m  ^
Kolan followed the Nepali boy quickly. Rita was lying on the bed, very weak, 
almost like a dead person. (Das, p 132)
The events are dramatic and the change to the present tense emphasizes that. Our passage about 
Tagore, on the other hand, is a factual, informative piece of writing, hardly the stuff o f dramatic 
happenings. The change from past to present tense in sentence 3 could suggest a change from 
background information to the beginning of 'the story', but is immediately countered by the use of the 
past habitual in sentence 4. This makes it difficult to see any particular importance in the present tense
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use in sentence 3. *The use of simple past here is lexically determined since -  only has simple 
present and simple past.
I suspect that the use of Bengali tenses and the way authors change from one tense to another is, quite 
simply, more arbitrary than we would like to think.
But let us look at some more examples. The questions that need to be asked at this stage are:
Which tenses can occur together?
Are there any tenses which do not occur together?
Is there any kind of predictability in Bengali tense use?
Can we establish any, if not rules, then regularities in the way tenses are used?
o) Example sentences with more than two tenses in one sentence or adjacent sentences 
o-a) simple present, past cont, simple past
T O  | <^ftf gpstH -sr |
Having said that Chorada looked at his sister-in-law with a sidelong glance. Up till now she 
had been concentrating on her knitting. Now she stopped knitting and said... (Debsen, p 139) 
This is taken from a story Elizabethan System) which consists predominantly of
dialogue and whose main narrative tense is the simple present with a few simple past forms. There is 
no apparent reason for the change between the two tenses. The past continuous in this sentence, used 
with the time adverbial describes an action which is parallel to the main action in the sentence,
which is in the simple present, 
o-b) simple past, present perfect, present cont
Wrm R w b d  tot t
As he was leaving Pabitra saw that Babu and Tuni had sat down to eat, joking with one 
another. (Kar, p 74) 
o-c) simple past, past cont, present cont
Tuni didn't say anything and looking at her it was impossible to know what she was 
thinking. (Kar, p81) 
o-d) past perfect, present cont, future
oscWi.Gi -  it} sjcsifir
Pabitra thought that having seen which way the water flowed he would drown himself about 
a month after Puja. (Kar, p 76)
The narrative tense in 'Uttorer hawa' is the simple past, but throughout the novel there are sudden 
changes to simple present or present continuous. Sometimes these represent changes from 'action' to 
'thought', sometimes from 'background' to 'foreground', at other times they seem quite arbitrary. What 
is noticeable, however, - and I suspect that this is hue for a lot o f modern Bengali fiction - is that it is 
rare for a whole paragraph to be written in just one tense, ie the almost constant change in tenses is
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part of the style of Bengali writing and serves to liven up a text. In sentence o-c) the sequence of past 
and present continuous simply sounds better than two past continuous forms so close together would 
have done. That is to say that in Bengali tense changes occur for 'beauty o f language', as one of my 
first Bengali teachers once put it!
o-e) simple past, present perfect, simple present
m  w  i f te fa  ^  i w o n  w  w?r ^  w it  i
At last, there was the exam. Rita's exam went very well. Kolan didn't go to Rita's house 
anymore. (Das, p 41)
o-f) present cont, simple present, present cont, simple past
study, 4JW1! 'SJp4!' | w'B <]Tj isjpsl
^$I<I ^  I
This room is his study where he reads and teaches with an annoyed expression on his face.
I f  it takes him a long time to put on tight boots or shoes he gets furious with them. (Tagore, 
Letters from Europe, TYB p 228)
o-g) past perfect, simple present, present cont, past perfect
One day I  was a bit late fo r  dinner and saw Mrs B rebuking Mr B because, among his 
other faults, he had taken too many potatoes with his meat. (Tagore, Letters from Europe, 
TYB p 229)
Tagore's use of tenses in this paragraph is such that it is impossible to determine an 'underlying' tense. 
There are constant changes between simple past, simple present, past habitual and the occasional past 
perfect. In the sentence before o-g) in the text Tagore uses the simple past to describe a similar event: 
*WStBl WtW T O  W  T O  'tfSpsR I
I  did not hear very well what they said and then they fe ll silent again.
Ife lt very uncomfortable between them.
In sentence o-g) he changes to the past perfect as the underlying tense with the two present tenses in 
the middle of the sentence for a more immediate effect.
I think these examples show fairly conclusively that tense changes in Bengali are used as stylistic tools 
as much as relating to temporal points of reference. In sentence o-e) Das could just as easily have used 
the simple past for the second sentence ^ ta k  ^ 1 , but, avoiding the repetition of ^ T, the
present perfect is stylistically better. Having established this 'gay abandon' (WR, p 231) of tense use in 
Bengali, in the next section I will give examples for tense combinations, most o f them taken from 
contemporary Bengali novels or stories, in order to see what patterns emerge.
i) cooccurrence with simple present
i-a) simple past, simple present
I I Fabiti'a started eating. He eats fast. (Kar, p73)
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The simple past refers to a particular incident, the simple present to a general habit,
i-b) simple past (^ k t) ,  simple present
Wk Pk'Std PI <t>k 1 His own wish was that he calm everyone. (S)
This could be considered a modal use of the simple present, following verbs of wishing. The topic time 
(TT) in this sentence is the simple past.
i-c) simple past, simple present
  I >  t ^ . , t . ■ I . .... j . i .. . » . - ,—. --—ri— .w>kk TbiaPiik <£0*1 p i
How can I  explain how good it fe lt to get your letter? (S)
In this sentence TU and TT fall together and form the reference point for the preceding verb form 
WstW
The simple past here can be substituted by verb forms in the present continuous, present perfect, past 
perfect or past continuous without significantly changing the meaning of the sentence.
Combinations of the simple present and future tense are easily found, eg
PI W i k  k tk  W ft Wtft *Tt I I  don't know what time he will be leaving tomorrow.
ii) cooccurrence with present continuous
ii-a) simple past, pres cont
■ffst WW WPf ^ PT Ikftf \ W<ft Wkf f*Rk W 4k 'Sak
Sitting next to her mother Rita understood that her( mother's) blood pressure was too high. 
Sometimes she would regain consciousness and a moment later lose it again. (Das, p 64)
The change to present continuous, where a past continuous might have been expected, serves to add 
immediacy, almost anxiety to this sentence,
ii-b) pres cont, simple past
Pf 4 lp  4pSR WH W ft ftPT 1 I  arrivedjust as he was going home, (M)
ii-c) pres cont, simple past
Wtfsf 4rsH Tfsfsi p f ifjpi I He arrived as I  was eating. (BJ)
In both these sentences we have two parallel main clauses describing simultaneous actions. An 
awkward, but more accurate translation o f ii-c) would be I  wot eating. At that time he arrived. It is 
interesting to note the affinity between present continuous and simple past in these sentences, 
particularly as there is no strong feeling of immediacy here. The second clause in both sentences 
defines TT (topic time) (past) and, through this, the present continuous loses its own tense properties.
iii) cooccurrence with present perfect
iii-a) present perfect, future
k tk  I Ramen said that he would take his sister-in-law.
(Debsen, p 147)
The time of utteance (TU) lies between the two actions, ie it can be inferred that the taking hasn't yet 
taken place.
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iii-b) past perf, present perf
R r^sl 'etRcV*) PT <K<nt$.l
I  was able to understand from Binu's letter that he had said a great deal to Tapu .(S)
In this sentence, on a time scale, the present perfect actually precedes the past perfect, which may be 
an unusual tense sequence but confirms Wenger's interpretation that 'the perfect directs attention to the 
fact itself (quoted on p 131) without consideration for the time of the event. We can see here a real 
difference in meaning between the present perfect and the simple past. If the sentence read
the act o f speaking would have taken place at a particular time, in a particular place, whereas the 
present perfect version just refers to the fact that something has been said,
iii-c) simple past OSJQTTt), present perf
The English made themselves masters o f  Bengal about 150 years ago. (M)
iii-d) simple past (^G¥t), present perf
11 came here a week ago. (M)
iii-e) simple past (^1^-,^'SHt), present perf
used in a postpositional sense, equivalent to ago. In iii-e), again, there is the sense of the present 
perfect directing 'attention to the fact itself. In this case, of course, a precise time of the event is given 
in \  two years ago but the verb form itself has an effect of finality that a simple past form
would not have.
iv) cooccurrence with future tense
iv-a past cont, future
fo'elW Vf\ *iR w  TOW ?R3f 1
She wondered how she should introduce herself to her father. ( Das, p i 13)
iv-b) past perfect, future
7 asked him the meaning o f my water dream. He wouldn't explain openly and I  wouldn’t let 
go without knowing. (Debsen, p 165)
iv-d) simple past, future
Kef i
The only person he could call his own, Niharika, went away two years ago. (Guha, p 142)
In all these sentences the main tense is the present perfect with all the past tense forms of being
He said the day before yesterday that he would set off in the morning. (TYB, p 235)
iv-c) past perfect, future (modal use)
vstffo ^ 1 3 1 4  tgfC«T?r ' T O  f W l F T I W < R  ^  *Tt I
|^<gvg-ci1<S Rv w tft  T O  W W f a  w  wt»n
Had Sakuntala any thought for who was coming or going? (TYB, p 215)
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It is clear from these examples that the future tense can function as a direct 'aftertime1 for any of the 
other tenses. For examples with the past habitual, see under viii).
The difference between sentences iv-b) and iv-c) is that in iv-b) TU is situated between the two parts 
of the sentence, ie the setting o ff  is still in the future (the same applies to iv-a)), whereas in iv-c) the 
whole discourse precedes TU and the function of the future tense here is not to point to a future event 
but to bring in a modal element.
v) cooccurrence with simple past
v-a) simple past, past cont
<rRt q>4c*w t srtws f e r  i w i  i *it ^rf?r
Father objected. The boy had already given Mother the money. And even though Mother 
supported me, she couldn’t do anything against Father’s opinion. (Das, p 88)
The past continuous verb form here emphasises an ongoing, if futile, effort on the mother's part, and 
phonaesthetically, offers a welcome relief after a series of simple past forms,
v-b) past perfect, simple past
I  had seen Dr Amal, where did he go? (S)
v-c) past cont, simple past
R>^ <jc'ic'-s ^ t f ^ r  wfa I
Tuni spoke just as Pabiti'a was about to say something. (Kar, p 73)
These two sentences are almost perfect examples for the 'traditional' definitions of the past perfect 
preceding the simple past (v-b)), and in v-c) for the past continuous describing an action parallel to that 
of the simple past, though in this case the action described by the simple past just precedes the past 
continuous, as indicated by the use of before that.
As noted under ii) there seems to be a special affinity between the simple past and the present 
continuous.
vi) cooccurence with past continuous 
Example given earlier:
iv-a) with future tense
vsMRsi, <NC4 41414 Tjzsf |
She was wondering how she should introduce herself to her father. ( Das, p i 13)
The narrative tense in 'He, nari, akash hou’ is the simple past, but with frequent changes to present or 
past continuous. In this instance, the use of the past continuous indicates an ongoing thought process.
The sentence following iv-a) in the text is entirely in the past continuous:
She thought o f various plans, but didn't like any o f them, (Das, p 113)
vi-a) past cont, simple past
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x$rM»iR 4*  ^^ 14 " 1^ 4^ ^ t t  4«lR(.<i'M,'Q'4t iSEoTt -it tf$t 1
You were talking about your friend and her husband, but they haven't come.
(Das, pi 15)
vi-b) past cont, future tense
■f^ gt 45=TTkcl4, f?f& ,4i<ft4 ‘^ S f  Ht I
It occured to Kolan that spicy, rich hotel food would not be right fo r  Rita today.
(Das, p 137)
See also examples v-a) and v-c) above. It is apparent from these examples that the past continuous is 
not as limited as it may have seemed from section 2) of this chapter. It is not just an accompaniment to 
the simple past but can stand on its own and can also be combined with other tenses, eg simple present, 
future tense, past habitual.
vii) cooccurence with past perfect
vii-a) past perfect, simple past, future tense
My throat had gone dry, I  thought I  would eat an ice-cream. (S)
vii-b) past perfect, future tense
t o  i
1 understood that he was leaving. (Bandyopadhyay)
See also examples iii-b), iv-b), iv-c) above and the two example sentences given earlier (p 9) 
v p ftt  tsfcp ^  fbfr5 ^1 I
No landlord answered any o f  the letters Apara had mailed. (S)
IvRlRyllW RF® 4l4(4a 41 t>Ri4l ~i|ll>lrt(4 l 
I  went there but came away because I  did not meet Ram. (M) 
where the past perfect combines with the simple past. In looking at these tense combinations, it always 
has to be kept in mind that all the example sentences given here are taken from written language and 
an analysis of spoken language might produce quite different results, ie the simple past in spoken 
language is used mainly for immediate past or immediate future and the past perfect is the main tense 
for narrating past events. In combination with the simple past the past continuous and past perfect 
seem to be alternatives to one another. I did not find any examples of them being used together.
viii) cooccurence with past habitual
viii-a) present continuous, past habitual
* *lfae0t 4ti
Even boys wouldn't be capable o f  what your daughter is doing. (S)
This sentence could be used almost as a pattern to show that the past habitual can actually be combined 
with all other tenses by substituting the present continuous verb form with other tenses, eg future tense, 
simple present. Possible examples are: 
viii-b) simple present, past habitual
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14 ,srf%P rsK® 4>t ^TtR 'SrH'*l4 4t I I  didn't know that yon could eat chilli. (M)
viii-c) future tense, past habitual
'a Z41*14414C41®fti4 '•Q fWS  1 I  could also give the money that he will give. (M)
viii-d) past perfect, past habitual
Z4 W  Z 4 lw  ^  W  W®M>I1
I  was so angry that I  might have killed that editor. (S)
viii-e) past habitual, simple past
34 tH 'SlR <llRs <Ml3 fs®T 4t 1
They could have bought land and it wouldn't have been impossible to make a
home there. (Kar, p 77)
viii-f) present perfect, past habitual
W44P ^  W 6  W44$ ^ rtZ^ t W 41W T  WRt® ^  I
It was very late - he should have been brought to the hospital much earlier.
(Bangla Journal 3,p 78)
Conclusions
In order to evaluate the findings (or non-findings!) of the previous sections, it has to be remembered 
that the analysed material is o f limited scope, taken only from teaching manuals and contemporaiy 
Bengali novels. Spoken language has not been taken into account.
In spite of these shortcomings, there are some results. As I said at the beginning of this chapter English 
tenses are organized in such a way that some tenses are subordinate to other tenses, eg the English past 
perfect must always have a past tense reference point, ie it is anaphorically bound to the simple past 
and cannot deictically relate to TU (time of utterance). Though it is possible in English to say I  don't 
know what he did, it is not possible to say *1 don't know what he had done. In Bengali all tenses are 
equal. This is not to say that the past perfect or the past continuous are not used with reference points 
in the past tense (their main use in English), but they can also have a direct deictic reference to TU, eg 
■s$ttR 11 saw her this morning. The difference between this sentence and the same
sentence with a simple past or a present perfect verb form is one of emphasis, not one of reference.
The consequence o f this 'equality of tenses' is that in a text the author has a choice between two, 
sometimes even three tenses, and the decision about which tense to use is often made according to 
phonaesthetic criteria, hence the almost constant tense changes in many texts. A string of simple past 
tense verb forms soon becomes veiy monotonous and the liveliness of a text
depends on the occasional present continuous, simple present or present perfect form.
Bengali tenses do, o f course, have temporal implications. Both the simple present and the present 
continuous can be used to add immediacy in a past tense discourse. The present perfect tends to state 
the fact of a past event without referring to the time of the event (eg sentence iii-b), whereas the simple 
past is much more concerned with accompanying circumstances. This is in line with Wenger's
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statement, quoted on p 131, but has been seen to be valid for verbs other than 4t'34l go and ®^Tl4l 
come with their obvious afterstates. In the examples I have studied the great majority of sentences with 
a present perfect verb form do not have a time adverbial in the sentence, whereas simple past forms are 
regularly accompanied by time adverbials. This again may be to do with written versus spoken 
language as the simple past in spoken language is not used very much to refer to past events. In 
statements about past events where the actual time of the event is not significant the present perfect is 
used.
The future tense in Bengali, apart from being used in a modal sense, can function as the 'aftertime1 for 
all other tenses, though the connection with the past habitual is somewhat tenuous and restricted to 
particular sentence structures (see under viii-c).
The past habitual has two distinct meanings in Bengali - it can either refer to habitual events in the past 
^ |R  4 4  444  '341S4 W$l41 I  used to go there all the time, or it can express a subjunctive ^IfR ^  4s41 
44'®l4 4tl I  wouldn't say that. In this second function, like the future tense, the past habitual can 
combine with all other tenses. Conditional sentences have not been dealt with in this chapter, though 
they constitute a Bengali sentence structure which does have sequence of tense. After careful 
consideration I decided that to include them would seem like a desperate attempt to find some rules 
when the findings of the previous sections are quite capable of standing on their own. In any case, 
conditional sentences ought to be dealt with in a chapter on Bengali sentence structure, not in a chapter 
on tenses.
4. BENGALI TIME ADVERBIALS - CLASSIFICATION
In this section I aim to establish a tentative classification of Bengali time adverbials, particularly in so 
far as their use is restricted to particular tenses. As far as I know, no such classification has been done 
before for Bengali. Some combinations of time adverbials and tenses are, as in English, immediately 
seen to be impossible, ie a past tense time adverbial like 4^><£14 yesterday does not combine with 
future tense forms of a verb *4's<H4 ^ iR  5^14 4C$f £44144TC41 I */ will see him yesterday; but in many 
cases the restrictions are much more difficult to establish. The term adverbial, as opposed to adverb, 
is used in a functional sense. Adverbials can be syntactically realized as lexical adverbs (^44  now), 
adverb phrases (^4  very slowly), noun phrases (X$TC445 4tt3i late at night), postpositions
CSfit'sl, 4£4 ) postpositional phrases (^Fsf 44% until today), adverbial clauses (^itR 444 '4fi4C4l when I  
come) or, and this is particularly significant for Bengali, non- finite verb phrases OgR ^4 4 t RtTf when 
you have gone to Khulna). These syntactic realizations of adverbials are adapted from Trask (p 10).
The criteria used in the classification of time adverbials are taken from Wolfgang Klein's book Time in 
Language (pp 142 - 150). He offers a complex semantic analysis of some English time adverbials, but 
they are dealt with individually and not seen in relation to one another.
Every time adverbial (TADV) can be defined in terms of deixis, ie whether or not it stands in direct 
relationship to TU (time of utterance). In Bengali, as in English, some TADVs are always deictic.
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ju st now in eg ^ItR <93.41 <4 <941411 have ju st arrived is always deictic, others, eg the days of the 
week can be either deictic <J44t£4 4*444451 4t41
I  will go to Kolkata (next) Wednesday. 
or non-deictic R% <|4qt£4 4^i I
New Market is closed on Wednesdays.
Having established that all tenses in Bengali can be used deictically, time adverbials in Bengali have a 
somewhat different function from in English. Whereas in English the tense alone gives us a possible 
reference point (TU or TT), in Bengali time adverbials can be used to establish the deictic or anaphoric 
relationship.
In English we have the contrast between ago, deictic, ie preceding TU and before, anaphoric, ie 
preceding TT. In Bengali, we have ^it£4, which can be either deictic, as in
£4 <9^4»4t 4£4£5tl He said this a little while ago. or anaphoric, as in
£4 ^141®lt£4 4£4 f4I He didn 't say anything before that.
The same is true for 4£4, which can be translated as later (deictic) or after (anaphoric).
This is fairly straightforward, but consider the following two sentences:
T$Ttf4 44>t£4 £4<( (SlwRflR I I  brought lemons THIS morning, (deictic) 
and ^ItR 444 4t'5ft£4 ’$44 £4^ 1
I  brought lemons when I  went to the market. (anaphoric), according to Klein’s criteria (see 
below). Syntactically, ’$44 gives a topic time which is removed from TU but semantically these two 
examples show that the fixing of reference points (Klein, Bhat, Comrie) and, to some extent, the 
distinction between deictic and anaphoric relata are much less relevant in Bengali than in English. In 
both the lemon sentences the time adverbials (44>l£«T and ^$44) define a point prior to the moment of 
speech, they can refer to the same moment in time and can be exchanged for one another. The second 
New Market sentence above, on the other hand, has neither a deictic nor an anaphoric point of 
reference. These are the only two categories Klein allows whereas Bhat with his distinction between 
deictic and non-deictic would be able to include this and other sentences which come roughly under 
what Smith calls ’regular or habitual actions or general truths' (p 99)
Apart from establishing tense restrictions for particular time adverbials, some aspective categories will 
be taken into account. Comrie (1976, p 16ff) gives the following aspective contrasts, with English 
examples:
• stative vs dynamic (active), ie a verb like know vs a verb like run,
• atelic vs telic, ie verbs with no in-built end point (like sing) vs verbs that assume an end point
like cooking dinner),
• punctual vs durative, eg switching the light on vs reading a book,
• imperfective vs perfective, ie viewed from inside a situation, eg was going vs viewed as a
whole, eg had gone.
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This last parameter is a straight tense distinction in English, but not likely to be quite so simple in 
Bengali, eg the simple past can be used perfectively, as in ^Tt44t <9^41$ £4«Tt4 1 We have ju st eaten,
or imperfectively, as in ^1441 £4 44£4 £44141 We were eating at that time. This use of the simple
past can perhaps explain why the past continuous is relatively rare in Bengali.
Klein distinguishes between the following functional types of time adverbials (TADVs)
i) positional temporal adverbials (yesterday, before the autopsy, at five o'clock, in the night)
ii) adverbials of frequency (often, once in a while, rarely, always, three or four times a year)
iii) adverbials of duration (briefly, fo r  a while, within one hour, during the autopsy)
iv) adverbials which can indicate the position of a situation in a series of (possible) situations
(at the beginning, eventually, at last) 
v) still, already, again (these are deemed by Klein to be unclassifiable)
In order to take a closer look at the semantic properties of Bengali TADYs, I would also like to take
the following questions into account:
a) is there a direct relationship to TU or to TT (deictic or anaphoric relata, Klein, p 66), and, if so, 
can this relationship be described as preceding, coinciding with or following TU or TT eg
today, 444Z45 tomorrow (deictic) or Wt4*f£4 after that, ^rt£4 before that 
(anaphoric) ?
b) can the before-, simultaneous- or after - relationship to either TU or TT be specified any 
further? Cf the difference between W44* 1$rtt4 a long time ago and a little while
ago is one of distance to TU.
c) is the lexical content of the TADV either left-bounded (ie has a fixed starting point) or right- 
bounded (ie has a fixed end point)? eg in Bengali Wt44£4 after that is left-bounded, wheras 
44% until now is right-bounded. Many adverbials, of course, are not bounded at all, eg 4l44l4 
again and again.
d) are there any tense restrictions?
e) are there aspectual restrictions?
Not all o f these criteria apply to every time adverbial, but the adverbials need to be looked at one by 
one in order to establish some classification. The list of time adverbials is, by necessity, selective and 
restricted and does not take into account adverbial clauses or non-finite verb phrases. What I am 
concerned with mainly is the tendency of time adverbials to associate with particular tenses according 
to their semantic properties. Bengali tenses can be seen to have primary and secondary uses. The 
simple past is used for narrating past events (primary use) and also, in spoken language, for immediate 
past and immediate future (secondary use). The simple present and present continuous in past tense 
contexts (scenic present) also constitute a secondary use of these tenses.
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5. TIME ADVERBIALS AND THE TENSES THEY ARE USED WITH
<944 now
As a positional time adverbial, cooccurent with TU, <944 can extend over a matter of 
minutes, eg
^5fl44t <944 W  4t£4t I We will eat now.
or a matter o f months, even years, eg
£4 <944 4(41 He goes to school now.
%f4 <944 '5R4?tStt% 3£4 R£4£^41 He has retired now.
This sentence shows that <944 is left- but not right-bounded, ie he will stay retired for the 
rest o f his life. Because of its direct link with TU, <944 is not used with either the past 
continuous or the past perfect. The past habitual can be used in the subjunctive mood, eg 
1$rtf4 4t4£4 <944 £Wt41 I f  I  could, I  would go now.
<944^ (<9^ jjR) ju st now
This is a positional time adverbial, left- and right-bounded, deictic and very close to TU, 
referring either to the immediate future or the immediate past. Its extension in time is much 
narrower than that of <944. In spite of its proximity to TU it is not often used with the simple 
present, but present continuous, present perfect, future tense and simple past (secondary) are 
regularly used. Examples are: 
with future tense
i9Z4 4t£4 t He will turn up at any minute. (Un Nobi, p 28) 
with present continuous
< 9 4 4 ^ 44TS5 I  am going to see him right now. 
with simple past
<944t, <944*144 4li% "341A room has just become vacant. (S)
(with past continuous)
^1414 <9^)4 £44£S> ^  t I  wish I  could see them right now. (Das, p 109)
At first glance, this seems unusual but there is, in fact, hardly any connection between 94jjR 
and the finite verb form. The sentence could also read 
^1 4 1 4 ^ 1  44^*1 0®l£*f4) < 9 ^  £*r4?$ I 
which makes it clear that <9^f4 belongs with the infinitive I44M. 944^. is therefore not used 
with past continuous or past perfect.
1$44 then
1®44 is the anaphoric equivalent to <944, ie it has the same relationship to TT that 944 has to 
TU. ^ 4 4  is rarely used with simple present verb forms, but present continuous forms can be 
found in a scenic sense within a past tense context, eg
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e } 4 ^  4ll%£4> 4 4 4  b4^)4 4 5 4 4 44TC1I
When I  entered the huge office block my heart was pounding. (S)
Other examples are:
with present (or, more likely, past) perfect
4£4 4t4£4, ^ 4 4 3  4R4l W*l «f4 34 R1 
Remember that Bangladesh wasn't yet divided then. (S) 
and in a positive sentence
^$44 9^'54&4t That's when the accident happened.
4>44 is frequently used with its correlative 444, eg 
with simple past
444 4 ^  ^4 4544 ^srtR ^ t 4 h g £ 4 1  When father died I  was away. (M)
with future tense
4jR 444 ^Tl4£4 4?441®Tl44t 45t4 £44£4t 1 When you come we will play cards.
The past habitual with T$44 can be either subjunctive, eg 
45f TEft4£5  ^4>TtR 4544 ^  1Wl4 4t 1
Even i f  I  had known this I  wouldn't have given her money then. 
or used in its past tense sense:
4HtR 4544 9 ^  4*41 'erHvsR 4t 11 didn't know that then.
4l'Srt4 today
WhBfU^  is, like 944, positional and deictic, but it is left- and right-bounded and has a 
precisely defined relationship to TU. v*ll'Sri4> has no tense restrictions.
Bhat, in his discussion on time adverbials in Kannada, holds that the Kannada equivalent to 
s^rltSfC^  ‘ivattu’ has to be seen as non-deictic as it can be used with either past or future tense 
forms. This is o f course also true in Bengali but the parameter seems to me to be one of 
directionality rather than of deixis. The meaning of ^t'4£43 stretches in both directions from 
TU, whereas both 4'®<pH yesterday and 1®Tt4lR444 tomorrow are one-directional.
44><i>M / 445 414/ 445414 yesterday, last month, last year
All o f these are positional, deictic and defined as preceding TU in a precise relationship. 
They differ according to their extension in time and are left- and right-bounded. By nature 
o f their semantic properties they do not combine with future tense verb forms. The 
following sentence with a simple present verb form may, at first, seem unusual:
4'$4£4£4l 41£4 £4544 4i4®l4Uf& 4T4£cf^ , Wf£4 41 I
Mita couldn't remember a fight like that in the last fifteen years. (Debsen, p 150) 
But the discrepancy beween the adverbial and the verb tense is explained by the split of the 
sentence into two parts. A better English translation would be 
Mita has no memory that there was ever a fight like that in the last fifteen years
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/  1$Tt4l4t 414 / 414 tomorrow, next month, next year
These are the post-TU equivalents to 4va<pl<si / 414 / 414 etc. They do not combine with 
simple past, past continuous and past perfect verb forms.
tomorrow, yesterday
(either preceding or following TU) is in contrast to ’$TI15t£45 (cooccurent with TU), 
but, like ^THr£4*, it is left- and right-bounded and in a precise relationship to TU, with its 
meaning determined by the verb tense. There are no tense restrictions.
os|t4, 44*t£4, R<bk=i, 4t£4 etc at dawn, in the morning, in the afternoon, at night etc
These nominal, positional time adverbials can be deictic, either preceding or following TU, 
depending on the verb tense, eg
445t£4 9£4fl£4t I He came this morning, or 
'G 4 4 * } £ 4 4 t £ 4 1  He will leave tomorrow morning.
They can also be non-deictic when they are used with a simple present verb form, eg 
414*14144*t£4 4l41 The children go to school in the morning.
There are no tense restrictions. The same properties apply to the days of the week, months 
etc.
in the day
Although this is a positional time adverbial which is left- and right-bounded, there is no 
obvious deictic or anaphoric relationship. The most common tense used with R w  is 
undoubtedly the simple present, eg
£4 Rw J^4tTT 1 He sleeps in the day time.
This could well be the only really acceptable tense, as for everything else £4 R trt that day, 
referring to a specific day, should be used. R £4 , on its own, is used deicticaliy in sentences 
like
RcJf 4f£4t 11 will go in the day time, 
contrasting with 4t£3f at night, to distinguish between night and day buses in Bangladesh, but 
this is a rather idiosyncratic use.
£4 44£4 at that time (£4 R r  on that day)
This is a positional time adverbial cooccuring with TT either in the future or, more 
commonly, in the past. There is no boundedness and the time span £4 44£4 refers to can 
vary, eg
within the same day
£4 44C4 4i444 9«T I Porimol arrived just then. (Kar, p 113)
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or years before or after TT
£4 44£4 £tf£*f4 4f§£4 R[4l41 /  wot abroad at the time.
£4 R r , on the other hand, though it can be positioned in the past or the future, is both left- 
and right-bounded. Examples are: 
with future tense
RRr& £4 f a t  4t£4R, £4 R r  4t£4R1 
They will go on the day they get a ticket. (Das, p 107) 
with simple past
£5[Rr 9 ^ R^Rf44 £4Rr £?44t4 t o l  I 
Where were you on the day this happened? (M) 
with past perfect
C4Rr«3 £44^l£44 W f4 4 lR R £ 4 l% 4 4 1
On that day also he visited all sorts o f people. (Bandyopadhyay, p 157)
£4 44£4 or £4 R r  are not used with the simple present but the present continuous can be 
used in a scenic sense. All other tenses are possible,
4>t4 ■®rl£4 before that
A  right-bounded positional time adverbial, 4514 ^rt£4 precedes a TT either in the future or 
the past, eg
45t4 TjR 4>4t 4 4 4 1 
Tuni spoke ju st as Pabitra w o t  about to say something. (Kar, p 73) 
'3 ’5aRt£4^Tt4£4! 4Tt4 x4l£ t^ R=^ UjRlt4l*l 4>4£41 
He will come on Friday, but he will phone before that.
Wl4 ^Tt£4 refers to a point in time (removed from TU) which has to have been defined in the 
preceding context. It can be used with all tenses, but the use of simple present and present 
continuous is restricted to scenic use in past tense contexts.
45l4»i£4 after that
4>f44£4 has the same semantic properties as ^14 45Ff£9t, except that it follows a TT and is left- 
bounded, Examples are:
£tv|£4 £4 Rm  4£4 t o  ^  #I4£41, 4T|44£4 9 ^4 4 4  £R4 ^  ^ »t£4 m  I
A t first she went to her room and cried a lot. Then at one point she got up, wiped 
her eyes and went upstairs. ( Bandyopadhyay, p 79)
45l4*t4 £4414l£4... After that we will see ... (Kar, p 113)
All tenses are possible, but, again, simple present and present continuous can only be used 
in past tense contexts.
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9 ^ ’^ ®  at this moment, £4 at that moment
These two positional time adverbials could be considered to be in contrast to one another, ie 
9 ^  ^ £ 5  cooccurrent with TU and £4 cooccurrent with (usually a past tense) TT. Both 
normally have a narrow time range. Examples are: 
tsrtR 9^. ^ £ 9  Rt I
I  can’t think about anything else at the moment. (Un Nobi, p 17)
And just at this moment this amazing thing happened'. ( Bandyopadhyay, p 77)
The use o f 9 ^  '5^® is restricted by its close proximity to TU. I found no examples with 
present perfect, past continuous or past perfect. £4 is not used with simple present and 
present continuous, except possibly in a scenic function.
9 4 ^  4£4 a bit later
This can be either deictic, as in
^TtR 944* 4£4 rBfffRSFtR R*4£4t I I  will phone a bit later. 
or anaphoric, as in
9 rR  4£4 WtR^ Pt R4£4R IA bit laterJanki sat up. (Debsen, p 43).
In both cases Tsit comes after TU or TT, but the time range is fairly narrow. 9 4 ^  4£4 can be
used in all tenses, but use with the simple present is rare.
x5f£R  ^^ sritst a long time ago
As 9<fR this is a positional deictic adverbial but with Tsit preceding TU, ie right- 
bounded, and a longer time span involved. Whereas 9 4 ^  4£4 is restricted to a matter of 
minutes after TU, ^ft£4 can refer to hours
T>f(>T WRR* ^It£4 'SjRbt'ii £4£^ I The tea went cold a long time ago. or years
%fR 45KRR* RfRi £4£^R I He died a long time ago.
^ izrr5 ^ £ 4 , like 9Rq* 4£4 can also be used with an anaphoric reference point 
Wfl Wt4t4 W R ^ ^l£4 £45l4t£  ^ £*t4 1
You will have to finish the work long before he comes.
WRR* is not used with simple present or present continuous verb forms, except 
colloquially, when ®^rt£4 is understood as early, eg
4R*t£4 WRR* ^Tt£4 11 get up very early in the morning.
9^419 ju st now
This is a positional deictic adverbial (the last one!) which refers to a moment immediately 
preceding TU, linked with 9 4 r^  ju st now which immediately follows TU. The only two 
tenses used with 9^419 are the simple past, eg
R>Rr 94^1 RlRiR 4 4 4  44ttlR 4£4 £44 9^4t^l
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A simple solution has just been foundfor a difficult puzzle. (Debsen, p 148) 
and the present perfect
Vp £a|£4> I've only just woken up.
4 4 4 4 4  always
4 4  444  (or 44£4) can be used with stative or active verbs, ie it can be either durative or 
frequentative.
£4 4 4  444  CbR 4>£4 '4l£41 He is always late. 
describes the repeated occurence of an action, whereas
4 4  44£4 £4£t*4 ^4^4  11 am always suffering from indigestion.
(Bidhubhusan Dasgupta, p 149) 
is a durative use of 4 4  444. It is not always easy to decide from the verb form alone 
whether an event is frequentative or durative. In the following sentence we have an active 
verb move, go but the sentence as a whole describes a state o f mind, not a repeated 
action:
£^4i£4 £^®£4 4444£4 £4544 94H>t Si%-^5£44 4Jt4t4
There were these constant questions and answers going on in her mind.
(Debsen, p 146)
4 4  444 is neither right nor left-bounded and naturally combines with simple present and 
present continuous verb forms. Future tense use, eg
£^t4t£44 '44144 444 4£4 4t4£4f 1 I will always remember you. 
is possible, as is a past habitual use, eg, both as a subjunctive 
fbR 4t £4£4 <5R 4 4  444 fRst 4R£<$41
I f  he hadn't got the letter he would always be worrying, and as a past tense 
£4 4 4  444  414 1 She always used to sing this song.
It is difficult to imagine contexts where 4 4  444 could be used with present perfect, simple 
past, past continuous or past perfect verb forms, and I have found no such examples.
4t£4l 4t£4t sometimes
4l£4t 4t£4l is a frequentative time adverbial, describing events that occur at fairly long 
intervals. As with 4 4  444, association with simple present and present continuous verb 
forms is natural and there is no boundedness. Examples are: 
with simple present
4t£4l 4t£3l ^ 1 4*£4 411
Sometimes he doesn't feel like returning. (Pal, p 22) 
with present continuous
4 l £ ^ t 4 t £ 4 l f b ' R C S  ^ I ^ R s r l  4 £ E5 ’® t 4 l  
Actually, she sometimes has problems recognizing her husband. (Debsen, p 146)
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The following examples, however, show that ^FtRt Xttqt is less restricted in its use than
with past habitual
er'iith*! RfaR) ^  ’sri^t i
Jayadeb used to read foreign monthly magazines now and then. (S) 
with future tense
You will come to see me sometimes, won't you? (Bandyopadhyay, p 81) 
with present perfect:
i iM  W  ^  f l W  ’W  ^ n N  I
Sometimes Rita thought that Kolan had forgiven her all her wrongdoings.
(Das, p 142)
This last (unexpected) example with a present perfect verb form leads to the question of 
whether ’SltRt can also be used with the simple past, past continuous or past perfect, eg
When I  was in Rajshahi I  sometimes went to the river bank 
The immediate impression is that the past habitual form would be more appropriate in 
this sentence. However, 1 cannot entirely rule out the other past tense forms.
never
Failing any other criteria, these will have to be classed as frequentative time adverbials with 
a frequency factor of zero. The obvious consequence of this is that they are not used with 
continuous tenses but can be used with either stative or active verbs. Examples are 
with present tense
R R  <p«H' •It I He never shows his anger. (TYB, p 228)
with simple past
i m  *it i
She had never had the experience o f a joint family. (Debsen, p 153) 
with present (or past) perfect
Tarapod had never spoken out about anything to his son. (Kar, p 118) 
with future tense
^rt? f*R i
I  will never write anything on this subject again. (Kar, 139)
The past habitual use is in subjunctive mode:
«Tt I He would never go on a rickshaw.
, iRfSf every day, daily
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A frequentative time adverbial which can be used with active or stative verbs. Where 'SftRl 
*rTRt refers to recurring events at indefinite intervals, here they are clearly defined. For 
semantic reasons there is an affinity with simple present and present continuous verb forms,
eg
Rt'Sf I Krishanphones twice every day. (Debsen p 151)
Z?I £|R>frH I He goes to the mosque every day.
Other tense uses are possible, but only when another adverbial l i k e then is added, eg
When I  was in Kolkata I  wore a saree every day. 
and the verb tense in this sentence is actually determined by the positional not by
tiSRRR, *£<lk, 4t?I etc once, twice, again and again
Like 'SftRl these are indefinite, non-deictic frequentative adverbials which nonetheless 
also have a positional quality to them. The verb tense defines the position o f occurrence(s) 
as either before or after TU but not including it. There are no tense restrictions. Examples 
are
with simple present
’C5#lt<(5 "41? ^  ^tl
But thinking about this again and again, don't regret it. (Kar, p 139)
This constant slipping is going to kill me. (Bandyopadhyay, p 116) 
with simple past
Once a tiger escapedfrom his zoo. (S) 
with future tense
cvs>M£<p | You will have to read (it) at least twice.
These time adverbials are used with punctual, but not with durative verbs,
i£T*Eb3 still, '3,*R'Q T^t not yet
These are the usual tranlations given, but is, of course, a combination of now and
the concessive particle 'Q, so a closer translation would be even now. The Samsad dictionary 
also gives till now, even in this state, even after this, notwithstanding this.
Semantically, these two adverbs are difficult to classify. Rightboundedness, up until the 
present moment, sounds like a possibility, but examples such as
Rs Will he still meet with me?
show that the time span of can extend into the future. As far as Klein's categories are 
concerned, there is a deictic element, situated prior and including TU and possibly
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extending past TU. The use o f the simple past in the following sentence strikes me as 
unusual
<i$< i '4C4 < b lb t R s i ,  <8r H '*  I
Who would have thought that a wound could still be so raw after fifteen years?
(Debsen, p 152)
particularly when it precedes this sentence which is structured exactly the same, except for 
the difference in tense.
<£)^3 <£^ 5 *ltR, R 5 |
Who would have thought that she could still get so upset? (Debsen, p 152)
The use of flyf in the first o f these two sentences could be determined by the fact that the 
incomplete verb only has simple present and simple past forms, but the sentence would 
be just as grammatical if the f^ ®T was simply dropped, 
can be used with the present continuous 
c<ict> 54l*t»i4 i
The organs keeping him alive are still more or less working. (Kar, p 140) 
the future tense (see above) and, most commonly, with the simple present, but not with 
present perfect, simple past (notwithstanding the above), past continuous and past perfect. 
The past habitual can be used in its subjunctive sense, especially in elliptic conditional 
sentences, eg
'S '©iRfvpvs sll^pesl I He would still be illiterate.
cqsRG ^  has different tense restrictions. It is very common with the present perfect 
‘ft'SR'Q R I It isn't evening yet. (S)
possible with the simple present
\q <£p?R\q TftTT *Tf I He doesn't go to school yet. 
and the future tense
'S;s)l<R *Tt I I  won’t be able to go there yet.
Use with continuous tenses is imaginable, eg
Because o f his illness he is not going to the office yet; 
and use with the simple past is rare, but I have found the following example
Can you still not stop your bickering? (Kar, p 120)
rFs^c.41 in the meantime 
Both of these are often translated as already but, semantically, they cover a time span 
reaching from a point in the past to either TU or TT, which means that they are durative, 
deictic/ anaphoric and right-bounded. They can be used with stative or active verbs and have 
a perfective aspect, eg
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^ 1 #  I
In the meantime, Basanti had finished cooking. (Kar, p 81)
t > |v f l > I C * 0 '  M > ( R c . v s a  ^ ’S  W 4 I  T > t  4 7 4 ^ 1
In the meantime, Amit's wife brought them tea. (Das, p 109)
They are not used with simple present, present continuous or future tense.
until now
Similar to and this is a durative, right-bounded time adverbial, but less
easily removed from TU, unless it is connected to other time adverbials, eg 
with simple past
<t34t w t  ^  i
I  didn’t go near him until it was time to set off. (Bandyopadhyay, p 84) or 
with future tense
slip 's  ^ 4 1 We have to stay here until he comes. 
iffff naturally combines with the present perfect, eg
*14% ^ S r  11 have been working up till now. 
and is unlikely to be used with simple present, present continuous, future tense, past 
continuous and past perfect. The past habitual can be used in a subjunctive sense, eg 
TSItfsr <£(§. 11 could have stayed until now.
^  is used with durative verbs.
fa r so long
is a durative time adverbial which can be either deictic (up until the present moment) 
or anaphoric (for a stretch of time in the past) and is right-bounded. The time span it refers 
to is relatively short, ie not likely to stretch over more than a few hours. For longer stretches 
of time the word literally fo r so many days would be used. Examples are 
with simple past
I We’ve had a good talk until now. (Dasgupta, p 154)
Have you spent so long hiding all this pain inside? (Das, p i l l )  
with past cont
Standing silently awhile, Byomakes obseiwed everything. (S) 
with past perf
<R<ift3Cc'M | Sheba had been silent so far. (Das, p 121) 
is unlikely to be used with either the simple present or the future tense, though the 
present continuous is possible, eg 
‘S W 't
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We've been going for so long. What time will we get there?
Milne has the following example with a present perfect verb form, translating 'W JFt with by 
this time. Both the example and the translation sound unusual, if not wrong, to me.
f ^ k v i  I He is dead by this time. (M)
I would have thought that in the meantime would be more common in this context.
*lNlpH, all day, all night
These are durative time adverbials which have no tense restrictions. When used with any 
tense but the simple present they have a deictic relationship to TU, ie they can only refer to 
the same, the previous or the following day, eg
I Yon didn't do anything all day. or, with the future tense 
W W  istfWr « l t ^  t He will stay up all night.
With the simple present the deictic relationship is gone.
^  )^t?l I He eats peanuts all day long.
does not refer to today, but, more likely, to every day.
The only kinds of verbs which can be used with these adverbials are either stative or atelic 
dynamic, ie it is not possible to say
1 * I  went to Khulna all day.
again
is semantically difficult to classify. It expresses the repetition o f a previous event 
(either in the past or the present) but there is no explicit deictic or anaphoric relationship. 
The only comment on the relationship between and TU is that the event to be repeated 
has to come before TU. There is a sense of left-boundedness (ie after the event that is to be 
repeated) but this is also not explicit. Klein claims that again in English is not classifiable, 
but I think that could be defined as indicating 'the position of a situation in a series of
possible situations' (Klein, p 149), similar to *3^® at the beginning, at the end etc. The 
difference between and on the one hand and on the other is that and 
have a situation-external referent, whereas (sit2) is defined by its relationship
with (sit1). This can be shown in the following graph:
L-   __  I_______________I______________ I_______________I
^  sit sit sit
sit1 sit
*IW3 sit1 -  sit2
has no tense restrictions and can be used with active or stative verbs.
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TT I^ot ^  early, late
These, and the following three time adverbials, can be described in Klein's terminology as 
"indicating the position of a situation in a series of possible situations" (Klein, p 149). 
However, both ^<M°i and contain a semantic element of expectation, which the
other adverbials don't have.
I________________I________________1 ._____ I________________I
expected time C<rR(W>
of event
There are no deictic/ anaphoric relationships and no tense restrictions. Examples are 
<t»l'Sr5l TRifcT 11 finished the work early.
<^Tf ^  'SjlTf I They eat very late.
Neither of these two adverbials are likely to be used with stative verbs.
at first
As the above, is non-deictic and has no tense restrictions, but there is an element of 
right-boundedness, ie it has to refer to an event preceding another. Examples are with simple 
past:
sNFl FT TOT ^  tfteri
At first she went to her room and cried a lot. Then at one point she got up, wiped her 
eyes and went upstairs. ( Bandyopadhyay, p 79)
W
Pobitro didn't understand at first what was being said. (Kar, p 107)
at the beginning
The difference between and the previous is that is used for events which 
have a fixed time span and presuppose following stages of the event, ie a middle and an end, 
whereas does not have the same restriction. sNFl can of course also be followed, as in 
the sentence above, by other events, but there is no implication of a fixed end point.
^3^® can be used in all tenses, but use with the present tenses is unlikely. Example with 
simple past
<© fw®T | He explained everything to you at the beginning.
The verb form in this sentence could equally be in future tense, past continuous or past 
perfect.
Past habitual use is in a subjunctive sense:
’3^3) \i>lc.<p <]<n'sN FI... /  would have told her at the beginning that...
('&i<ic*k*0 at the end, finally
An appropriate adverbial to finish with! has much the same properties as 3^^ % but can 
also refer to the end point of a period of waiting rather than an actual event, eg
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'5Rt*tFT tsfa *H«t t*H*f f e l l  He has finally paid o ff his debt.
Use with the present perfect simple, past and future tense are common, but a present 
continuous is also possible, as in
<j4t£v9' I Now Ifinally understand!
Neither 'j**’®, nor are likely to be used with stative verbs.
SUMMARY
I am fully aware that there are many more time adverbials which could have been taken account of in 
this study. If I include now, ju st now, still, why not include their equivalents with
'$*1*1 then, W  when (correlative), when (interrogative)? My choice of time adverbials represents 
the attempt to identify significant and typical semantic and syntactic features o f Bengali time 
adverbials as a whole, on the assumption that the difference between ju s t now and just
then is the same as that between and The features of HlEHl sometimes are likely to be 
valid also for £}t¥§ often and usually, with only a difference in frequency o f occurrence.
Similarly, by including a bit later and ^TlFt a long time ago the opposite combinations
are also covered.
I've had some disagreements with some Bengali friends about tense use for some time adverbials, eg 
^  until now which I was told could be used in all tenses. I agree that a context can be created 
where people will say, eg
'sm  TSrtTOU ^  Ht I (simple present)
Until the post came this morning, we haven't had any news.
where ^  actually refers to a point of time in the past tense, ie this morning. The same tendency 
to use deictic (referring to the time of speech) instead of anaphoric (removed from the time of speech) 
forms can be seen in pronouns this instead of Fnh that, adverbs here instead o f FfNftH 
there, even though these forms are semantically imprecise.
A different point is the one I made under the entry for (p 28), where the addition of other time
adverbials expands tense use and, in effect, takes over the role of determining tense. That is why I have 
tried to look at Bengali time adverbials strictly one by one in order to establish their tense restrictions.
This rather elaborate exercise in connecting time adverbials with the use o f tenses in Bengali was 
meant to take us away from the idea that there are 'no rules'. Yes, in Bengali the use of a particular 
tense is sometimes a stylistic device and yes, we find sentences with past perfect and future tense used 
together, but the tense restrictions accompanying the use of time adverbials show clearly that there is a 
system behind the 'gay abandon' (WR, p 231) of Bengali tense use. The following statements can now 
be made:
1. There is a frequent contrast between present and non-present tenses. The simple present, and 
only the simple present, can assume a tenseless quality in referring to events which are always
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true or occur regularly, eg ^  I It rains in the monsoon, FT FTfs? HfSflFl Htn 1 He
goes to the market eveiy day.
In other contexts, the simple present tense is very much tied to TU, and time adverbials which 
expressly exclude TU are not used with the simple present. These time adverbials have a varied 
range of semantic boundaries, for instance positional: 51'®<pIci yesterday, tomorrow,
then, FT at that time, after/before, just now, adverbials describing
a time span in the meantime, ^  until now, fo r  so long, or adverbials
which serve to position an event within a process, such as at first, at the beginning,
FfcH at the end.
2. There is a logical contrast between simple and continuous tenses which affects 'no-time' 
adverbials such as HNH'® Hi never, "Hi not yet, fW3 Ht never. These adverbials are 
not used with continuous tenses.
3. Both the future tense and the past habitual have a wide open field in Bengali and there are very 
few contexts where their use is restricted (see 1.). The future tense is quite simply the post-tense 
for all other tenses except in subjunctive contexts, where the past habitual is used.
A successful study of tense use in Bengali in connection with time adverbials depends above all simply 
on the accumulation of example sentences. Though assumptions can be made as to which time 
adverbials are used with which tense, the first and crucial step is to look at and list their occurrences, 
wherever we find them in written texts or spoken language. Only with a substantial body of language 
material will it be possible to describe semantic and syntactic parameters accurately. Tense use, in any 
language, is an area where language changes occur and where differences between written and spoken 
language are particularly noticeable. We have seen, for instance, that the simple past tense has 
different functions in spoken and in written language. This type of situation could also influence the 
use of time adverbials, eg the use of with simple past tense is very much a spoken language use. 
In order to do justice to these occurrences, a proper survey of spoken language needs to be done.
Appendix: Time Adverbials
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CHAPTERS
VERBS OF BEING AND HAVING IN BENGALI
Any new student of Bengali will pick up very quickly that Bengali has no verb to have, and instead of 
I  have a brother in Bengali you say ie O f me a brother exists.
This is a sufficient equivalent for new learners who will want to be able to express simple sentences 
like the above early on in their learning stages. Looking up the verb to have in the 'proper' English- 
Bengali dictionaries, ie the Samsad, Progressive and Bangla Academy dictionaries, one finds entries 
like
Ht 9ft'G’?Tt to hold in possession or control
<t>id to contain
9t1'GTft to obtain
’'sftWoTf® to experience
HSHt Ht to endure, undergo
Hi Hi H j^tHHt '^3¥f to have had it.
There is no mention in any of these entries of the so crucial incomplete verb In the Bengali- 
English parts o f these dictionaries the forms of ^Tt^r are given as the verb to be in English. Thus we 
have, from the beginning, an overlap o f the concepts of being and having in Bengali which needs to be 
tackled. The fact that the verb have does not as such exist in Bengali raises the question of how the 
concept of having is realised in Bengali or whether, indeed, such a concept exists.
Apart from the possessive meaning of have, which in Bengali is expressed through an existential 
structure, English has a variety of non-possessive uses o f have. Here are some examples with their 
Bengali equivalents. They are equivalents rather than literal translations, for instance the Bengali for I  
won't have smoking in my house is literally Smoking is forbidden in my house. What these examples 
show is the gap between supralinguistic concepts and their realisation in actual language, in English as 
much as in Bengali, and also the fact that English uses the verb have as a kind of blanket for more 
descriptive verbs (the English examples are adapted from Longman's English Grammar, p 201).
English with have j 'replaced' English verb | Bengali equivalent
Have a cup of tea! drink
I will have some more
rice. ea t/ take /
tHHI
We had a nice day. spend (time)
WCBfe.!
I was having a bath. be engaged in ijV nvi i
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English with have I ’replaced'English verb Bengali equivalent
He had an accident. happen
She has a cold. catch
You will have the letter 
tomorrow. get, receive
She has a serious illness suffer from
He has no time to talk. set aside
I won’t have smoking in 
my house. tolerate, permit
One of my objectives in this thesis is to interpret Bengali language structures from a language-internal 
rather than from a translation point o f view. To start from our semantic concept o f 'verbs of being or 
having' and fit the Bengali structures around this would make a language-internal interpretation 
impossible. I have therefore decided to start from the Bengali structures, namely the verbs ^STIt be, 
become, be, have, the so-called zero verb, and to a lesser extent the verb sfFfrt stay, remain and 
look at their different uses. This means that uses of these verbs which are semantically removed from 
the concepts of being or having, eg the use of following an infinitive to express permission, will 
also be taken into account.
T h e  a u t h o r s
There is an - albeit almost 30 year old - series on verbs of being 'The verb be and its synonyms' edited 
by John W.M. Verhaar in the Foundations of Language series which deals with the concept in many 
different languages, including Bengali. The article by Charles Ferguson on 'Being in Bengali' is 
excellent. It has had a considerable influence on my thoughts in this chapter and has been referred to 
throughout, so there seems little point in discussing it separately here.
Another article, by Julia Sabieski, published in Language, Vol 41 (1965) has the promising title 
'Equational clauses in Bengali' and aims to provide 'a full description o f equational clauses for 
Standard Colloquial Bengali1 (p 439). Sabieski distinguishes between equational (subject - 
complement) sentences which do not contain a verb form, on the one hand, and existential sentences 
(subject + complement + eg £c11<b There are many people here.) on the other.
She supplies the following table:
sentence types affnmative negative
equational
independent zero-verb •I- or *Tt
equational
dependent
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existential
independent ^ r 74^
existential
dependent 1144 414144
Sabieski does not give examples for each of these sentence types, but from the verb forms given we 
can assume that the sentences below (with their negative counterparts) are representative. There are 
different types of dependent clauses in Bengali, such as a great variety of relative clauses, clauses with 
744 so that, with that, with 7444 as i f  and so on. Not all of these elicit the features which are 
required here. Conditional sentences do have these features in that they require a verb form and in that 
is replaced by 4t44. Sabieski herself gives conditional sentences as examples elsewhere in her 
article, so I have used them here; but they are just one possibility for this type o f structure.
equational independent eg 7*1 I She is my friend.
equational dependent eg 74 4l4iR 4f4 ^  ... I f  she is tny fr ien d .
existential independent eg ^14 '34ifi> tfcsoei Wf7S> I He has one son.
existential dependent eg 7^74 "41% 4t74>... I f  he has a so n ...
If  these are her intended sentence types, then the negative form for equational dependent clauses is 
wrong. It can only be 74 4f4 ^tl4l4 4t "?4... i f  she is not my fr ie n d ... not * 74 4f? ^T4i4 <d*hR
44....
Sableski’s method of analysis is to provide two native speakers with a corpus of 25, initially defined as 
affirmative independent equational, sentences and to ask her informants to give her the corresponding 
negative independent and the affirmative and negative dependent clauses. This does not in itself sound 
too difficult and an expected pattern (this is with equational sentences only) would be:
independent affirmative (given) 
independent negative 
dependent affirmative 
dependent negative
74^tt4f44t4if4l 
74'S(i4i4 4t4if444l 
74 i N l  i f l  ^ 4...
74 'sjRid 4lqiR 4T4 4t .
She is my friend.
She is not my fi'iend.
I f  she is my fi'iend...
I f  she is not my fi'iend.
Unfortunately, Sableski's two informants contradict themselves and one another and make it 
impossible for any clear conclusions to be drawn. The main point of disagreement seems to be about 
the possible omission of in sentences like 741174 W 445 7414* 0®rt7^) I There are many people 
here.(see also the comparison o f sentences 1.6.7 and 1.7.2 below, p 172). On the basis of these 
interviews, and somewhat arbitrarily, Sabieski changes her definition o f sentences which can contain 
from equational to existential. The sentences in question are along the lines of 
^ri4t4 ^  74741 My brother has fivo daughters.
Gilo® I There are 500 pages in the book
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These are sentences where can be added and an existential/ possessive/ locative (see under 1.3.) 
interpretation is certainly more logical. The main problem with Sableski's article is her inability to 
draw any conclusions from her informants' responses due to her own lack o f knowledge of Bengali, 
which is apparent from some very elemental' mistakes like * ^  ^IM?! vrfw ^  ... for i f  she is my 
friend ... where she puts vjfi? i f  in the one position it cannot occupy. However, her categories of 
independent vs dependent and affirmative vs negative sentences are useful and can be applied further.
E. M. Bykova deals with copulative sentences in Bengali by looking at which word classes can be used 
with which copular verbs. The following verbs are seen to be able to function as copulas - the 
translations are hers
to be, to exist, to be available 
vim  to be, to remain
*f3TTl to remain, to be available
to be, to become 
*1^ 1 to fa ll
and, added to these, ’the negative link-verb 'Ht and the negative element *lf§ /  1 (p 131).
Word classes that can combine with these copulas are distributed in this way:
noun (pronoun) + ^Ttlr, Vim, J M ,  W t ,
Sanskrit participle
eg etc + vim , <m\, w t
verbal noun + vim , <mt,
form ending in -iya (e) + vim , w t
form ending in -ite (te) + vim
Even though Bykova does not give examples for these proposed structures, it appears that her 
definition of ’copula’ is not the accepted ’semantically empty formative, which (...) serves to link a 
subject NP to a predicate’ (Trask, p 64). In sentences with, for instance,
a) verbal noun <isul ^173 *rNt The book is (has been put) on the table.
b) perfective participle | He is asleep. or
c) infinitive 4jfi> ftoa v)|<pt<l I You will keep sneezing.
the verb forms clearly do not fulfil a copulative function, ie there is no equational factor in them. In 
sentence a) has an existential / locative (see under 1.3. below), in sentence b) a stative function. 
atm  in sentence c) adds an iterative aspect.
Bykova offers a good explanation about the difference between ^1$-, vim , on the one hand and 
on the other: ’If all the three verbs denote the existence of a certain feature, or o f a certain state of 
the object, specifies the development, the forming of the feature, the emergence of the state’ (p
132). She gives the following examples to show the aspective difference in the uses of and ^Q31t
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Everything is ready here. (perfective aspect) and
’sit 'gsfvlts | Bhitbon's mother was saddened. (imperfective aspect)
I agree with her interpretation but cannot follow her conclusion from this that ^ t l t  is ’the most 
common copula1. Again, this may be due to her particular undefined understanding o f the term 'copula1.
Bykova discusses the semantic differences between and vtm  when used in structurally similar 
sentences, with v im  conveying 'the shade of habitual, iterative action' (p 132). Her examples and 
translations are:
mtsrm tailed I I  have money. and
I Sometimes I  have money.
This is not immediately convincing but her point is nevertheless valid. A better example, showing the 
habitual aspect of vim, may be
W ^lc^.1 He is in Kolkata.
sj|c^ i He lives in Kolkata (but may be elsewhere at the moment).
She also points out the aspectual implications of the perfective participle with in contrast to the 
finite verb forms (present continuous, present perfect, past perfect, past continuous). The finite verb 
forms express 'action in progress' eg he sat down, whereas the combination with ie W
shows the actual state: is (in the state of) sitting down. Combinations o f perfective participle 
with v im  indicate 'habitual action or state that repeatedly occurs within a certain period of time', (p
133)
Bykova's passage on combinations with copulas offers some interesting suggestions, but also has 
some inconsistencies. Particularly baffling to me is that in discussing copulas there is no mention of 
the zero verb which I consider to be more common as a copula than ^9Trt.
T h e  s t r u c t u r e s
As mentioned earlier, I intend to use as a starting point for this chapter not the supra-linguistic concept 
of 'being', but the Bengali verbs which can be used to express this concept though their semantic 
potential can also extend further. The verbs and their possible meanings are:
1. be, be present, exist, (have)
2. zero verb be (in copulative uses)
3. be, become, happen, take place, turn out
4. vim  be, continue to be, remain, stay, keep on
If we want to apply the overlapping circles image (Venn diagram) to these structures, then we would 
have four partly-overlapping circles - the exact extent and the nature of overlap needs to be defined 
through analyzing the semantic properties o f individual sentences. The supra-linguistic concept o f 
being would be represented by a circle which overlaps with and is at the same time contained by the
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four verbal circles, ie no part of the being circle can be outside of them. A visual representation could 
look like this:
being
zero
verb
Bykova also gives the verb ^QTTt - the verbal noun form given in the dictionary is but it conjugates 
the same way as - which deserves at least a mention. The Samsad dictionary gives it as 'same as 
but this is not quite accurate. ^TTt is often used in the present perfect tense to refer to 
something or someone remaining behind, being left over, eg
There is a lot o f  rice left (over).
’Sit I Mother stayed (behind) at home.
sffad cannot be used in this sense. The closest equivalent is with but this does not have the same 
dynamic aspectual nuance. The future tense of this use would, however, be formed with slW  - I don't 
think I have ever heard ^QTrt being used in the future tense. Since WSlt does not, as far as I can tell, in 
any context express a simple state of existence (be), I am not including it in my discussion.
The same is true for fall, which Bykova postulates as a copula indicating 'a sudden, unexpected 
change in the object's state' (p 132). She gives as an example:
All about was covered with a colourless pall, (p 132)
This does not exactly suggest a 'sudden, unexpected change', but, in any case, I would not consider it a 
copulative use as there is no equational factor involved.
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1. uses of
is an incomplete verb which only has simple present O ftft, s^iTSu T®Tt ,^ ^1c^«0 and simple past 
tense forms W=T, ftyf, fttcTft) and no non-finite verb forms. All other tenses and non-finite
forms are supplied by forms of the verb ftftt stay, remain or, in specific cases, by fonns of'^S¥t' be, 
become. The present tense forms of are negated with the invariable f t t ,  Past tense negation is 
regular.
Ferguson divides the uses of into three 'syntactically and semantically distinct sets' (p 82), namely 
existential, copulative and auxiliary uses. Although this tidy distribution seems compelling in theory 
and Ferguson stays with it throughout his discussion, it becomes clear very quickly that actual 
language use in Bengali is too diverse to be made to fit into three well-defined categories. Ferguson 
ends up with sentences like
<K>1 The boy is sitting down. and
f t* ) t  '■ftCfe.l The book is lying on the table. 
in the category of copulative uses, where they just do not belong! My classification of the uses of f ttlr  
is more moderate and maybe less well-defined as a generalisation, but, I hope, accurate in the details.
1.1. 'auxiliary' use
One of the most basic uses o f ftl^- is its morphological function in the formation of Bengali 
compound tenses. In the present and past perfect tense the appropriate finite form of follows the 
perfective participle of any verb -  the initial ’f t -  a is dropped: eg + f t f t >  I  have
done, t f t * l  +  f t f t j^ ^ R  >  he had seen, Present and past continuous tenses are
formed with ft^>- following the high stem of the verb and dropping the initial f t -  a, eg ft- -I- f t ^ >  f t^ , 
you are going and 1*1*1- +  f t h s f t * )  >  1*1*1 ts><dN I  was learning.
Ferguson calls this an auxiliary use. This is not entirely undisputed. Muhammad says the forms of ftS r 
and the formation of compound tenses should be seen as separate on the grounds that there is a 
difference in stress between ami gi'yechilam and f t f t  ftCTT IV ik  ami 'giye 'chilam.
(Verbal Structure, p 28) (see also under 1.4.)
However, Ferguson validly points to the negation of present and past perfect with present tense verb 
forms and (historically both f t  and f t l .  were expressed by ft^), so the connection between forms of 
f tli-  and the formation of compound tenses remains. Negation of f t^ -  is invariably f t t ,  negation of 
present and past perfect is the present tense form with ft, ie f t  contains the verbal ft^.- as well as the 
negative element (Ferguson, p 90), though this leaves the continuous tenses' negative forms 0$ft f t ^  
f t  you are not going, f t f t  1*1*1 ft f t  /  wasn't learning) unexplained. The past continuous negative 
form is, in any case, very rare.
This morphological function of ftl>- has become lexicalized and is not productive, so it does not need 
to concern us further here.
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1.2. with definite subjects
f t^ r  is predominantly used in a variety of impersonal constructions with no or indefinite grammatical 
subjects, but it can also be used with definite subjects, including proper names and pronouns. There is 
usually a locative component in these sentences. Ferguson points out (p 84) that there is a change in 
word order [subject + locative + verb], whereas with indefinite subjects the word order is [locative -i- 
subject + verb], eg
with indefinite subject 1.2.1 tufton*} ^ f t t ^ .1
There is a book (are books) on the table. 
with definite subject 1.2.2 f t t $  l The book is on the table.
The simplest sentences with definite subjects are those consisting o f a personal pronoun and the 
appropriate form of ft^ -: f t f t  f t f t ,  ’®ft f t§ . etc. The meaning of these sentences is defined by the 
context. They can be locative, answering questions like Who is in the room?, though
the more natural answer in this context would be a simple f t f t  without a verb form. Ferguson 
mentions this and goes on (p 85): 'The sentence f t f t  f t f t  asserts something like I'm present, I  belong 
to the group, or I'm to be kept in mind? I can only add that in my experience this sentence is often used 
in a wonderfully competent and reassuring way to imply I'm here, I  will see to it, there is no reason 
fo r anyone else to worry. The negative of this states veiy much the opposite, as in
1.2.3 # 1  f t f t  1 lit: I  am not in this matter.
often used to express: I  want nothing to do with this.
Other examples for the use of f t § -  with definite subjects are
1.2.4 Tm f t i ^ ?  Is Kalicaran Das here? (Smith, p 114)
1.2.5 ^sft tftFT ftl>? How are you?
1.2.6 *!ft<i!c<t oak<il ftcci? Where were you on Saturday?
1.2.7 ftt osMfl siCtf Isn't he with you?
1.2.8 f t f t  f t  ftC ^l? *Tt, f t f t  Is he here? No, he isn't.
(all Ferguson, p 84)
1.3. existential / locative / possessive uses
This includes what we tell our students is the 'possessive' function of f t^ -  and which is best translated 
with have, eg
1.3.1. f tf ts f  f t ^ f t ^ l  I  have two brothers, (lit: my two brothers exist)
This use is closely linked with the locative function of f t^ - ;  in fact, the sentence above 
ftsffa ^  f t t ^  I could equally mean
My two brothers are here,
depending on the context o f the statement. As we have seen, the 'possessive' interpretation of f t§ r  is 
largely a concession to English thinking, whereas Bengali uses an existential concept.
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One of the questions that arises with this kind of use is whether can be used in a purely existential 
sense. At first sight this seems unlikely, as there tends to be a locative component present, eg the 
question WfaS? is unlikely to mean Do ghosts exist? but Are there ghosts here/ there? An enquiry 
after the existence o f ghosts is in Bengali more likely to be
^51%  >lfoj (or lit: Do ghosts really ’occur’?
However, a sentence like 1.3.1 'bjtVld can be seen, from a Bengali point o f view, as just
such an instance, ie a statement of existence. The locative possibility {my two brothers are here) is a 
contextual alternative which does not invalidate the original existential reading. The following 
sentences suggest that an ontological use is possible:
1.3.2 '*m  ? r w v i m urfBti
There is such a snake whose tail is thick and blunt at the end. (Smith, p 114)
1.3.3 ‘‘tM 'Q Evil and virtue exist. (Ferguson, p 83)
1.3.4 ... there is sadness, there is death
(Tagore, ^Brt no 248)
1.3.5 *Tf
There’s no pension, no gratuity, at the last place there wasn't even a provident 
fund. (Smith, p 114)
1.3.6
A strange, unequal friendship: there is liking but no responsibility, there is 
love but no promise. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 108)
The initial unease in accepting T5rt^ _ in a purely existential sense is due to a possible overlap with 
be, become, happen, occur. The semantic properties of seem to be more suitable for a purely
existential use while is more readily associated with the here and now, which can, however, be
expanded almost indefinitely to include, for instance, ^  in this life, on this earth, ^
in this world as in sentence 1.3.4. Sentences 1.3.5 and 1.3.6 undoubtedly contain a locative 
element and sentence 1.3.3 would be equally, if not more, acceptable as 9lt9f 'Q ^  I
In order to demonstrate further the overlap between existential/ possessive and locative features in the 
use o f ^ ~ ,  Ferguson has the following examples
1.3.7 d ittos d ^ lc e j l  translated as My books are at home. and
1.3.8 ^Tt^. I translated as 1 have some books at home.
Though both of these interpretations are possible, the crucial difference between the two sentences is 
that in sentence 1.3.8. there is no claim of ownership of the books. A more accurate translation would 
be There are (some) books at my home.
In connection with section 1.2. above, the two sentences can be seen as 1.3.7. containing a definite and 
1,3.8. an indefinite subject. This interpretation undermines Ferguson's rules for word order - the 
required word order for sentence 1.3.7, according to his rules would have to be ^idid dlRsi^ 
which is perfectly possible. I would therefore suggest modifying his rules to say that in sentences
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containing an indefinite subject, verb and locative element, the subject cannot precede the locative, 
whereas definite subjects can either precede or follow the locative, eg 
with definite subject, either
diftboo '©iliild or d§ d ie t 's  'oik .^l
with indefinite subject
'S T td ld d l f^ d ^ ^ W  but not * <$drt5rtddtftawfc$l 
(or ^d^t) in sentences with definite subjects can precede these subjects for emphasis, eg 
in locative sentences:
1.3.9 W l  ddWd |d*d t I
There wot (lit: lay fallen) a piece o f  ice in the bottom (of the glass).
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 101)
1.3.10 ? ^ ^ d t ^ ^ d d - d d ,
There aren't any houses and the like there, not anything at all.
(Ferguson, p 102)
Compared to the expected PF*Tkd dd-dd £d^, I d ^ td ^ l  the difference in emphasis is immediately 
obvious. In view of sentences like this and the following, the claim that 1®Tt^ r is invariably negated by 
tdt; is no longer tenable. We can say that is usually negated by td t ,  but in order to lay stress on 
the factor of absence can be negated with dt; and not only can the verb precede the subject, but dt 
can be placed before the finite verb form.
Similarly, in sentences with existential/ possessive meaning, eg
1.3.11 ■ ^ § t t t d d t ^ ^ f t ^ , d f t W l , d t ^ ^ m d t ’4WdWtd9ttl
In Chittagong she had no family, no relatives, nowhere to stay.
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 94) 
as also in sentence 1.3.10, the positioning o f the negative particle adds emphasis but also has a 
phonaesthetically pleasing effect. The sentences have an almost biblical ring to them.
1.4 uses with participles, adjectives and verbal nouns/ adjectives
is not used as a copula connecting nouns in present tense sentences. These sentences have zero 
verb, eg 1 Shushil is a lawyer.
and many equational sentences with adjectives also use the zero verb rather than eg 
didfijf I The house is small.
dkaTd 'Tj r^d I The ti'ee is beautiful, etc (see under 2.1)
but with some adjectival participles can function as a copula. Ferguson has the following:
1.4.1 WtdlffftfS I The window is open.
1.4.2 teRcci d ^ t  dMt ^ks(l The book is lying on the table, (p 88)
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The verb form dN t in this sentence, according to Ferguson, is the past passive participle having been
put (also referred to as a verbal adjective), but the dividing line between this use and the use of ^ Tt -^
following a verbal noun is not veiy clear. Ferguson gives this sentence to demonstrate verbal noun use:
1.4.3 'i'lldld dwl This book has been read by me.
He classifies this sentence under existential uses but considers the preceding example a copulative use 
with a passive participle. I cannot see a functional difference of the verb forms in these two sentences. 
Smith has the following example, classed under verbal adjectives
1.4.4 d d  W  W  WH dt 1d^ Wtdt d d W  I
jEverything a person needs to know is known to him. (Smith, p 129)
I consider Wtdt in this sentence to be a verbal noun. 'Sid Wtdt and ^ td  Wldt ddd4d are typical 
examples for verbal nouns as subjects o f sentences. The syntactical connections in the first clause are 
somewhat unclear as d d  could also be considered the subject. The contrast between adjectives and 
nouns becomes more relevant in the discussion about zero verb versus omission of 'i®rt^ r (see below, 
section 2.) but in this case the distinction is less important. Other examples for the use of with 
verbal noun forms are
1.4.5 ^TbTtd Id  d51*!! dd t I  have told him that. (Ferguson, p 86)
1.4.6 ^Ttdld t\sNcd» Wtdt ^ Tl^.1 You are well known to me.
(Ferguson,p 86)
1.4.7 1%'S ^Ttdfcdd 'St I-I I dt I But we didn't know that. ( Smith, p 45)
In all of these verbal forms, be they nouns or adjectives, there is a passive or at least a stative, as well 
as a perfective, element. In the following sentences, on the other hand, the genitive verbal noun forms 
qualify the sentence subjects and are directed towards future action.
1.4.8 'STf'ddtd W d d  dfs? dddfd ^Tt^fd?
Do you have a lot o f work to do today? (Ferguson, p 85)
1.4.9 ^ 'I d t^ ^ t td td ^ d ^ t^ r td d d td ^ i t^ ?
I  have something to say to you. (Ferguson, p 85)
1.4.10 fd ^ td 5 ^dld fd>|( dnitd
Is there anything we can do? There is nothing we can do.
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 94)
In sentences 1.4.8 and 1.4.9 the genitive verbal noun form ending in -did is used. This is sometimes 
referred to as the future verbal noun (McLeod, p 63) and though it is no longer very commonly used 
(viz sentence 1.4.10, where the regular verbal noun form is used) its semantic implication of purpose 
and forward direction is very visible here.
The present and past tense forms of can be used, following the perfective participle of particular 
verbs to express the stative aspect of these verbs, eg
1.4.11 dc.d fewildl I  was sitting down. (stative) compared to
1.4.12 ^Ttld dCdf^Ttd I I  sat down. This involves a change of state.
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This use is mentioned by Mukherji, who sees it as restricted to intransitive verbs (chapter 14, p 7), 
Smith as restricted to stative verbs, Ferguson to verbs of bodily motion. He lists: ^Rsj. is
standing, is asleep, is awake, ’JJtd is lying down, *1^5 is lying fallen,
tdCb is alive, WtfdCd and t5Ed ^ k ^  is staring.
Ferguson says about 'tFtd x$Tt^ is staring 'This [...] is a good illustration of the semantic limitations of 
the class of verbs which are used in this construction: tR d  occurs in the meaning stare but in its 
common meaning want it does not occur in this use', (p 88)
Both Milne and Muhammad also accept active/ transitive verbs for this structure, eg
1.4.13 'Sidr dd ~ qraftdflfli
Be patient - Why that's just what I'm doing! (Milne, p 191)
1.4.14 WtldrtkdWTldl late. but
1.4.15 r«kd I I  stayed after the meal. (Muhammad, p 29)
This use of with active verbs is perhaps not very common but it can express a stative aspect 
which would not be present in the continuous verb forms. It can also have illocutionary force, eg
1.4.16 dd'Sf d*d I though semantically the same as
1.4.16 a) dFSr d^df^l I  am working.
can be used expressly to imply Go away! I'm busy! I see no reason not to accept these uses.
In direct contradiction to Ferguson's statement about £Hd Milne has
1.4.17 t<i><i<n olfeid
But I  merely live in a state o f expectation. (Milne, p 191)
Judging by his translation (not always very reliable) Milne considers this to be the transitive verb want 
even though there is no object in the sentence. A clearer example would be:
1.4.18 ddt ratd dsrff^ .1
I  merely live in expectation o f God's grace.
As mentioned above, most subject - complement constructions involving adjectives do not contain a 
verb form in the simple present, Ferguson, interestingly, points out that both 'sN  good  and 1§d» 
correct can be used with '©ilts*. to convey a meaning which is different from the zero verb copulative 
use, ie
1.4.19 with Cd 'sM He is well (in good health).
1.4.20 with zero copula '©FT I He is good (in character).
1.4.21 with . 'Stf^d5 '©tksU That's all right.
1.4.22 with zero copula That's correct.
Ferguson says 'Apparently no other non-participial adjectives are used with '©tk '^ (p 89). This is not 
quite true as there are a number of adjectival subject - complement structures where can, but does 
not have to, be added. Bykova gives
1.4.23 t>lt *13 ^rk^I Everything is ready for tea here. (Bykova, p 132)
The following examples (and translations) are from Sabieski, p 441:
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1.4.24 ''STl^ f 1^*^ 1 | It's cold today.
1.4.25 C^rt^) I It's cold today.
1.4.26 WW voil<i‘*b<p I It is necessary to know the meaning o f it.
1.4.27 'S'?! £4f*l 1 The gist o f what he says is important.
A more accurate translation of this last sentence may be He has a lot that's worth saying.
Comparable to these, and probably more common, are (my examples):
1.4.28 ^R  ^ 4  <b'3 (^ksH ) 1 He is very busy.
1.4.29 'sit ^  C®lK$) I Mother is satisfied now.
1.4.30 ^  (ftfUz) I The children are happy.
1.4.31 C ^ N R  4l'Sfi t>i>R ( ^ l c 22. )  I Your breakfast is ready.
Mukherji (chapter XIII, p 7) points to a difference in meaning between
1.4.28 The door is shut, and
1.4.29 W&t ^  The door is shut (not open).
Though there may be a difference in stress between these two, neither they nor Sableski's sentences 
are comparable to the above examples with and Rxt5, where the combinations with or without ^Tl^. 
have completely different meanings.
1.5 following an infinitive
"'ETR- can follow the infinitive of another verb to denote ’that it is permitted by law, religion or custom 
to do the act expressed by the main verb' (Milne), eg
1.5.1 R*jp*fc^R*Rl R ^  R*$ Rsrct R ^ ^ R r e ^ f t ^ l
Widow marriage is forbidden to Hindus but permitted to Christians.
1.5.2 R ^t
It is not proper to begin a journey without provisions. (Milne, p 190)
1.5.3 -tt t You must not say no. (Milne, p 216)
Smith has
1.5.4 R> TZIXSS is it permitted to go there?
1.5.5 WfiRCSt OKWT4 Rsf t Unmarried girls shouldn 7 eat eggs.
(Smith, p 148)
(Where does he get these example sentences from?!) Milne's use of the nominative R*f^t (1.5.1.) is 
questionable. In ail other examples the logical subject, where it isn't omitted, is in the genitive which 
has to be the correct form in an impersonal construction like this.
1.6 with modal and other abstract nouns
is used in sentences 'in which the subject noun has some kind of modal force' (Ferguson, p 86), eg
1.6.1 We need him.
1.6.2 \6jltbjj Hq fs fond  o f  studying.
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1.6.3
He has no respect for religion, (all Ferguson, p 86)
1.6.4 <j>4k I
Sufcumar's father was supposed to retire. (Smith, p 127)
In fact, can be used with any number of abstract nouns, with or without modal force. The logical 
subject of the sentence is in the genitive. Most o f the following examples could also be classified under 
the existential use o f 1®TR-, ie ^srl4t4 I  have doubts, is syntactically the same as ^141?!
5ife<poi ^rt^ l I  have a bicycle, but I think that because of their semantic homogeneity these uses with 
abstract nouns should be in a class of their own. Examples are:
1.6.5 'Q
There is a big difference between what he says and what he does. (Ferguson, p 85)
1.6.6 Ml4l4 'Eit4i4 xsrt%iT4t^ t 'Slltfeff I  have a complaint against you. (Smith, p 85)
1.6.7
There are a lot o f  similarities between being a good teacher and being a goodfather.
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 90)
1.6.8
The bad times spent have a huge significance in one’s life. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 92)
1.6.9
There is a reason to get angry. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 93)
1.6.10 I  should like to understand. (Bykova, p 102)
1.6.11  1
There was no way to understand it. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 114)
1.6.12 chsU No problem/ (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 93)
Other abstract nouns which can be used in similar structures are:
41^4 courage, fear, right, 444 time, WSTR habit, ’JjpiR chance, opportunity, <T‘i'4ltl
system, 444 news, 4 1 responsibility, 'SCKHj purpose, difference, ^ iR e l  problem,
strength, '4*4^ 1 power, influence, *fl4l limit, objection, 4'®<ml possibility, f444 rule, system,
<b<l^ i arrangement etc. The list is open-ended.
1.7 omission o f  ^ ETiSf-
It is difficult to pin down rules for the possible omission of ^ElR-, which, in any case, is restricted to 
affirmative present tense sentences. Looking at the above sentences with modal and other abstract 
nouns can be omitted in 1.6.1. I^c<r> '*ll4l£H4 I We need him, 1.6.4. if  transposed into the 
present tense 1®t4 flf8l4t4 4Rt I He is supposed to retire, 1.6.6. C4>l4ld 1Ert4t4 ^Rsc<il t^ | I
have a complaint against you. Similarly, sentences can be constructed with other abstract nouns, eg 
4>|<t ^ElRrR 1 He may come, ^tCt4 4C4T W 445 41444 I There is a big difference between them,
<H't>lc|T<i «TC»b 'E) 1414 1 I  am responsible fo r the children, etc. The sentence order in
1.7.1a) tf5gft4t4 4ff‘4t4SjpTf4 4K4^4f44 ^341 44444 4f4F?I I
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Moni needs to become acquainted with dangerous things.
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 105) is unusual.
From the more normal version
1.7.1b) 4ft4t4‘3p4l4 4k1#  4f44 4f444 ^«4t 444441
it is clear that this is a sentence of the type discussed in 1.6, with >^405. omitted after 44444 need. 
Sentences like 1.6.7 to 1.6.9, on the other hand, sound wrong without Presumably the presence of 
the definite determiners <445 and effects the need for a sentence-final verb form. If  we compare
1.6.7 ^44 R44> 'S fRst W t 4  4 t^ < 4 4 ^ 4 4 ^ R 4  4 ^ l
There are a lot o f  similarities between being a good teacher and being a good
father. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 90) with
1.7.2 ^ t 4 R 4 k 4 TE rm R rR & ^ 4 k 4 4 rF ^ ^ i4 ^ i
You look a lot like my younger sister. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 100) 
we see that the difference between the two sentences is the presence of the definite determiner <44n>l' in
1.6.7 and its absence in 1.7.2. However, in looking at examples of this type we have to be aware of a 
certain amount o f arbitrariness and the author's individual preferences as determining factors. x$lW can 
undoubtedly be added in sentence 1.7.2, though I am less sure about its omission in 1.6.7. The deciding 
criterion in this seems to be the native speakers' intuition, which is, as Sableski's analysis shows, not a 
reliable basis for postulating grammatical rules.
The situation is different for existential/ possessive/ locative structures. Ferguson holds that can 
be omitted in locative sentences with definite subjects only, eg <Rbf tuRtcia ^ tC 4 1 The book is on the 
table, I4£44f 4lFR$l The girls are at home etc. The same goes for existential/ possessive structures, 
ie can be dropped only when a definite subject is given, eg ^I4t4 14C41 I  have two daughters,
but in ^Il4l4 t4C4 'ETftSU /  have a daughter, cannot be omitted.
More research ought to be done in this area on a much more substantial body of material and with a 
greater number of native speaker informants, but judging from my own experience and articles like 
Julia Sableski's it seems unlikely that definitive rules can be found, Milne has a wonderfully telling 
statement, made in a different context: 'It may be noted here that Bengali grammarians [my italics] 
usually pay more attention to the logical meaning than to the form of the words', (p 299) There is 
nothing wrong with putting logic above grammar, but it would be a sorry state of affairs for learners 
and scholars alike if grammarians did not pay attention to the 'form of the words'!
2. u ses o f  th e  zero -v erb
Why talk about a zero verb? Bykova makes no mention of it in her discussion on copulative sentences. 
Smith says 'In equational sentences no verb is usually employed. It is also usually omitted in sentences 
containing a locative adverb' (p 99). Brother James puts the same concept into slightly different words: 
'The verb to be is often omitted where it is understood (present tense) - unless there is only the subject 
and predicate or when to bo is emphasized' (p 19) Similarly MacLeod: 'In Bengali, when the copula is
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in the present tense, it is omitted' (p 24) And, finally, my own inadequate statement in Essential 
Everyday Bengali: 'In the present tense the verb can be omitted because it is understood' (p 26).
The reason for postulating a zero verb as a grammatical element in Bengali is precisely that it does not 
represent an omission of anything. Ferguson puts the case very succintly to distinguish the zero verb 
from an omission of :
1) no verb can be supplied to replace it in the normal verb position without a change in basic meaning,
2) it is negated by the negative copula 4-, and
3) it is invariably present tense or tenseless in meaning, (p 93)
The distinction between sentences with a zero verb and sentences where has been omitted is 
crucial for the understanding o f these structures, ie the zero verb represents a positive presence in 
present tense and tenseless sentences, not an absence or omission of anything. Negation of the zero 
verb is provided by the forms of the incomplete copula 4- (the Samsad dictionary gives only the sadhu 
bhasa form 4^t) which has only present tense forms (4^, 4 3 ,4 4 ,4 4 )  and no non-finite verb forms. In 
colloquial speech the invariable 4t is often used instead of the 4- forms. Ferguson says on the use of 
the two forms: 'The only observation which seems certain is that the use of 4t is less frequent than that 
o f 4-, which seems to be the unmarked or 'normal' negative copula' (p 97). Brother James does not 
share this view: 'Although 4- is used in writing at times, the second form is always used in colloquial 
Bengali' (p 21). This divergence of opinions may be due to a difference in usage between West Bengal 
and Bangladesh. Ferguson refers to a conditional participle 4 ^ f  otherwise, i f  not, which is used as an 
alternative to, but perhaps not as common as, 4 t ^ f .  In tenses other than the simple present, in 
conditional sentences and for all other non-finite uses, forms of  ^ 84t and, for the simple past, the past 
tense forms of are used, (see also under 5.)
2.1 copulative uses (equational)
The zero verb has a number o f copulative uses, ie in subject - complement structures which have the 
following range (all examples from Ferguson)
noun-noun 2.1.1 ■Wl+fo C<MlR 1 The man is a clerk.
noun - adjective 2.1.2 The man is rich.
2.1.3 He is Bengali.
2.1.4 sfR&t tR ei The tree is small.
pronoun - noun 2.1.5 <341 ^ lM 4 WTC41 These are my daughters.
2.1.6 ^14414*1^41 There are ten o f us.
'definition' 2.1.7 A tree is a h'ee.
'equation' 2.1.8 <)44i4l Today is Wednesday.
All of these sentences are simple one-to-one equations. The distribution of definite/ indefinite subjects 
and complements in the following diagram shows only a logical rather than a grammatical distinction. 
A definite statement about an indefinite subject (*A tree is my f a v o u r i t e fsffll) is illogical 
and therefore grammatically unacceptable. All other combinations are possible.
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subject complement
definite definite >34t ^Tl4f414141 These are my daughters.
definite indefinite c iR fc  1 The man is rich.
indefinite indefinite Trees are beautiful.
indefinite definite —
This is comparable to the position of definite and indefinite subjects in locative sentences (see 
sentences 1.3,7 and 1.3.8, p 9).
Sentences of this type can be extended by adverbs, adverbial or postpositional phrases, eg 
noun-noun 2.1.9 ^  W 4 4  W  W 1  W t4t41
The old man has been our guard for many years. 
noun - adjective 2.1.10 1
The city o f Kolkata is dangerous for girls. (Smith, p 47)
2.1.11 ^ 4 tt4 4 tE E 4 4 4 < ? sg F ^ t4 l
Rather death than dishonour. (Milne, p 340) 
pronoun-noun 2.1.12 ^TlR '3 *1^1
He and I  are deadly enemies. (Milne, p 342)
pronoun -
adjective 2.1.13 ^  «qt4>4k4 ’fct | This is completely rotten.
(Brother James, p 144)
2.1,14 ^ ^ 4  4 R41
This is very difficult fo r me. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 124) 
’definition1 2.1.15 4^tt% 46rt*1 44CK4 4®
The banian tree is the biggest tree in this country.
(Brother James, p 123)
2.1.16 ^ f e ^ 4 C 4 X 4 R 4 R t W l 4 ^ l
Elephants are the largest o f all land animals. (Milne, p 112) 
’equation’ 2.1.17 4tS4t 4>Tt4i4 44Cbt4 4 5  I
Singing is my greatest pleasure. (Brother James, p 11)
The zero copula is used in interrogatives with question words (my examples) like
2.1.18 4 ^ R ?  What is this?
2.1.19 Who is this?
2.1. 2 0  T S f f l ?  4 1 4  R ?  What is your name?
2.1.21 65(4t4 444  4^5? How old are you?
2.1.22 4l4 44J? How much (whatprice) is it?
In looking at these sentences - not mentioned by Ferguson- it becomes a bit clearer how Sableski's 
informants could have ended up with such contradictory statements. 6$l4t4 4 4 4  4 ^ ?  How old are 
you? is an example for zero verb, but sentences like osN k 4t £444? How is your mother?, or '661414
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9ttf^ Where is your car? which syntactically look very similar are, in fact, examples for
omission of A possible way to establish the difference between these two types of sentences is to 
put them in the negative, where omission of ^ (1^. would yield whereas zero verb sentences would 
take a form of the negative copula *f-. But this can only be done with statements, not with questions 
such as the above.
There is, however, a semantic consideration. The question word how has two distinctive uses. It 
is often added at the end of a sentence to express not a question but a suggestion, eg ^  1*141
How about going together? This looks like a zero verb use, but is, in fact, more likely to be an 
elliptical use with W t ,  ie IflCTr W t  W
In ffstsrfa *i1 How is your mother?, on the other hand, the expected answer is well or a
variation thereof and as we have seen under 1.4. ^t°T can be used with when it expresses physical 
well-being as opposed to character qualities or moral values (which require the zero verb), eg sentence 
2.1.11. It seems at least likely that this is the reason for the presence of (whether overt or not) in 
this use o f W«H. These examples show how easy it is to misinterpret sentences without overt verb 
forms.
The case of in oa|ad<i is less complicated as there is always an underlying in
verbless sentences with locative adverbs, including question words like etc (see
Smith p 99)
2.2 copulative uses (possessive and with postpositional phrases)
As we have seen in 1.3. the English possessive I  have a brother/ a photo/ doubts, is expressed through 
existential structures in Bengali, eg 
2.2.1
A predicative possessive as in English The book is mine, is in Bengali with zero verb.
Bengali possessive attributive adjectives (English: my) and predicative pronouns (English: mine) have 
the same form.
In Sableski's article there was some confusion between existential and equational structures. The 
difference between them can be seen clearly here.
• Existential sentences (with as in 2.2.1) make statements about single entities, be they objects
(^j% photo), people brother) or abstract concepts ( > 1 ^  doubt). This can range from stating
existence, eg sentence 1.3.3 'Q Evil and virtue exist to positioning in place or time,
eg sentences 1.2.6 *lPHk4 Where were you on Saturday? or $<bo|oi I
There is a strike tomorrow.
• In equational, or copulative, sentences (with zero verb) two entities are set in relation to one 
another, for instance in saying that 'A js B' (as in sentences 2.1.1 to 2.1.22) or that A is (in 
whatever way) related to B, as in sentences 2.2.2ff. This relationship can, in some cases, be easily 
defined, eg in <&fi> I The book is mine or in 4^1 (zero verb) This is my book we
have more truly an expression of ownership than in any sentence with In sentences 2.2.8 to
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2,2.10 (with postpositional phrases) the precise semantic relationship between A and B may be 
more complicated, but the element of linking two entities remains.
In offsetting these two sentence types against one another and comparing their structures, a convincing 
case can be made for the zero verb as the true copula in Bengali. Ferguson's examples for copulative 
uses o f ^ : -  are a farrago of different structures ranging from locative uses, eg
1.4,2 The book is lying on the table, (p 88)
to participial structures like cs^cilb The boy is sitting down., which has no equational
element in it. His examples with ’Stef and $<P (sentences 1.4.19 and 1.4.21) are convincing examples 
of functioning as a copula, but I think they should be considered lexical exceptions, not a means 
of creating new grammatical categories for the possible uses of 
Zero verb equational structures occur in interrogative sentences, eg
of the A is B type 2.2.2 What's this?
2.2.3. Who is he?
2.2.4 What does this word mean?
of the A is related to B tvpe 2.2.5 Whose key is this?
2.2.6 Which one is yours?
2.2.7 Is the ticket yours?
Postpositional phrases are also used without a verb form in the present tense:
2.2.8 tvSNk t This is fo r you. (Brother James, p 19)
2.2.9 <flrfettStCTRT 5^?W4'5TCSIJI
That's between the two o f  them. (Milne, p 255)
2 .2.10 tern, i
Love, affection, all this is not fo r  me. (Smith, p 79)
It could be argued that these are, in a way, elliptical sentences, eg sentence 2.2.8 may be short for
2.2.8 a) W>lWl4 ©fWJ I  brought this fo r  you.
but since all these sentences can be negated with the negative copula »T- (as in 2.2.10) they should be 
accepted as zero verb structures. Surprisingly, Ferguson does not mention either of these uses.
2.3 with modal adjectives
Ferguson says 'The zero copula is regularly used with a verbal noun in -a as subject and an adjective 
of modal value as complement.' (p 94) The example he gives is with the much-laboured Sfb1* 
expressing moral obligation or ought. The range of possible adjectives in this structure is, however, 
rather wider than that. Examples are:
2.3.1 o a k k  l You ought to go. (Ferguson, p 95)
2.3.2 I
Mothers should be careful. (Milne, p 219)
2.3.4 "4^1 <pRh  I
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It's easy to say but hard to do. (Brother James, p 60)
This sentence could also be classed under simple one-to-one copulative uses (as in sentences 2.1.7 and 
2.1.8) but the verbal noun form and also the modal nature of the adjective complements make it 
suitable to be classed here.
2.3.5
It is impossible for oysters to live fo r  veiy long out o f  water.
(Klaiman, p 60)
2.3.6
It is dangerous to sleep outdoors at night.
2.3.7 n>4l tW?Tt sftutiSpftet | It is necessaiy to vaccinate him.
(oral communication)
2 .3.8 4*4t <f<m i
Talk like that is unsuitable, (oral communication)
Other adjectives which can be used in structures like this are S4NT appropriate, worthy, 4 ^ 4  possible, 
WT good, ,4t?M bad, and probably a number of others.
2.4 with evaluative nouns
Similarly, verbal nouns as subjects occur with a rather limited number of abstract noun complements 
which have an evaluative, not to say an ethical, component. Ferguson does not mention this use and I 
am somewhat hesitant to include it here because some of the examples may be more appropriately 
considered to be omissions of rather than genuine zero verb uses. They can all, however, be 
negated with which indicates a zero verb structure. Syntactically, these are one-to-one equational 
sentences comparable to sentences 2.1.I f f  (OTil^fb £4>4lft I the man is a clerk) etc, (p 16), but with 
verbal nouns as sentence subjects which preclude the use of a procopula (see below). All examples are 
mine.
2.4.1 It is wrong to tell lies.
2.4.2 Such behaviour is crazy.
2.4.3 4s 41 %  <STM‘ 1 Murder is a great sin. (Milne, p 176)
2.4.4 «4stt4l t It is perfidious to cheat others.
2.4.5 It is cowardice not to tell her the truth.
2.4.6 4*414®Tt To talk like this is hypocrisy.
The addition of ^  at the end of these sentences is not unimaginable but would imply a different 
aspectual character from what we have in these kind of prescriptive moral pronouncements, eg 
sentence 2.4.6 ^44>4 4=Tf 'S'S&tfsf ?^TI would translate as something like To talk like this leads to or 
results in or constitutes hypocrisy. The sentence has a dynamic, developmental component which is 
not felt in the original statement.
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2.5 use of a pro-copula
Having claimed all along that the zero verb constitutes a positive presence in copulative sentences and 
cannot be replaced by other verb forms, we now come to the one exception to this. According to 
Ferguson, the simple present, present continuous or simple past forms of be, become can, in 
simple one-to-one equational sentences, be inserted between the subject and the complement. This 
unusual position - hence the name pro-copula - is presumably the reason for Ferguson to list this use 
under the zero verb rather than under the uses o f I n s t e a d  of
2.5.1 | The boy is a student.
there are these three possibilities with the same present tense or tenseless meaning:
2.5.2 ^ :r
Ferguson states that the pro-copula 'may indicate emphasis, hesitation while searching for the right 
word for the complement, or other stylistic variation' (p 95). He is rather vague about the cases in 
which the use of a pro-copula is appropriate but this is entirely understandable considering that one of 
Sableski's informants 'was willing to accept it in any zero copula sentence she submitted to him' (p 95) 
Before looking at some sentences to examine these pro-copula uses more closely, there is a question 
on the actual verb forms. Is the simple present tense form really used like this?
2.5.3
2.5.4 Sitjon is my brother. 
both sound acceptable, but
2.5.5 ^
though perhaps not expressly wrong is certainly a lot less common than either of the other two 
variants, at least in this position.
2.5.6
is perfectly acceptable and constitutes a special use of in defining family or other relationships,
eg
2.5.7 P t o©l*d<i ?^T? lit: What is he o f you?
is regularly used to enquire after familial relationships, ie How is he related to you? But as a pro­
copula it is questionable. Interestingly, Ferguson postulates the three tenses as being able to provide 
pro-copulas, but in the course o f his discussion the simple present tense form is quietly dropped and 
the choice remains between present continuous and simple past only. A pro-copula is, according to 
Ferguson, more likely in cases where the complement is a noun, less likely when it is an adjective, eg
2.1 .l(procop) ioil<bfD ^  £<M|R I The man is a clerk.
is more likely than
2.1.2 (procop) I The man is rich.
But we also find the following
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pronoun - adjective 2.5.8 They're clever.
2.5.9 C4l<>i I They're very stupid. (TYB, p 154)
In these sentences we get a clearer impression of the semantic range of a pro-copula. The element of 
emphasis as well as 'hesitation' is present in this kind of story-telling mode. The term 'hesitation' is not 
really appropriate here; what the story teller does is to deliberately draw out the sentence, undoubtedly 
adding a pause after the pro-copula, in order to establish an element of expectation or suspense.
If we look again at the sentences in 2.1 some guidelines may be established. Keeping in mind 
Sableski's all-including informant, the point here is to find the examples where a pro-copula is likely to 
occur rather than ruling out its possible occurrence in other sentences.
In simple one-to one equations (sentences 2.1.1 to 2.1.8) the most likely occurrence of a pro-copula 
would be in sentences like
^  C<MlR 1 The man is a clerk.noun -noun
’definition’
’equation’
2.1.1 (procop)
2.1.7 (procop)
2.1.8 (procop)
A tree is a tree. 
Today is Wednesday.
It is possible but less likely in:
pronoun - noun 2.1.5 (procop) 
noun - adjective 2.1.3 (procop)
These are my daughters. 
He is Bengali.
This is perhaps an indication that ^Sl1% should be considered a noun here - it is certainly much more 
acceptable than any of the following
noun - adjective 2.1.2 (procop) \ The man is rich.
noun - adjective 2.1.4 (procop) The free is small.
2.1.6 (procop) ? «  There are ten o f us
This is relatively straightforward, though at least partly based on language intuition. In more complex 
sentences (2.1.9 to 2.1.17) a pro-copula is most likely to occur in defining sentences, eg 
’definition’ 2.1.15 (procop) ^
The banian free is the biggest free in this country.
(Brother James, p 123)
2.1.16 (procop)
Elephants are the largest o f  all land animals.
(Milne, p 112)
’equation’ 2.1.17 (procop) t^t*l sff'QTTf I
Singing is my greatest pleasure. (Brother James, p 11)
The following sentence is equational but with a different word order. The postpositional phrase WC*J<P 
fo r  many years between subject and complement makes the use of a pro-copula less 
likely than in the above sentences and creates the dilemma of positioning the pro-copula either before 
or after the postpositional phrase. Neither solution is veiy satisfactory.
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noun-noun 2.1.9 (procop 1) ? ^  ^ f f f c i l B r f t I  or
2.1.9 (procop 2) ? ^  ^  TTfc?Tl¥ft 1
The old man has been our guard fo r  many years.
This suggests that a pro-copula is most appropriately used in sentences where it can be inserted 
directly between the subject and the complement/ predicate.
Sentence 2.1.12 is a pronoun - noun structure without postpositional phrase interference and should 
therefore be at least as acceptable as 2.1.9, but the pro-copula versions sound dubious to me: 
present continuous ^ iR  'Q R>R '*iR HipI
simple past ^^tlR 'Q R>R g^ .'3rW ^>|R *ilF I
The first person present continuous form (as also in sentence 2.1.6 above) is, in fact, quite rare 
(the same goes for the second person familiar ^ ) .  It can be used in sentences like ^Ttfq 'Sfft /  am 
winning, but its sentence-medial position in 2.1.12 sounds unusual. The simple past pro-copula caused 
me some problems as I felt that it conveyed a past tense meaning, I have since been corrected on this 
point and accept that a past tense pro-copula with first and second person subjects does indeed exist 
and has no past tense meaning. My puzzlement on this point is perhaps an indication that pro-copula 
uses in these types of sentences are very rare. Logically, of course, there is little need for definitional 
sentences with first or second person subjects. The fundamental difference in meaning between tense- 
neutral pro-copula and normal tense-related uses lies entirely in the positioning of the form, eg
2.5.10a) >11111 It is now evening.
2.5.10 b) It is now becoming evening.
Equally 2.5.11 a) 14 ^ 1  We are friends.
2.5.11 b^R-sil I We became friends.
The remaining sentences 2.1.10, 11, 13 and 14 all have adjectival complements, and though the use of 
a pro-copula is not, strictly speaking, wrong, eg
2.1.11 (procop) I
Rather death than dishonour. (Milne, p 340) 
the sentences, all other things being equal, sound much more idiomatic without it.
A pro-copula cannot be used in interrogative sentences (2.1.18 to 22). Negation of pro-copula 
structures is the same as for zero verb sentences, namely a form of the negative copula *T-. This is a 
further justification for classifying this structure here rather than under uses of .
And, after all this searching and deliberation, we come across a sentence like:
2.5.12
Her name is Esther. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 102)
The verb form which shouldn't be there at all, is in the wrong place but in the right tense to be 
considered a pro-copula. In order not to admit defeat, we can only declare this sentence to be an 
example for the triumph of living language over grammatical rules!
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3. uses of
is what Ferguson calls a 'high-frequency, basic' verb in Bengali which has a variety of uses and 
meanings and can function as a copula in sentences where the complement is either a noun or an 
adjective.
Ferguson separates the uses of into absolute, copulative and auxiliary uses. Instances of absolute 
uses are 'happen, turn out and modal values' (p 97). This includes passive structures, ie with 
verbal nouns as subjects, eg T^fSTBT ’sit'SUt 7ltt lit: My going will not happen, ie I  won't go, and 
also following the infinitive of another verb to express obligation. Copulative uses include 
meanings of becoming, eg
I am having the same difficulty here as I had with sentences 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 (p 10) to understand 
Ferguson's criteria for separating absolute from copulative uses. If
is an absolute use o f describing a change of state, how can sentence 3.1.1 be seen as anything 
different? In sentence 3.1.1 we have a nominative subject with an adjective complement, wheras in
3.1.2 the logical subject is in the genitive and the complement-cum-grammatical subject is a noun. 
This constitutes a purely syntactical variation, but in both sentences we have the same semantic 
component of change or becoming and I see no reason not to class these sentences together.
3.1 basic uses
is an intransitive verb which has a dynamic dimension as one of its main semantic features. In 
the following sentences it can mean happen, take place, turn out. Examples are: 
with the meaning happen
3.1.1 The farmer became old. (Ferguson, p 101)
3.1.2 ^  ^  ^  | The jackal grew veiy sad. (Ferguson, p 99)
3.1.3
3.1.4 ^  ...
What happened? (Ferguson, p 98)
This didn't happen...
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 91)
It can take a genitive complement, eg
3.1.5
or a locative element:
3.1.6
with the meaning take place
What happened to you? (Ferguson, p 98)
What is happening over there? (Ferguson, p 98)
3.1.7
3.1.8
A conversation is going on (takingplace) between a man and a woman.
(Smith, p 86)
A function took place.
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 95)
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with the meanings grow, become, turn out or describing a change of state 
Both sentences 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 belong here. Also:
3.1.9 ^ r t  I The king became very happy. (Ferguson, p 101)
3.1.10 Z ^ \  ^ 5  I
I f  you write on good paper with a fountain pen it will turn out very 
beautiful. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 93)
. . . y-y ._1L . i _ _ ,3.1.11 I^tldUl 1 Maria became angiy.
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 102)
3.1.12 lit: The wish to show it to her aunt 'occurred'.
She wanted to show it to her aunt. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 104)
3 .1.13
It's vety late at night, a room has become empty, it’s time to go to bed.
(all Smith, p 103)
All o f these are regular uses of ^3¥t, as mentioned by Bykova who points to the dynamic aspective 
properties of which are not shared by the stative ^Tt^- or (see p 3??? ). Ferguson says about 
■^ TTt, and I agree with him: 'The notion of becoming in Bengali is expressed simply and regularly; it is 
the notion of being, including both existence and static identity, class inclusion, and the like, which is 
lexically and morphologically anomolous' (p 100) A number of the above sentences could also be used 
with as the main verb, but their meanings would be quite different. I will come back to this in 
section 5.
3.2 following a verbal noun
Third person familiar forms o f in all tenses can be used following the verbal noun of any other 
verb to form what are essentially passive sentences in Bengali. The difference to English passive 
structures is that in Bengali intransitive as well as transitive verbs can be passivized, eg
3.2.1 ^QTlt I lit: My going will be, ie I  will go.
3.2.2 sjjfa ^  fa I
I  haven't even seen him once. (Ferguson, p 99)
Examples with transitive verbs:
The girl has been sent to the hospital in an ambulance. (Smith, p 143)
3.2.4
The new wife had been told to work (Smith, p 143)
3.2.5 <Ml P$ I Photocopying is done here. (Das, p 9)
In these sentences the dynamic, becoming component of is no longer felt. The main purpose of 
this type of structure is to draw attention to the action and, with transitive verbs, away from the agent. 
When the agent is mentioned it is expressed in the genitive with the postposition !$t?rt by. Bengali 
passives are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.
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3.3 with adjectives and some abstract nouns
is used in combinations with abstract nouns and some adjectives to form intransitive conjunct 
verbs. There is often, but not always, a transitive counterpart with W t make, do. Ferguson calls this an 
auxiliary use and says: combines with preverbs of various kinds to constitute compound verbs' (p
101). The term 'auxiliary' is usually associated with grammatical 'categories such as tense, mood, 
aspect or agreement' (Trask, p 25) and loss of lexical meaning. This is not the case with 
Ferguson's term 'preverbs of various kinds' is not only vague but wrong. The lexical items preceding 
(or ^?lt) are nouns and adjectives which can be used as components in conjunct verbs but are 
otherwise quite independent. Semantically, in these combinations has a passive but also a 
dynamic happening element in it, ie it retains at least part of its own lexical meaning. Consequently, 
some conjuncts with can be juxtaposed not only with their transitive counterparts (with ^ t )  but 
also with a stative structure formed with Since this is a regularly recurring pattern I will deal 
with it here rather than in section 5. Thus, we can have (with approximate translations)
3.3.1 'dN j’C^K'3.1 Father became angry.
3.3.1 a) ‘th l TTt^ t I Father is angry.
3.3.1 b) d1<lt?f Father has a volatile temper.
with quite distinct meanings which are not easily captured by simple translation. Sentence 3.3.1a) is 
about present and tangible anger, which is either expressed (for instance by shouting) or suppressed 
and seething away under the surface. 3.3.1 b) makes a statement about the father's character, not about 
his present behaviour. It means, essentially, that he has a potential for anger, a volatile temperament, 
even if  he is quite peaceful at the moment This is a particularly interesting use of which is 
usually associated very much with the here and now, cf the difference between I He
lives in Kolkata, but W He is in Kolkata., whereas in sentence 3.3.1 b) the use of
removes the subject anger from the immediate context. Sentence 3.3.1 is semantically somewhere in 
between the two preceding sentences. It means that father has become angry in this specific context but 
may not have expressed his anger yet. If  the tense in sentence 3.3.1 is changed to the simple present 
dNId dN  Father gets angty, its meaning comes a lot closer to the meaning in 3.3.1 b), but the 
basic difference remains in that the sentence with deals with a characteristic, the one with 
with a behavioural trait.
These semantic parameters are not automatically applicable to all conjunct verbs of this type. For 
instance, the two nouns beginning and end have a dynamic semantic component which 
corresponds with . They are therefore unlikely to combine with stative verbs like ^Tt^- or .
3.3.2 T5Itd '©d ^*0 I
And in her heart the grief for him started. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 100)
3.3.3
Their game hasn't finished yet. (EEB, p 299)
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Other conjunct verbs and their transitive (sentences a)) and/ or stative counterparts (sentences b)) are:
3.3.4 £®tdld 1% id'Dtd) d ^  Are yon having difficulty walking?
(Klaiman, p 32)
3.3.4 a) tdstdld S^rcni Wdd» d ^  d^ CdH.1 He has gone to a lot o f  trouble fo r  you. 
d& does not combine with except when it takes a locative ending d^§ He is in 
difficulty. This is not comparable to the structure with ^9dT.
3.3.5 ^tldtd IHftd I  have done wrong. (Klaiman, p 33)
lit: My fault has happened.
The transitive counterpart CTld d^dt is given in the dictionary but is, in my experience, very 
rarely used, probably because it would cause a semantic clash between admitting a wrong­
doing (implicit in tdtd) on the one hand and a deliberate act on the other.
3.3.5 b) ^rldld T d t d c a n  mean either I have my faults, or
I  am to blame.
depending on the context of the sentence. In the first instance, as in the examples with dffi 
above, we are dealing with a character trait which is removed from the actual context, 
whereas ^Ttdld Wtd I  am to blame makes an existential statement about a particular 
situation.
3.3.6 dStSfm  He is afraid. (Klaiman, p 19)
a better translation may be He is getting scared.
3.3.6 a) Wd> « d  d>fd I I  am afraid o f him.
3.3.6 b) ?drm ^d^Tt^l He is afraid.
This is an interesting example because even though ^5d d^dt is used transitively with an 
object, it does not, semantically, take on an active perspective. The sentence is perfectly 
normal, but there is a frequently occurring alternative 'Gd '©d d^d^l with the same meaning. 
Syntactically, this structure is difficult to classify - although there is an active/ transitive verb 
there is no subject and hence it is questionable whether or not '©d fear  can be considered an 
object. Sentences like these are, however, regularly used (see 3.3.7) and have to be considered 
a feature of Bengali.
The difference between sentences 3.3.6 and 3.3.6 a) is that in 3.3.6, particularly in the present 
continuous tense, there is a factor of fear building up. Sentence 3.3.6 a) simply makes a 
statement about the existence of a mental attitude. d>td ©d does not, in itself, sound 
grammatically wrong, but it is difficult to think of a context where it would be used. ^»d d»dt 
with its unexpected semantic characteristics, takes over the slot that ©d '*<1  ^would normally 
have filled (cf sentence 3.3.1 b)) and, to a certain extent, makes it redundant. The same 
relationship that holds between ©d ^3dt and W  d>dt exists 
with illness, ie
3.3.7 ^ d ^ f g d ^ T O I  He has fallen ill.
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3.3.7 a) ^ td  dJTETC^I He is ill (Smith, p 118) 
with or wish as in sentence
3.3.8 (sentence 3.1.12, p 23)
d*® "^Cd5 PfdtPS ^  | Jit: The wish to show it to her aunt 'occurred'.
She wanted to show it to her aunt. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 104)
3.3.8 a) !? ^ t  d>d£§. dt I I  don't want to eat. (Klaiman, p 5)
^8dt may retain a slight sense of becoming, ie the wish grew in this sentence (3.3.8), but 
this could be caused by the use of the simple past. In its present tense use, eg ^Idtd df®td 
<p|ae© ^^1 I I  want to go swimming, it is synonymous with d^df. Milne also has
3.3.8 b) d$Md dsl'SdftRl ^dtd You wish to become a banister.
(p 213)
This is somewhat removed from the immediate context and refers to a dormant ambition 
rather than to imminent arrangements.
From these few examples alone, the complex semantic relationships o f these structures is apparent. It 
is not possible to deal with all of them here, but structurally the nouns and adjectives in question can 
be divided into these two groups:
1) those that can combine with 3^dt, d>dt and as for instance:
3.3.9
3.3.9 a) rd ^ T d ^ td ^ l
3.3.9 b) < £ ^d % d )^ r^ ro i
He made a mistake, (implies: inadvertently) 
He made a mistake, (through carelessness) 
There are mistakes in this book.
3.3.10 ^ td td fd ^ td W ^ I
3.3.10 a) dJftd>Id^tdd>fd 1
3.3.10 b)^ldtd*jtd^rfc^l
I  have come to believe.
I  believe him.
He has (underlying)./*#/#.
3.3.11 This has been proved.
3.3.11a) PI d d  e(dK d>d0$ ^fftd I He can prove everything.
They have no proof.
3 .3 .1 2  ditd sft© He made a profit, (implies: profit came his way)
3.3.12 a) PT x5Rddi ddP5 "dldCd 1 He will be able to (actively) make a big profit.
3 .3 .1 2  b) 1% <41© What is the advantage in this?
This is used in a non-material sense.
with adjectives
3.3.13 d d  1$d> l Everything has come right.
(implies: a previous problem has sorted itself out)
3.3.13 a) PT&l ^ d 5 d>dd I I  will fix  / mend it.
verbs o f  being and having
3,3.13 b) d d  fSd5 I Everything is fine, (stative use)
3.3.14 ddi^d^.1
3.3.14 a) w ffrddtddT I
3.3.14 b)
The shop has closed down.
Close the door! (active use)
The door is shut, (permanently?)
2) those that can take ^3dt and d=dt, but not "'did, eg
3.3.15 ^fd  d§. FCW&, I His book has been published.
3.3.15 a) PI f^g. 0d4*l d>td td I He didn’t reveal anything, (active use)
3.3.16 MldTd c4iH3t Which one did you like ?
3.3.16 a) 6^1^ , ‘^ • d  I  chose both o f them.
There are, of course, many more examples like these which deserve a closer analysis and could make 
for an interesting research subject, but this is not the place to deal with them.
3.4 with dPT heart, mind
This structure is closely linked to those described in the previous section, but since dP? is in the 
locative its compound with T.'Sdf cannot be considered a conjunct verb. dPf, like many of the conjunct 
verbs dicussed, can combine with d^3dt, d*dt or and has these basic meanings:
3.4.1 d j f l d t d d P f ^ I  think, lit: it is / occurs in my mind
3.4.2 djfd 1% dPl d>d? What do you think?
The difference between the two structures is that dPT <fdi involves a more active and deliberate 
thought process than dPT ^Qdt. dPT ^Qdt is unlikely to be used in questions such as 3.4.1 a) * PStdtd 
dPl dd? It is also not used in the future tense, but is used in all other tenses, eg
past habitual
present continuous
3.4.3
3.4.4
3.4.5
conditional participle 3.4.6
infinitive 3.4.7
gfdd sfald dPT ...
A t the beginning he thought... (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 107) 
^jd dPIPIdPT I I  think he has a fever. (Smith, p 104) 
dPt W ’P'Q l t d  PFWG t^fdCd
She is thinking that she has got lost somewhere fa r  away.
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 102)
^rf^JtdT dPT '5Pt,'3 1ddJt d d  I
Even i f  it seems unbelievable, it's not a lie. (Smith, p 116) 
p r -  sldtd'S ^tdTdd dP f pps dtCd I
Even that attempt can be considered ridiculous. (Smith, p 116)
dPT d>dt in the future tense, eg
3.4.8 P t 1% dPt What will he think?
is perfectly acceptable. In negative sentences it is used with the meaning mind, object, eg
3.4,9 ^rfd td>gdPT d»dd dt 1 I  won't mind at all.
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dP? is also used with (and consequently with **ttd»t). Smith has
3.4.10 1% ^llc^.’^ tld c'ddd 'StI'H?
lit: what is in someone’s mind
How should I  know what someone is thinking? (Smith, p 116) 
but both and dtdd with dPT also refer to memory, eg
3.4.11 ^tdPI dPl P ^ l
I  don't remember when I  hadfallen asleep. (Smith, p 116)
3.4.12 ^t?1%gdPT9]lPFdfl
lit: Nothing stays in his mind, ie He forgets eveiy thing.
These two sentences show clearly the habitual aspective qualities of (3.4.12) as opposed to 
or Pl^ which refer to simple present tense occurrence.
3.4.13 ^ t d td d P T P ^ t
She couldn't remember his fu ll name. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 95)
and in the simple past
3.4.14 dPT%Tdtl I'm sorry, I  forgot.
3.5 expressing must, obligation
This stincture was discussed, under the infinitive aspect, in the chapter on non-finite verb forms,. In 
this section I want to concentrate on the role o f  ^ d t , particularly in comparison with the use of ^ dl^- 
fol lowing an infinitive, expressing permission.
Sentences expressing obligation with the use of  ^ 3dt are structured like this:
subject in the object TSdt
or genitive case + infinitive of verb + 3rd person ending
(can be omitted) in any tense
eg d^ldtPF PTTO WS | I  will have to go.
The structure can be used in any tense, but the future tense, often with present tense reference, is 
particularly common, eg
3.5.1. P^tdtdfd^^dU® ^Cddtl You don't have to do anything.
There are no imperative forms and non-finite uses are restricted to the conditional, eg
3.5.2 ^dHdfd dfd P1P5 ^d... and
3.5.3 xdt9fdld PIC'S St <4... I f  you have to go...
The structure is not easy to explain. Milne attempts to draw a parallel with the Latin ’me ire necesse 
esfi lit: my going is needed, ie I  need to go, but then dismisses this by saying: 'I must admit that this 
theory seems to me somewhat farfetched and perhaps the best explanation is simply to say that the 
construction is an inexplicable idiom' (p 298). I do not see any real connection between the Bengali 
structure and Milne's Latin example - the presence of'necesse' in Latin carries the meaning, whereas in 
Bengali the semantic value of obligation is carried by ^ d l  alone. A much more comparable structure
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exists, however, in English, namely in sentences like You are not to mention this to anyone, which has 
the same semantic component of must as the Bengali (or OoNn) ^  d>dtT>t 4 <4 os 3£d dt I
We can only assume that verbs o f being (^It3- as well as 3Qdt) in connection with infinitives develop a 
particular modal force. This is not entirely surprising when we find how versatile infinitives are in their 
modal capacities, in English as well as in Bengali. In English we have sentences expressing
purpose I  went to France to study architecture,
sequence He came back to find  that his wife had left him.
compulsion She made him finish his homework, and, of course,
He had to tell you about this.
In Bengali, apart from the structures with 3^3dt (compulsion) and (permission), we can have 
purpose Wfd i)PTf3J I  have come to see the baby.
permission IdT® 1 Let me go /  allow me to go.
This is moving away from semantic properties of 3Sdt, but it shows that the modal potential in these 
sentences comes from the combined force o f the two verbs taken together, not from either one of 
them.
3.6 lexicalised derivations of 3Sdt
This section is nothing more than a list of lexical items which are derived from 39df but have gained 
an independent lexical status even though most of them retain some of their original verbal character. 
Ferguson calls these 'marginal uses of 39df. I think that the more neutral term 'lexical' is more 
appropriate.
Sdld 3d maybe, perhaps
3.6.1 t d i d 3 d f ^ P r ^ 3 ^ * t f ^ # d r d t f ^ l
I  think it may have fallen from the peak. (Milne, p 167)
3doal maybe, perhaps This is interchangeable with and marginally more colloquial than Edtd '3d
3.6.2 PT 3dW)l W>ldld d id  dtCd 1 She may go with you. (EEB, p 249)
PCP *ilTd possibly This is very idiomatic. It remains a verbal phrase and is probably not
perceived by native speakers as anything else.
3.6.3 ‘dtPTdtS 3jP3 ’tftd I Maybe, maybe not.
3d - dt 3d either- or used as a conjunction, but still with a verbal character. The two parts of the
sentence have to be syntactically matched, ie it is not possible to say 
* 3d ^Ffd fddd dt 3d ^ 3  oSfrwtd *ftdd I
lEither I  will write a letter today or I  can phone him tomorrow.
The English translation, if not expressly wrong, does not sound very good 
either.
3.6.4 3d 'dtfd dt 3d d^dd I
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Either I  will write a letter today or phone him tomorrow. 
dt 3d or This is interchangeable with, and not as frequent as, dt or dt
3.6.5 ‘5tdP!d fdd Pttdtt M ftdd t~3d  dtdtdtd i
When it was hot we slept in the courtyard or on the veranda.
(Smith, p 113)
330a since, from  This is used as a postposition and has all but lost its verbal connection.
Pftd5 is much more common than in this use. The modern infinitive 
form 3?J3 is not used in this way.
3.6.6 dsfddt<3dtd *td 3§TC» ^  elfaftd *J1%£d
Since your departure he is withering away more and more each day.
(Milne, p 265)
dt 3d -  dt 3d neither - nor
3.6.7 W d ^ ^ i ^ d t 3 d  W 3 ^ , d t 3 d ^ W t l
I f  I  go there I  won't get either studying done or going around.
(Ferguson, p 102)
A better translation may be:
I f  I  go there I  will get neither studying nor visiting done.
I think that a future tense verb form would be more appropriate in this 
sentence and I do not consider this use to be either very idiomatic or very 
common.
dJt 3t<4 i f  this is so, then This is used predominantly in conditional clauses and retains its verbal 
character fully.
3.6.8 d fd f^m td n C d t^ d tP P W t3 P T d ^ d l
I f  you have some special wish, say it. (Smith, p 167)
d t  3 f d  o r  d % d
i f  not, otherwise As ^  3 td , this has its full verbal character and its function as a
conjunction is probably not felt by Bengalis.
3.6.9 ^ tld  ’'SflSfpp dfdtd « tm i dt 3 Cd ^tldttdd d^tdPF dtadtdttd  dt I
I  will stay at home today. Othenvise we will not be able to go tomorrow.
(EEB,p 114)
3?d via 3£d as a postposition has lost its verbal characteristics.
3.6.10 ^Itddt Tddl 3Cd dtd 1
We're going to Kolkata via Dhaka. (Ferguson, p 101)
3fd  ago This, like 3Jd, is also used adverbially, but with some connection to its
verbal roots remaining, ie it can be understood as intervening time passing 
rather than referring to a point of time in the past tense. 3 d  is used in the 
same way as ^TtPt ago.
3.6.11 % t id 3 tK d P t l ^ d ^ W 3 d l
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Nihcn'ika left two years ago. (Guha, p 142)
4. uses of dtdd
The intransitive verb dld*t has the lexical meanings stay, live, remain, continue to be but also includes 
the meanings of being and having in its suppletive uses (4.2.) Negation and all tense uses are regular, 
but the simple past, present perfect and past perfect tenses of did5! are severly restricted in their use. 
The past tense form of Wi3- tends to be used instead.
4.1 absolute uses
These are the ordinary, lexical uses of dtd>t, which need no further comment. Examples are:
4.1.1 Wtdld dtldd? Where do you live?
4.1.2 ^  'did dtd? Can you stay a bit longer?
4.1.3 'tol'S’id 1% dddc^ dtd>tdd? Will the doctor be here tomorrow?
4.1.4 ®trdddt^d1ddidwm1%|j,dfd?iddti
Nothing will be left (remain) after they have eaten.
4.2 suppletive uses for Wf3-
dtd>f supplies the tenses which are missing in the paradigm of WI3-, ie the future and habitual past 
tense. Since both ’313- and dtdd are stative/ continuous verbs continuous verb forms are not often used 
and all past tense forms except the habitual past tend to be covered by the forms of W fe (fe tid , f e d ,  
f e t ,  f e d 4). did5! also supplies the missing non-finite verb forms. The relevant structures in 
existential/ possessive uses are
future tense 4.2.1 Wldld idlddd dtddd I I  will have a shop.
past habitual 4.2.2 Wtdtd ldtd>1d d tW  I I  used to have a shop.
conditional
with did 4.2.3 a) Wldld ldld>td did dl<t>^ a... I f  I  had a shop...
with participle 4.2.3 b) Wtdld Cdld^ ld dt«Kd... I f  I  have/had a shop...
verbal noun 4.2.4 Wtdld Idtddd dldl 9tW ,.. Until I  have a shop...
infinitive 4.2.5 Tdtdtd dtCff I He may have a shop.
perfective participle no examples with possessive meaning, but
locative 4,2.6 Wild Wtd 1dd dtfe®  Id ld  dtdd did I
I  will stay at home for a few  days and then go to Dhaka.
Ferguson says on the meaning of d ld l in its suppletive uses: 'In the future tense, it is not completely 
clear that did5! has other than its basic lexical meaning, but in the subjunctive suppletion d td t seems 
to have no trace of its lexical meaning' (Ferguson, p 103). He gives the following examples:
4.2.7 did dd dttd  Wttd5 d® dt*jd d id  I A person who has wealth is called a rich man. 
Ferguson considers this a subjunctive use where dtdt retains 'no trace of its lexical meaning1, but in 
the following sentence its lexical meaning is present:
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4.2,8 Id  did Iddtld dU<p ®131W ®tld» d d d  I I f  he is there, I  will tell him.
I do not entirely agree with him on the future tense use o f dtdd. Sentence 4.2.1 can be either a 
suppletion of Wf3- which results in the translation I have given I  will have a shop, or it can be the non­
suppletive future tense of dtdd, in which case the sentence would mean My (existing) shop will stay, 
remain. The hearer's interpretation of the sentence Wtdld IdfWtd dtdld I depends on whether or not the 
speaker already owns a shop and on the hearer's knowledge of this.
Ferguson's two examples are misleading because the difference between them has nothing to do with 
types of suppletion. If  4.2.7 (a relative clause) is a subjunctive suppletion, then surely sentence 4,2,8 (a 
conditional clause!) must be the same. And in both sentences dtdt retains some, though not all, of its 
lexical meaning. Sentence 4.2.7 is an existential/ possessive use of dtdd. did dtld> means literally 
whose wealth exists, which overlaps at least in part with the original meaning o f dtdd. Equally, in 
sentence 4.2.8 (a locative use) the translation of the sentence is determined by the context, ie the 
speaker is concerned with the other person's actual presence, not the fact that he lives there (and might 
be out!), so this, just as sentence 4.2.7, is a clear case of suppletion for Wt3-.
4.3 following an infinitive
dtdd can be used in alt tenses following the infinitive of another verb to express a continuous or 
iterative aspect, eg
4.3.1 I d ’^ d h d ^ d d l W d t d l d l
He will not listen, he will keep on talking. (Brother James, p 70)
4.3.2 d t€ e tw td fe^« ld fe® d 1 w w i
The bird continued singing fo r  a while longer. (Brother James, p 71)
4.3.3 ddd d d lld  31® dtddd 1
Tomorrow morning it will keep raining. (Brother James, p 71)
4.3.4 a) dt tb$t 31® dtlds I
The tea is getting cold.
4.3.5 a) W ® td U !3 ^ 3 1 ^ ^ 1 3 3 1
His body is gradually growing stiff, (both Smith, p 147)
One of the risks in looking for examples to verify particular structures lies in losing touch with real 
language use. Combinations of 31® with a form of dld>t (sentences 4.3.3 to 5) are not representative of 
this structure, grateful though I am for the examples. Sentence 4.3.4 a) is grammatically correct but 
places, syntactically, an unnecessary burden on a mere cup of tea, or on a dead body, for that matter 
(sentence 4.3.5 a)! A much more ordinary way of expressing the same concepts is to say 
4.3.4b) d l ^ t 3 l d d t l ^ l  and
4.3.5 b) ®td 1^3*1^ 3ld d tl^ l
This use of dtd>t in the future tense (sentences 4.3.1 and 4.3.3) is sometimes seen as a future 
continuous tense (discussed in tenses chapter p 7f), but what is more relevant here is its separateness 
from W fe (see under 1.5). W fe can also be used with a preceding infinitive but with a very different
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meaning. It is interesting to see that the morphological and consequently syntactical limitations of Wt3.- 
do not result in semantic restrictions, while a syntactically independent verb like d W  stays within its 
semantic parameters.
4.4 following a perfective participle
Syntactically speaking, stt®t is used in these structures as the second component of an aspective 
compound verb. W fe can be used in a very similar way (see sentences 1.4.11 to 1.4.16) but is more 
restricted, not only to simple present and simple past tense, but also in the range o f verbs it can 
combine with.
Examples with dt®t and its aspective nuances:
continued active states 4.4.1 Wife®!? Wd® Wfl®?l ^ d lW  3T331? ®l? ®tl®!
The uncivilized tribes o f Africa still use these shields. 
continued existence o f a state: 4.4.2 Wtfd l®tdt? ibid d id  dt®? t
I  will be waiting fo r  you forever, (both Smith, p 156)
Smith makes the distinction between active (4.4.1) and stative (4.4.2) verbs in their combinations with 
dt®t but I think that the semantic properties of dt®t can effectively turn active structures into stative 
ones, as in sentence 4.4.1, which comes under Smith's category of'habitual actions'. This category 
seems to me better represented by sentences like the following which can also have an iterative aspect: 
habitual, repeated action 4.4.3 ®l®df dtf® ®f3t? ®dt d id 3?  I
Whenever I  remain quiet his words come to my mind. 
better translated as: Whenever I  remain quiet I  think o f him.
4.4.4 Wtld slid W^ddld Wt3t? dlf® I
I  usually eat at this time, (both Milne, p 194)
This structure with ®®t is fully productive, ie it can be used with the perfective participle of any verb, 
active or stative, and represents an alternative to continuous tenses, eg
4.4.5 Wtfd Idld I is equivalent to
4.4.6 Wtfd dtffelfd I I I  was eating rice.
Some suggestions have been made to consider the future tense use of this structure as a future perfect 
tense for Bengali (discussed in the tenses chapter, p 7f), but its use throughout all Bengali tenses would
make this singling out of the future tense a rather arbitrary decision.
4.5 lexicalised uses
The perfective participle Idl® has acquired a separate function as a postposition, meaning from. It has 
moved both semantically and syntactically away from its verbal equivalent, though the verbal form is 
also used (eg sentence 4.2.6). The use of 1®T® as a postposition is discussed fully in the chapter on 
post-positions (p 12f). Ferguson gives idl® as being able to follow a nominative, locative or genitive 
noun. A noun in the locative is the normal form preceding idl® as a perfective participle, a preceding 
nominative is expected with verbally derived postpositions, but the genitive structure, used by Tagore,
?to ^totoi
is grammatically difficult to justify.
verbs o f  being and having
He came from the room.
5. COMPARISONS
This section aims to bring together the different structures and look at the way they overlap or contrast 
with one another. It also deals with negation in the simple present and other tenses. At the end of the 
section there is a list of mainly negative and past tense example sentences, some of them quite regular, 
others rather unusual. They need further analysis.
5.1 negation, tenses, overlapping and contrasting uses
We start with these broad assumptions which are partly based on Sableski's research. The reason for 
taking conditional sentences into consideration is that they require a verb form and can help to 
establish the otherwise not always obvious relationship between the verbs in question. The use of a 
procopula is not taken into account here. All verbs are given in 3rd person ordinary form.
verb
present tense 
affirmative
present tense 
negative
past tense 
affirmative
past tense 
negative
conditional sentence 
affirmative and 
[negative]
iTOT^ Tt
'di i
sfttqs
prt ]
— TO %T^T TO
'Silt 'tofeqlM [^ Tf ]TOMil i 'wot 's Is.cmIm i 'Will Ml 1
TO TO *Tf <CilC«u TOT TOft, TOT^ Tt TO
»^f®T [*Tt ] to«>u -q i \5TO C^iic^ .1
TOT I
TO H 1
TO 9lt^Sl TO 4*TtTO ^  f t  1 TO ^  [^t ]
A simple table like this shows the connections between these verbs. The following observations can be 
made: and zero verb have the same past tense forms, and of course, have the same
conditional forms, and zero verb and TOUf also share their conditional forms. We can conclude from 
this:
• A contrast exists between uses with and uses with The uses of are by virtue of
their suppletive function, fairly firmly attached to the zero verb 'swings both ways', with past 
tense forms taken fi'om conditional forms from TOTtf.
• nominal (with and adjectival (with zero verb) structures
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We have implicitly established that modal and other abstract nouns are used with present tense or 
omitted (sentences in 1.6) and are consequently negated with with a few exceptions (see 
under 1.3.). Adjectival complements, on the other hand, are used in zero verb constructions and 
are negated with forms o f7!-.
Typical examples for these two structures are:
• nominal
I I  need the key.
TtWfa is a noun, can be omitted and negation is 
blPhJI I I  don't need the key.
• adjectival
You ought to say something.
W w  is an adjective in a zero verb sentence, which means that no verb form 
can be supplied without a change in meaning. Negation is 
<f=Tt W w  I You shouldn 't say anything.
^tl^r and
In sentences which can be used with either or (section 3.3) has a dynamic, ''511^ - a 
stative aspectual nuance. This can occur with nouns as well as with adjectives.
• nominal
>^t<l describes a character trait, ie He is capable o f  anger.
v$i*l describes a state of mind, ie He became angty.
• adjectival
I7! ’BflC*1 He is well. Tsfe I He is not well.
I He has got better. ^  ^  ^  | He hasn't got better.
• Another facet o f the difference in dynamics between and can be seen in this 
sentence:
•Tt *lt ^  I No crops grow and there is not a drop o f water.
(Ferguson, p 102)
^T ft has an affinity with natural processes and phenomena, such as crops, rain, floods, which 
is why we have a contrast between ^rl^- (existential/ locative) and (natural phenomenon) 
in this sentence.
and
In sentences which can have either and the structures with result in a more 
immediate meaning, particularly in sentences with a locative component. Milne has the following 
contrasting pair of sentences, but taken out of context, their translations sound a bit arbitrary: 
with 'Sjpsi /  am ashamed to speak.
with *Tl I I  cannot fin d  an opportunity to speak
Here are some simpler examples:
• with
affirmative W 
negative 
past tense
• with 5*ttF>t
affirmative 
negative 
past tense
verbs o f being and having 
(Milne, p 179)
He is in Kolkata.
He is not in Kolkata.
He was (not) in Kolkata.
He lives in Kolkata.
He does not live in Kolkata.
He lived (didn't live) in Kolkata.
a note on past tense forms: the verb has perfectly regular past tense forms 
(simple past, (present perfect), (past perfect), but these forms are
rarely used. This is caused by the strong position of (fs^ntsT, fe^Pt) for past 
tense existential uses. The only form of which can withstand this appropriation 
is the past habitual form.
•  ^QTTt and zero verb
uses o f W l  and of the zero verb can be in contrast to one another. In these cases the zero verb has 
purely existential semantic properties whereas the uses with ^3TFt have a sense o f becoming, 
turning out.
•  with zero verb
affirmative ^ < 1 1 His handwriting is beautiful.
negative ^H<1 F I  I His handwriting is not very nice.
past tense Wf? f^T I His handwriting was beautiful.
(this sentence implies that he is either dead or no longer capable of writing)
• with
affirmative ^Fr<f ^  1 His handwriting comes out beautiful.
negative ^ t?  ’^ Fr? "5F Ft I His handwriting doesn't turn out very
nice.
past tense sstF s>Jojd*i I His handwriting turned out beautifully.
or
^1? ^T<1 I His handwriting used to turned out
beautifully.
• Here again, the pervasive influence of fStyT is felt. ^IF >fTFF is
grammatically correct, but has a slightly affected ring to it. The becoming properties of 
■^ SFt, which are strongly felt in the present tense, become less perceptible in contexts 
removed from the present. In other words, the process through which someone arrives at
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beautiful handwriting is no longer very relevant so feyi and become almost 
interchangeable in this sentence. In other examples, however, the difference between 
them remains crucial eg
• past tense of zero verb IF F5tF FFs I She was his wife.
• past tense of IF  ^ $1? 1 She became his wife.
• The aspective difference between the zero verb and can result in unexpected verb 
forms:
FXl*||F FfSFt Ft I I  shouldn't have gone.
This is the expected past tense negative form, but we also find:
(£}FF ^F»n? S^fFFT FFSr F»Ft 'Sfb's I
I  should never have done anything so horrible.
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 94)
Although an aspective difference must be at the bottom of this, it would take a lot of 
semantic imagination to define this difference precisely.
• ^QFt and FlF l^ in suppletion of
FtFfi regularly supplies the missing forms of but there are a number of cases where forms of 
are used instead, particularly in the future tense and in conditional sentences, eg 
in future tense IFJtFtF FFF ^ F ?  Will you have time?
^ F F t^ F 'F t r o t?  This won't be inconvenient, will it?
C4lF'Q FFt ^ CF Ft I There won’t be a problem.
with conditionals WFFF FIF FIF Ft© I Tell me i f  you need more,
FpT ^NIlF5 tbPic.F’lF I Phone me i f  you get chance.
tFW FtF I You can go if  you want.
These sentences are all with abstract nouns, but there are other abstract nouns which are used with
forms of FfF»l, eg
fc'+ts, FI<pc«i ... I f  you have doubts...
FilF F5ff5Tf% FtFFF... I f  he has objections...
IFstFQ I f  there is a way...
and, of course, with all concrete nouns, FtFfi remains firmly in place:
■qsrlFtF T>tF4 ... I f  I  have the money...
W FtF sftfis/ FM F FtF^IF I You will have a car/garden... etc
There is, as in previous examples, a developmental element in the sentences with eg a wish 
growing, a need arising, a problem emerging, an opportunity forming, but it seems to me that in 
the majority of these sentences the use of FJGFt is simply easy and convenient (if in doubt use
!) and it would be a mistake to go looking for deep and meaningful semantic undercurrents.
5.2 further negative and past tense examples
1. with
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existential/ possessive with nouns
S^ftFlF *tf^F IF?I I  am too weak to speak. (Milne, p 179)
^tFfF ®tfFFlF FF*T® Ft? I I  have no clothes to pu t on. (Milne, p 179)
(genitive) verbal nouns o f purpose (future directed), c f sentences 1.4.8 - 10) 
'QF tiaFlF FSftFlF Ft'FS. IF?. I I  have no doubts about him. (Klaiman, p 30) 
with ^ t iF
One cannot but agt'ee with it. (Bykova, p 101) 
There is no recourse now save to lie down.
(Smith, p 78)
W it  Ft F=IF ^FtF IF? 1
4FF ^  *fi®t ^*ttF if? i
past tense ( affirmative and negative) 
t o r  F*ltF ^*ttF 'Q t o  Ft I There was no way to lie.
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 93) 
He wav inclined to come. (Milne, p 179)^ I to lF  ? bsj t o  i
possessive
1®fst ^TtFtF ^ F F  FFTIFJ IF5^  IF? I 
I  have no one but you to call my own. (Ferguson, p 87)
locative
t o  IFTt 1 f ^ 5 ?  IF?. I He is indifferent. (He is in nothing) Milne (p 219)
2. with the zero verb 
fixed phrase
F® FFI
with adjectives
IF WtFtF I5IF *f£ FFI<N
^F tFFFFI 
F t f F ^ F f ? !  
possessive
F?f& ^TtFtF FF I 
£|? MtFtF FFSf FFI 
past tense
FFI*tIF IFFR FtF*!1 t o t  I
hardly (Milne, p 216)
He is not cleverer than I  am. (Milne, p 218) 
This is not bad (Das, p 9) 
la m  not well. (Milne, p 216)
The book is not mine.
This is not fo r  you to do, (Milne, p 186)
At the end her salary was 400 Taka. 
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 96)
existential (??)
’t o  ^F t IF ^ F ?  I Am I  nobody? (Milne, p 211)
with Fsjw (present neg and past tense)
F>tFFltfF5 to ®  FF? Shouldn’t that be done? (Milne, p 218)
F t o F  Ft F>t ^  t o F  W tlF F  1FIT  ^W  W ?  FF 1
We must not cease our efforts until it is accomplished. (Milne, p 215) 
FUtFtF IFtFtt t o  I I  should have understood, (Smith, p 125)
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iwtFtiF tw*rf t o s  t o  I
I  should have turned you over to the police. (Smith, p 125) 
with future directed verbal noun in gen
’ iFFt FN3 T^lF t o t  to^ rM lF F F I
Give him poisha or rupees, he is not the kind o f man to forget. 
lit: he is not o f  the forgetting (Milne, p 178)
^  FF I He is not to be beguiled by those words (Milne, p 179)
should be He is not one to forget this,
^TlfF Ftsl^r t o F  I ^ t  F?l la m  not a man to run mad so easily. (Milne, p 179)
FFFlF IFIF FF ^ TF^ St I Joyoti is not a girl to be subdued,
(Bangla Journal, Vol 4, p 114)
with verbal noun + FF (is not to be done)
to g  FfF FtFt IF  F t’S? ’?8FtF FF I But that is not to be accomplished by Rabi.
(Smith, p 81)
‘SfSt FJQFtF FF, ^  Ft I This is not supposed to happen and it won’t happen.
(from a personal letter)
implying purpose
Ft^F ^ te llF F  FfiFIF FF I Human beings don't ju st exist fo r  love.
(Bangla Journal Vol 4, p 89)
This is syntactically similar to postpositional uses, cf ^  FStFtF WFL 
unusual (expected IF?)
t o t  PlFSiH IFFtIF FtSFt ^ TtFtF ? ^ t  FF 1 
I  don’t wish to go there without an invitation. (Milne, p 176)
I  can't adequately express how greatly he annoyed me, (Milne, p 200) 
even more unusual
I*$tFlF Ft'QFt ?cFc .^ FF I You have eaten, have you not?
st^j® '$ft1?  FF I You are ready, are you not? (both Milne, p 211)
According to the translations, these are questions asking for confirmation of a stated fact. We 
would expect W FtF FtSFt ~?CFC§., F t to  or
'SfF £fs§® ’!Ft^, ® |?Ft? or, very colloquially,
®f? e|^® Ft?
Brother James (p 23) has IF '*l(4 I^IF, Ft CFF) ? He is a good boy, isn't he?
Perhaps Milne's sentences are a sort o f twisted variation of this, but how can it work with a 
second person subject?
3. negatives of ^ F t
I®lFt? ®F 1f I You haven't changed at all.
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(Smith, p 45)
The becoming, emerging component ofF^Ft is apparent here.
strata to  " t o  ifFf FiF, f t o  f ® - t o  1%f.fif i
There is no song worth singing, no gift worth giving.
(Tagore, quoted in Brother James, p 57) 
a more appropriate translation may be:
no song has been sung that's worth singing, no gift has been given that's worth 
giving
F f |to F T  Ft m t  ^ 5  Ft I
IfSuhritBabu hadn't helped me, I  should have remained illiterate. (Milne, p 219) 
in subjunctive
iqijf IFtFttlFt Ft I It wouldn't be easy to explain. (Smith, p 82)
4. with conditionals (affirmative and negative, ^SFt and zero verb) 
with FF:
Ft'pt Ft IFCF FF I It won't do i f  I  don't go home. (Milne, p 216) 
t o  Ft after FF or 1®lFtF Ft FF I It won't do for me not to go.
(Ferguson, p 98)
to® t o  Ft FF I But today he can’t go without eating.
(Milne, p 187)
with 3F:
®|C<TS ®F I One may as well call him a pundit
(Milne, p 187).
IFfSTt F>Ft, <tc<n PrC'hR ^ FI It is a simple thing and may be said without beating about
the bush. (Milne, p 187)
Milne's translation is very imaginative. Literally the sentence means 
It’s simple, just to say it is enough.
with "3F F t:
’®tWtF WfF^ IF Ft I Won’t it be wise to call a doctor?
(Milne, p 187)
to §  ®ilF Ft I But won't you do well to look out fo r  something
else? (Milne, p 187) (translations dubious!) 
Shouldn't it be ®^rtF Ft UrFlF ^F Ft I? I suspect that Milne's sentence 
may be a typing error.
7. SUMMARY
I said at the beginning of this chapter that Ferguson's article was excellent and then proceeded to 
criticize it all along the way, so maybe a correction is needed here. On the positive side there is the
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clarity of his writing: what he does say, he says very well. His definition for the use o f the zero verb in 
contrast to omission of (section 2) is an exemplary model for concise, lucid and accurate 
grammatical thinking. He has a clear concept o f his objectives and his findings confirm his initial 
hypotheses but at the same time he does not shirk apparent contradictions as on the omission of 
where he modifies his original assumptions.
The problems with his approach can be seen in two distinct but interlinked areas:
• He seems to have an unshakeable belief in the logic behind grammatical structures. His definitions 
start from the top down, eg uses of are divided into existential, copulative and auxiliary 
categories and all possible uses of are assigned to one or other of these categories. This, not 
surprisingly, leads to some unconvincing results. Examples are given in section 1.
It is an unfortunate fact - and this goes beyond a comment on Ferguson's work - that many 
linguists are above all intent on making language structures fit into given categories. This is very 
understandable - what greater pleasure than finding a grammatical rule that works! But, it could be 
argued, what do we gain by distributing language structures into neat and well-defined 
compartments and thereby losing the language? What do we gain by clinging to our ideas of the 
way things should be and losing sight of the way they are?
I started with Ferguson's 'unshakeable belief, but in a lot of ways this kind of linguistic procedure 
actually shows a lack of belief, a lack of belief in the underlying logic, not of grammatical 
definition, but of living language. As linguists our objective must be, above all, to observe how 
language is used and to attempt to draw some conclusions, even sometimes discover some rules, 
but our potential for discovery and learning is cut sadly and unnecessarily short if we shut our 
eyes to structures that 'do not fit'. These structures especially - we come across them all the time - 
show, not that there is something wrong with the language, but that we, as yet, 'see through a 
glass, darkly'. We are tempted to treat language as a research object, to be categorised, defined and 
compartmentalised, but we can gain and learn so much more if we treat it with the respect that any 
living organism deserves.
• Ferguson is very sparing with example sentences, ie it is not unusual for him to content himself 
with one or two examples to demonstrate language use. His discussion on the use of the pro­
copula in Bengali is essentially based on the sentence ^  There is no attempt
on his part to probe any further by doing, for instance, simple substitution tests to gain a bigger 
picture. The underlying, and ever recurring, problem with this is the plight of foreign linguists 
whose research is based on a given and limited body of language, but who are not themselves in 
the position to take their inquiries further because they have little or no intuition about the 
language and hence do not know which questions to ask. This does not prevent them from getting 
results and from frequently making accurate and valuable observations, but they exist, as it were, 
in a vacuum.
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The only way out of this situation is to bring the research and the language together. This is so obvious 
- who would attempt a medical diagnosis without a thorough knowledge of how the human body 
works? Becoming intimately acquainted with a language takes time and dedication, but how can we 
otherwise make any real discoveries? This again comes back to respect for languages and their
idiosyncrasies - especially for a language like Bengali whose grammar has been subjected to
numerous diagnoses by undoubtedly dedicated, but essentially 'outsider' linguists. Their work has 
provided us with a basis but - this may sound harsh - has also created an enormous gap between a 
postulated research object 'Bengali' and the living language which is spoken by every child in the 
streets of Kolkata or the villages of Bangladesh. We need to close this gap!
But back to our structures. The main findings (and areas for future research) in this chapter can be 
listed as follows:
• the importance of the zero verb (not 'the verb is omitted'!) as the main coptda in Bengali
• the still uncertain use and function of the procopula
• the peculiar standing of abstract nouns in their uses with either or
• the potential of nouns and adjectives to form conjunct verbs with ^STTt, and/ or and their 
semantic implications
• the syntactic and semantic overlap o f verbs of being in certain areas and also their contrasting uses
• the unexpected power of the incomplete verb to usurp the past tense uses of complete verbs
like as well as - a true David and Goliath situation
• the as yet unexplored suppletion of in dependent, eg relative clauses, eg **11^  vs
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CHAPTER 6
WORD ORDER AND SENTENCE STRUCTURE - 
PASSIVE AND IMPERSONAL STRUCTURES
PRELIMINARIES
This chapter was meant to give an overview o f Bengali sentence structures, active and passive, 
coordinating and subordinating sentences, complex sentence types such as conditional and relative 
sentences. A chapter like that would have brought this thesis to a fitting close but it would have been 
either too long or too cursory. The complexity of, for instance, the Bengali relative-correlative system 
is not something that can be dealt with in one or two paragraphs. As a result of this, the chapter is 
something of a compromise. The first half is on some characteristic features o f word order and 
sentence structure in Bengali, the second half concentrates on passives and impersonal structures.
The research situation on sentence structure is such that there are transformational analyses of 
individual syntactic features (Humayun Azad on pronominalization, Abul Manzur Morshed on 
relativization, Tanmoy Bhattacharya on Bengali determiners) but, from a more general point of view, 
there are a number o f (mainly non-Bengali) authors who begin their discussions o f specific 
grammatical topics with brief introductions o f ’a few basic grammatical principles' (Klaiman, p 2). 
These introductions vary considerably in depth and in perspective and would make for an interesting 
study in themselves. As an example, I have given Bykova's observations in section 6.1.
There is a deplorable but persistent tradition o f describing the structures of one language in 
terminology which is suitable for another. Generations of German school children were taught English 
-ing forms in terms of gerunds (,reading is one o f  my favourite pastimes) and were informed of the 
lack of gerimdives in English as if the Gennan translation of a Latin phrase like liber legendus - ein zu 
lesendes Buch a book to be read were not also a rather artificial grammatical construct.
All of this changed with the advent o f linguistics as an academic discipline, with Saussure's synchronic 
structuralist approach and the concept o f linguistic relativity (Sapir/Whorf) emerging in America, 
based on first analyses of Indian American languages. These new departures in linguistic thinking 
brought with them the recognition that grammatical categories are not a given framework which can be 
superimposed on all languages, but that there is in fact a great deal of structural variety between 
languages, which may call for a redefinition and adjustment of grammatical categories. In practice this 
means that in descriptive linguistics we move away from the well-tried grammatical concepts of Latin 
and instead use terminology which is more suitable for a language like English.
In describing Bengali language structures, again, we have to adjust our frame of reference. In a 
teaching context a one-to-one transposition from, say, English to Bengali can hardly be avoided, but on 
a more analytical level we begin to recognize fundamental differences in many areas, which need more 
appropriate definitions. The most important of these areas are, in my view, the postpositional system,
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the fluidity of word classes, the parameters of passive and impersonal structures and the concept of 
transitivity. Bengali, of course, shares many of these features with other South Asian languages, and a 
terminology to describe these features is gradually building up, notably in collections like Manindra 
Verma's Complex Predicates in South Asian Languages. A definition o f Bengali grammatical 
categories can and should not be based on translation from English, whereas comparative studies with 
other South Asian languages will undoubtedly lead to a clearer picture. This chapter can only make 
some tentative suggestions.
1. Language Typology
The linguistic discipline of language typology is based on the belief that languages share particular, 
systematic features called language universals, and that a study of these features can establish typical 
mechanisms and allow a classification of languages accordingly. One o f the most visible features 
languages display is word order. It is important from the outset to distinguish between word order and 
sentence structure: word order and word order variations happen at the speech act (the situational, 
pragmatic) level of language; sentence structure is concerned with the syntactic relationship between 
the parts o f a sentence. Henri Weil, in his book De Vordre des mots dans les langues anciennes 
comparees aux langues modernes (Paris 1844), was the first European linguist to pursue seriously this 
line of enquiry. He gives this Latin example to show the fundamental difference between word order 
and sentence structure:
Idem Romulus Romam condidit.
Hanc urbem condidit Romulus.
Condidit Romulus Romam.
In all three sentences the underlying syntactic structure remains the same: Romulus is the subject (S), 
Romam (or urbem) the object (O) and condidit the verb (V), but the word order varies according to the 
contextual situation.
In spite of this apparent variabilty in word order, each language has an inherent underlying word order
which is typically used in sentences that express no particular emphasis. Thus, the Latin unmarked
sentence Romulus (S) Romam (O) condidit (V)
would in English be Romulus (S) founded  (V) Rome (O)
and in Bengali (S) CTfcFP (O) (V)
Research on language typology, in particular Joseph Greenberg’s work, has shown that word order 
patterns such as SVO (English, Dutch, Chinese, Russian, Italian, Spanish, Greek etc) or SOV (Bengali, 
Latin, Japanese, Farsi, Hindi, Sanskrit etc) go hand-in-hand with other language features, such as the 
existence o f pre- or postpositions, the placing of determiners before or after nouns, the presence or 
absence of pro-drop and of dative subjects. These are called implicational language universals.
Another classifying distinction between languages, which undoubtedly links in with the word order 
system, is the amount of grammatical inflection. There is, at least in natural languages, no such thing 
as zero inflection, so this is a quantitive feature and there are often historic changes involved. Old 
English was a highly inflected language with noun and adjective declension, gender and a complex
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conjugational system, features that are still found, for instance, in German. Modern English is a 
predominantly analytic language, which means that it is made up mainly of free lexical units and there 
is little remaining inflection. Bengali is a moderately inflected language with verbal conjugation 
according to person and tense and case marking for nouns and pronouns.
The extent of inflection in a language has an immediate influence on the flexibility o f word order. In 
order to produce unambiguous sentences, English has to follow a relatively rigid word order. Bengali 
has more freedom - so much, in fact, that Smith states baldly: 'Word order in Bengali is free' (p 162). 
A very simple example of the difference between English and Bengali word order is the sentence: The 
boy loves the girl - which can only be given in this word order. In Bengali we can say
with the subject at the beginning of the sentence; or the subject - object order can be reversed as in
with the same meaning, but different emphasis.
2, Word Order
Linguistically, words are the lexical or morphological units which are put together in sentences to 
convey meaning. In all languages, words can be grouped together into word classes with different 
characteristics. Some word classes are closed as for instance determiners or prepositions in English; 
others are open, which means that new words can be formed and become part of the lexicon, eg verbs 
like to surf, to access, to mosh and the latest to google in English. Languages have rules which 
determine the way words are put together. In English, as mentioned above, articles precede nouns, in 
Bengali they follow nouns. English has prepositions, Bengali has postpositions.
Word order describes the way words are put together to make meaningful statements, but words within 
a sentence also fulfil particular syntactic functions. Any structure which can be considered a sentence - 
this is disregarding one-word exclamations or ellipses - has to have at least two components, a subject 
and a predicate. The predicate almost invariably contains a verbal element as well as whatever objects 
or complements are required by the particular verb; the subject usually contains a nominal form. This 
is true for English and Bengali as for most languages, but again Bengali has more flexibility than 
English. The almost infinite number of ways in which the subject and predicate slots can be filled is, in 
a nutshell, what the study o f syntax is all about.
The difference in basic word order between English and Bengali can be seen in the following graph, 
taken from Longman's grammar (p 3):
-*■ p 205
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English
predicate adverbials (optional)
subject verb object manner place time
I bought a hat yesterday.
The children ran home.
We ate our meal in silence.
The car stopped suddenly.
The young girl
with long black
hair walked confidently across the room.
Bengali
adverbials (optional) predicate
subject time manner place object verb
^ m t
^5T>t
ffiPfe'S'SlRI
*The subject the young girl with long black hair can be given in Bengali only with a relative clause 
and even in that construction it sounds clumsy. Part of the problem is that all the additional 
information (young, with long black hair) would have to be positioned before the subject girl or 
young girl, but another difficulty arises from the underlying sentence TjpT
The girl has long black hair. In English this can be contracted to with long black hair and in 
Bengali it can be given as a relative clause: CXtyfD ... but no suitable
adjective can be formed from A different attribute such as in the long black dress could be 
expressed in Bengali, though still not very elegantly, with a verbal adjective <PlC<=11 
the young girl wearing a long black dress.
The only other significant difference is in the sentence The children ran home, where the Bengali 
sentence literally means The children went home running, ie running becomes an adverb describing 
manner. The Bengali verb tfTQUt run cannot, by itself, take a directional complement.
3. Regressive Syntax
3.1 verbs and what goes before them
As we have seen, in unmarked Bengali sentences the verb comes at the end and any objects or 
complements are put before the verb. This results in what Smith calls 'regressive syntax' or Marian
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Maddern the 'backwards' character o f sentences. Smith gives these graphic examples to show the 
difference between Bengali and English syntactic mechanisms:
the cost
TTfat the cost o f an entire year
the cost of an entire year's provision 
fiH'M the cost o f an entire year's provision for three people
This is a noun phrase expansion which does not contain a verb, but it is the verb in sentence final 
position which causes this type of structuring. Here is a complete sentence which shows the same 
features (also from Smith)
i r f m  t^csRT ’^ rnr t
The origin o f  the name Burdfnvan[ sic] cannot be explained easily.
- , i-fi l l .  i lL . -y>- r . v fW tf3
?T$P5f Tft^Tl <F3t «Tt
the origin
the origin of the name 
the origin of the name Burdhwan 
cannot be (lit: doesn't go) 
cannot be explained 
cannot be explained easily
This sentence organisation shows clearly the division between the two basic sentence components: the 
subject and predicate, both 'regressively' expanded.
Objects precede their verbs and in unmarked contexts indirect objects precede direct objects, eg 
C\*)|^ |c<j3 (indirect object) (direct object) I 
He will write you a letter.
3. 2 morphology
This seems an appropriate point for a morphological digression. Bengali makes no distinction between 
direct and indirect objects, though their semantic properties remain. Inanimate objects are usually 
unmarked for case, eg
^tfsi I  have seen the picture.
but there is a growing tendency to add the object case ending, to concrete as well as to abstract nouns. 
Here are some examples from Probhash Das, He nari, akash hou (p 58ff):
He misunderstands the concept o f Hindu marriage.
^I#sl v m  TO f^ l 4 W ^ l I
She proceeds on the path o f life by sharing equal responsibility fo r  life and the family with her 
husband. (This is from a rather biased speech on women's rights!)
£1^  I They have exacerbated this problem.
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The following example is from Bangla Journal (henceforth BJ), Vol 5, No 1, p 78:
Nipa thought Nadim's objections were ju st an excuse.
We also find that object endings are sometimes added to oblique plural nouns or pronouns in order to 
distinguish them from genitive forms, as in
1*1 <Ro11^ [ | He didn't tell us anything.
Morphologically, this indicates an increase in inflection and shows a development in the opposite 
direction from English, which has moved away from an inflected to an analytic structure.
3.3 government
The ’regressive1 ordering of syntactic elements in a sentence is one of the crucial features which 
distinguishes SOV from SVO languages and is related to, but also distinctive from, word order. The 
relationship between a verb and its (in Bengali preceding) object is one o f government, ie the verb 
determines whether or not an object is required and an object does not exist without a governing verb. 
This same hierarchical situation exists wherever one syntactic element is dependent on another. Verb- 
object dependency is easy to see, though, in English for instance, objects are not obligatory after verbs 
like write, teach, tell, show, and there are a number of verbs which can be either transitive or 
intransitive (I rang the bell vs the phone rang etc) Milne uses the same terminology to describe the 
relationship between a verb and an adverb, even though adverbs are optional sentence elements. In 
Bengali, then, governed elements precede governing elements. The difference between English and 
Bengali can be seen in the following table. Governed (or dependent) elements are underlined.
governed element Bengali
(before governing element)
English
(after governing element)
subordinate clauses m  vft 1 I  don't believe that he is crazv.
^  <*Rt ^1 ^  •it i You don't listen to what I  sav.
1 You will be happv when this 
work is finished.
objects ^  <f>Q *rt i I  don't like that woman.
non-Finites infinitive 
infinitive 
verbal noun
'sHW) ^ttf^ ^ Tt 1 I  can't imagine...
He began to understand....
TO T O  TO t 1 He likes teasing.
adverbs to decide suddenly
adverbial phrases time 
place 
manner
^TOl VH T O  1 We will talk about this later.
I'm not going anywhere.
'Q <Tk<l 1 He goes bv bus.
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4. Implicational Universals
As mentioned above, language universals such as word order - SOV in the case of Bengali - are 
accompanied by other, implicational patterns. There has been a vivid but rather futile discussion, 
noteably Greenberg (1960s) and Lehmann (1970s), about the chicken-and-egg factor concerning these 
structures, but for the present purposes it is enough to recognise that these phenomena tend to occur 
together.
4.1 pro-drop
Pro-drop means that a language can omit personal pronouns in the subject position. Both Italian and 
Spanish (both SVO languages) are pro-drop languages. In Spanish pro-drop is so common that verbal 
paradigms in textbooks are usually given without pronouns altogether. It is logical to assume that pro­
drop occurs in languages with unambiguous conjugational systems where tense and person information 
is given in the verb forms. Bengali also has pro-drop, but it is not as automatic as in Spanish. It is 
particularly noticeable in answering yes-or-no questions where Bengali uses only the verb form, eg
1% < * > < ? ( Have you been to Kolkata? Yes, I  have.
T>t ^1144? *IT41 Will you have some tea? Yes, please.
“TO? *ft, *ttf3 -It I Can you speak Hindi? No, I  can't.
|^|vilC<P "tr*! c«tc<i? RRs.1 Will yon give me ten Taka? Yes.
In narrative texts we find many examples where a subject, once given, is dropped and subsequent 
sentences are 'subjectless1, eg:
<Tt<^ TE TO T O  I <Rlt I T5 '4 ^ 4 4  I
Babu became veiy worried. He (omitted) was thinking about Cadu.
Suddenly he (omitted)) remembered the incident from the year before.
(Bimol Kar, Uttorer hawa, p 101)
The rules for where pro-drop occurs and where it doesn't are very much context-based in Bengali. 
Where the reference is clear from the context, eg
Wtf4 'It 11 don't know why. (BJ 3, p 46) 
subjects can be dropped, but this is not an automatic process. As can be expected, pro-drop occurs 
much more frequently in first and second person than in third person statements.
4.2 postpositions
In accordance with the recognised pattern for SOV languages, adpositional elements in Bengali follow 
a nominal phrase, which is a complicated way o f saying that Bengali has postpositions, not 
prepositions. There are only very few exceptions to this. Milne has the sentence 
y©>8 TOK yo>*3 T O  I from 1314 to 1316 (p 265) 
where both shaj4> and •iMK are used as prepositions. 'IKK is now used as a postposition and modern 
equivalents to the combination are from  and *iW  until, both of which are postpositional. The 
only Bengali preposition in current use is without preceding a locative noun phrase:
RmI I I  cannot see without spectacles. (Milne, p 271)
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A comparable example in English is the postpositional use of notwithstanding (rides notwithstanding) 
Interestingly, the semantic equivalent in German zum Trotz is also postpositional, as in alien Regeln 
zum Trotz despite all the rules.
4.3 position of determiners
One of the implicational universals o f SOV languages is that determiners are placed after nouns. 
Bengali conforms to this rule on the whole, but the distribution and application of definite, indefinite 
articles and demonstrative adjectives is quite different in Bengali from the way it is in English. In 
certain cases the article can be omitted, eg
sing def (animate) Tjf, 1tj can be omitted the girl is coming
sing def (inanimate) T>f, can be omitted the car is coming
sing indef (animate) a girl is coming
sing indef (inanimate) i£f4U)l ''SJlSftlj’.l a car is coming
plural def (animate) -■at wrarai *> ilw the girls are coming
plural def (inanimate) the cars are coming
plural indefinite omitted 9|tf® there are cars coming
This shows that the singular indefinite article can be formed with the word for one plus the 'definite' 
particle for inanimates, W{, f& for humans. The same pattern applies for attributive numerals, as in 
one road, three women and the equivalent interrogatives how
many games, how many students? This in effect shifts the article to a prenominal position,
but as an attachment to a numeral or question word it is still postpositional. Demonstrative adjectives 
this, that consist o f the demonstrative particle which precedes the noun, and the definite determiner 
which follows it, but singular determiners can be omitted, eg
1 singular this (here) this girl, pen
2 that (there) that girl, pen
3 removed from context p i c^rsf, pi that girl, pen
4 plural these (here) these girls, pens
5 those (there) ^  'UR those girls, pens
6 removed from context p i  prciral, p i those girls, pens
I have given the translations for rows 3 and 6 as that and those only because there are no equivalent 
adjectives in English. Combinations with neither-here-nor-there Pf in the singular do not usually add 
the determiners i>t or but they can be used for a more definite sense.
4.4 dative subjects
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So-called dative (or: experiencer) subjects, which in Bengali are usually in the genitive, occur in many 
South Asian languages and are linked with a particular group of verbs. This will be discussed in more 
detail in section 8 on impersonal structures, but here are some examples for the type of structure under 
consideration. In all these sentences the semantic subject is in the genitive, the verb form is in 3rd 
person and the verb generally, but not always, expresses something that is experienced, not done, by 
the (semantic) subject. English translations are best given as active sentences.
4.4.1 I  am feeling vety well today.
4.4.2 He has fallen ill.
4.4.3 How did you like the story?
4.4.4 4l4ld ’<M'eic<p 1$rl*Il4 ^^1^41 Father won't be able to come tomorrow.
4.4.5 I  have two brothers.
4.4.6 i®n9Ert?r What else do you need?
4.4.7 He is afi'aid.
4.4.8 TOW? 1% *!Te¥t ^ 1 What would you like to eat?
4.4.9 s fw ?  1%? Why is he staying here?
These few example sentences show what a variety of meanings are structured in this way.
5. Changes in Word Order (emphasis)
Smith says that word order in Bengali is free. This is true in as far as simple sentences like I  have told 
you the truth can be arranged in all possible variations. The unmarked order is
5.1 (subj)<d<dt<p (indir obj)'yrfw (or ’ M ) ^ l t  (dir obj) 4 6 4 ^  (verb) I
This word order can be changed with the purpose of emphasising any of the four sentence components. 
Smith says that stressed components go at the end of the sentence, eg the sentence 
<ihlt<t> (indir obj) >lR>J ^41 (dir obj)4t«lf^(verb) (subj) 1 
implies that other people may have lied to father. The stressed sentence part can also, however, stand 
at the beginning:
(indir obj) (subj) (dir obj)^csrf^ (verb) t
implies that I may have lied to other people. Stress is above all a feature of intonation in spoken 
language and an isolated, written sentence cannot convey its possible overtones. Suffice it to say that 
both the initial and the final sentence position are used for emphasis. All combinations are 
grammatically acceptable but, for instance
^ i t  i
with the verb at the beginning and the subject at the end, beautiful though it may sound, is likely only 
in poetry.
The statement that word order in Bengali is free should, however, not be taken to imply that word 
order is arbitrary. If  and when word order is changed from the normal SOV sequence, there is usually 
good reason for it. The positioning of adverbial phrases is relatively variable. In the sentence
word order and sentence structure
5.2 T®RT W fSr *4*^ qijtRJw, I
In the afternoon Nishan and her friends would come to the canteen from a different 
college. (BJ 3, p 73)
we have one time- and two place-adverbials placed at the beginning and at the end purely in order to 
achieve a pleasant flow in the sentence - there is no particular emphasis intended here. Placing the 
adverbials all together in between the subject and the verb would simply make the sentence too heavy. 
Statistically, in an arbitrary body of contemporary non-fiction text no less than 80% o f sentences have 
the verb in final position - this is an estimate from about 150 pages of text from three consecutive 
issues of the Bangla Journal. I was surprised by this, particularly in view of fairly free adverbial 
movement - this may be more relevant to fictional texts - but it shows the overall regularity of Bengali 
word order.
Emphasis has been mentioned as a reason for word order change. Other reasons are, for instance, the 
complexity of particular parts of the sentence. I will restrict myself to three examples.
In the following sentence we have a long postpositional phrase preceding a one-syllable subject and 
thus, in a way, fulfilling an attributive function:
5.3 fadbMfl hd'Sifa TfrS I
A knock could be heardfrom the other side o f the door leading to the kitchen.
(BJ 5, p 79)
Long complements can follow verbs, eg
5 .4 ^
'h4!'3H I And in this he was different from the intellectual elite, close to ordinary 
people, one o f them. (BJ 3, p 45)
This can be interpreted as an emphatic use, but in a narrative context such as this, and with the 
semantically bland verb ^ t^ -} the positioning of the triple complement at the end o f the sentence 
simply gives it the appropriate weight. The same is true for
5.5 *3#t 'S W  'q>t?Ttcti
This also became possible through Chofa’s interest. (BJ 3 p 47)
In sentence 5.6 we have a juxtaposition of conjunct verbs - the precise syntactic relationship between
abstract nouns like chat, discussion, argument and the verbs they combine with
awaits further research. The positioning of "4W&1 argument at the end of the sentence is, in this case, 
an emphatic device.
As many talks and discussions as I  have had with him, I  think I  have had more
arguments. (BJ 3, p 48)
6. Sentence Structure
This section is nothing but a brief glimpse at some of the issues that relate to sentence structure in 
Bengali. I chose Bykova's account of Bengali sentence structure for her succint statement on what she
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sees as typical for Bengali. Section 6.2 summarises some of my own thoughts. These are, more than 
anything else perhaps, preliminaries for future research possibilities.
6.1 E. M. Bykova
Bengali sentences can be two-peak, three-peak or four-peak, depending on what type of verb is 
involved. The first split is between nominal and verbal sentences. Bykova's nominal sentences are 
what is more commonly called copulative sentences and can only have two peaks. The table (note the 
graphic effect!) shows her basic sentence types (my examples). English translations of these simple 
sentences are (6.1.) 1. Rabindranath is a poet. 2. The girl is beautiful. 3. The boy is crying. 4. I  will 
drop him off. 5. He has opened the door, 6 .1 will give you the key. 7. He will explain this matter to me.
nominal (2 peak) subject complement
noun complement 
adj complement
6.1.1
6.1.2
verbal subject indirect object direct object verb
2 peak, 
intransitives 6.1.3
3 peak, causative 
of intransitives 6.1.4 4l4l4l
3 peak, 
transitives 6.1.5 nVI'stlal
4 peak, 
transitives 6.1.6 TfRI
4 peak, causative 
of transitives 6.1.7 74
This type of classification does not take into account adverbial or other optional parts of the sentence. 
In fact, it is little more than a demonstration of verb valency. That is presumably her reason for 
bringing in the matter o f causative verbs. She indicates that some causatives o f transitive verbs can 
revert back to three-peak structures by dropping the direct object and moving the indirect object into 
the direct object slot, eg
6.1.8 *ft I The mother gives the boy rice to eat. (four-peak)
can be changed to 6.1.9 '5Tf I The mother feeds the boy. (three-peak)
Bykova herself admits that the difference between 6.1.9 and a non-causative sentence like 6.1.5 is 
purely semantic and has little to do with sentence structure as such. She does, however, stress the 
importance of two-peak nominal sentences as she includes in them verbal noun 'constructions [...] with 
modal meanings (W 4  possible, rtrt necessity, proper, necessary) and the verb
(p 147). She sees these as essentially copulative, ie subject - complement structures. This is one
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possible interpretation of them, but the syntactic shape of these 'modals' is rather vague. Would she 
include in this group sentences like
He has no right to say this. 
with an infinitive rather than a verbal noun? I suspect that these structures are more complex than 
Bykova sees them. I have discussed them in more detail in chapter 1 (p 40ff).
Bykova sums up in one paragraph her perception of what is typical in Bengali as a language. It would 
be absurd to expect anyone to give their impressions of a language in a few sentences, but when a 
statement like that is made spontaneously it is all the more telling and I want to quote it in full:
'The peculiarities of the Bengali patterns manifest themselves in the sphere of functioning. The 
diversity of their functions is by far greater than the functions of corresponding sentences observed in 
other languages. This can be explained by the infinite possibility of combining a noun-subject with a 
verb of being - existence (practically any noun); the poly-functionality of the genitive case, specifically 
its ability to function as subject (possessor, doer, subject being in a certain state); a situational likeness 
between the instrumental-locative case and the genitive of the subject; the lack of the verb to have, the 
peculiarity of passive constructions; and last, but not least, the specific combinability of Bengali words 
as lexical-semantic units.' (p 144)
Bykova's thought processes are not always easy to follow - her unrelenting density of language 
sometimes makes one want to gasp for breath! I am not quite sure what she means by the 'situational 
likeness between the instrumental-locative case and the genitive of the subject', but her comment on 
the diversity of function is undoubtedly one of the crucial characteristics of Bengali.
6.2 Diversity of function
There are many different linguistic phenomena which could be singled out as being distinctive and 
characteristic, but I agree with Bykova that diversity of function (on all language levels) is a central 
feature of Bengali. In the following paragraphs I give a brief outline and some examples to show what 
'diversity of function' may mean. There are two main aspects of it:
•  fluidity of word classes
This is a lexicographer's subject! Bengali words do not stay within their designated word classes 
but tend to stray. Here are some examples. There are a number of nouns and adjectives where the 
dividing line is not at all clear. We have the noun truth and the adjectives true but the 
usual combination to refer to the truth is ^11, ie truth word, not ^ l t  true word. There are 
of course in most languages words that belong to more than one word class, but Bengali takes this 
kind of fluidity to a new level. Even with words which one uses naturally and confidently there 
can be surprises. A word like destroyed, ruined, wasted, for instance, is an adjective but is 
rarely used attributively. Morphologically it is formed like **1% clear, pure, which is also an 
adjective and like ^  hardship, trouble, which is a noun. The difference between proper
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(adjective) and ‘r tw k  need (noun) only becomes apparent in negation. helper is a noun, but 
its negative helpless, defenceless is an adjective. There are many more examples like this,
poly-functionality (an ugly word!)
• postpositions
As we saw in chapter 3, the function of postposition in Bengali is taken on mainly by nominal and 
verbal forms. Some of these forms, for instance from, change sufficiently from their original 
meaning to acquire a new postpositional status, but the great majority o f particularly nominal 
postpositions remain locative noun forms and are used as such.
• genitives
Bykova points to the poly-functionality (why not 'multi-purpose1 or 'versatility'?) of the genitive in 
Bengali. Although she does not give any examples herself, it is likely that she means structures 
like the following. Genitive nouns and pronouns take the subject role in impersonal structures 
where they can refer to
a possessor /  have two brothers.
an experiencer ^ rk  <Ht^l He is feeling cold.
a recipient b k k  1 /  have got a new job.
a doer ^>Tkk 1 ^ have written a letter.
If we take a step back from sentence functions to semantic structuring within phrases we find that 
noun phrases with a genitive modifier can express the following relationships: 
object - possessor '4 k k  '^ast father's shoes
object - material t>k<tk leather bag
object - place 3fkfk street shops
object - purpose doll fo r  playing
phenomenon - cause damage from rain
There are likely to be more of these types of structures, but these few examples are sufficient to 
give us an impression o f what poly-functionality means in Bengali.
• conjunctions
This is moving very briefly into the realm of complex sentences. Conjunctions provide the mortar 
which is needed to link sentences together in a logical sequence. Bengali, like most languages, has 
conjunctions but some of the most common ones are 'on loan' from other word classes. Here are 
just three examples:
because 1w! W>kk i<t}N'S
I  am worried because I  haven't heard fimom you.
The word for because is simply a noun with no syntactically connecting function. 
either-or
Either read the book or give it back to him.
^  - k t ^  are 3rd person present tense forms of be, become, happen. Literally, the 
sentence means it happens you will read... it doesn't happen vou will give...
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Again, there is to English ears a lack of syntactic linking which is not felt in Bengali. 
if-then  7*1 k k  ^ 3 7 4  ^ T t l k k i t
I f  he had told me before I  wouldn't have made this mistake,
%t37«l s which is translateable with then in this context is a conditional participle meaning i f  
this is so and is therefore a repetition of the conditional conjunction kf4 if.
These are examples for individual conjunctions or the words which stand in for them. A more 
significant factor in the linking of sentences in Bengali is the use, wherever possible, of non-finite 
verb forms, eg
• simultaneous events can be expressed by using the present participle:
M  t*k73> 7*r I 
He came when I  was writing a letter.
• consecutive events employ the perfective participle:
7*1 <TM <K4 "4WiT4?T kfQrt lc<i I
She will cook and then feed  the children.
• the conditional participle followed by'S can express although
sBtTSkt is rk tm  T rk  ^  kt I
Although we missed the train we were not late.
• cause can be expressed through verbal nouns in the locative
flwt
Rita was very happy because her mother was giving up her job. (Das, p 84) 
Poly-functionality is thus a typical feature of Bengali syntax ranging from one-to-one word linking to 
complex sentence structuring. Its effects in terms of 'character* o f the language is twofold and, to some 
extent, contradictory. On the one hand it results in syntactic compactness, conciseness, absence of 
redundancy but adds, on the other hand, a quality of semantic oscillation. This is apparent in structures 
like the perfective participle, but goes a lot further than individual structures. A simple phrase like Wlfil 
fs|75I lit: /, having gone, for instance, has a semantic potential (temporal, circumstantial, causal etc) 
which is not easily matched in other languages.
7. Passives
The existence of passive structures is assumed and referred to by a number o f authors, but there is no 
clear understanding of what passive means in Bengali or even whether it exists. Klaiman refers to the 
passive as 'one o f the most extensively discussed, yet poorly defined topics in linguistics'. 
(Volitionality, p 63) These theoretical discussions centre around structures which have a passive sense 
but do not have the syntactic feature of object raising. Structures like this exist in many languages, 
including Bengali. In order to include them, Comrie introduced the term 'impersonal passive'. This 
term has undergone some changes and Trask, for instance, considers impersonal passives as 'most 
typically derived from intransitive verbs, though not exclusively so' (p 136). Before we get caught up 
in definitional terminology, let us look at some of the Bengali structures.
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7.1 derived from active sentences
In English only sentences containing a transitive verb with an object can be passivised. An English 
passive sentence is derived from an active one by dropping the subject (or adding it in a prepositional 
phrase with by), raising the object to the subject position, and changing the active verb form to the 
appropriate form of the verb be plus a past participle, eg
He sold the car -► The car was sold (by him).
The great majority o f English passive sentences have an equivalent active sentence which is 
considered to be the original or unmarked source sentence. A sentence like Rome was not built in a day 
is an example for a passive without an underlying active sentence simply because there is no candidate 
for a subject in an active sentence.
The same process of derivation is also possible in Bengali. The verb changes to a verbal noun and a 
finite form of be.
The agent (subject in the active sentence) can be added by using the postposition k k t  by, through, eg 
'5 k  Tqkt by him but in practice this is not very common. The derivational process from active to 
passive can be seen more clearly in an example with an animate object:
'5‘k t  rsk'Gk^ i -► T s k t e
They caught the thief. -*■ The thief was caught.
We can see from this that the English object raising (see above) does not happen in Bengali. The object 
remains object and instead the verb in its nominal form becomes the subject. These type of derivational 
passive formations are quite possible in Bengali, and McLeod takes them as formulaic. But there is 
rather more to Bengali passives than just this.
7.2 with intransitive verbs
In Bengali intransitive verbs can be passivised, eg
7.2.1 ,a) active *Tk I I  will go tomorrow, can be rendered as
7.2.l.b) passive k k k  <pl«i(.<p kf'Skt 3.C41 lit: My going will be (occur) tomorrow.
The syntactic process from a) to b) is significantly different here, in that the subject is changed to a 
possessive and the verbal noun forms the sentence subject. This alone shows that the syntactic and 
semantic properties of'passives’ are not the same in Bengali as in English. The traditional grammatical 
definition of passives as derived structures where the subject is not the agent but the recipient of an 
action is not valid in sentences with a verbal noun subject. A somewhat different and less syntax- 
related definition is given for German passives in the Duden Grammatik. German shares with Bengali 
the ability to form passives from intransitive verbs, though the syntactic realisation of these passives is 
quite different from Bengali. Active and passive sentences (in the Duden definition) have opposing 
perspectives in that active sentences look from an agent's point of view, passive sentences look at the 
event itself without any agent being involved. In this sense sentence 7.2,1 .b) is acceptable as a passive 
sentence, but a grammatical category cannot be defined on the basis of perspective. There are a host o f
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other structures in Bengali which have the same perspective (away from the agent) but cannot be 
considered passive because they fail to fulfil certain syntactic criteria (see 7.7)
7.3 Sanskrit past participles
There is a group of 'passive adjectives' (McLeod), which can combine with forms of ^TTt to form 
passive sentences. These are Sanskrit in origin and are derived from verbs or nouns. They are limited 
in number, ie the structure is no longer productive. The forms of are not restricted to third person 
use but agree with the sentence subjects. This throws some doubt on their status as passives. A 
decision on this is based on whether passives are defined by syntactic or by semantic criteria. But let 
us look at the examples first.
seen as in 7.3.1 W k  I I  was seen,
spoken as in 7.3.2 ^  I This is said. (McLeod, p 62)
Anderson (p 24) gives:
7.3.3 ®t k t  I That has been destroyed.
7.3.4 wif® R«iEij [sic] I  have become exalted, [sic]
The sentence is unusual in that the adjective ^3® developed would be more common. The translation is 
somewhat eccentric. The sentence simply means: I  have improved.
7.3.5 1®ft ^  ‘57441 He will be appointed to this post.
Other such adjectives are (from Milne and McLeod):
W l® written served given
destroyed created protected
VOlfefilVQS anointed k*® done spoken
fallen intoxicated sung
In the given examples all the verb forms are from and are in agreement with the subject. I 
suspect that forms of are also possible in sentences with a stative (resultative) aspect, eg
7.3.6 fuf§T>t ^Icsj, l The letter is written.
7.3.7 ^tkt^pTt *41®® The leaves are lying fallen.
Semantically, these sentences are equivalent to structures with regular verbal adjectives or past passive 
participles like 7.3.8 rifOkt The promise has been made.
lit: The word has been given.
7.3.9 T>t T>f5Tt The tea is poured.
The passive character o f these structures is undeniable. If we want to accept them as passives, we have 
to keep in mind that these are personal structures with subject-verb agreement. Although this may 
pose a potential problem, it could prove useful in the attempt to separate passives from impersonal 
structures.
7.4 passives with
word order and sentence structure
Anderson gives these examples for passives with *1®! fall, expressing 'sudden or violent action in the 
passive1 (p 24)
7.4.1 74 k k t  I He died suddenly.
7.4.2 ® kt 74?rt I They were suddenly surrounded.
7.4.3 TSk 4kt | The thief was caught.
Smith also mentions this structure 'resembling a passive' (p 143) with the following examples:
7.4.4
Three people were run over by a train and died.
7.4.5
Even getting run over by a car is nothing unusual.
All of these sentences sound possible, but I do not consider them to be very common. There is no 
question that they are passive in character. The number of verbs which combine with *sT3t in this way, 
however, is quite restricted and so I would not classify this as a general passive, but record these uses 
as a lexical entry under the verbs concerned.
7.5 kbsm - passives
F r o m k t lk ^ ^ t tq i  I  was seen, it is only a short step to
7.5.1a) I  can be seen.
Both Chatterji and Anderson spend a fair amount of verbal energy on discussing this structure in 
comparison with the more modern
7.5.1b) ® rktC®7W 4kl lea n  be seen.
The first structure (7.5.1a)) is syntactically interesting because it can be seen as a case of object 
raising. There is no direct active equivalent from which this sentence could be derived because the 
semantic component o f possibility cannot be expressed with the verb kfSTft go in active sentences, but 
in the widest sense a sentence like
7.5.1c) 74741 Someone sees me.
can be postulated and the raising operation from (object) to ®Tlf4 (subject) with the verb in first
person agreement can be shown (7.5.1a)). It is not immediately clear to me what the syntactic 
relationship between the verbal noun/verbal adjective and the finite verb is and why this should be 
considered a passive at all, given comparable sentences like
7.5.2 Idie.
which I do not consider a passive. My knowledge of diachronic language changes is, however, not 
sufficient to take on Chatterji! If  we accept this operation of object raising we have a case of a passive 
which fits with the narrow syntactic definition o f English passives. This is probably the reason that 
Chatterji and Anderson pay so much attention to it but, as far as I know, this structure is no longer used 
in modern Bengali.
Sentence 7.5.1b) is of more immediate interest as this type of sentence is very common in modern 
Bengali and is, in fact, widely accepted as a  genuine passive structure.
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Anderson refers to this [verbal noun + 3rd person of kt'Qkt] first as an impersonal structure, then as an 
impersonal passive. This is logically quite accurate but in our quest for a differentiation between 
passives and impersonal structures we have to mind our terminology. I cannot resist quoting 
Anderson's explanation of the Bengali structure as a priceless example of linguistic not-quite-parallel 
thinking: 'Impersonal verbs are a very common feature of the language, and one which it is difficult to 
explain to Englishmen from whose tongue this device is practically absent. The construction resembles 
the Latin vocatur ad arma; magna voce vocandum est; itur; pugnatum est; nobis invidetur. An even 
better parallel is the phrase Beilovacis persuaderi non poterat, which could be literally translated into 
Bengali thus: BellovaciTk5 'ktkt 74=1 ktl' (p28f). Englishmen 'from whose tongue this device is
practically absent', the Bengali and the Latin, will not be much enlightened by this!
Here are Anderson's examples (all p 29f) which do clarify the situation:
7.5.3 ^kt'STfkTkkktktkB By this road let it be gone.
7.5.4 ’Jkt ktk 7k f®fk ®Ttk7kk 1 It is heard that he will come.
7.5.5 T4kt T5tk 7k 7k ®Ttk *li7k kt I It was seen that he is no longer able to rise.
7.5.6 TkkT® *tfr3kt ktk 7k 7k kikTk kt 1 It can be seen that she will not come again.
7.5.7 'SrlHt® *tt«3kt ktk 1 To some extent it can be known.
7.5.8 k k t ktk kt 1 It is not thus said.
7.5.9 W k>kt ktTk 1 It shall be questioned.
7.5.10 kt'Qkt ktTkkft Today it shall not be eaten.
A better translation for this last sentence would be: It won't be edible today.
Anderson gives the following sentences to show that this structure can also be used 'with transitive 
verbs’. In fact, all of the above except for 7.5.3 contain transitive verbs, although in 7.5.8 and 7.5.10 
the direct objects are omitted and in 7.5.4 to 7.5.6 the subordinate clauses with 7k function as direct 
objects. What makes the transitivity more noticeable in the following sentences is the presence of an 
animated and pronominalised (except in 7.5.14) direct object:
7.5.11 7k i£)T®t 7k ®tT® klkklT® ktk ktl
He is so fickle that it is not possible to control him.
7.5.12 k  k® 7 k m  ®!Tks1%^T*NlTktk1k ki l l
He is very foolish, there is no teaching him anything.
7.5.13 TkTktW klTkfW  W ^ ,1 k ^ k lf4 7 5 1 ® t7 ^ ® ltk k 7 k k tk tk tk k tl
The girl is twelve years old; i f  she is not given in marriage there is no keeping her in 
the house any longer.
7.5.14 47®t ikW kkT kT ^k^rtkkktk lT kktl
I f  you delay so much the train any longer will not be caught.
(better: it won’t be possible to catch the train.)
Most, but not all, o f Anderson's translations contain the possibility component which to me seems to 
be the characteristic feature of the kt'Qkt passive, although Anderson makes no express mention of it.
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Perhaps this is a fairly recent feature - Anderson's article was written in 1913, before Chatterji - while 
the structure itself is, in fact, considerably older than passive structures with 'SQkt (Klaiman, p 72).
7.6 the derivation issue
Although the passive is, as Klaiman shows, a much discussed topic as far as object raising or subject 
deletion is concerned, there seems to be a tacit and unchallenged agreement that all passive sentences 
are derived from active sentences. I do not think that this is true in Bengali.
As an example for passive derivation in Bengali Seely gives:
7.6.1a) active ®dfk®tkfkl I  say that.
7.6.1 b 1) passive ®t k k t "3k I That is said, (p 129)
If we add the supposedly suppressed agent ®Ttfk I  in sentence b)
7.6.1 b2) ktkt k k t kk I That is said by me,
we end up with a somewhat dubious sentence. The sentence is not ungrammatical, but there is no 
obvious reason to use it when the active ®t kfk  1 I  say that, is so much simpler. The situation 
becomes clearer with the next example:
7.6.2 a) active 7k 'QktTk kTk I He sits there.
7.6.2.b) passive 'QktTk kkt ktk I lit: It can be sat there, [sic]
Klaiman gives this example to show a process of 'omission of the core argument', in this case the 
subject 7k he in sentence b). She says: 'The basic verb is nominalized and followed by a finite form 
of the verb kt- go. However, in b) this verb does not have the conventional lexical sense [namely go], 
rather, it serves as a grammatical marker, signaling omission of the basic S [the subject 7k]. The result 
is a structure in which S is suppressed, or a subjectless clause' (Klaiman, Grammatical Voice, p 6).
The Bengali structure of a verbal noun + a 3rd person form of ktSkt go is one of the two structures 
which I think justify the use of the term passive in Bengali - the other one being the parallel structure 
with k^kt be, as shown in Seely's example (sentence 7.6.1). Sentence 7.6.2.b) is not, as Klaiman 
would have it, a product o f suppressing a subject and it is not subjectless. In the two sentence pairs 
given by Seely and Klaiman the 'passive' versions are, in fact, syntactically quite unrelated to the active 
a) sentences or as unrelated as, for instance, the two English sentences He sits there, and It is possible 
to sit there are to one another. In Klaiman's sentence b) the verbal noun is the subject and the 3rd 
person form o f klQkf, while it does not retain its original meaning go, is rather more than just a 
grammatical marker. It has a semantic component of possibilty, but, more importantly, it is a full verb 
and forms the sentence predicate. If  we drop the optional adverb ^ktTk in sentence b) we have what 
Bykova would call a two peak sentence of subject and predicate meaning literally the sitting goes. The 
semantic dimension of possibility can be seen as a simple extension of the meaning go. A similar, 
though syntactically more restricted, structure exists, for instance, in German where es geht nicht lit: it 
goes not means simply it is not possible.
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My statement that ktQkt in such sentences is a full verb can be seen as controversial. Terms such as 
'dummy verbs', 'auxiliaries', 'mere grammatical markers' tend to be used in a rather indiscriminate way 
and are not clearly defined. To simplify the matter, it may be reasonable to assume that a finite verb 
form in a sentence with no other verb forms is a full verb and constitutes the sentence predicate. This 
does not solve the semantic issues concerning kts3kt in sentence 7.6.2 b) but it clears up the syntactic 
confusion.
In her discussion on kt- and T- passives Klaiman states: 'The two passives differ as regards the fate of 
the underlying subject. In kt- passives the subject is obligatorily deleted' ( Volitionality, p 73). There 
may be historic issues at play here which I am not qualified to comment on, but from a synchronic 
point o f view it seems absurd even to postulate an underlying subject. A simple sentence like
7.6.3 kfk®t Tktkft ktk kt I The poem cannot be understood
is used in contexts where the 'agent' is irrelevant. It does not necessarily imply that no one can 
understand the poem, but that is precisely the point: the sentence focus is turned away from a potential 
interpreter o f poetry to the poem itself. These kt- passives are, in my opinion, impersonal structures par 
excellence, and they do not need an obligatorily deleted underlying subject to define them.
Semantically - this is a step onto thin ice - the Bengali structure [verbal noun + 3rd person of kQkt] 
resembles sentences o f the type something happened, something occurred, which are not passive 
structures in English. This may be sufficient reason for some linguists to say that passives do not exist 
in Bengali. Verbs like happen and occur can be considered impersonal in English as they do not occur 
with animate subjects and are event-focussed in meaning. Bengali does not have this type of 
impersonal verb. The situation may become clearer when we look at some sentence types with ^Qkt as 
the main verb and their literal translations - all o f these sentences contain the same element of 
something happening or occurring.
7.6.4 *|1*f kjkRu lit: I  have become happy.
7.6.5 k£'i>tkc$.l lit: The rice has become spoilt.
7.6.6 'ssrtklk 'spjk kfkOiU lit: My illness has happened.
7.6.7 lit: Our quarrel has occurred.
7.6.8 ®!k kcsf rkkt lit: The seeing with him has occurred.
Are any or all o f these passive sentences? A decision on this depends entirely on definition and 
demonstrates very clearly how relative and to some extent arbitrary grammatical categorisation is. In 
the chapter on non-finite verb forms there was some discussion on the nominal and/or verbal character 
of verbal nouns (p 22). My impression here is that there is a qualitative difference between, for 
instance, the following two sentences. The non-idiomatic, literal translation is given to show this 
difference:
®Ttklk sfkces. I My illness has occurred
kftktk k^Sr k k t My working has occurred.
word order and sentence structure
In as far as the verbal noun retains its verbal character, there is a difference between the emergence of 
a state illness and the occurence of a process kTSf k>kt work.. We need to establish whether this 
difference is sufficient to justify a separation of these sentences into different grammatical categories.
7.7 the passive as a grammatical category
Passive structures contrast not only with active structures but they also have to be distinguished from 
other structures whose semantic focus is an event rather than an agent. The terminological difference 
between 'impersonal structures' and 'passives' is significant. The term 'impersonal structure' can, in 
principle, be defined in a purely semantic sense and be applied to any sentence which does not have an 
agent subject. This would mean that impersonal structures are not restricted to any particular syntactic 
pattern. For any given structure to be considered a passive, however, the structure has to fit into a 
recurring, systematic syntactic pattern. The [verbal noun + 3rd person form o f ^Qkt or ktQkt] 
structures constitute such a pattern and, more importantly, the great majority of Bengali verbs can 
participate in them. Exceptions that spring to mind are the incomplete ®Tt^ - be, have and itself, 
though can be used in combinations with kt'Qkt, eg
®ltktk ^f*t kftk I It will be possible to be happy again.
Smith lists these uses not under 'passives' but under 'Compounds with the verbal noun', though he does 
use the term 'passive' there. Seely confidently calls the k^3kt structure 'the passive, pure and simple' (p 
129) Bykova acknowledges that the structures with and kt'Qkt ‘largely possess meanings
common, for example, to the Russian passive' and then says 'but they are not passive' (p 146). She 
gives no further explanation but we can see from this that opinions on what constitutes a passive in 
Bengali are divided.
7.8 personalised passives and ®tk-ktT>T
Passive sentences, as mentioned above, focus on an event rather than an agent. This is certainly true 
for the structures with ^ k t .  But what about structures with ktQkf ? They do not so much focus on an 
event, but on a potential event, ie they contain a modal element. I do not see this as a problem. Their 
modal character does not impinge on their wide syntactic applicability and it does not affect their 
focus. Rather, it adds to the Bengali passive system an exhilarating semantic/aspective dimension of 
endless possibilities.
There is, however, one important syntactic difference between passives with k^kt and passives with 
ktQkf, which was briefly mentioned in section 7.6.
In many cases these two structures can be used in exactly the same way, eg 
with W t  k t^  *fk! kk I Fish is caught here.
k k  f^ck k k t I Everything will be talked about later.
kTs? 7*tk kkrf “3® I The work would have been finished.
with ktQkt ®ktTk k t^  kkt ktk I Fish can be caught here.
k k  kTk 4°ll kftk I Everything can be talked about later.
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<t4®f 7*tk 7k® I The work could have been finished
In intransitive structures with kQkt genitive (possessive) modifiers can be added to the subject (the 
verbal noun), as in ®tk ktQkt kTk I lit: his going will be: He will go.
®Ttktk ktkt kJkT^l lit: my getting down has been: I  got down.
This way of personalising passive structures is not possible with ktQkt, eg
*®ftktk kfQkt klTkl This gives the structures with ktQkt an added impersonal component (see 
7.6), but I do not see this as a reason not to accept the ktQkt structures as passives in Bengali and as 
essentially parallel to the structures with kSkt,
Interestingly, Anderson in his discourse on verbal nouns views things from the opposite angle. He has 
no problems with ktQkt structures, but says about ®Ttktk ktQkt kTk ktl My going will not happen: 'Such 
quasi-impersonal constructions are very common in Bengali, constructions in which the attention is 
drawn rather to the sense, the bhav (®1kt of the verb, than to its subject. In fact in indigenous 
grammars, besides the Active and Passive Voices, there is shown a bhava-vacya (®tkkM) a Sense-
Voice, in which the action of the verb is itself practically the subject.' (Anderson, The Bengali Verb, p 
18)
In this as in many discussions of Bengali verbal categories (eg Bykova, Smith, Milne, Seely), the 
terminology is rather vague. Are Anderson's reasons for not considering this 'quasi-impersonal 
construction' as a passive based on the presence of the personal ®Ttk1k? And, if  so, what is a 'real' 
passive in Bengali?
But before we move on to that, let us have a closer look at what Anderson is saying. The idea o f a 
middle voice category between actives and passives is, of course, quite common - in many European 
languages this category is assigned to reflexive verbs like divertirsi to enjoy oneself and prepararsi to 
get ready in Italian, se reveiller to wake up and se reposer to rest in French etc. But these cases are 
really quite different from the Bengali example Anderson gives. The verb, or more accurately the 
verbal noun, is not just 'practically' the subject. It is the subject and this is the strongest reason why this 
structure is not a 'quasi-impersonal construction' or should belong to a 'sense-voice' category, but is a 
passive 'pure and simple', as Seely puts it (p 129). The focus of the sentence is the verbal action and 
this focus remains even with an added genitive modifier.
For the record I add Bidhubhusan Dasgupta's view of the passive, outlined in his book Learn Bengali 
Yourself He divides structures into passives (<pvf<ilb}) and 'intransitive' passives (®tk-ktFT) - the 
Bengali word ®tk-ktkf is given in the Samsad as 'impersonal voice'. In his passive sentences 'the 
object is prominent and the subject takes k®k> or ktkt by' (p 133), eg 
k*£ k§  kk I A book is read by Jodu.
In intransitive passive sentences 'the verb is always intransitive and accords neither with the subject 
nor with the object' (ibid), eg
®Ttktktkl ktk kt I I  am unable to move.
There are two mistakes here. Firstly, intransitive verbs do not generally have objects, so there is no 
question of accord and secondly the use of ktkt is not restricted to intransitive verbs. What is more
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significant than his definitional ideas though is that his example sentences are just that: artificial 
example sentences from a grammar book! They are highly unnatural and show a worrying detachment 
from real language.
7.9 Bengali passives
If we want to accept the term passive as applicable to particular Bengali structures - and there is no 
reason not to - its properties need to be clearly set out.
Bengali passives are similar to English passives in that
•  they look at a situation not from an agent but from an event point of view
•  they have a regular, productive and well-defined syntactic structure 
Bengali passives differ from English passives in that
• they need not be derived from active sentences, ie many Bengali passive sentences do not have 
direct active equivalents.
• they do not have to have a (suppressed) agent hidden in their deep structure. This is true
specifically for passives with kfQkt which refer to potential rather than real events and are as such
agentless.
•  in sentences where a derivation can be seen to exist, objects remain objects and are not raised to 
subject status, eg
®Ttfk ®lc<£ ktQTTt® fWTkfkJ I  have invited him.
®t7® kt'Gkl® TkQkt kfkCk I He has been invited.
This is an example with an indirect object. The same applies to direct objects:
7*1 ^TNc<p ktf&CkTkl He has saved me.
1®r!kl7® ktkttkt kTkCkl /  have been saved.
• they can be formed from intransitive as well as transitive verbs.
• in structures with 3rd person forms of klQkt go they refer to possible rather than actual events.
On the basis of this we have two structures for passives in Bengali:
1. sentences with transitive verbs - these can be interpreted as being derived from active 
sentences. In these sentences the subject of the active sentence is almost invariably suppressed. 
Their syntactic shape is [object + verbal noun + 3rd person form of kQkt.].
2 . sentences with intransitive verbs: the logical subject of the sentence can be added in structures 
with kQkt as a genitive modifier of the verbal noun. Structures with kt'Skt cannot take such a 
modifier. The basic syntactic pattern for these passives is [verbal noun + 3rd person form of kQTTt 
or kfQkt].
In both types of sentences the verbal noun forms the grammatical subject. This seems to me to be a 
crucial factor in the decision on what should or should not be defined as a passive. The reason for this 
was mentioned earlier: structures with verbal nouns as subjects describe a process rather than a state. 
Sentences without this feature, such as the structures with Sanskritic participles (7.3.1 - 9) and
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sentences of the happening, occurring type (7.6.4 - 8) have a passive meaning, but they have neither 
the aspective dynamics nor the syntactical potential of the / '^ 1'QTft structures. A graded scale for 
primary (with verbal noun + /^tQHt) and secondary (7.3.Iff  and 7.6.4ff) passives could be used, 
but this is just a matter o f definitional terminology and is, to a large extent, arbitrary.
8. Impersonal Structures
As we saw earlier (cf Anderson), there is not always a very clear dividing line between passives and 
impersonal structures. What they have in common is that they do not have an active agent as the 
subject of a sentence. We have now tentatively defined passives as having a regular syntactic shape, 
which is a verbal noun as subject (with or without a possessive complement) in connection with a 3rd 
person form of either or
‘Impersonal structures' is a term which, according to Trask's definition, seems to include passives. He 
says that 'the verb stands in an invariable 3rd person form and the NP which might be regarded as the 
subject on semantic grounds stands in an oblique case' (p 135). Smith's explanation for Bengali 
impersonal structures states that 'the verb is always in the third person and the logical subject, when 
expressed, takes the genitive' (p 114). This does not expressly exclude passives, but it can be assumed 
that impersonal structures are not syntactically restricted to verbal noun subjects (as passives are) and 
that the finite verbs involved are not, or not only, and
Semantically, impersonal structures, according to Smith, express emotions (fear, anger, love), mental 
activities (thinking, wanting), bodily sensations (hunger, illness, fatigue) and possession. This semantic 
restriction, if it is correct, would mean that passives could not be included in impersonal structures 
since they are semantically quite unrestricted.
Let us look at some examples starting, as usual, with Smith's classification. Some of these structures 
have been discussed in previous chapters. All o f Smith's example sentences are given on pages 114ff 
of his book and are marked (S).
8.1 with be, be present
Smith's example sentences can be divided into two separate uses of as shown in examples 8.1.1 
and 8.1.2:
8.1.1 I <P I There are people in the bungalow. (S)
This is ^It^- in its locative sense (discussed in chapter 5, section 1.2 and 1.3). It should not be listed as 
an impersonal structure. There is subject-verb agreement as can easily be established if we substitute a 
first person pronoun for c.cil<p in sentence 8.1.1, eg
8.1.1a) Tktcl lt'i I I  am in the bungalow.
The following use of^ife- is quite different:
8.1.2 ''SflsTfa "gCijt ^  I I  have two wishes. (S)
This is the possessive or existential function of ^Tt^- and is always expressed as an impersonal 
structure.
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8.2 with^TTt be, become
8.2.1 c t^<n5lt<p 'Sffafa I I  liked the boy very much. (S)
8.2.2 ^  I I  became very angry (S)
These are structures with conjunct verbs. They are combinations of abstract nouns or adjectives with 
what Klaiman calls dummy verbs ^ T ,  Smith has separated out the uses with here to
show their impersonal features. A closer investigation of these structures is likely to show that Smith's 
semantic caveat on emotions, mental activities and bodily functions is too narrow, eg
8.2.3
It has been arranged to go to the wedding.
As can be seen from the three sentences (8.2.1 -3) this structure varies in complexity. In 8.2.1 we have 
a direct object, in 8.2.3 a genitive verbal noun, governed by the respective conjunct verbs. Sentence
8 .2.2 represents almost (^4  ve/7 ' s an optional adverbial) the basic form of this structure, which is 
[noun (with optional genitive modifier or experiencer subject) + 3rd person form of be, become]. 
This takes us back to the sentences of the happening/ occurring type discussed in section 7.6, eg
7.6.6 I lit: My illness has happened.
7.6.7 'SfTsrfcW fit: Our quarrel has occurred.
These sentences are more appropriately placed here than under passive sentences.
Sentence 8.2.1 is an example for the type of structure which makes linguists question the concept of 
transitivity in Bengali and other South Asian languages. enjoy is an overtly intransitive verb
which can take, as in this sentence, a direct object. Research into the transitivity status of such verbs in 
Tamil (noteably by K.Paramasivam, Effectivity and Causativity in Tamil, Trivandrum: Dravidian 
Linguistics Association, University of Chicago, 1977) suggests that dividing the verbal system into 
'effective' vs 'affective' verbs may provide a more accurate classification than the traditional 
transitive/intransitive split. The same is likely to be true for Bengali. This links up with the concept o f 
'experiencer subjects' also, and seems to me to be an area of enormous potential for future research. 
Mimi Klaiman in her study on volitionality has taken some initial steps in this direction.
8.3 with ®it9tt touch, be attached to
8.3.1 'STSrl I'm having great fun. (S)
8.3.2 4RR Are you hot? (S)
8.3.3 I I  like only you (S).
8.3.4 \6|C44>
It has taken a gi'eat deal o f time to understand this little bit. (S)
The verb lit: touch, be in contact with is, alongside the most common Bengali verb used in 
impersonal structures and has a variety of meanings. These structures are so prevalent that is often 
thought of as an impersonal verb, but active sentences are perfectly normal, eg
8.3.5 Why do you pick a quarrel with me?
(Milne, p 420)
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8.3.6 '513$ The car got stuck in the mud.
8.3.7 -*Pfr6t fW  The word is quite appropriate here.
(Milne, p 419)
8.3.8 ^Ilf^ <pR'iSt ^ iR l I  am engrossed in my work 
With preceding infinitives “Ttsft means begin, eg
8.3.9 TBifirat W ft t We shall start talking.
Smith's examples (8.3.1 - 8.3,4) show the semantic properties of feelings (8.3.1), bodily sensations 
(8.3.2), like and dislike (in connection with adjectives like and *it?TM) (8.3.3) and the concept of 
taking time or money (8.3.4)
In addition to these can express
taste 8.3.10 I The medicine tastes bitter,
need 8.3.11 TOMS ^  What else do you need?
impact 8.3.12 ^4  '*1M /  like him vety much. (Milne, 421)
Literally, this (8.3.12) sentence means: He (acc) has struck in my mind, and is thus different from 
sentence 8.3.3. In both these sentences, again, we have a direct object.
8.4 with Wit move, go
8.4.1 MiR *Ttl
We won't be able to manage without Mr Mittir. (S)
This is an impersonal structure with "5«Tt which is used predominantly in negative sentences in the 
future tense meaning it will not do. can also be used with the same meaning. These structures 
have been dicussed in connection with preceding conditional participles in chaper 1, p 30).
8.5 with <Ml do and s41'9’?lt get, receive
8.5.1 W>ld ^  <K4 *ft? Aren't you afraid? (S)
8.5.2 I  am terribly hungry. (S)
These are idiomatic impersonal uses of two very common verbs and I must admit that I was 
inordinately pleased to find them in Smith's book. I have been aware of these structures for a long 
time, but was uneasy using them myself, opting for equivalents with or for active sentences 
instead; but finding a written 'rule' for them will boost my confidence!
There is no difference in meaning between sentence 8.5.1 and the 'active' ^  ^  ^It?, but I
suspect that the impersonal uses for both and <s4t'G’at are more idiomatic than their active 
equivalents. The range of nouns/adjectives which can be used in these structures is severely restricted. 
Words like ^51 fear, wish, sleep, ^51^ illness, ';4f5f nausea, cold, smile etc are
acceptable. Smith lists the meanings as emotions (fear, desire), illness and sensations such as fatigue, 
hunger, thirst and sorrow. These impersonal uses o f <^<11 and seem to be defined on purely
semantic grounds and are therefore not easy to pick up for syntax-oriented foreigners.
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8.6 other impersonal structures
We have three more impersonal structures to go, whose internal syntactical patterns differ from those 
mentioned above.
The combination of the two verbs Wt^ Tt come and '41'QTlt go is used to express indifference. In my 
experience, this structure is more often cited in grammar books than used in speech, but when it is 
used, there is some variation in the actual verb forms involved. Smith gives the following versions 
(P H9):
with perfective participle + 3rd person simple present
C\i>T<K I That has nothing to do with you.
both forms in 3rd person simple past
SSjCeTf «Tt I That didn't matter to anyone.
both forms in 3rd person simple present
c t k f a  TTtPJ 'srtPT I The man's age doesn't concern me.
I am not very familiar with the structuring in Smith's first example [perfective participle + 3rd 
person simple present], but the example shows that these structures are perhaps not as common as 
grammar books would want us to think. The English sentence That has nothing to do with you  is 
much more likely to be given in Bengali simply as
'•slo® lit: there is nothing in this fo r  you.
As far as classification is concerned, I would consider this an idiomatic, impersonal use of the two 
verbs involved, but not determinative for Bengali impersonal structures.
• in f+  3rd person of and ^It^-
These structures are used to express (with ^ S t )  obligation 01* (with ^1^,-) permission. The 
structures with ^TTt add a twist to the concept of dative (in Bengali genitive) subjects in that here 
we have subjects in the object case. Examples and a more detailed discussion of these structures 
can be found in chapter 5, page 170 0®Tt^ r) and 187 (SJQUt). The existence o f the 'accusative 
subject* and to some extent the infinitive are stumbling blocks in our quest for a uniform syntactic 
shape of impersonal structures, but this is unavoidable. The [infinitive + ] structure can be
used with all Bengali verbs and is very common.
• no subject
Only Chatterji mentions this structure. It expresses ’a general prohibitive or exhortative force' (p 
919). I have an emotional attachment to this structure as my first awareness of it was of (village) 
mothers talking to their toddlers and I concluded, wrongly, that it was a kind of baby talk. 
Sentences have a 3rd person present tense verb but no subject. Semantically, they are closest to 
structures with impersonal pronouns like Man tut das nicht (German) or On ne le fait pas (French). 
Syntactically, the structure could be interpreted as a pro-drop use with a zero impersonal pronoun,
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but that would be stretching its applicability. It is generally used in the simple present negative. 
Translations are probably best given as English imperatives:
'Oft RlR Rt I Don't eat that!
I4R Rt I Don't put your hand in the fire!
RfcR Rt I Don’t hit your brother!
Chatteij i gives these examples
RlRRfR fifR Rt .^ RiR Rt 1 One shouldn't eat fish on Sundays.
^54 RtR Rt I One shouldn't bathe when there is fever.
Another very common example for this use is with the verb 4«li say, speak, eg 
R? Rtm RC5TI One calls one's older brother dada.
Rtx»ThT 1% RtRT? How do you say in Bengali?
Neither imperatives nor Chatterji's should translations adequately convey the tenor of these 
structures. They do have the implication of something that isn't done, ie one doesn't hit one's 
brother etc, but at the same time they are more direct, more like the French and German 
examples and less moralistic than structures with ought, should would be.
This leaves us with the not surprising result that impersonal structures are not uniform in syntactic 
pattern. We have established that Bengali does not have impersonal verbs as such (as the English seem, 
happen, occur) but that a limited number of verbs *TtRt, and to a lesser extent Reft, RRt,
RtQRt) have impersonal uses which often have a modal force.
These uses, particularly with the verbs RRt do and 9ttQRt get, receive cannot be explained by syntactic 
criteria alone. The semantic aura around impersonal structures, the concept o f 'experiencer' vs 'doer' 
subjects and linguistic notions o f transitivity in Bengali are all areas where we need to recognize that 
syntax and semantics do not offer alternative ways of looking at language but are interlinked at the 
basis, ie the definitional level.
SUMMARY
The first part o f this chapter is in itself a kind of summary, so I will restrict my comments to the 
questions on passives and impersonal structures. At the beginning of the discussion on impersonal 
structures (p225) there was a question about the extent of overlap between passives and impersonal 
structures. This can now be cleared up. We have seen that Smith's semantic restriction of impersonal 
structures to emotions, mental activities and bodily sensations is too narrow. Sentences with for 
instance, have an almost infinite semantic range and cannot be considered anything other than 
impersonal structures.
In a very general and non-syntactic way we can say that impersonal structures are about experienced 
states, passives are about processes. Without going into the hierarchy of these two terms, I see no 
reason to draw a strict dividing line between them. The question of perspective towards or away from 
an agent, which seemed so important at the beginning of this discussion, has now become almost 
meaningless. Semantically, Bengali impersonal structures can be used to express highly personal 
experiences such as WRtR I I  am feeling cold or x$ltRtR R5R I  am afi'aid. The effect of
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this has nothing to do with perspective (regarding agents) but emphasises the state o f non-volitional (to 
pay Klaiman her due!) affectedness or experience. Passive structures are a more neutral syntactical 
device to express a process of happening or occurring, with or without a personal 'experiencer' 
involved. On the basis of this, I think we can now move to the following definitions:
• The term 'impersonal structures' can be applied to a sub-group of Bengali verbal structures whose 
characteristic feature is the absence of a nominative active subject. Impersonal structures can have 
a variety of syntactic shapes. Most, but not all, of them have a genitive subject and a 3rd person 
verb form.
• In connection with particular verbs such as be, become and ®TtRt be attached to feelings, 
bodily sensations and experiences are expressed in impersonal structures. The genitive subject in 
these structures is, semantically, an experiencer subject.
• In structures with 1®Tl^ - exist, be present stative expressions of existence or possession have an 
unlimited semantic range.
• Passives are impersonal structures of a special type. They are syntactically defined (as above) and 
semantically unrestricted. The semantic focus in passive sentences is on the event or process 
described. A personal (genitive) subject may be present.
The two main considerations emerging from this chapter are:
• the link between syntactic and semantic criteria, which is ever-present in our language structures 
and needs to become much more central to our research methods
• the importance of defining grammatical categories and their parameters precisely for the 
individual language without assuming an a priori understanding or a universal applicability of a 
term like 'passive'
This point links in with the question of linguistics as a science. In discussing particularly semantic 
criteria our (m etalanguage becomes automatically more tentative and careful. This is entirely 
appropriate when we set out to describe aspects of meaning. There should be nothing vague, however, 
about defining syntactic categories and we should (scientifically!) assume that traditional concepts 
need to be re-examined, re-applied and perhaps re-defined.
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Summaries and suggestions for further research are given at the end of each chapter, so I would like to 
use this space for some more general remarks.
All interlingual activity, be it language learning or teaching, translation or preparation for a new 
grammar, is an enterprise with a twofold underlying aim, namely an increase in communication and a 
breaking down of barriers. In this enterprise, the overcoming of language barrriers is only a first step.
My own awareness of this started with a surprise. When I set out to write my colloquial Bengali 
dictionary I encountered surprised reactions to something that I considered important and perfectly 
normal: making colloquial language accessible to people who wanted to learn it. The surprise came 
from two directions. Those who were, in effect, teaching me Bengali suddenly said 'Oh, but you can't 
write that in a book!' Those who were going to publish my book thought it a veiy original idea to 
spend linguistic skill and determination on ordinary language.
Their reactions, in turn, surprised me. In Europe we have had colloquial dictionaries for decades and 
we have discarded hierarchical ideas about what constitutes a worthy research object to such an extent 
that, nowadays, investigating people's shopping habits is called research. There is still a wide gap 
between what Bengalis perceive as learned, literary and 'beautiful' Bengali on the one hand and 
ordinary, spoken language on the other. This deep-rooted value judgment on language is one of the 
obstacles that need to be overcome. I must confess now with shame to a certain irritation at the 
ubiquitous references to Tagore whenever I mentioned my plans for writing a book on Bengali. This 
irritation was, o f course, partly a cover-up for my ignorance of literary Bengali; and this is where we 
come back to the need for breaking down barriers.
Here are some of the areas where I see these barriers still veiy much in place:
• literary and colloquial language
What is the real Bengali? This question, as it relates to grammatical analysis, invariably pushes 
against the barrier between literary and colloquial language. In linguistic research there is always 
discussion and disagreement on whether we should concentrate our efforts on literary language as 
the better or colloquial language as the more real alternative for our research purposes. This 
discussion is based on the premise of an either-or situation, on the assumption that if  a) is right 
then b) must be wrong and vice versa. Having to choose between right and wrong, or between 
better and worse, is sometimes unavoidable, but this is not such a situation. Indeed, to choose 
between different manifestations of the same language for our research would be like defining a 
human being in terms o f only one of the roles that most o f us have, such as husband, father, 
teacher, colleague etc. If  we want to arrive at an accurate description of Bengali language 
structure, we must look at it in all its different shapes. That is why a pooling of expertise and 
cooperation among Bengali linguists o f different backgrounds is essential - no single one of us can 
do this work on their own.
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syntax and semantics
Just as there is a (sometimes arbitrary) split between types of language, so there are well-defined 
divisions within the discipline of linguistics, divisions which have to be kept separate at all times. 
It is, o f course, important to be aware of the difference between, for instance, syntactic and 
semantic criteria. But in writing the preceding chapters I have become aware again and again of 
semantic factors encroaching on syntactic categories. This was noticeable in the attempt to define 
Bengali passives and, more particularly, in Klaiman's introduction of volitionality into the 
interpretation of dative subjects and impersonal structures. Klaiman's book has a number of 
shortcomings and mistakes, but her leap from syntactic to semantic criteria was at the time a 
courageous and, as far as I know, unique initiative in breaking through inter-linguistic barriers. 
Not only does her interpretation explain a grammatical structure which is clearly outside purely 
syntactic criteria, but it opens up new possibilities for the consideration of language structures 
from more than just one angle.
hypothesis and description
Spectacular new insights can be achieved by proving particular linguistic hypotheses. Nothing is 
more satisfying to a syntactician than establishing a grammatical rule and finding that it works. 
The reason that this type of high-flying success is not yet at our fingertips in Bengali grammar 
research is that the plodding, often mechanical and time consuming ground-work needs to be done 
first. I've had plenty of times where I began to doubt my sanity after a morning spent looking for 
example sentences with particular postpositions or time adverbials. But this is data collecting, and 
the most exciting theory is worthless without data to test it against. A disparaging attitude to data 
collecting shows a counterproductive narrow-mindedness in our perception of what constitutes 
'real' research. Rashida Begum's work on postpositions can be used as an example for this. Her 
research results in terms of GB theory, based on a series of tests, are rather predictable, but her 
comprehensive list o f example sentences with postpositions is of immense value for further 
research in this area.
Bengali and 'foreign' linguists
In his article Archaeology o f  Bangla Grammar Debaprasad Bandyopadhyay writes with a touch of 
bitterness: 'All the foreign colony-seekers wrote Bangla Grammar for their own need to interact 
and coloniaiise the natives of Bengal. In the title page of Halhed's Bangla grammar, he distinctly 
affirmed that he wrote this grammar for the sake of Englishmen'.
I must admit that I, as a somewhat non-political linguist, was fascinated by Halhed's grammar and 
the challenge these 'colony-seekers' faced in writing a grammar of a language they barely knew. 
Yes, they wrote for their own purposes (and made a lot of mistakes), but it seems unlikely that 
these early European missionaries wrote their textbooks with the intention of defining the future of 
Bengali grammar.
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Bandyopadhyay makes an important point in showing the development of Bengali grammar 
research from etymological and philological studies to modern linguistic analysis. But his article, 
written in 1996, peters out rather disappointingly into a discussion of Suniti Kumar Chatterji's 'otRt 
stoW from 1939.
It is time, I think, that we, Bengali and foreign linguists alike and together, move on from Halhed, 
Carey, Wenger, even from Chatterji. All of them have made more or less significant contributions 
to our present language awareness, and there seems little point in grieving over old political or 
linguistic injustices. Instead, we should try to amend these injustices by finding a way in which we 
can work together towards a better understanding of Bengali.
•  theory and practice
This has been dealt with in the introduction to this thesis and needs no further elaboration in itself 
but the following points are all, to a greater or lesser extent, linked to it.
• ideas and their application
Scientific and academic research is still often seen as fulfilling its own purpose. It has about it an 
air of'purity', which likes to keep a distance from such mundane activities as teaching. I believe 
veiy strongly that all academic research should have an aim and a purpose which go beyond the 
intellectual stimulation of a select few. In language matters in particular, a close cooperation 
between research and the ground-floor, namely the language teaching, is essential and can be used 
to mutual advantage. It is easy to see that efficient language teaching benefits from a thorough 
knowledge of grammar, but researchers, too, can profit from contact with those who are experts at 
explaining linguistic features in clear and accessible language.
• research and learning materials
This leads on from the previous point to the split between a) grammatical research work which 
can, at times, be far removed from real language, and b) grammar and course books which are 
sometimes faulty and sketchy. This type of teaching material is being produced all the time, often 
for specific learning situations and usually written by dedicated teachers who know a lot about 
what their students need but little about grammatical issues.
I recently met Mrs Hosne Ara Begum, the author of a new book for learning Bengali Esho Bangla 
Porhi, published by the Bengali Workers' Association in London. This is a well-organised, glossy, 
illustrated book with beautifully clear Bengali script and interesting stories and dialogue. Clearly 
Mrs Begum has put a lot o f effort into the production of the book and she has a right to be proud 
o f it. The phonetic transcript she uses is unrelated to anything I have ever seen before. Her 
grammatical explanations are inept and sometimes wrong. The book is like a lovingly prepared, 
elaborate meal with the main ingredient hopelessly spoilt. This is just one example of many, but 
for me such an encounter has a heart-breaking poignancy. It makes me more and more convinced
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that the availability of a modern, definitive Bengali grammar has become a matter of some 
urgency.
• linguistic and literary research
In the present situation of work on Bengali we have serious literary research on the one hand and 
serious linguistic research on the other. There is hardly any link between the two. I was in the 
fortunate position of doing my essentially linguistic work not in a Linguistics but in a South Asia 
Department because my aim lfom the beginning was not to write a linguistic thesis but to work on 
Bengali grammar. It is always easy to see other people's learning gaps. Linguists will readily agree 
that 'literature people' with their heads in poetic clouds need more down-to-earth scientific 
linguistic reality. My always rather shaky belief in the exactness of linguistics as a science has, 
over the last four years, given way to the recognition that language cannot be captured, 
categorised and compressed into linguistic compartments and that our research should take into 
account the possibility of surprises.
As for the 'literature people', I have been greatly impressed and humbled by the careful and 
diligent dedication, the meticulous attention to linguistic detail, the sure instinct for nuances in 
form and meaning in their work. They may not know all the technical terminology but, 
particularly in translation work, they are involved in the nitty-gritty o f language as much as any 
linguist is and they are a good deal less ostentatious about it. This comes under the heading of 
what is called, I believe, interdisciplinary cross-fertilization. In more ordinary terms it is simply 
the chance to learn from one another.
'Breaking down barriers' is, in the first instance, an image of destruction, but then we must ask 
ourselves what created these barriers in the first place and why they continue to exist. Physical banders 
exist for two reasons: to keep things apart and to protect from intrusion. This translates, with a bit of a 
leap, into a) territorialism or possessiveness and b) fear and competitiveness. These are traits which are 
in direct opposition to our aims in language learning, teaching and research in general, and perhaps 
particularly in connection with a language like Bengali.
Those of us who have come into contact with Bengali as adults are very aware o f the barriers that were 
broken in the process: the barriers broken by others to allow us access, not only to the language itself 
but to the cross-cultural experiences and friendships that came with it, but also the barriers we 
ourselves break by taking an active part in this mind-expanding linguistic adventure. All of our lives 
have been greatly enriched by our involvement with Bengali. The best way in which we can show our 
gratitude for this gift of language is to make it accessible to others.
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APPENDICES
CHAPTER 1
CONJUNCT VERBS WITH INFINITIVES AND/OR VERBAL NOUNS 
combinations with infinitives
request
beginning
comfort
R& troublet difficulty
harm
RR'at power, influence
sadness, regret
rtffR delay
UftR fault, harm
IrcRR prohibition
RlR1 remainder
'sRRt confidence
mistake 
<*i'sssrl embarrassment
'Cvb'tRlCRi '©tgcslR 1
I  asked you to come.
T/tRR SfRT® rRstR RRR ^CR?
When will they (implied) start counting the money.
4RR RCR bl^KR t W  ^ TtRtR
There is comfort in driving a car over such a road. (Seely)
IRTlRtR RfSO®
Are you having difficulty walking? (Klaiman, p 32)
.. . rs __________ , p-_ .S .R tm  RlWR5 w ?  m i
...whom there is no harm calling temporary. (Seely)
1 don't have the power to cancel the strike.
^ g S R  ^ TtSR t
It makes me sad to see him like this.
-<ps wf* W
How much longer will it take to reach Calcutta? (Smith)
Rt I
Basundhara wot not slow to comprehend (Seely).
UftR 1%?
What's the harm in running away with one's husband? (Seely) 
osMciR’ R>Rt R»R,c  ^iRtRR I
1 forbade you to speak. (Milne) 
tRRRS ‘R tW ^R tf^R W rR tl
Nowhere at all did there remain a person to send. (Seely)
CR(R jjC6|C<t> Rl'pld RlR ^RRtl
She didn't have confidence enough to let the two girls out o f  the 
house. (Seely)
He failed to grasp the hint o f  genius. (Seely)
MtRlCHR el'Sgrl £R|;|
I  am not ashamed to tell you. (Seely)
appendices
gjR* beginning 
Rt^lRI help
tR R® R^tR RStBf RRKS *fiP RKRC5* I 
He started work last week.
4^«T£RRtR ^TtRtR RfRCRR ^RH/t 1 w  gRttR> RtRjRI R>RtR I
I f  I  speak o f  my childhood, it will perhaps help to understand one 
side o f my personality. (Satyajit Ray)
combinations with verbal noun
purpose 
^ tlR  way, means 
R4RR reason, cause
iRRR custom 
RJR^t arrangement 
RTffltR matter 
a^tR pretence
Rt^Jt way, road 
R^SRRt possibility
tP5\m  ^RtCR ^TtRtR fR?
What have you come here for?
1$rtRtR ^ 5ftR<3 TjIrR W’SRtR ^ RtR C»fy|
I  have no means to give more money.
R4R ^RttR RtR^ tR R4R=t 1%?
Why is he staying here?
^TiRltRR S^pRlRR RlfflR R>RlR 1%R I
It is our custom to celebrate birthdays. 
f%RR Rtf© RtGRtR RJR^t
It has been arranged to go to the wedding.
TjfRt Rt ZR'GRtR RItRtR&t S R R R t  ‘SftRCRS RlR I
So that you wouldn't know about him not taking money. (Das, p 85) 
RR&. 4^RRR RMSflRtR W  |
Everyone pretends not to know. (Smith, p 126)
^TiR 1^R5RlR R M  £Rt 1
There is nothing more to do. (Bangla Journal, Vol 4)
1®tR SRR R>RlR R**«RRl I
It is possible that he will fail.
combinations with either infinitives or verbal nouns
1$riRR>iR right, privilege
permission
'STSlRsRt R'RCS c.rq.1
He has no right to say this. 
xsrtRtm WRRtR ^RRtR ^  I
You don't have the right to insidt us. 
R t R t  USlRltRS rRC® 1*|-JS|P& ftttlt&iR ?
Has father allowed you to go?
He has gotten permission to return to Calcutta.
(Smith, p 126)
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^ T tR
RRR
habit, custom
wish, desire
attempt
fear
strength
time
9ftf^T>t*rtTO l^R “aMlR RJRS9fc l^
He has got used to driving.
RR RfSRtR "RtR IRRR'Q ^FSJlR CR^ I
I  am no longer accustomed to drinking spirits. (Smith, p 126) 
’^ TtRtR WlRtWR 1
I  would very much like to see you.
] - Ij-ll}-. I. 1_-JUT 1-1____■_ _■ ^ | - . - _ L ■ - .S^ffRtR RCR YRra RiRCl, I
I  want to die. (Smith, p 118)
, Si Q Ul.... .. . . , o  .. _ . , , .<£lut Mi'S R^RJRpsRT 45|R I
He had wanted to take it. (Smith, p 116)
. I . I , , -. Ti > > )T_lf ] «——1&AOslRlR W  R>Rt RtQRtR TR ?^
Wouldn't you like to eat a banana? 
iRRt fRRRif0! tRRttR RfGRt ^ SflRlR RRI
I  don't wish to go there without an invitation. (Milne, p 176) 
'STlRlR WgRR UNRlR ^RC^l
I  want to see the museum. (Smith, p 118,)
'QR % ^ ^ R C ^ ^ S R  WSRtR I
Her wish was to light the funeral pyre. (Smith, p 116)
RlgR m it RCR t*tRR
People try to learn from their mistakes. (Das, p 86)
£R"5tRRlR R>R=41
She Pied to laugh. (Smith p 126)
Thieves would fear to tread the path he walked. (Tagore)
'ail'ge'l S^rtffost tRW) «R R*tR Rt 1
Abdul is not afraid o f going into the forest.
RitR iRRftR Rt'QRiR ^ SR |
He is not afraid o f going on a plane.
RtRt *1%* £R^SStR |
He doesn't even have the strength to lift his head. 
^R 5R ^fR ^rtR tR *)% TR ^I
I  am not strong enough to walk very far.
^iR tR R fR R lR ^R l^ l
I  am too weak to speak. (Milne, p 179) 
r\5tRiRlRS<*HR l^R&t W*I?$RRR^rte5?
Do you have time to watch the film  now?
<3^ ltRt RN3R1R RRR RR 1r  I
It is not yet time to eat.
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gpRT
WjfRRl
gtRN
courage
convenience
inconvenience
chance, opportunity
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RRR tR®n RRR RWI
Play while you play, read while you read. (Milne, p 179) 
RNRSRFSRtRRRRRtl
He didn't have the nerve to get angry. (Seely)
, , py , fyv ,. . . . r\ kR?tR MR4> £R£$ RHR Rt I
I  have not the courage to go near him (Milne, p 194)
^TllR R tRR W  tR R  SSffcR iR M r  RlRR ^  Rt I
I  don't fin d  the courage to sing loudly even in the bathroom.
(Smith, p 126)
RTfcTCRj RjRt R^KS glRRt ^ R  I
It will be convenient to talk tomorrow.
RRoHR> 1®TtRtR gfRRl I
It would be convenient (for you) to come tomorrow.
J^vs RJRTO £R4R<3 ^ fR R t 1r I
There was no difficulty winning him over. (Seely)
TSrtfa tRR 4R1tR faCR ?jprfet Rfc I
May I  get the opportunity to return here. (Seely)
£R <MR»M1 Rt'QRtR gtRlR iRcRcsfi
He has got the chance to go to Calcutta.
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CHAPTER 2 APPENDIX 1 FREQUENT COMPOUND VERBS 
Intransitive Second Component Verbs (Compound Makers)
t^'QTrt go used after many verbs to complete or modify then meaning (BA)
used as intensive, inceptive, continuative, completive (Vale)
with verbs of motion 
(intransitive)
- r r v '- i . - : -----»------- >----- r -------v --------
with verbs expressing a change of state 
(intransitive)
with transitive verbs
T>C«T go away, leave become, be finished die <tX'd do
arrive ^  come off, get up come to a stop t o take
move around W I  get down, descend <tc*i go down, subside t o give
go back, return vss«ici> be turned upside decrease, come tell
flee, run away down down t o mix
go visiting fa ll down, decrease c<ioe increase, go up see
walk C'istot get broken be cut, be cut o ff hear
nm dry H?? get torn leave behind
fly  away open get burnt abandon, throw
W i  float away get lost away
S?F^ t become angry but note: forget
sink, drown stay, remain and biMtll continue
stick, become stuck then go give up, leave
come used as continuative, progressive, Wft move, go used as continuative
completive (Vale)
with intransitive verbs with transitive verbs with intransitive verbs with transitive verbs
^31 become 
WT arrive
i t o  return, come back 
■^C<( turn around, come 
back 
W l  come down
leave behind 
V tm  desert 
t o  bring
finish doing 
eat and come back 
tW5! see and come back
i*K*l return 
^£3 walk around 
t t o  cany on walking 
carry on running
carry on holding 
carry on doing 
<ic<n continue saying 
T O  pa)> attention 
leave behind 
i t o l  continue writing
'flit rise, get up intensive showing suddenness (Vale) 9fEt fall, drop
used to describe growth or figurative as an auxiliary: to perform an action (Samsad)
motion upwards (Smith) used as a complementary verb to indicate the
completion of an action (BA) 
pass into a specified state (BA) 
intensives indicating suddenness or huny (Vale) 
 real or figurative motion downwards (Smith)
with intransitive verbs with transitive verbs with intransitive verbs
become 
burst into tears 
c^ c>{ burst out laughing 
swell, blossom 
t o  happen 
WfRf be finished  
increase
burst out in anger
finish doing 
<tc<si have one's say 
finish writing 
read to the end 
hit suddenly 
1^1 finish washing 
eat up quickly 
lift up
come suddenly happen 
<!C5T sit down abruptly get up
break down start shivering 
i-to  explode lose 
fu ll asleep ^ 1  melt 
lie down H 5! get down 
<pC5t decrease rapidly
no examples with transitive verbs found
appendices
<Pit sit to do, commit suddenly (Samsad) 
used as a complementary verb to 
express suddenness of an action (BA) 
intensives showing suddenness (Vale) 
used with transitive verbs to describe stand
exaggerated, inappropriate actions (Smith)
with intransitive verbs with transitive verbs with intransitive verbs with transitive verbs
get up suddenly 
arrive 
arrive
<K<5 do suddenly 
say unexpectedly 
demand
^  become 
stand up 
fsftU end, terminate
<k<i finish doing 
4Cei say
prosper, flourish
(1) stay, remain and (2) ^1^- be (incomplete verb)
completive continuatives (Vale) continuatives (Vale)
used for customary or habitual actions (Smith) with stative verbs (Smith)
Note: Either or can be used in the present and past tense. In all other tenses has to be used.
with intransitive verbs with transitive verbs
<tc>i stay sitting remain
stay lying down remain unused 
HtRcst remain standing stay alive 
remain hidden stay asleep 
C'StCvf keep awake remain angry 
keeprunnung keep laughing
keep doing blRtttl continue 
IK? keep wanting WT keep saying 
keep holding on 1 ^ 1  keep writing 
’JjR stay listening esrct remember 
keep eating 
keep looking
T ra n sitiv e  S eco n d  C o m p o n e n t V e rb s  (w ith  tra n sit iv e  v e rb s)
WTlt give used to complete an action (Samsad) take intensives with a reflexive ring (Vale)
used after certain verbs to indicate completion (BA); action directed towards the subject of
describes actions directed away from speaker (Smith) ____________a transitive verb (Smith)____________
do (for s. o.) keep, pu t aside look at 1Wrs| write (for oneself)
tell open eat Rftt take away
write (for s. o.) R w  buy (for s. o.) 'fpT lift grasp
w  w t w  give away do (for oneself) R^*t buy (for oneself)
c w t throwaway lift up cBw pull manage
leave, give up lift down CWC4 mind, obey WfR fin d  out
break explain flSRJ ask for learn
cut "jR’tii put out to dry open "5^1 accept
-►p 241
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W«ll throw
in compound verbs: finish up, do abruptly
or unexpectedly (Prog)
used to complete an incomplete verb (BA)
in compound verbs: commit suddenly (Samsad)
intensives and completives conveying R>MI lift, raise
thoroughness (Vale)_________________________  completives showing gradual action (Vale)
R R  eat up Red give away make, cause to be
<fRT blurt out Rid kill elided nurse back to health
'*$£'<!finish doing bsest break ‘jiRtd build, create
see ^  wipe o ff dibid save
Bed recognize W ?  tear up wake up from sleep
open but note: grow (plants)
sell W i  (intr) burst into tears dlRtd make grow, increase
f%R buy (intr) burst out
chop o ff laughing
^N t keep, pu t down
continuative (Vale), describes the prolongation or the effect of the verbal action (Smith)
<Kd have done beforehand ^R cd hide, conceal diRcd lay down
i W  put off, neglect 'srRcd lay by, set aside ftJRtd maintain, let grow
detain, hold back >ll(^ Tid keep in order involve
note, put down in writing confine, detain keep open
keep aside, postpone keep sth hanging keep account
Dictionaries used:
Samsad Bengali-English Dictionary, Calcutta 1991 (2nd edition) (Samsad) 
Bangla Academy Bengali-English Dictionary, Dhaka 1994 (BA) 
Progressive Bengali-English Dictionary, Calcutta 1991 (Prog)
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CHAPTER 3, APPENDIX 1
POSTPOSITIONS RASHIDA BEGUM (translations are mine)
postposition case of
preceding noun
meaning example
W T O nom than
In many places the poetty o f  prose is more 
appropriate than verse.
gen without knowledge of
He came out o f  the house without anyone noticing.
gen because of ssr^Sf?T nohb^ Rss !gjT> P ie r o  
Amin took a holiday because o f  illness.
gen comparative to *P=*tt t
Shaila is taller than Shyamoli.
^ I f l nom according to ^t'Si ^ l ? ) l  '^ f l
The work will turn out according to people's
cleverness.
^» llM nom according to ■<u fim . artist i
According to grammar rules a nominative comes 
before an accusative.
'm s nom at intervals
(You) will take the medicine evety two hours.
nom up to "SRtW W t  1 
Up to the post office the road is sealed.
nom up to
Sutpa stays up so late at night writing poetry.
gen inside "tfcsrgf
The group is crumbling from inside.
nom, gen before '®tlw<p PiPia i 
The train will leave ten minutes early today.
gen nearby
The bomb fell somewhere right next to the house.
gen in favour of 'Olt^CsU !&l^l ^ SpSft f^ S ’ s^ c^ csgl 
(He) was told to save money for him.
gen near
There are no shops close to the house.
gen behind e t W ? W  i 
In stories and proverbs something is said about 
customs.
y5CHtt’*l gen to <t>Nc=i<i 'SinR*!' dcil 4£TO 
Kamal has been told.
gen towards gjtesi? vsctyHj
our travel towards the village
gen about
on
about 
in front of
Some discussions o f  his poetiy have been published. 
c6Rc<^
There is a book on the table.
RaR **$$, 1
He is distressed about me.
He said this in front o f  me.
nom for "5^.1
There are Eid celebrations going on.
appendices
gen above
Everything Amina has said is beyond doubt.
gen near 'SJWM 'Tt 1
Don't demand anything from me here!
'Q’SJIPI gen near wlltH *t<h
There is a noise over there by the door.
gen about <pv|| |
I  was worried about you.
gen in the grip of Hjjlfi >i<r>Jptl t*n<p| <p<icci HcviscE?,!
All the boats on the Padma have been gripped by the 
storm.
nom by "sjspra ^ p l l
*erm- ■ rv'8|^>i|l,tVS 1
School books in Bangladesh are sanctioned by the 
government.
gen by means of osl»il*i < p e u k * l $ . C ? i c g > . l  
Amina got a job through you.
gen near m <i ^
There was a rustling sound near the door.
<p|fc>j<p|R gen near
The man is about forty.
gen near
to
for
with
Vf8 ^5) &\v{ |
When we got near the house the car broke down.
*t<t«OT?T *1 li«Mt 1 ^ 5 1
The readers used to write letters to Saratochandra.
<1^  §t<H*U 1
Many people find  the Buddhust semigods hard to 
understand.
PiCwlU? l 
Aharnad stays with his big sister in Sylhet.
gen constantly near "SR TTSRJ 1
My little brother is always with me.
gen near
There are no shops near the house.
gen because o f rerstfa Team ^ m \  i 
My going was delayed because o f  you.
<Ft£5T nom at the time of <F|C«1' '5TC?T ’ tPEI 
Many people move away in times o f  danger.
nom at the time of
When legal council meetings are in progress entty to 
this area is forbidden.
«ft<i nom
loc
as a result 
by
'SfcSS z ^ 3  aft* ^  fi{ 1
Because o f this I  made no profit.
■ i t._ ___  . _ . .. . - . <***> . .
The girls are selling flowers in (his) honour.
r^tc^f gen below
Radha has an ink-stain under her eye.
gen in the middle of ^5<1
There is a drop in the middle o f  the circle.
<?t?T acc about 'stfijqets >tB ^ cs^ i 
Complications have arisen about the accident.
i s s s j nom according to 'S i N k n i a  '3 ^ 5l  faR  l
According to our request he is going with us.
gen for the sake of ^ l F s t < t  i v s N k < p  v5tv i*±i>l
I  have neglected you for the sake o f  work
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nom towards vfart rq wiPrt rsflf I
The incident could take a turn in any direction.
C'JpCvf) gen in case of «W fll WW<) WQi TO8T ettTO  1
In the case o f Banalata Sen this statement is 
applicable.
gen with Ml T O  ^  1
Karim's land is next to the beel.
•ms gen on '©i!«r<p|<ri W3*ik<n  ^■^ttcrr 'Q
Nowadays there are slogans even on the walls.
gen near
There is a noise beside (my) ear.
nom around tSkUfij? WSIft t?8'5t 1
The girl has a wide interwoven border round her
waist.
■e&p® nom than ^  i
The Padma is the most important river in the 
country.
nom than
Aisha is the oldest o f  the siblings.
tPRT nom,
gen
than c3ifac*i<* rscn Tfsi ,si£5f i 
Selim's statement sounded the truest 
C*tPt»W WCTt ?IW *tFT i>(3llVl 1 
Selim's statement sounded truer than anyone else's.
T O nom, acc without
except
TOk<r> 'Q w W s  TTtn l 
He doesn’t go anywhere without me.
# i  w r !^ ? r  t o  t o  ^i i
The train won't stop anywhere except at Kamlapur.
TgJvSt T O  15ft^ T^t 1 
No one knows except me.
nom across r^l3s j^l'Asiy 9||<M k^*i<i c'sp'a t
Across the pasture is a fie ld  o f ripe paddy.
w r# s nom like 'Srl^ly | a story like a fairy-tale
WtTF^ttTT gen instead of PT ^ rtsffa WtTTTttTT 1%^ 1 
He brought me lychees instead o f  mangoes.
gen for M W ? «?WJ fo r you
gen with the help of 7f?H t«rk^ t$T|Rh
Amin will pass his exams with the help o f  his good 
memory.
^ tn r gen near 7Tk<Mt '5'ft C^YlC^ .l
It has been stolen from under my nose.
gen underneath nlfMsc^  I 
There is a girl standing under the tree.
gen comparative to r^ icTtrr D i m  tgrerat ^rk^i 
Compared to girls boys are more advanced at 
football
vn&$ nom
gen
from
than
TOt ivic<p w1*f ^  i
It is not very fa r from Dhaka to Calcutta.
tslh?rk*t<f r«ic<> sjjt ^  z ^ t  ^  i
The smell o f jasmin is more intense than that o f
roses.
Tf^cf gen in the grip of __ -k railrf, imr ttil-h^H. I- _i|-i - , y irnr-rrrrir « 1 ■ i ■ t
Your pen is now in Shyamol's grip.
gen because of TRR TOf Z ^ m  l
Because o f the incident the train will arrive late.
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gen towards
around
Mffctsi cAta 1
The ball was rolling towards the goal 
m it t  1%^ I Come around evening time!
ffar nom with 
through 
by means of 
from
The boy ate rice mixed with milk.
■®fr«TTeTl ^ 5  |
The birdflew through the window.
Tff^%TT'#fT
tied with a rope
Water is running o ff (her) hair.
gen by w t  7R  sNM W  *lT I 
Not everything can be proved by argument
nom by
with
during
Fw'ther along this road is the prime minister's 
residence.
•tfsf *11^
I  called (him) by name.
i£|^ s 1
There has been incessant rain for one week.
gen beside
Selim is beside the fence.
gen near ^iflW  ^  ^ 3 1  I=ft 1
There is no post-office near the house.
nom without T$rtfrt irc®! 5^f?t <pi'sr'3l ^  1
Yft^ CcT loc Without me his work won't get done.
^ 1 ^  Ait3f PtH*Tt
His song won't be heard without me.
nom upto ^  J i m  i
I  played the sitar until seven in the evening.
gen against *tlt^ *111=14 <p<i1
Somebody told on you.
<T^ C\,; ■_,!.M TW gen because of
Because o f  Radha Lolita had to get punished.
f e nom, acc about W t 4  tHtil 4 ‘4t I
The jewel was talked about.
f e gen under,
below
ci>Rc=i<i R><p Picb <it<M <(t>l
Directly under the table there is a cat washing itself.
W f  '5%*!? I 
The man is less than forty years old.
’ W gen towards CM *K*I t
The country is on the road to improvement.
gen after <pNk=i*i
Jamal came after Kamal.
gen at intervals ^11*11^  am csr!>^5 ^  ^  ciiAiiwi ^  «su
The rose seeds were planted at intervals o f  a hand’s
breadth.
nom upto ‘•’ftT® ^t'St ^ll^i 1 
Up to the post office the road is sealed.
*|W gen for 'HWRPWlC^ s n W fa  * lw  “^<1 \<dJ4h 1 
NazruTs poetry is very valuable in order to 
understand Nazrul.
gen instead of t>ll$)WlWH t*l*K'<| ( 
Abahani will play instead o f  Mohamedan.
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gen before
The whistle blew before the train set off.
nom about i^ R5 etocsf i 
This was said one night about the story.
gen side by side TOttt?! TOHtffi ^1TO'3
Our photo was printed side by side with yours.
-'To gen. beside 1$<p *TO W T  *1t$l
There is a Kadamtree right beside the house.
etf% gen towards ^ T O lT  I
He has some unrevealed feelings towards you.
gen behind
He took me with him by pulling me behind him.
gen after <i3f<i''s|<l 1*155 <bl<b«4 \sJTt*fc(C^I
The poem is encrusted with ornament.
nom across 'stfs “bicsi?! 1
Sam's house is across the field.
TOT gen as a result ■gvfiSHt ^#r<j t o  ^  t^ jto y<di i
As a result o f  the accident the train was late in 
arriving.
gen in between TO5F3 ’s f e  f ^ m  4TO3 TOFfa 1
In between work there is a great need for rest.
gen instead of ’SlttTORf W«T TOt 1 
Bring a guava instead o f an appleI
nom to
along
An application has been made to the registrar.
^lcky
There is a banyan-tree at the edge o f the field.
'^ t'ei nom because of
gen as
by the help of
The mango is sweet because it is ripe.
£er|<sft T O  'm  *Tt 1
As a brother-in-law, there is nothing I  can say. 
'stlPr,<Pk
Man invented fire through intelligence.
nom because of
Your name was written by mistake.
t o gen under the influence of TOS T O  TOW? ^  ^H'l W ^ l  
Your name was printed by mistake.
gen out of reach 
outside
®^T *Tt5l IWd <1 TOT PPi. |
The ball has rolled beyond reach. 
T O t ^ ‘*RWt?f'^^'TOCSr 
the person standing outside the door
t o nom after
without
''jfW5! ^ TO TOf TO*lt 1 
Come and see me in two days time.
5^T=Tf r*J fsps 1 
Any fruit can be eaten except oranges.
^TO ’5TO nom at intervals T O  T O  TOSI1 I 
Come and see me every two days.
t o f^, "TO® nom for 1 w. ..... t . i-.. VtJui . il. , -| ill ■ . m,TOW *ft& TOt<t W t  WTTt 1 
Five thousand Taka has been given as revenue.
■ft-TO gen against
A team as strong as Abahaniplayed against 
Mohamedan.
gen against
Mohamedan will play agaibst Abahani.
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gen against 'SjpE 'CHRCM’it
All over the world the oppressed are at war with the 
oppressors.
1w?t gen about
Everyone is worried about you.
<pp gen in the middle of <iren>t ’ iloitvsisii Tgft^ tw i 
There is a sailingboat in the middle o f  the sea.
gen in case of (.<1=110$ 3^*)jO$<l '•iRbll "^5 
To demonstrate humanity is the best attribute o f a 
human.
nom without
except
sgfatM ^1? <M'W> HIM Ml 1
No one but you can do this work.
M=Tl <pcoic«r Hra I 
Evetyone is at college except fo r  Bela.
^f|^5 nom without
except
Everyone except Kolpona will receive a prize, 
■m "Ml 1
You can't write poetry without imagination.
^rH l^ nom about
He has been told about you.
nom with t s r f t  Z ^  fe r< t <psjt f% t^M  1
Moytreyi Debi wrote with courage about herself.
R*t>£M, d^t<l gen in
inside
o&Vsm MMHcstt (He) was badly shaken. 
C^<M SeSSM 'g p  
The ball went straight inside the room.
'5T'2>, ’SPS^T gen
nom
like
accordingly
for
ucmcSR ’ST® eftef bright red like a tomato--- . I*V. _ .I^V* r\._ . ■_ ■ ....
MlstMM ^tt© MnMMdS!. IMC'SM «T$ 1
Malika decorated the house according to her own
liking.
TO Z ^ \
There is no girl at the college fo r  teaching Suroma.
'm m gen in the middle of W  <1TO; 1
In the middle o f  the picture there is a Pace o f  the 
path.
gen in the middle of MiMilMlRf '®lNk*T«*
In the middle o f  Phalgun our Krishnashrub started 
blossoming.
's r tR f^ r gen at intervals irl^fs 'MW Jtvvik^ retiH
Equal-sized portals were erected at intervals on the
road.
’smmi gen on
at the point of
Put the books on the shelf.
CbRtelR ■sm ^ 5 ?  ’spf H'MlV 1
At the crossroads I  walked straight into a storm.
nom as soon as tHRtM ^  MlM<M 1 
As soon as we got to Dhaka it started raining.
's rm gen by 5tCTO TOlt*? ’s i l^  IM?Fr© t^ Tl'Sf!
People keep their spines straight through hard work.
gen in front of 
towards
Mi l^OM &e|
(Her) hair was flying in the gust o f  wind.
£m1<>I £j|IW><1 RHft© bicii^l
The boat was going against the current.
^prt^Rr gen face to face RHw?! sjpltgft
I  didn't lose my courage in the face o f  danger.
F 5* gen at the root of vnSMM ^ p f ©Tt^l
Somebody is at the root o f  this incidence.
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'*m gen inside 
in between
> _ __. *—»i > i - ,  , i_ ,j  ,W  (JRPBt TfR 1 
There is a round mark inside the box. 
^5rFT?I'SlRI^1®Rl
There is a great friendship between them.
gen in the middle of JKNfcsT I
There is a table in the middle o f  the room.
nom during
He has been ill fo r  two months.
Rttft nom by
i . i t* — .....  - - L i,.n, > ii i n lu im i i  .1 ,_A  . I J ,^  Vn_ U|J
Daily Bengali newspapers are sent out o f the country 
by post.
nR»r nom as fan v \m  ~<£Z*\ ^81 
A long time ago stones were used as weapons.
nom with ^  ^ # 1  «w ^,l 
They tore o ff the branch together with the flower.
nom in spite o f 'SfRt I^C^S 'ailftiH i Even though he 
was forbidden, Amin went to the cinema.
nom with *rat 1
Four people were arrested with the stolen goods.
nom about TOfspt w m  ^ 5 ^ 1  
We are getting more curious about James Joyce 
every day.
gen about hR hmM
There is a poem by him about Tagore.
^59f nom as ^ l t  usCsN <Kdt^t 
Amin refers to the illness as an explanation.
W lM nom with ■'SFTSt 1 
Sahid advanced towards Minor with a crowd.
wvt gen with OifaCHH vl!2t*hd >IU* Hi 1 
Selim’s and Amina’s preferences are not the same.
gen constantly with 
immediately after
'm  'T O  ^JtsiR W  ^ KSf vltCR? | 
My little brother stays with me all the time. 
■*m*f ^ RfRR ?TCsf >TC$f 1 
As soon as the whistle went the train set off.
gen with ‘t'SfsiR RtCRt I I  will go with you.
^ir h w r Ih gen face to face
He is standing in front o f us.
gen in front of ‘Tfl'srk H" HC>i  I 
The girls sat in front o f the door and played with 
dolls.
gen with the help of _- -I ,1 -  A ---.-- , . 1 | 1 - | - -I I, _ _ _  - ■ l- _ S \  - |  1 _ _ _ _  .CH1H>N >fR}RJ W  w R f  W  1 
The fishermen cross a river as rough as the Padma 
by boat.
gen in front of
There is a pond in front o f  the house.
(RlWRJ gen in courtsy of [sic] I5RWH m s t>Rd *I$Uh1 sjsicsii 
Five thousand Taka was sent fo r  the writer.
gen from
People want to be fi'ee o f  monotony.
^ 5 gen by cTtf§?  ^ disgraced by wickedness
R?tlw nom as Ryjli} R?ilw •i«r<i5ci
W'A Has anybody been able to come close 
to Nazrul Islam as a rebel poet?
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~SF$ nom than
Lolita is much taller than Radha.
gen for He spoke fo r  me.
nom via uRn ~m  w <pm i i
I  am going to Calcutta via Dhaka.
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CH APTER 3 , APPENDIX 2  SM ITH , M IL N E , CHATTERJI LIST OF POSTPOSITIONS
W.L. Smith W.S. Milne S.K. Chatterji
beyond
beyond
^ < K sVt in lieu of
on the side of, for
^Cdlcst for tlie sake of
in accordance 
with
after, every at intervals
with regard to
up to, until ^$l^r from, since
towards
w f  in order to,
with the object of
before, ago before before
T5TtCi*f9ttP(l by, alongside
aloft, high, above
vSiHtC*! in order to, 
with the 
intention o f
^ £ * 1  in search of
S^CHtC^tl with the object of
on, over, upon, 
at
over, above, 
against
^t?T ffeT over, by way 
of
with the intention 
of
aloft, high, above
than
<k <j having done
by, through
around, near 
from
(a person)
by, at, near,to near, by the side 
of
near, by, 
beside
on account of cause
out of regard for
in the presence of
^£3 house, in the 
house
on all four 
sides
on all sides
around on all sides
blRps than
T>t%t, TOC5 than
besides, except ^ s t  without, besides without
TBps from
for, for the 
sake of
tSrPC, 'SrHT for the sake of, for 'Src^ T for the sake of, 
because of
appendices
W.L. Smith W.S. Milne S.K. Chatterji
place
for, for the 
sake of
below, at the 
bottom of
w like
Wlt f^ from, out of, 
since
from, since having stopped 
at
locative
for, on account of
for, on account 
of, because of
PfC<P towards in the direction of
i w from, through, 
with, by, by 
means of
through, by, via iw f, having given
through, by 
means of 
for, during (a 
period of time)
during
through
instrumental
up to, as far as
R<po, Pwt? near, toby the 
side of
below,
underneath
below, at the 
bottom of
lHCb» below
for the sake of
because of
fa g below
with, in die 
company of, 
about
like
«ttwp for for,
on the side of
after, later after above, upon
since, after
instead of
*1% until, as far as up to, as far as
after, behind
by the side of
*to=T in the direction 
of
in the direction of *tfc? at, towards
by, near,
alongside of, 
beside
side
with
before r K before
behind, after after, behind after
stf% for, towards towards, in the 
direction of
against
against
appendices
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in the presence of
because of
^  without, apait 
from
in exchange 
for, instead of
<WCef instead of
<T9t^ 9 direct, to the 
address of
out, outside of
on account of 
outside outside
from without
after
RstfU because of
Rsft without f^tf without, besides R^ft without
against, 
opposed to
R<K*% against against, opposed 
to
Rqcs about,
regarding
1WiI in the matter os, 
concerning
w ra by, by way of, 
along
without, besides
without, besides
from within
in, into,inside within, among within
fsU without, besides
■sp®, like, similar to, 
for, according 
to
■sps, ’5^1  like
’SRSd in, into, on, 
among, 
between
’5TC3T in the midst of, 
within
through, by 
means of
^ r s . .  ■VKSfftW across
from amidst
’SfftRtC5? in, in the 
middle of
'srt^tajtw in the midst of, 
witliin
■srk^ t in the midst of, 
within
in the middle
by means of, 
through
because of, by 
means of
having come 
in touch with
connected with, 
concerning
with, in the 
company of
'Sftsf with Tftsf along with
as,
simultaneously
with
appendices
W.L. Smith W.S. Milne S.K. Chatterji
in spite of, 
despite
in spite of
TfW with
W near
like
near
with
in relation to,
about,
regarding
about in the matter of, 
concerning
’ypsp*! in front of
7^  with
with
TjtWS in the presence of
with, in the 
company of
with
in fi*ont of
inclusion, also
in the place of, by 
way o f
from, since from, since ■ ^ 5  ablative
via, by way of tlirough, by, via
in that case
fe>||C<| as, in the
capacity of
because of
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CHAPTER 4, TIME ADVERBIALS
positional time adverbials (cf chapter p 22ft)
adverbial English deictic re- 
latum (TU)
anaphoric
re-
latum (TT)
further spe­
cification
bounded­
ness
tense re­
strictions, 
not used in:
44ft now simul — varies in 
extension
left past cont 
past perf
ju st now sirnul very close to 
TU
left pres perf 
past cont 
past perf
then — simul varies in 
extension
left simple pres
today simul — precise rel 
toTU
le ft, right —
yesterday, 
last week, 
year etc
before precise rel 
to TU
left, right simple pres 
future
'SIT’T /
tomorrow, 
next month, 
year etc
after precise rel 
toTU
left,right simple past 
past cont 
past perf
tomorrow,
yesterday
before
after
— precise rel 
toTU
left, right simple pres
SSlET,
etc
at dawn, in 
the morning, 
at night etc
before, after 
or non - 
deictic
precise rel 
to TU or TT
left, right
in the day 
time
unspecified 
with simple 
present
left, right
at that time — simul varies in 
extension
— simple pres
Ufa before that — before varies in 
extension
right simple pres 
pres cont
Ufa*lt3 after that — after varies in 
extension
left simple pres 
pres cont
any time after after unspecified pres cont 
pres perf 
simple past 
past cont 
past perf
at that 
moment
— simul narrow time 
range
left, right simple pres
a bit later after after fairly close 
to TU or TT
left simple pres
a long time 
ago, long 
before
before before great dis­
tance from 
TU or TT
right simple pres 
pres cont(?)
^TRlat ju st now before veiy close to 
TU
right simple pres 
future 
past cont 
past perf 
past habit
appendices
other time adverbials
For the following time adverbials (frequentative (frequ), durative (dur), and those 'indicating the position of 
a situation in a series of possible situations' (pos sit) (Klein, p 149)), the above criteria of deixis and 
boundedness are o f less relevance and, in order to make a meaningful statement about their semantic 
properties, other criteria have to be applied, eg their use with either stative or active verbs, intervals of 
occurence (frequentative), length of duration (durative) and possible reiterative connotations.
adverbial English functional 
type of adv
aspective
features
semantic
properties
bounded­
ness, if  any
tense re­
strictions, 
not used in
always frequ
dur
with stative 
or active 
verbs
constant re­
occurrence 
(frequ) 
unlimited 
time range 
(dur)
pres perf 
simple past 
past cont 
past perf
sometimes frequ with stative 
or active 
verbs
occasional
reoccurrence
simple past 
past cont 
past perf (?)
1ir i .
’G THt
never frequ with stative 
or active 
verbs
no extension 
in time
left, right continuous
tenses
allfcFK ^ every day, 
daily
frequ active regular 
reoccurrence 
within fixed 
time frame
left, right future tense 
present perf 
all past 
tenses, 
except past 
habit
again and 
again
frequ with active 
verbs
repeated 
reoccurrence 
within open 
time fr ame
^<514 etc
once, twice 
etc
frequ with
punctual vbs
positional
quality
— —
still dur impeifective
aspect
deictic, can 
precede and 
include TU
pres perf 
simple past 
past cont 
past perf
notyet dur (?) imperfective
aspect
expectation 
not met?
right continuous
tenses
in the mean­
time
dur perfective
aspect
deictic or 
anaphoric
right simple pres 
pres cont 
future tense
until now dur perfective
aspect
deictic, up to 
TU
right simple pres 
pres cont 
past cont 
past perf
W ! fo r  so long dur imperfective
aspect
deictic or 
anaphoric
right simple pres 
future tense
7Tl<ItfrN all day, 
all night
dur not with 
telic vbs
deictic with 
all but 
simple pres
left, right
again pos sit with active 
or stative 
vbs
non-deictic,
reiterative
left
early pos sit not with 
stative vbs
earlier than 
expected
left —
appendices
late pos sit not with 
stative verbs
later than 
expected
left —
at first pos sit with active 
or stative 
verbs
first in a 
series of 
events
fight pres tenses 
unlikely
at the be­
ginning
pos sit with active 
orr stative 
verbs
beginning of 
a fixed time 
span
right pres tenses 
unlikely
finally pos sit with active 
or stative 
verbs
ending of a 
fixed time 
span
left pres tenses 
unlikely
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E R R A T A
The errata listed here serve only to tidy up the text, ie add missing page number references, correct spelling 
or other mistakes. M ore substantial changes will be incorporated in a forthcoming overhaul o f these 
chapters to make them suitable for publication.
chapter 1 (non-fin ites)
p 38, line 2 should read:
p 46, translation missing:
p 56, line 5 should read:
chapter 2 (compound verbs)
p 71 line 7 of Definitions: 
p 77, line 2 should read: 
p 78, line 4, under 3. 
p 86, line 13/14 should read:
p 89, line 15
chapter 3 (postpositions)
p 95 under 3, last line 
p 96, line 22 
p 100, line 11
p 101, line 8
p 107, eighth line from the 
end o f the section on Re1?!
p 112, line 11
p 112, 5th line from bottom 
chapter 5 (verbs of being) 
p 189 last entry
p 191 second last line should be: 
p 200 line 10 should read:
is a present participle or an infinitive (quoted on 
page 36).
4.4.12
Sit down until he comes.
(not^tot'S i)
change 'Pobitro' to 'Pabitra'
Examples with NfQlTS are given on page 82. 
Examples o f  these are given on page 82.
 SW t is undoubtedly the compound maker which
has moved furthest.... 
for^Ssf readretsf
add full stop after 'sentences' 
for 'cofirm’ read 'confirm'
'The analysis...' - this should be m oved to the 
beginning o f the line and not have a bullet point
f o r ' When is used as a perfective participle...' 
read 'When is used as part o f a compound
verb...'
for ^  read 'fift R'tl
forW M  read^sW
for stcl read
(discussed in tenses chapter p 128) 
examples are given in section 1 (p 164)
cchapter 6 (word order)
p210,  line 1 under 5 
p 217, 3rd line under 7.3.5
for I  have told you  read I  have toldfather 
forf?o^ft destroyed read
